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PREFACE.

HIS book is not a record of scientific investigations.

While engaged, under the orders of the Navy
Department, in an-anging and elaborating the

results of the late Expedition to the Arctic Seas, I have availed
myself of the permission of the Secretaiy to connect together
the passages of my journal that could have interest for the
general reader, and to publish them as a narrative of the
adventures of my party. I have attempted very little else.

The Engravings with which the work is illustmted will add
greatly to any value the text may possess. Although largely,
and in some instances exclusively, indebted for their interest
to the skill of the artist, they are, with scarcely an exception,
from sketches made on the spot.

E. K K.
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KANE'S ARCTIC EXPLORATIONS.

CHAPTER I.

OBOANIZATION-PI^ OF 0PEEATI0N8-C0MPLEMBNT-EQUIPHBNT-
8T. John's.

In the month of December 1852, I had the honour of receiving chaptkb
special orders from the Secretary of the Navy, to "conduct an

'

expedition to the Arctic Seas in search of Sir John FrankUn "

I had been engaged, under Lieutenant De Haven, in the Grin-
nell Expedition, which sailed from the United States in 1850 on
the same errand; and I had occupied myself for some months

rP !LT
'''•'''" '"" °''*"™^ '^' ''^'''' °^ ^ ^«"«^«d effort to Anew

rescue the missmg party, or at least to resolve the mystery of its
"^«'""°"

1; d f;- ?J'^'^"'
^'"^ ' ^'"^^ ^^^«^^- charao'eSc h^^

"

placed the Advance, in which I sailed before, at my dlsposi forhe cruise; and Mr. Peabody of London, the generous representa-
tive of many Amencan sympathies, had proffered his aid largely
toward her outfit The Geographical Society of New York, theSmithsoman Institution, the American Pliilosophical Society-I

'

name them in the order in which they announced their contribu-
tions,-and a number of scientific associations and friends of
science besides, had come forward to help me; and by their aid I

Z^l/rr .
\""'' ^'''^^' ^ " ^'''y «° ^^^ ^ num-bers and absorbed m other objects.

Ten of our Uttle party belonged to the United States Navy, andwere attached to my command by orders from the DepaiSent

;







If PLAN OP OPERATIONS.

cflAjTKH the others were shipped by me for the cruise, and at salaries
entirely disproportioned to their services : all were volunteers We

far ^^^
-; «^ -der the rules that govern our national sHpT; Z

ditioa'
^\^"d, and ngidly adhered to afterward through aU the vicissitudes
of the expedition. These included-first, absolute subordination
to the officer m command or his delegate ; second, abstinence fromaU mtoxicating hquors, except when dispensed by special order:
thml, the habitual disuse of profane language. We had no other

Pian^f the
J
had developed our plan of search in a paper read before the

oon. Geographical Society. It was based upon the probable extension
of the land-masses of Greenland to the Far NorU^-a fact at that
time not verified by travel, but sustained by the analogies of physi-
cal geography. Greenland, though looked upon as a congeries of
islands connected by interior glaciers, was stiU to be regarded as a'
penmsula, whose formation recognised the same general laws as
other peninsulas having a southern trend.
From the alternating altitudes of its mountain ranges, continued

without depression throughout a meridional line of nearly eleven
hundred miles I inferred that this chain must extend veiy far to
the north, and that Greenland might not improbably approach
nearer the Pole than any other known land.

Believing, then, in such an extension of this peninsula, and feel-

Gree„,.„H T^ T''^
^°'^^ *^°^^ ^^^^" ^O'^d be best promoted^^-„,an. by a course that might lead most directly to the open sea'of wh ct

""'^''

merii'f u f'''"''' '"^ *^^* '^' approximation of themenduns would make access to the West as easy from Northern
Greenland as from Wellington Channel, and access to the East f"

wol'bf' ?r?i
"""' ^* '^' ^^^''' P^«*-^"g i^eadland

^Za T ^"^^ *^ "^"'^ ^^"-^^ ''^''' ^^ the lost party,-I
named, as the mducements in favour of my scheme_
Jri.-^'''\^T ''/.^' ^^'^ "^ ""''' operations,' obviating thecapncious character of ice-travel.

fJ: t'^r r^!"'™
^"'' ""^'^^ *^^°^"g ^id« <^h« influences of

Tuch exit."'"*""'
"°^' '"' ^'^^^^^^ *^ *^« «P- «e^ should

3^
The benefit of the fan-like abutment of land, on the north faceof Greenland, to check the ice in the course of its southerner

Proposed

route easy

from

Oreei

to for

north.
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equatorial drift, thus obmUng the Br«.t rf„„v , .„

"
.t^n-pt, to rea^h the P„,e b/tle S^^L^^st '"^ "^ "" "T™

p4.etccr:frh^r3err^ °' '^-
extending ,tiU further along uTcoaTt '

'"' ''"''«''''

atix;in5rn::'^^s;ts^\»'--'^--«
^

my oonunand. a. it reached^«,e ooZVfaZlltZ^,!^!
""""

HBNRr Brooks, First Officer
John Wall Wilsow,
Jahbs M'Gart,
QKOKaH RiLBT,
William Morton,

•^ Christian Ohlsbn.
>v» Hhnrt Goodfbllow

4

Isaac I Haths,M.D., Surgeon.
August SoNTAo, Astronomer.
Akos Bohsau,,
GuoaoH Stbphbnson,
GaoROB Whipplb,
William GoDFRar,
John Blakb,

Jhppebson Bakbr,
Pbtbb Schubbrt,

'

Thomas Hiokbi.
'

Two of these, Brooks and Morton hr,^ u
«rst expedition; galh^t JlZt^^^^^'.Z'T:,'' *'
ever shared the fortunes or M«;™«j .i. .. ' ^ °' *•"«"> »
The^*an« had bernLlZl?- T"""^'

"f - c„mm«,der.

the Arctic ice. She wm iSf " "" ™"^ '""""'''^"« «• ^o-

Me to n^dre her ^ IZZI^J'S^.Tf "°'t
^^ ""^

phrodite brig of one hundred andTrtJT .
"" " ''*™»-

atrengthenedZLTZ^^ZmZ T,
™''-'°""''-7' ""'

was a go«l saUer, and eS^y Ca^tf ^^ *' '^^ '^''»»- She
of them a metallic life-boat^ tS^tf th T t' ^''

• <»«
'

Our equipment was simple iL I T^"^' ^- ^'"'=i»-

quantity of rough bTaXto ser^! T r"*.
"' "'"^ "=''' «>" »''"«»

™ter, some teL o7lnd^!^^!/°' S""""?
»-» «"« ™sel in

»«
description, andseve«ltt^u,buUt"sfr™'' °' *'" ''"P''^'
model ftraished me bvZ t J ^"^ '°»» "^ ««» o" > "

othe«o,myo™T^^f' '^"'""^ "' '"» «"'-" Admiralty,

2
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Our store of provisions was chosen with little regard to luxury.

We took with us some two thousand pounds of well-made pem-
mican, a parcel of Borden's meat-biscuit, some packages of an

exsiccated pot to, resembling Edwards's, some pickled cabbage,

and a liberal quantity of American dried fruits and vegetables

;

besides these, we had the salt beef and porii of the navy ration,

hard biscuit, and flour. A very moderate supply of liquors, with

the ordinary et ceteraa of an Arctic cruiser, made up the diet-list I

hoped to procure some fresh provisions in addition before reaching

the upper coast of Greenland ; and I carried some barrels of malt,

with a compact apparatus for brewing.

We had a moderate wardrobe of woollens, a full supply of knives,

needles, and other articles for barter, a large, well-chosen library,

and a valuable set of instruments for scientific observations.

We left New York on the 30th of May 1853, escorted by several

noble dteamers; and, passing slowly on to the Narrows amid
salutes and cheers of farewell, cast our brig ofl" from the steam-

tug and put to sea.

It took us eighteen days to reach St. John's, Newfoundland.

The Governor, Mr. Hamilton, a brother of the Secretary of the

Admiralty, received us with a hearty English welcome ; and all

the officials, indeed all the inhabitants, vied with each other in

efibrts to advance our views. I purchased here a stock of fresh

beef, which, after removing the bones and tendons, we compressed

into rolls by wrapping it closely with twine, according to the

nautical process of marling, and hung it up in tb j rigging.

After two days we left this thriving and hospitable city ; and,

with a noble team of Nevv'foundland dogs on board, the gift of

Governor Hamilton, headed our brig for the coast of Greenland.

We reached Bafiin's Bay without incident. We took deep-sea-

soundings as we approached its axis, and found a reliable depth of

nineteen hundred fathoms : an interesting result, as it shows that

the ridge which is known to extend between Ireland and New-
foundland in the bed of the Atlantic is depressed as it passes

further to the north. A few days more found us off thfi coast of

Greenland, making our way toward Fiskernaes.

II



KISKK&NAKa

OHAPTER ir.

—8UKKEBT0PPEN.

We entered the harbour of Kiskemae. on the Ut of J,Uy, amid a,^„..

tl« L,, Tr " "<''»*»'»W. it is the driest station upon
"~

the coast; and the springs, which well through the mosses Cquentl), remain unfrozen throughout the year
The sites of the different Greenland colonies seem to have been a,,..,..

osra::undiT"°\*°.'''i I™""*
"^"'^ -^^ south :«~f-posts around Juhanshaab and Fredericslahl supply the Danish

"*""*
m^ket w,th the valued furs of the saddle-back scf ; sZertoZuand Holsteinberg with reindeer skins

;
Disco and tLnorthemTnets wr h the seal and other oUs. The Uttle settlement of ^ktnaes rejorc,^ in m codfish, as weU as the other staples of the upper

oTn ba ir'""
"" ^"f1^°"^.-- eigh? miles tL7Z

.fanTt^rr.tritsrxrrw^Lt ar«
salt; crapcflsh, sated and Dressed- fr^l, ,• i , '

"' '"tta

TToil^ V ^'^''"'"'"^ "-oW: we hud in supplies

fo^and^T °"'"'"'™ °' Fiskemaes from the coutfauedfogs, and ite free exposure to the winds as they draw un tuZ^
cTt

™:
"w^rth"""":''

•""°' '°^ '^^ -^ Treikwtcut out, with the exception of about four inches near the tail • thl

of^e'a^ "T^r"lr;^ -.i-Portenceamong the staples s™i.„.

with fte ^al ar^fdeH;":
";''"' " •"'"''^"' *°"" *' -">« "'"'""•

lone o, .„.^„. ^,<„,esse, which economy and despatch
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have introduced at St. John's seem to have reached this out-of-

the-way coast. Even the cod-livers are given to the dogs, oi

thrown into the general vat

We found Mr. Lassen, the superintending official of the Danish

Company, a hearty, single-minded man, fond of his wife, his

children, and his pipe. The visit of our brig was, of course, an

incident to be marked in the simple annals of his colony; and,

even before I had shown him my official letter from the Court of

Denmark, he had most hospitably proffered everything for our

accommodation. We became his guests, and interchanged pre-

sents with him before our departure ; this last transaction enabling

me to say, with confidence, that the inner fiords produce noble

salmon-trout, and that the reindeer-tongue, a recognised delicacy

in the old nd new Arctic continents, is justly appreciated at

Fiskemaes.

Feeling that our dogs iwould require fresh provisions, wliich could

hardly be spared from our supplies on shipboard, I availed myself

of Mr. Lassen's influence to obtain an Esquimaux hunter for oui

party. He recommended to me one Hans Cristian, a boy of nine-

teen, as an expert with the kayak and javelin j and after Hans had

given me a touch of his quality by spearing a bird on the wing, 1

engaged him. He was fat, good-natured, and, except under the

excitements of the hunt, as stolid and unimpressible as one of our

own Indians. He stipulated that, in addition to his very mode-

rate wages, I should leave a couple of barrels of bread and fifty-

two pounds of pork with his mother ; and I became munificent in

his eyes when I added the gift of a rifle and a new kayak. We
found him very useful ; our dogs required his services aa a caterer,

and our own table was more than once dependent on his energies.

No one can know so well as an Arctic vr < gjer the value of

foresight. My conscience has often called for ti ^ \':i nse of it,

but my habits make it an effort, I can hard'/ 1
' . t( oe provi-

dent, either by impulse or education. Yet, for some of the

deficiencies of our outfit, I ought not, perhaps, to hold myself

responsible. Our stock of fresh meats was too small, and we had

no preserved vegetables ; but my personal means were limited

;

and I could not press more severely than a strict necessity exacted

up >" the unquestioning liberality of my friends.

While we were beating out of the fiord of Fiskemaes, I had an



Vf
LtOnTKNFBLa.

feeUnga almost of devotion ^T I drw .»"' '
'"^ ^' ^"^ ""''^ "'"''«»•

had conaecrated.
' ^''^^^ '^'^ "^«»« ^^i' ^^houra

'^

MOEAVIAN 8KTTUC1UU.T OF LIOTTWiriLB.

4rrrrt' r:j^^r.r-™.^r -- --

—

ourselves outBide the world of lie „v,! *^' ''*" '"""ed '"""•

.ever-eleeptagsentmela "l^/ZXl f"'""''"'™'""'-onr approach. Present!, , jT ^ast-gave no signal of

b^ug^t into Zl^^rouZT"''""^''^"'^^'^^'^
irregularly-disposed chfmryl ts btr "T'^""'

''™*'^8 ^'^

Rembrandf h™.„^ _•?'', ^''^''' ^kuU-caps, such as Vandyke n.
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kindly welcome. All inside of the mansion-house—the furniture,

the matron, even the children—had the came time-sobered look.

The sanded floor waS dried by one of those x^uge, white-tiled

stoves, which have been known for generations in the north of

Europe ; and the stiff-backed chairs were evidently coeval with

the first daya of the settlement. The heavy-built table in the

middle of the room was soon covered with its simple offerings of

hospitality ; and we sat around to talk of the lands we had come

from, and the changing wonders of the times.

We learaed that the house dated back as far as the days of

Matthew Stach ; built, no doubt, with the beams that floated so

providentially to the shore some twenty-five years after the first

landing of Egede ; and that it had been the home of the brethren

who now greeted ue, one for twenty-nine, and the other twenty-

seven years. The " Congregation Hall" was within the building,

cheerless nov/ with its ebipty benches ; a couple of French horns,

—all that I could associate with the gladsome piety of the

Moravians,—hung on each side the altar. Two dwelling-rooms,

three chambers, and a kitchen, aU under the same roo^ made up

the one structure of Lichtenfels.

Its kind-hearted inmates were not without intelligence and edu-

cation. In spite of the foi-mal cut of their dress, and something

of the stiffness that belongs to a protracted solitary life, it was

impossible not to recognise, in their demeanour and course of

thought, the liberal spirit that has always characterized their

Church. Two of their " children," they said, had " gone to God"
last year with the scurvy

;
yet they hesitated at receiving a scanty

supply of potatoes as a present from our store.

We lingered along the coast for the next nine days, baffled by

calms and light, adverse winds ; and it was only on the 10th of

July that we reached the settlement of Sukkertoppen.

The Sukkertop, or Sugar-loaf, a noted landmark, is a wild,

isolated peak, rising some 3000 feet from the sea. The little

colony which nestles at its base occupies a rocky gorge, so narrow

and broken that a stairway connects the detached groups of huts,

and the tide, as it rises, converts a part of the groundplot into a

temporary island.

Of all the Danish settlements on this coast, it struck me as the

most picturesque. The rucro'ed cliffs seemed to blend with the
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grotesque structures about their base. The trim r^rl nn^ «,!,•*

painted fra.e mansion .hieh, in virtue oAt" bl'dj^l
''''^''

flagstaff, asserted the gubernatorial dignity at Fiskemaes, was here
"-

a lowly, dmgy compound of tarred roof and heavy gables. Thedwellings of the natives, the natives themselves, and the wildpacks of dogs that crowded the beach, were all in keeping 1^was after twelve at night when we came into port and til r

peculiar light of the Arctic summer at this hour-lMc^r^lnd X\\
one of the effect of an eclipse, so unlike our orthodox twil^S^^
bathed everything m grey but the noxthem background-anAlpine Cham standmg out against a blazing crimson sky
Sukkertoppen is a principal dep6t for reindeer-skins' and the . ..natives were at this season engaged in their summer hun coUect

'^^
|ng them. Four thousand had already been sent to Denmark ^dmore were on hand I bought a stock of superior quality for fift'cents a piece. These furs are valuable for their lightness andwarmth. They form the ordinary upper clothing of both sejhe sea^ be.ng used only for pantaloons and for wfterpro f d elsr purchased also all that I could get of the crimped sL-skin boot

'

or moccasms, an admirable article of walking gear mu^ mol
secure against the wet than any made by sewfng' Zl hav"added to my stock of fish, but the cod had not yet rlched tl
part of the coast, and would not for some weeks

"

Bidding good-bye to the governor, whose hospitality we hadhared liberally, we put to sea on Saturday, the 10th beaW toUie northward and westward in the teeth of a heavy gi^^
*"

OOMIAK, OE WOMBM'g BOAT. I
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00AST OP GREENTiAN

COAST OP QREENM.ND,

CHAPTER III.

00A8T OP GBEBNLAND-SWARTK-HCK-LAST DAlflSH 0UTP0ST8-ME1VILLB
BAT-IN THE lOB-BEABS-BBEGS-ANOHOB TO A BEBO-MIDNIGHT
BUKSHINE.

ftiAPTEK The lower and middle coast of Greenland has been visited by so— many voyagers, and its points of interest have been so often
descnbed, that I need not dweU upon them. From the time we
left Sukkertoppen, we had the usual delays from fogs and adverse
currents, and did not reach the neighbourhood of WUcox Point
which defines MelviUe Bay, untU the 27th of July.

'

ft pSven '
?'' *^^ ^ ^*^ "^^ P^''^** *^^ promontory of Swarte-huk, and were

• welcomed the next day at Proven by my old friend Christiansen, the
supenntendent, and found his family much as I left them tliree years
before. Frederick, his son, had married a native woman, and added
a summer tent, a half-breed boy, and a Danish rifle to his stock of
valuables. My former patient, Anna, had united fortunes with a
fat-faced Esquimaux, and was the mother of a chubby little girl
Madame Christiansen, who counted all these and so many others
as her happy progeny, was hearty and warm-hearted as ever. She
led the household in sewing up my skins into various serviceable
garments; and I had the satisfaction, before I left, of completing
my stock of furs for our sledge parties.

^

While our brig passed, half sailing, half drifting, up the coast,
I left her under the charge of Mr. Brooks, and set out in the
whale-boat to make my purchases of dogs among the natives.
Gathermg them as we went along from the different settlements
we reached Upemavik, the resting-place of the Grinnell Expeditionm 1851 after its winter drift, and for a couple of days shared, as
we we -e sure to do, the generous hospitaHty of Governor Flaischer.
Stm coastmg along, we passed in succession the Esquimaux

settlement of Kingatok, the Kettle-a mountain-top so named
from the resemblances of its profile—and finaUv Yotlik, the
furthest point of colonization; beyond which, sak the sparse
headlands of the charts, the coast mav be rfi^^Rrd^H pp. nntr,^..

Reach
Upper-

navik.

Last

Danish

outposts.

may be regarded tw»j ttii.n..ixv rr ix
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^2 Sti* 1
'^'='^': '°™"> *« »°rth, we ran dose to the o......Mn Mand8,--c ogged mth ice when I saw them three vea„ "^

before, now entirely clear.-sighted the landmark which is kno™
~

V "^ ?^' """' f'^™* "^o ^"^ I^^ds, whe« ZAdmn.e grounded in 1861, bore away for Wilcox PomtWe sto<^ lazUy along the coast, with alternations of perfectcalm and offshore breezes, generally from the south or east b„

Melrtle Bay, one of those heavy ice-fogs, which I haye described m , ,„m my former narrative as chamcteriBac of this region setuld
"^

around us We could hardly see across the deck V̂t «^

th« ^f,r? ""/'* "^'""^<' "^^ ™^'' W"""^ Point "« to

a Ian chance of drifting over toward the DevU's Thumb, whichthen bore east of north. The bergs which infest this regi;^ *»o..

™fth"e^in t^g'"^-^^''- ^ '™™^ "- -»^ -- i"

It was a whole day's work, towing with both boats; but toward

eCtdlr T:^^" "r"'^"« "' *- -^ ™' d°«%rewarded for our labour with a wind. I had observed witj
suninse, wh^e wc were floating near the coast, that thTland" ewas already broken and decayed ; and I was aware, from Xt I

myself of the pecuhantles of this navigation, that the in-shorehack was m consequence beset with difficulty and delayr I

TrrttJb7tLr' t'T / ""'" '*^"^ '° *^' wcstwarTuntU

Zdf„
^ ""> r^

'"'^''^'""" '^ ''''"*^ MelviUe Bay by an «»».outside passage. A chronicle of this tnmsili condensed from my r™"^log-book, wiU have interest tor navigatora— ^ '"

ae";^"ck and^^'"'*^t"-^'«'= *''' »»''«"« *eams of

'oX'rltiz^X':" ""^^'^-^^ '-^^

"f'f
29, ^Waay, gj A.M.-Made loose ice, and yery rotten •

the tables nearly destroyed, and much broken by ^Z IcSn'wator-sky to the northward. Entered this ice, intenlg to w'rk

1^ "f^^l^!"' -'--0' ""ove or abouJ Sabme LlZt- n .. ,„. ™,„n-casKru ia„u-ice. The breeze freshened off
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I

01IAPT.R shore, breaking up and sending out the floes, the leads rapidly_ closing. Fearing a besetment, I determined to fasten to an ice-
berg

;
and after eight hours of very heavy labour, warping, heaving,

and planting ice-anchors, succeeded in eflfecting it.

" We had hardly a breathing spell, before we were startled by a
set of loud, crackling sounds above us; and small fragments of
ice, not larger than a walnut, began to dot the water like the first
drops of a summer shower. The indications were too plain • we
had barely time to cast off before the face of the berg fell in ruins
crasliing like near artillerj'.

'

Breaking

of an ice-

berg.

PASTINBD TO /N ICEBSRO.

l^S^ " ^^^ position, in the mean time, had been critical, a gale
blowing off the shore, and the floes closing and scuddmg rapidly
We lost some three hundred and sixty fathoms of whale line,

which were caught in the floes, and had to be cut away to release
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ril'^^l/^^
Afe'^y.-Again moored alongside of an iceberg.

™L " ' ""8 *» ""= ™*««'' "i"' "•-•=1. free

Ji '^v"'T'"'''"'
'"« '°° ^""^ '" '"e "<"« a™ a quarter of a

ie^? L:^1
-7-lgU„p,e. ttroughitshow no',„etic 1

tolrks '1V„1 ."f '"''"^""^Sed; I do not recognise

il^dioTth: „:;!'• *°' °"
• ' '"'"' ™" °' *= quarter-boats,

" Holding on for clearer weather.
'V«iy 31, Sumlu!/.~Om open water beginning to Ml un vervart wrth loose ice from the south, went aronnd the edges „fSake ,„ my g,g to hunt for a more favourable spot forT bnt

^stL2 r ''"' ''"™«' " -needed in changing o';fasts to aether berg, quite near the free water. In our pr^seM

influence of the southerly winds.

w^lTl" '""J.",
""^^ ^""' '" *°''^"« *° »"' present quarters inwhat the whalers term an open hole. We drove intol conph S

ofr;;rrZr"j'''-^°™-^»'"™^'. -" <'*°^^-

rotlnlT n?' f"t-V°''' ?°™«"^ ™"' "*«"« '«• ™all « ».. .«

Z !! 7-P«"-:f:
But for onr berg, we would now be carried to

I
»"«

;
as -t .s, we drift with it to the north and cast.

to affect it~I.' r'ir'^
•"'''"'' "S™'' •" ^'e has begunto affect It, and, hke the great floe aU around us, it has taken up.ts hue of march toward the south. At the risk of being entangledI ordered a light hue to be carried out to a much brger bergIdafter four hours' labour, made fast to it securely tL b g 's a

steadfly toward the north, while the loose ice drifts by on eachside, Icavmg a wake of black water for a mile behind as
pu„t.on la.. „^b,, uy nuaiugLt altitude of the sun, gave
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84 MIDNIGHT 8UNSHINR.

Uldnight

aondiins.

7J^7^ I
^ ^^ I

''°''''' "^^^ * "'^'^^ '^^^^^^ ^^rizon, we made
76 37 ;

showing that^ u, spite of all embarrassments, we stillmove to the north We are, however, nearer than I could wish to
the land,—a blank wJl of glacier.

"About 10 P.M the immediato danger was past; and, espying
a lead to the north-ea«t, we got under weigh, and pushed over in
spito of the driftmg trash. The men worked with a will, and we
bored through the floes in excellent style."
On our road we were favoured with a gorgeous spectacle, which

hardly any excitement of peril could have made us overlook. The
midnight sun came out over the northern crest of the great here
our late «fa.t friend," kindling variously-coloured fires on eveni
part of its surface, and making the ice around us one great
resplendency of gemwork. blazing carbuncles, and rubies and
molten gold.

^^^

UQuiuAm BOT oir Doa
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CHAPTER IV.

BORWa THB FLOBS-SQOOBSSFUL PASSAGE THROUGH MELVILLE BAT-10.NAVIGATION-PASSAGE 0. THE MIDDLE PAOK-THE NORTH WAtI

IZon^lZlTT^"' '^"^' ''' ''" •^^"^"^'7; and, after a ohapt^ktortuous progress of five miles, arrested here and there by tonmies ^^•

which required the saw and ice-chisels, fitted herself neatly betlTen Boi^iTti-e
two floes. Here she rested till toward morning, when the Tds

"^
opened agam, and I was able, from the crowWst, to pick ou^way to a larger pool some distance ahead. In this we beat back-ward and forward, like China fish seeking an outlet fro^a g atjai^^ tm the fog caught us again ; and so the day ended

aa th^C'' ^^^T:^«^-Ti^« day did not promise' well; buta^ the wind was blowing m feeble airs from the N.NW I

But, after they had had a couple of hours of miprofitable workthe breeze freshened, and the floes opened enough to allow us tobeat hrough them. Eveiything now depended upon practlcJic^know edge; and, as I was not willing to tnist Ly one ete 2

inJourTscZ^
^-jouraged, however

;
this oflT-shore wind is favour- .ro^mg our escape. ITieicebergs, too, have assisted us to hold our own °'^p»

against the rapid passage of the broken ice to the south anTsL"^e larger floes have opened into leads, we have nothing to do buto follow them carefully and boldly. As for the ice necks andprongs, and rafts, and tongues, the capstan and wi^dlSfrvedone a great deal to work us through them; but a g^at deLmore a brave headway and our Httle brig's hard head of^2
^' M^dn^ffht.-.We are clear of the bay and its myriads of dis .

L^^Thtd. '^^^^^^^^^^'-^^^WtosLth'Iso^ISeTa?

"^ is only eight days ago that we made Wilcox Point and
=.uce wu lairiy left the inside track of the whalers, and made

88
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Ice In Mol-
riiifl hay.

cn.„Ka our push for the west. 1 did so, not without fuU consideration o«the chances. Let me set down what my views were and are
"

T^e mdentation known as Melville Bay is protected by itsnor hem and north-eastern coa.t from the great ice and cuLnt
dnfts which follow the axis of Baffin's Bay. The interior of thcoun^ which bounds upon it is the seat of extensive glacierswhich are constantly shedding off icebergs of the largest dimen

depth to which they sink when floating subjects them to the actionof the deeper sea currents, whUe their broad surface above the

Tat'thrTf °" '^ *^^ "^•'- ^' ^^PP«-' therefore,

ftm thTr rf
infrequently moving in different directionfrom the floes around them, and preventing them for a time from

freezing into a mjited mass. Still, in the late winter, when thecold h^ thoroughly set in, Melville Bay becomes a continuous field
of ice, from Cape Yoyk to the DevU's Thumb
On the return of milder weather, the same causes renew their

action
;
and that portion of the ice which is protected from the

outside drift, and entangled among the icebergs that crowd the
bay, remms permanent long after that which is outside is inmotion Step by step, aa the year advances, it. outer edge breaks

,,

°ff; y«t Its la^er curve frequently remains unbroken through the"Fast.." entire summer. This is the "fast ice" of the whalers, so^o-
tant to their progress in the earlier portions of the season •

forhowever It may be encroached upon by storms or cuiTents,'they
can generally find room to track their vessels along its solid margin
or xf the outside ice, yielding to off-shore winds, happer^s to recede'
the mterval of water between the fast aM the drift aUows them
not unfrequently to use their sails.

It is therefore one of the whalers' canons of navigation, which
they hold to most rigidly, to foUow the shore. But it is obvious
that this apphes only to the early period, of the Arctic season,when the land ice of the inner bay is comparatively unbroken, as
in May or June, or part of July, varjring of course with the cfr-
cumstances. Indeed, the bay is seldom traversed except in these
months the north-west fisheries of Pond's Bay, and the rest, ceas-
ing to be of value afterward. Later in the summer, the inner ice
breaks up into large floes, moving with wind and tide, that embar-
rass the navigator, misleading him into the notion that he k

Ico navi-

gation
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attached to hia "fast." when in reaUty he is accompanying the on.Pr.K
movements of an immense floating ice-field

i- J^ M
•«

^^^m

I have been surprised sometimes that our national ships o{ ColiiiiTon

discovery and search have not been more generally impressed bv r".'*"""^
these views. Whether the season has been'mild oLeX the i'e ^^^
fast and sohd, or broken and in drift, they have followed in August
the same course which the whalers do in June, ninning their ves-
sels into the curve of the bay in search of the fast ice which had
disappeared a month before, and involving themselves in a laby-
rmth of floes. It was thus the Advance was caught in her second
season, under Captain de Haven; while the Prince Albert, leaving

tangled there. Indeed, it is the common stoiy of the disastersand delays that we read of in the navigation ofThese regions

1862 and the probable mildness of the foUoWing winter, that wecould scarcely hope to make use of the land ice for tracking, orTo
avail ourselves of leads along its margin by canvas. AM th sopmion was confirmed by the broken and rottin appearance of the
floes dmmg our coastwise drift at the Duck Islands. I therefore
deserted the inside track of the whalers, and stood to the wes^

then skirting the pack to the northward, headed in slowly for the
""'™^'»'*

middle portion of the bay above Sabine Islands. My oHe t wa
'^''•

to double,
^ It were, the loose and drifting ice thatL 'stood inmy way, and, reaching Cape York, as nearly as might be, trust forthe remainder of my passage to warping and tracking by he hL^

ous rislTVfTr'l'
""'' "'*'°"* ^^"^^ ^^^«-- ^'rii -d ^el

mana?.^ •

'"*'¥^"^^^^ ^"^°»g '^^ broken icefields But wemanaged, in every mstance, to combat this last for™ of difficulty

our ol r "'™r' '"^^ ^^^'^^^^' "^^^^^ --bl«d us to ho d

Z r^l T"" '^^^ '^' '"^^''^ fl°«« ^ere pressing by us to

tionrotht : 'T
''''''' "^^^^^^ ^^-^ yet'exciting i:^

north Ze on T'
"*'"''" fields of thepack, and aLunSe

^te Not I^r ' ''''-'' '-' ^« *^-^^ *^- We are now

I
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28 THK "CBIMSON CLIFFS.'"

CHAPTER V.

OBIMSON CLIFFS OF BEVERLET-HAKLtlTT AND NORTHUMBERLAND-RBD
SNOW—THE GATES OF SMITh's STRAITS— OAPB ALEXANDER—OAPB
HATHHRTON—FAREWELL OAIRN-LIFE-BOAT DEP6t-ESQUIMAUX RUINS
FOUND—GRAVES—FLAGSTAFF POINT.

OHAPTBR My diary continues :

—

_!l " We passed the ' Crimson Cliffs ' of Sir John Ross in the fore-

«n SS' ""^^^ ^^ ^"S^* ^^^- The patches of red snow, from which they
denve their name, could be seen clearly at the distance of ten
miles from the coast. It had a fine deep rose hue, not at all like
the brown stain which I noticed when I was here before. All the
gorges and ravines in which the snows had lodged were deeply
tinted with it. I had no difficulty now in justifying the some-
what poetical nomenclature which Sir John Franklin appUed to
this locaHty

;
for if the snowy surface were more diffiised, as it is

no doubt earHer in the season, crimson would be the prevailino
colour.

**

p«« Com- « Late at night we passed Conical Rock, the most insulated and
conspicuous landmark of this coast; and, still later, Wolstenholme
and Saunder's Islands, and Oomenak, the place of the J^orih Star's
winter-quarters—an admirable day's run; and so ends the 6th of
August. We are standing along, with studding-sails set, and open
water before us, fast nearing our scene of labour. We have
ah-eady got to work, sewing up blanket bags and preparing sledges
for our campaignings on the ice."

We reached Hakluyt Island in the course of the next day. A
tall spu-e on it, probably of gneiss, rises 600 feet above the
water-level, and is a valuable landmark for very many nules around.
We were destined to become famiUar with it before leaving this
region. Both it and Northumberland, to the south-east of it,

afforded studies of colour that would have rewarded an artist.'
Red snow. The red snow was diversified with large surfaces of beautifully-

green mosses and alopecurus, and where the sandstone was bare,
it threw in a rich shade of brown.

calRock.

Reach
Hakluyt

Island.
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shapea of tl.cso rock* mJ »«M 1 '
'"'"""'"'' "'"' l'y™id,U "•-

*« coast present; aeoIrsrl/Tf'"''"" "" """»; l""""^-
characterized as !^r TZlt ^^"'' "•'''"'' ™"«°"" well

""-«

"tr.taoftheaandllrth^^.luS":
t

'''; ""'^ '"™'^"
the snow wldch gathers „dL ti, "T'

conspicuously with

ParalleUsn, and dCcTneTrftTr'^''"';''
,'"'«'' ^" '»''. "">

have dissatisfied a lotrTfhl r""
"'"'' '"'' '''«' """Id

l.owever,„ccasiona1lyTokftheLr T" . ''°n"'yritic rocks,

aUy, too, the red enow showedI^ ^'"' """^""""y; "ceasion-

few miles-indee^ wTertr^. .
™' ""'' "' '"''""'^ »f very

age-way-glact« 'wltZ 1: ^""""^ ""^"^ '^"'"^ " P-'^
All the back IX T '"« '°™'''' "« ""'«••» dge

glacier.
"""^ ""P'""-'"' °" g'cat rolling distance rf

to these indications of our '^^^71'' '/u '

l"
"''"*" S'"'

marked swell has spt in »/ "» ,^^ ^^^^^d the field of search, a

i-t such as mig^t b iooM f„: t",I""
'"" '"' »''^''--''.

an open water-space beyond
""^ '^"°" °'*''^ "*"» "P™

ye::'!;tt'47of'-:,:'cra:tTs;r^''n"
^"«"'''"' -- " "--

look far off to the west the sZ! r°" ''°'""""8' ^' "« "" ~"'

ity to the water's edg?»d Z" ,7°' ',?" "'"' ''»''' »"f°™-
summer's snow on the Mis 1 f« f,°^

'""'' '^"^ « '"•c«« ««
On the right we hale at^!::'™\f;^''»^°PP- ^"^ ^'»''™--
might dignify the entranceTi tf ' 7 '° '^'°™'"« 8n.ndeur

should sly ttey would
'° T"'"' "' "'""""='" »«"• I

height, wr^h so'meTther'pript"
SOo" f"" t'""

'^^ '"

steep. They have been „ntii
"^ "'P"=C3 800 feet at a siagle

and they look dTl » ust ""tT '.""r""
^'""^ "' ^erculfs;

Even the sailors are Lr sL ' 1* «1 °"' "«" '° P"»'
dow. One of the ofli" rs » d ^ Tl'

""''''' ""^'^ ''''* »'"'•

cider that dot the water 12 ^°^'°"'' """ ""^ «"«» ••'"d

audrE Trl'*'-"^'""'™'''"^^'^ Alexander to the -outh.*'"' ''''""' " ^*" "VMing .pe iratherton, thett;
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of Captain Inglefield'a positively-determined headlands. We are
fairly inside of Smith's Sound.

" On our left is a capacious bay ; and deep in its north-eastern
recesses we can see a glacier issuing from a fiord."

We knew this bay familiarly afterwards as the residence of a
body of Esquimaux with whom we had many associations ; but
we little dreamt then that it would bear the name of a gallant
friend, who found there the first traces of our escape. A small
cluster of rocks, hidden at times by the sea, gave evidence of the
violent tidal action about them.

" As we neared the west end of Littleton Island, after breakfast
this morning, I ascended to the crow's-nest, and saw to my sorrow
the ominous blink of ice ahead. The wind has been freshening
for a couple of dayu from the northward, and if it continues, it will

bring down the floes on us.

" My mind has beeh made up from the first that we are to force
our way to the north, as far a." the elements will let us ; and I feel

the importance, therefore, of securing a place of retreat, that in

case of disaster we may not be altogether at large. Besides, we
have now reached on^ of the points at which, if any one is to

follow us, he might look for some trace to guide him."
I determined to leave a cairn on Littleton Island, and to deposit

a boat with a supply of stores in some convenient place near it.

One of our whale-boats had been crushed in Melville Bay, and
Francis's metallic life-boat was the only one I could spare. Its

length did not exceed twenty feet, and our crew of twenty could
hardly stow themselves in it with even a,few days' rations; but it

was air-chambered and buoyant.

Selecting from our stock of provisions and field equipage such
portions as we might by good luck be able to dispense with, and
adding with reluctant liberality some blankets and a few yards of

india-rubber cloth, we set out in search of a spot for our first

dep6t. It was essential that it should be upon the mainland, for

the rapid tides might so wear away the ice as to make an island

inaccessible to a foot-party; and yet it was desirable that, while
secure against the action of sea and ice, it should be approachable
by boats. We found such a place after some pretty cold rowing.

It was off the north-east cape of Littleton, and bore S.S.E. from
Cape Hatherton, which loomed in the distance abnvH thfi fna...-.- — —

_



LIPE-BOAT DEPOT.
•1

Here we buried our life-boat with her little canro W« . a
along her g^mwalo the heaviest rocks we couldSle aTd 'fiT "V"
up the interstices with smaller stor.es and sods oT.l^

^'^^' «""'« ^
moss, nniirf.^ qo«^ i .

^ "* andromeda and Life-boatmoss, poured sand and water among the layers Thi« fr. . •"» ««'»o

.way to cover in our 'storehle o ^^ birltutZ T,remains of their former inhabitants
^ ^ *'"' "'"'^

memSofT,«:et"'r'' h" h7
""" """ """'''" «»" "- «"-'«

able on t.:'

C
"tabbed ^^t"iX'^r^™ '""=-- '"•

fox and the narwhal; but I fonnd no signs of thetS or'd^dee

fon. The Esquima,ur never disturb a g^vf
^'"""^

irom one of the graves I toot several perforated and mdelv

.'aces of deposit for meat, and rooks ar;anged-a;f;;L:;r Th^^
"-'
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38 ESQUIMAUX RELICS.

CHAVTER were evidently very ancient ; but tliey were so well preserved that

_!, it was impossD)le to say how long they had been abandoned thire,

whether for fifty or a hundred years before.

Child's Spear.

'

i if

Sewing Implements

Pot Hook. I

KSQUIMAUX IMPLBMENTS, FROM QRAVUE.

Erection of Our stores deposited, it was our next ofBce to erect a beacon,
a beacon

OVT the

cairn

and intrust to it our tidings. VVe chose for this purpose the
Western Cape of Littleton laland, as more conspicuous than Cape
Hatherton; built our cauTi ; wedged a staff into the crevices of

the rocks; and, spreading the American flag, hailed its folds with
three cheers as they expanded in the cold midnight breeze. These
important duties performed—the more lightly, let me say, for this

little flicker of enthusiasm—we rejoined the brig early on the
morning of the 7th, and forced on again towards the north, beating
against wind and tide.
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CHAPTER VI.

''Au^st 8 Mmdap.-l had seen the ominous blink ahe-vd of „,

forty miles beyond Cape Life-Boat2TsZ ftw"
""^

^ble to force onr way further; andadenee^ XZZZius, we were carried helplessly to the eastward m shifd have

.ere fonunate enough to Z'.^ZXT^'ZZ^'Zwarp uito a protecting niche. ' ^

but ft^'w^' '^^r';"^
^ '''"'"''^ "^* ^g^ ^^^^ tl^e change of tidebut It was only to renew a profitless confl.Vf Th^ a f

'

smaller bergs along with then, wi T \ ^^ *^®

a manful struggle o^lme 11r. T T" ^'^^^' "^^"' ^^'^^ ^-^^

cut of their rafge.
'
""^ ^'"'^^ °'^^^^^^« ««^« more [-the

we'hadkT ^r^""
^^^^-*^- "earer to the south than theone

J-
uj. iiawsers to the rocks and a whale-line carried nnf t»

« i , „ Harbour

oT;Zt ,r, ttir''.'"""
«f^ d°S3 on board, fhe majority

—=,".. r»tt„ „« cuaracterued as 'ravening wolves.' To
I



34 HUNTING WALRUS,

Voracity

•f dogs.

- dlT- ^ T: "^°" ^*""^^ °^^ P-g^- -d success
~~

t7TV" "fl"
^^'^' "'"^^- 'T^^ absence of shore or land

e to the south in Baffin's Bay has prevented our rifles from con-

the corT"^.Tf'.^f" '''' commissariat. Ourtwo bears lastedthe cormorants but eight days; and to feed them upon the meagreaUowance of two pounds of raw flesh every other day is Tn

nl or b
°'' T IV ""'"^^ ""'' ^^' '^'^ P«--«a-- Corn

Td Jf T' "^!f
,P«""y'« d°g« f«d on, they disdain to toucli,and salt junk would kill them.

K8QUIMAUX D008.

Wainu
tnnt wulZ.^VT^- ™' '"' ""*« to h-nt walrus, Wittwhich the Sound « teeming. We saw at least fifty „f these iuskvmonsters and approached many groups ,rithi„ twenty paces butour nfle bal s reverberated from their hides like cork petes f™"

oYonriatf-lt7"f ""' «^' *"" larprontt^ceot one. Later in the day, however, Ohlsen, climbine a neirf,

-taoveT,, which ha. secured for us at least six hundred poS
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tTlTt ""^f^"^'
^''^ ^^^ ^^"^'^ °^ *^« "^^^^ was cn.„„

fourteen feet, and his process, or 'horn,' from the tip to its bony ^'•

encasement, four feet-hardly half the size of the noble specimen NaTi^Tai.
I presented to the Academy of Natural Sciences after my last

^KK . nf^ ^ ^'' °^ *^« ^°^'^^' ^»d "pelted do^vi his
blubber

;
he will yield readily two barrels of oil.

"While we were engaged getting our narwhal on board, the
wind hauled round to the south-west, and the ice began to travel
back rapidly to the north. This looks as if the resistance to the
northward was not very permanent. There must be either great
areas of relaxed ice or open water leads along the shore. But the
choking up of the floes on our eastern side stiU prevents an
attempt at progress. This ice is the heaviest I have seen: and
Its accumulation on the coast produces barricades mora like bergs
than hummocks. One of those rose perpendicularly more than
sixty feet. Except the 'ice-hills' of Admiral WrangelL on the , .
coast of Arctic Asia, nothing of ice-upheaval has ever been de

""
scnbed equal to this.

"Still anxious beyond measure to get the vessel relea. d, I
'

forced a boat through the drift to a point about a mile north of
us, from which I could overlook the Sound. There was nothing
to be seen but a melancholy extent of impacted drift, stretching
northward as far as the eye could reach. I erected a smallA.e.00,
beacon-canrn on the pomt; and, as I had neither paper, pencil

-"•"•

nor pennant, I burnt a K with powder on tne rock, and scratch^
ing O. K. with a pointed buUet on my cap-lining, hoisted it as the
representative of a flag."

*

With the small hours of Wednesday morning came a breeze from
the south-west which was followed by such an apparent relaxation
of the floes at the slack-water of flood-tide, that I resolved to attempt
an escape from our Httle basin. We soon warped to a narrow cul-
de-sac between the main pack on one side and the rocks on the other, Anchors,and after a little trouble made ourselves fast to a berg tTZ^

There was a small indentation ahead, which I had noticed on mv
boatreconnoissancej and, as the breeze seemed to be freshening, I

vras found by Capto
"
HaStene and '.t^^ni^ T"'^"'' """l"

^ ^ "=*"« "''^''''^'^ '"l. one,

where»bonUo«m^n^]^,^l'"!:!"l\'^*"?''*<'«»>' *" the only direct memorial of my
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thought we might venture for it. But the floes were too strong for
us; our eight-inch hawser parted like a whip-cord. There wasno time for hesitation. I crowded sail, and bored into the drift
leaving Mr. Sontag and three men upon the ice. We did not
reclaim them till, after some hours of adventure, we brought up
under the lee of a grounded berg,

^

I pass without notice our successive efforts to work the vessel
to seaward through the floes. Each had its somewhat vnried in-
cidents, but all ended in failure to make progress. We found our-
selves at the end of the day's struggles close to the same imper-
fectly-defined headland which I have marked on the chart as Cape
Cornehus GrinneU, yet separated from it by a hairier of ice, and
with our anchors planted in a berg.

In one of the attempts wnich I made with my boat to detect
some pathway or outlet for the brig, I came upon a long rocky
ledge, with a sloping teirace on its southern face, strangely green
with sedges and poppies. I had learned to refer these unusual
traces of vegetation to the fertilizing action of the refuse which
gathers about the habitations of men. Yet I was startled, as I
walked round its narrow and dreary limits, to find an Esquimaux
hut, so perfect m its preservation that a few hours' labour would
have rendered it habitable. There were bones of the wa^'us fox
and seal, scattered round it in small quantities ; a dead dog wa^
found close by, with the flesh stiU on his bones, and, a little fur-
ther ofl, a bear-skin garment that retained its fur. In fact for a
deserted homestead, the scene had so little of the air of desolation
about It, that it cheered my good fellows perceptibly.

The scenery beyond, upon the main shore,Snight have impressed
men whose thoughts were not otherwise absorbed. An opening
through the cliff's of trap rock disclosed a valley slope and distant
rolling hills,—m fine contrast with the black precipices in front—
and a stream that came tumbling through the gorge ; we could
hear its pastoral music even on board the brig, when the ice
clamour intermitted.

The water around was so shoal that at three hundred yards from
the shore we had but twelve-feet soundings at low tide Great
rocks, well worn and rounded, that must have been floated out bv
the ice at some former period, rose above the water at a half mile's
distance, and the inner drift had fastened itself about them in
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whLi;r J T. '^"'^ ^"' completely packed with the ice ".^ch they hemmed m. Tied up as we were to our own berg w
~"

were for the time in safety, though making no progress butTo

At certam stages of the tides-genefali/from thri^te- ^^^^^^^

^°^"'"^

the commencement of the ebb-the ice evidently relates enoughto give a partial opening close along the land. Tltrenltour vessel we have tested pretty thoroughly; if she ^llb^^^^^^^^^frequent groundings that we must look L,Vam perLTd d :!'seek these opemngs, and warp along them from one iZn nfgrounded ice to another. The water is ton «!,. iT ^ "^^

flo-it in ilinf a.. 1, ,
° ^^0^^ ^°^ ^^^ "lasses tofloat m that are heavy enough to make a nip veiy dangerous Iam preparmg the little brig for this novel navigaLXZ hedecks securing things below with extra lashings, and g Souspars, to serve in case of necessity as shores to k'e^p herfnXn

yyyo ui luis Dlgnt, tilC loug, prccipitouS CaOfi alipnri '" "'e

dL.lt,T t
"^ t? ^ «"' "^ '^"""^ ""* «"» Careful angulard-Btonces taken between the shore and the ehaiu of bergs to seaward show that these latter do not budge with either ,ri„Tor t d

'

It looks as If we were to have a ehange of weather. Is it worthanother attempt to warp out and see if we cannot doubkTh ebergs to seaward ! I have no great time to spare ; theTorg "eforms rapidly m quiet spot, during the entire twenty-fourlfrs
^u,ust

4, Sunda,.-1ke change of weather yestLay t mp ed . .us tc torsake our shelter and try another tussle 4h theC'wfme .ta» Boon as we ventured out; and the day closed with ano^^^herty progress, by hard waging, of about tll-quarters 5
ri ""^"^erc weU tired; but the weather l«,ked sobreatenmg, that I had them up again at three o'clock this mor^

see close into the shore, about a mile ahead of us.
l-ese low slaUows are evidently caused by the rocks and

^g tussle win
the ico.

I



38 FAST AGAIN IN THE ICE.

A ga.]e.

OHMTKR foreign materials discharged from the great valley. It is impos-_ sible to pass inside of them, for the huge boulders run close to the
shore. Yet there is no such thing as doubhng them outside,
without leaving the holding-ground of the coast and thrusting our-
selves into the drifting chaos of the pack. If we can only reach
the little islet ahead of us, make a lee of its rocky crests, and hold
on there until the winds give -^ fairer prospects !

" Midn.^\t.--We did reac: i;. ; and just in time. At 11-30
P.M. our first whale-line was ms^do fast to the rocks. Ten minute.«i
later, the breeze freshened, and so directly in our teeth that we
could not have gained our mooring ground. It is blowing a gale
now, and the ice driving to the northward before it ; but we can
rely upon our hawsers. All behind us is now solid pack.

August 15, Monday.—Wq are stiU fast, and, from the grinding
of the ice against the southern cape, the wind is doubtlessly blow-
ing a strong gale from \ the southward. Once, early this morning,
the wuid shifted by a momentary flaw, and came from the north-
ward, throwing our brig with slack hawser upon the rocks. Though
she bumped heavily she started nothing, till we got out a stern-
line to a grounded iceberg.

''August 16, Tuesday.~Ft\s,i stiU ; the wind dying out, and the
ice outside dosing steadUy. And here, for all I can see, we must
luing on for the winter, unless Providence shall send a smarts ice-
shattering breeze, to open a road for us to the northward.

" More bother with these WTetched dogs ! worse than a street of
Constantinople emptied upon our decks; the unruly, thieving
wild-beast pack

! Not a bear's paw, nor an Esquimaux cranium,'
or basket of mosses, or any specimen whatever, can leave your
hands for a moment, without their making a rush at it, and, after
a yelping scramble, swallowing it at a gulp. I have seen them at-
tempt a whole feather bed ; and here, this very morning, one of my
Karsuk brutes has eaten up two entire birds'-nests which I had
just before gathered from the rocks ; feathers, filth, pebbles, and
moss,—a peckful at the least. One was a perfect specimen of the
nest of the tridactyl, the other of the big burgomaster.

" When we reach a floe, or berg, or temporary harbour, they
start out in a body, neither voice nor lash restraining them, and
scamper off like a drove of hogs in an Illinois oak-opening. Two
of our largest left themselves behind at Fog Tnlet, and we had to

The Ice

closing

round.

Trouble

with the

dogs.
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«end off a boat party to-day to their rescue. It cost a puU through ohapt..^e and water of about eight miles before they found the recreal,

"
at and saucy, beside the carcass of the dead narwhal. After more

"~
than an hour spent in attempts to catch them, one was tied andbK>ught on board

; but the other suicidal scamp had to be left to

I



40 THE ERIC ON A BBRO.

CHAPTER VII.

THE ERIC ON A BEEO-QODSEND LEDOE-nOLDma 0N-ADRIFT-S0D1>1,INQ
-TOWED BY A BERO-UNDER THE OLIFF3~MPPlNQa_AQRO0ND-IOJ
I'RESSURE—AT REST.

CHAPTER
VII.

Prospect

of cscupe.

August 16 Tnesda^.-Tl^e formation of the young ice seems to
be retarded by the clouds

; its greatest niglitly freezing has been
three-quarters of an inch. But I have no doubt, ifwe had continued
till now m our little Refuge Harbour, the winter would have closed
around us, without a shigle resource or chance for escape Wherewe are now I cannot help thinking our embargo must be tempo-
rary. Ahead of us, to^ the north-east, is the projecting headland
which terminates the long, shallow curve of Bedevilled Reach This
serves as a lee to the northerly drift, and forms a bight into which
the south winds force the ice. The heavy floes and bergs that are
aground outside of us have encroached upon the lighter ice of the
reach and choke its outlet to the sea. But a wind off shore would
start this whole pack, and leave us free. Meanwhile, for our com-
fort a strong breeze is setting in from the southward, and the pro-
babilities are that it will freshen to a gale.

:'f^ff^fU, Wednesday.-This morning I pushed out into the
drift, with he useful little specimen of naval architecture, which I
call Urzc the Bed, but which the crew have named, less poeti-
cjiUy, the Hed Boat. We succeeded in forcing her on to one of
the largest bergs of the chain ahead, and I climbed it, in the hope
of seeing something Uke a lead outside, which might be reached
by boring. But there was nothing of the sort. The ice looked as
It perhaps an off-shore wind might spread it ; but, save a few

ruteS!"''T.^''^''
""^"'^ ^''"^ "^'' ^'^'y «"""^"«« l°«ked like the

merest ink-spots on a table-cloth, not a mark of water could be
seen I could see our eastern or Greenland coast extending on,
headland after headland, no less than five of them in number
untU they faded into the mysterious North. Everything else,

"Up to this time we have had but two reliable observations to

"Ericths
Bed."
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determine our geographical position since entering Smith's Sound
These, however, were carefully made on shore by theodolite and
artificial honzons

; and, if our five chronometers, rated but two
weeks ago at Upernavik, are to be depended upon, there can be no
coirespondence between my own and the Admiralty charts north
of latitude 78° 18'. Not only do I remove the general coast-Une
some two degrees in longitude to the eastward, but its trend is
altered sixty degrees of angular measurement. No landmarks ofmy predecessor, Captain Inglefield, are recognisable.
"In the afternoon came a gale from the southward. We had

some rough rubbing from the floe-pieces, with three heavy hawsers
out to the rocks of our little ice-breaker ; but we held on To
ward midnight, our six-inch Une, the smaUest of the three, parted
but the other two held bravely. FeeHng what good service this
island has done us, what a Godsend it was to reach her, and how
gallantly her broken rocks have protected us from the rolling
masses of ice that grind by her, we have agreed to remember this
anchorage as * Godsend Ledge.'

« The walrus are very numerous, approaching within twenty
feet of us, shaking their grim wet fronts, and mowing with their
tusks the sea-ripples.

"August 19, Friday.-The sky looks sinister; a sort of scowl
overhangs the blink under the great brow of clouds to the south-
ward. The dovekies seem to distrust the weather, for they have
forsaken the channel; but the walrus curvet around us in crowds
I have always heard that the close approach to land of these
sphinx-faced monsters portends a storm. I was anxious to find a
better shelter, and warped yesterday well down to the south end
of the ledge

; but I could not venture into the floes outside with-
out risking the loss of my dearly-earned ground. It may prove a
hard gale; but we must wait it out patiently.

" August 20, Saturday, 3^ P.M.-By Saturday morning it blew
a perfect huiricane. We had seen it coming, and were ready
VMth three good hawsers out ahead, and all tilings snug on board

"Still It came on heavier and heavier, and the ice began to
drive more ^viIdly than I thought I had ever seen it. I had just
turned m to warm and dry myself during a momentary lull, and
was stretching myself out in my bunk, when I heard the shan,

rt-i^iii^ .,nap ^t a uoiu. uur aix-mcu iiawser had parted, and
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OHAPTEa we were swinging by the two others; the gale roaring Uke a lion
to the southward.

The^eabie. "Half a minute more, and 'twang, twang!' came a second
report. I knew it was the whale-line by the shrUlness of the
nng. Our noble ten-inch manUla still held on. I was hurrying
my last sock into its seal-skin boot, when M'Gary came waddling
down the companion-ladders :—

' Captain Kane, she won't hold
much longer: it's blowing the devil himself, and I am afraid to
surge.'

"The manilla cable was proving its excellence when I reached
the deck; and the crew, as they gathered round me, were loud in
Its praises. We could hear its deep Eolian chant, swelling through
all the rattle of the running-gear and moaning of the shroud , It
was the death-song

! The strands gave way with the noise of a
shotted gun; and, in the smoke that followed their recoil, we were
dragged out by the wiljd ice at its mercy.

Adrift. " We steadied and did some petty warping, and got the brig a
good bed in the rushing drift; but it all came to notliing. We
then tried to beat back through the narrow ice-clogged water-
way, uiat was driving, a quarter of a mUe wide, between the
shore and the pack. It cost us two hours of hard labour, I
thought skilfully bestowed ; but at the end of that time we were
at least four mUes off, opposite the great valley in the centre of
Bedevilled Reach. Ahead of us, further to the north, we could
see the strait growing still narrower, and the heavy ice-tables
grinding up, and clogging it between the shore-cliffs on one side,

and the ledge on the other. There was but one thing left for us
—to keep in some sort the command of the helm, by going freely
where we must otherwise be driven. We allowed her to scud

ScDdding. under a reefed fore-top-sail, aU hands watching the enemy, as we
closed, in silence.

"At seven in the morning we were close upon the piling
masses. We dropped our heaviest anchor with the desperate
hope of winding the brig ; but there was no withstanding the
ice-torrent that followed us. We had only time to fasten a spar
as a buoy to the chain, and let her slip. So went our best
bower

!

« Down we went upon the gale again, helplessly scraping along
a lee of ice seldom less than thirty feet thick ; one floe, measured

The an-

chor gone.
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by a line as we tried to fasten to it, more than forty. I had seen ohapth
such ice only once before, and never in such rapid motion. One ^
upturned mass rose above our gunwale, smashing in our bulwarks,
and depositing half a ton of ice in a lump upon our decks. Our
stanch little brig bore herself through all this wild adventure as
if she had a charmed life.

" But a new enemy came in sight ahead. Directly in our way, a Rronp oi

just beyond the line of floe-ice against which we were alternately
^'"*'-

sliding and thumping, was a group of bergs. We had no power
to avoid them; and the only question was, whether we were to be
dashed in pieces against them, or whether they might not offer

us some providential nook of refuge from the storm. But, as we
neared them, we perceived that they were at some distance from
the floe-edge, and separated from it by an interval of open water.
Our hopes rose as the gale drove us toward this passage and into
it; and we were ready to exult, when, from some unexplained
cause,—probably an eddy of the wind against the lofty ice-waUs,
—we lost our headway. Almost at the same moment we saw
that the bergs were not at rest; that with a momentum of their
own they were bearing down upon the other ice, and t>-at it must
be our fate to be crushed between the two.

" Just then a broad sconce-piece or low water-washed berg
came driving up from the southward. The thought flashed upon
me of one of our escapes in Melville Bay; and as the sconce
moved rapidly close alongside us, M'Gary managed to plant an
anchor on its slope and hold on to it by a whale line. It was an
anxious moment. Our noble tow-horse, whiter than the pale Towed bj

horse that seemed to be pursuing us, hauled us bravely on; the
''^'^-

spray dashing over his windward flanks, and his forehead ploughing
up the lesser ice as if in scorn. The bergs encroached upon us as
we advanced

; our channel narrowed to a width of perhaps forty
feet; we braced the yards to clear the impending ice-walls.

".
. . . We passed clear; but it was a close shave,—so close

that our port quarter-boat would have been crushed if we had not
taken it in from the davits,—and found ourselves under the lee
of a berg, in a comparatively open lead. Never did heart-tried
men acknowledge with more gratitude their merciful deUverance
from a wretched death. . . .

" The day had already its full share of trials; but there were
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.n*«KB more to come. A flaw drove ua from oiir shelter, and the gale_« soon earned U3 beyond the end of the lend. We were againin
the ice. Bometnnea escaping Its onset by warpir.g. sometimes force<l
to rely on the strength and buoyancy of the brig to stand its
pressure sometimes scudding wilJly through the half-open drift
Our Jib-boom was snapped off in the cap ; we carried away our
barricade stanchions, and were forced to leave our little Erk
with three brave fellows and their warps, out upon the floes
beuind us.

"A little pool of open water received us at last. It was iust
beyond a lofty cape that rose up like a wall, and under an iceberg

cndert^e nnl^^T
itself between US and the gale. And here, closetjn^erthe nder the frowning shore of Greenland, ten miles nearer th^ Pole

than our holding-ground of the morning, the me,n have turned in
to rest.

" I was afraid to join them, for the gale was unbroken, and
the floes kept pressing heavily upon our berg,-at one time so
heavily as to sway it on its vertical axis toward the shore, and
make its pinnacle overhang our vessel. My poor fellows had but
a precanous nleep before our little harbour was broken up Thev
hardly reached the deck when we were driven astern, our rudder
splintered, and the pintles torn from their boltings

mpping. « Now began the nippings. The first shock took us on our
port-quarter; the brig bearing it well, and, after a moment of the
old-fashioned suspense, rising by jerks handsomely. The next
was from a veteran floe, tongued and honeycombed, but floatingm a single table over twenty feet in thickness. Of course no
wood or iron could stand tliis; but the shore;ward face of our 'ice-
berg happened to present an incUned plane, descending deep into
the water; and up this the brig was driven, as if some great steam
screw-power was forcing her into a dry dock.

" At one time I expected to see her carried bodily up its face
and tumbled over on her side. But one of those mysterious
relaxations, which I have elsewhere called the pulses of the ice
lowered us quite gradually down again into the rubbish, and we
were forced out of the line of pressure toward the shore Here
we succeeded in carrying out a warp, and making fast. We
grounded as the tide fell; and would have heeled over to seaward
but for a mass of detached land-ice that grounded alongside of
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as, and, altljough it stove our bulwarks as we roUed over it, OHAnn
shored us up." tii.

I could h. rdly got to my bunk, as I went down into our Uttered Effb^of
cabin on the Sunday morning after our hard-working vigil of"'""'*'™
thirty-six hours. Bags of clothing, food, tents, India-rubber
blankets, and the hundred Uttle personal matters which every man
Ukes to save in a time of trouble, were scattered around in places
where the owners thought they might have them at hand. The
pemmican had been on deck, the boats equipped, and everything .

of real importance ready for a march, many hours before.

During the whole of the scenes I have been trying to describe. Bravery of
I could not help being struck by the composed and manly de-

"" *"""'''

meanour of my comrades. The turnioU of ice under a heavy sea
often conveys the x.apression of danger when tlie reality is absent;
but in this fearful passage, the partmg of our hawsers, the loss of
our anchors, the abrupt crushing of our stoven bulwarks, and the
actual deposit of ice upon our decks, would have tried the nerves
of the most experienced ice-men. All—officers and men—worked
alike. Upon each occasion of collision with the ice which formed
our lee-coast, efforts were made to carry out Imes; and some
narrow escapes were incurred by the zeal of the parties leading
them into positions of danger. Mr. Bonsall avoided being crushed
by leaping to a floating fragment; and no less than four of our
men at one time were carried down by the drift, and could only
be recovered by a relief party after the gale had subsided.
As our brig, borne on by the ice, commenced her ascent of the

berg, the suspense was oppressive. The immense blocks piled
against her, range upon range, pressing themselves under her keel
and throwing her over upon her side, till, urged by the successive
accumulations, she rose slowly and as if with convulsive efforts
along the sloping waU. Still there was no relaxation of the im-
pelling force. Shock after shock, jarring her to her very centre,
she continued to mount steadily on her precarious cradle. But
for the groaning of her timbers and the heavy sough of the floes,
we might have heard a pin drop. And then, as she settled down
mto her old position, quietly taking her place among the broken
rubbish, there was a deep-breathing silence, as though all were
waiting for some signal before the clamour of congratulation and
comment could burst fortL

4
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OHAPl'ER VIIL

TRAOKlNa-INSPEOTINQ A HABBOUK—THS MUSK OX—STILL TKAOKINO -
CONSULTATION—WAHPINQ AGAIN—AGROUND NEAB THE lOE-FOOT—

A

BREATHING SPELL—THE BOAT EXPEDITION—DEPABTUBa

OHAPTER It was not until the 22d that the storm abated, and our absent—
1

men were once more gathered ba-^k into their mess. During the
interval of forced inaction, the little brig was fast to the ice-belt
which lined the bottom of the cliflFs, and aU hands rested ; buc as
soon as it was over, we took advantage of the flood-tide to pass
our tow-Hnes *o the ice-beach, and, harnessing ourselves m like

Trucking, mules ou a canal, made^ a good three miles by tracking along the
coast.

"August 22, Monday.—Under this coast, at the base of a
frowning precipice, we are now working toward a large bay which
runs well in, facing at its opening to the north and west. I should
save time if I could cross from headland to headland; but I am
obliged to foUow the tortuous land-belt, without whose aid we
would go adrift in the pack again.

"The trend of our line of operations to-day is almost due
east. We are already protected from the south, but fearfully
exposed to a northerly gale. Of this there are fortunately no
indications.

" August 23, Tuesday.—V^q tracked along the Jce-belt for about
one mile, when the tide fell, and the brig grounded, heeling over
untU she reached ]\er bearings. She rose again at 10 p.m., and the
crew turned out upon the ice-belt.

" The decided incUnation to the eastward which the shore shows
here is important as a geographical feature; but it has made our
progress to the actual north much less than our wearily-earned
miles should count for us. Our latitude, determined by the sun's
lower culmination, if such a term can be applied to Ms midnight
depression, gives 78° 41'. We are further north, therefore, than
ary of our predecessors, except Parry on his Spitzbergen foot-
tramp. There are those with whom, nn mattfir linw ino„T^£.,.aKu

Tlie biig

Kiounda

aeaii.

Inclina-

tion of tlie

sliore to

the oast
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the obstacle, failure involves disgrace; we are safe at least from ohapt«
tneir censure. viii.

" Last night I sent out Messrs. Wilson, Petersen, and Bonsall, to m^n,
inspect a harbour which seems to lie between a smaU island and a

''"''"""

TRACKINO ALONG THE ICB- BKLT.

valley that forms the inner slope of our bay. They report recent sknu of

,

traces of deer, and bring back the skull of a musk ox. musk oi

" Hitherto this animal has never been seen east of Melville
'*""*

Island. But his being here does not surprise me. The migratory
passages of the reindeer, who is even less Arctic in his range than
the musk ox, led me to expect io. The fact points to some pro-
bable land connection between Greenland and America, or an ap-
proach sufficiently close to allow th^se animals to migrate between
the two.

"The head is that of a .rale, well marked, but old; the teeth
deficient, but the horns very perfect. These last measure 2 feet
3 mches across from tip to tip, and are each 1 foot 10 inches in
length measured to the medium line of tho forehead, up to which
they are continued in the characteristic boss or protuberance. Our
winter may be greatly cheered by their beef, should they revisit
txiis solitude.
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" We have collected thus far no less than twenty-two species of

flowering plants on the shores of this bay. Scanty as this starved

flora may seem to the botanists of more favoured zones, it was not

without surprise and interest that I recognised among its thoroughly

Arctic types many plants which had before been considered as in-

digenous only to more southern latitudes.

"The thermometer gave 25° last night, and the young ice

formed without intermission; it is nearly two inches alongside

the brig. I am loth to recognise these signs of the advancing cold.

Our latitude to-day gives us 78° 37', taken from a station some
three mUes inside the indentation to the south.

" August 24, Wednesday.—We have kept at it, tracking along,

grounding at low water, but working like horses when the tides

allowed us to move. We are now almost at the bottom of this

indentation. Opposite us, on the shore, is a remarkable terrace,

which rises in a succession of steps until it is lost in the low rocks

of the back country. The ice around us is broken, but heavy, and
so compacted that we can barely penetrate it. It has snowed hard

since 10 p.m. of yesterday, and the sludge fills up the interstices of

the floes. Nothing but a strong south wind can give us further

progress to the north.

" August 25, Thursday.—The snow of yesterday has surrounded

us with a pasty sludge ; but the young ice continues to be our

most formidable opponent. The mean temperatures of the 22d
and 23d were 27° and 30° Fahrenheit. I do not like being caught

by winter before attaining a higher northern latitude than this, but

it appears almost inevitable. Favoured as we have been by the

mildness of the summei and by the abraidiitg action of the tides,

there are indications around us which point to an early winter.

" We are sufficiently surrounded by ice to make our chances of

escape next year uncertain, and yet not as far as I could wish for

our spring journeys by the sledge.

" August 26, Friday.—My officers and crew are stanch and firm

men ; but the depressing influences of want of rest, the rapid ad-

vance of winter, and, above all, our slow progress, make them
sympathize but little with this continued effort to force a way to

the north. One of them, an excellent member of the party,

volunteered an expression of opinion this morning in (avour of re-

t.iimiriDf fn flio orinfVi artA rn-u\\-\rt np the aitempt to Vrintor."
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It is unjust for a commander to measure his subordinates in ohaptbk

such exigencies by his own standard. The interest which they I!!l
feel in an undertaking is of a different nature from his own. With
him there are always personal motives, apart from official duty, to

stimulate effort He receives, if successful, too large a share of the
credit, and he justly bears all the odium of failure.

An apprehension—I hope a charitable one—of this fact leads

me to consider the opinions of my officers with much respect. I
called them together at once, in a formal council, and listened to a counco

their views in full. With but one exception, Mr. Henry *'*''*•

Brooks, they were convinced that a further progress to the north
was impossible, and were in favour of returning southward to
winter.

Not being able conscientiously to take the same view, I ex- •

plained to them the importance of securing a position which might
expedite our sledge journeys in the future; and, after assuring them
that such a position could only be attained by continuing our
efforts, announced my intention of warping toward the northern
headland of the bay. " Once there, I shall be able to determine Tiie

from actual inspection the best point for setting out on the opera-
^^^^'^

tions of the spring ; and at the nearest possible shelter to that point
I will put the brig into winter harbour." My comrades received
this decision in a manner that was most gratifying, and entered
zealously upon the hard and cheerless duty it involved.

The warping began agaip, each man, myself included, taking his Warping

turn at the capstan. The ice seemed less heavy as we penetrated fl'T^''

mto the recess of the bay; our track-lmes and shoulder-belts re-

placed the warps. Hot coffee was served out; and, in the midst
of cheering songs, our little brig moved off briskly.

Our success, however, was not complete. At the very period of

high-water she took the ground while clo.'^ under the walls of the
ice-foot. It would have been madness to attempt shoring her
up. I could only fasten heavy tackle to the rocks which lined
the base of the cliffs, and trast to the noble little craft's unassisted
strength.

" Au^st 27, Saturday.—We failed, in spite of our efforts, to
get the brig off with last night's tide; and, as our night-tides are
generally the highest, I have some apprehensions as to her libera-

tion.
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OBAPTKR
Till.

The ship

OU fire.

" We have landed everything we could get up on the rocks, put
out all our boats and filled them with ponderables alongside, sunk
our rudder astern, and lowered our remaining heavy anchor into one
of our quarter-boats. Heavy hawsers an. out to a grounded lump
of berg-ice, ready for instant heaving.

" Last night she heeled over again so abruptly that we were all

tumbled out of our berths. At the same time the cabin stove
with a full charge of glowing anthracite was thrown down. The
deck blazed smartly for a while; but, by sacrificing Mr. Sontag's
heavy pilot-cloth cv,„t to the public good, I choked it down tiU
water could be passed from above to extinguish it. It was for-
tunate we had water near at hand, for the powder was not far off

' 3 P.M.—The ground-ice is forced in upon our stem, splintering
our rudder, and drawing again the bolts of the pintle-casinga

AOROnNn KKAR THE ICB-FOOT.

, B H|li!

ifZnd" ^ f-M-—She floats again, and our track-Unes are manned. Tlie

^g^u. men work with a will, and the brig moves along bravely.
" 10 P.M.—Aground again ; and the men. aftpr a hnt s""n'».
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have turned in to take a spell of sleep. The biig haa a hard time chaptbb
of it with the rocks. She has been high and dry for each of the I^
two last tides, and within three days has grounded no less than Hazaidoui

five times. I feel that this is hazardous navigation, but am con- "lon.'^

vinced it is my duty to keep on. Except the loss of a portion of
our false keel, we have sustained no real injury. The brig is still

water-tight
; and her broken rudder and one shattered spar can be

easily repaired.

" August 28, Sunday.—By a complication of purchases, jumpers,
and shores, we started the brig at 4.10; and, Mr. Ohlsen having
temporarily secured the rudder, I determined to enter the floe and
trust to the calm of the morning for a chance of penetrating to the
northern land-ice ahead.

"This land-ice is very old, and my hope is to get through the
loose trash that surrounds it by springing, and then find a fast

that may serve our tracking-lines. I am already well on my way,
and, in spite of the ominous nods of my officers, have a fair pros-

pect of reaching it. Here it is that splicing the main-brace is of
service

!

" I took the boat this morning with Mr. M'Gary, and sounded
along outside the land-floe. I am satisfied the passage is practic-

able, and, by the aid of tide, wind, and springs, have advanced
into the trash some two hundred yards.

" We have reached the floe, and find it as I hoped ; the only
drawback to tracking being the excessive tides, which expose us
to grounding at low-water."

We had now a breathing spell, and I could find time to look a short

out again upon the future. The broken and distorted area around
•""*•

lis gave little promise of successful sledge-travel. But all this

might change its aspect under the action of a single gale, and it

was by no means certain that the ice-fields further north would
have the same rugged and dispiriting character. Besides, the ice- Plans foi

belt was still before us, broken sometimes and difficult to traverse,
"'* '"""*•

but practicable for a party on foot, apparently for mUes ahead

;

and I felt sure that a resolute boat's crew might push and track

their way for some distance along it. I resolved to make the trial,

and to judge what ought to be our wintering ground from a per-

sonal inspection of the coast.

I had been quietly preparing for such an expedition for some
I
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cuAPTRR time. Our best and Ughtest whale boat had been fitted with a—
:

canvass cover, that gave it all the comfort of a tent. We had a

THK FORLOKN IIOI-K.

rjie boat

trew and
Ilielr
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I

supply of pemiuicau ready packed in small cases, and a sledge
taken to pieces was stowed away under the thwarts. In the
morning of the 29th, Mr. Brooks, M'Gary, and myself, walked
fourteen miles along the marginal ice ; it was heavy and compU-
cated ^vith drift, but there was notliing about it to make me change
my purpose.

My boat crew consisted of seven, all of them volunteers and
reliable .-—Brooks, BonsaU, M'Gary, Sontag, Riley, Blake, and

equipment ]\forton. We had buffalo-robes for our sleeping-gear, and a single
extra day suit was put on board as common property. Each man
carried liis girdle fuU of woollen socks, so as to dry them by the
warmth of his body, and a tin-cup, with a sheath-knife, at the belt;
a soup-pot and [amp for the mess completed our outfit.

In less than three hours from my first order, the Forlorn Hope
was ready for her work, covered with tin to prevent her being cut
through by the bay-ice ; and at half-past three in the afternoon
she was freighted, launched, and on her way.

I placed Mr, Ohlsen in command of the Advance, and Dr. Haves

Departure

"f the for.
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in charge of her log; Mr. Olilsen with ordern to haul the brig to ouaptbb
the southward and eastward into a safe berth, and there to await I^
my return.

Many a warm shake of the hand from the crew wo left showed a Menoi,
me that our good-bye was not a mere formality. Three hearty p"""«

cheers from all hands followed us,—a God-speed as we pushed off.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE DEPdT JOUKNET-TUE ICE-BELT-CROSSINO MINTUBN BIVER-SKEIB-
TON M08K OX-CB088INQ THE GLACIER—PORTAGE OF INSTB0MENT8-
EXCESSIVE BUBDEN-MABT MINTURN BIVER-FOBDINQ THE RIVEB-
THACKERAY HEADLAND-CAPE GEORGE BUSSELIr-BETUBN TO THE BBW—THE WINTEB HABBOUB.

-HAPTKR In the first portions of our journey, we found a narrow but ob-
__ Btructed passage between the ice-belt and the outside pack. It

waa but a few yards in mdth, and the young ice upon it was
nearly thick enough to bear our weight. By breaking it up we
were able with eflFort to n^e about seven miles a day.

After such work, wet, cold, and hungry, the night's rest was
very welcome. A couple of stanchions were rigged fore and aft, a
sail tightly spread over the canvas cover of our boat, the cooking-
lamp lit, and the buffalo-robes spread out. Dry socks replaced
the wet; hot tea and pemmican foUowed; and very soon we forgot
the discomforts of the day,—the smokers musing over their pipes,
and the sleepers snoring in dreamless forgetfulness.
We had been out something less than twenty-four hours when

we came to the end of our boating. In front and on one side was
the pack, and on the other a wall some ten feet above our heads,
the impracticable ice-belt. By waiting for high tide, and taking
advantage of a chasm which a water-stream 'had worn in the ice,
we managed to haul up our boat on its surface ; but it was appa-
rent that we must leave her there. She was stowed away snugly
under the shelter of a large hummock ; and we pushed forward in
our sledge, laden with a few articles of absolute necessity.

Here, for the first time, we were made aware of a remarkable
feature of our travel. We were on a table or shelt of ice, which
clung to the base of the rocks overlooking the sea, but itself over-

Ah^^hway hung by steep and lofty cliff's. Pure and beautiful as this icy
highway was, huge angular blocks, some many tons in. weight,
were scattered over its surface ; and long tongues of worn-down
rock occasionaUy issued from the sides of the cUffs, and extended

Ttieboat

left on ;ie

lee.
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across our course. The cliflFs measured 1010 feet to the crest of
the plateau above them.*

We pushed forward on this ice-table shelf as rapidly as the
obstacles would permit, though embarrassed a good deal by the
frequent watercourses, which created large gorges in our path,
winding occasionally, and generally steep-sided. We had to pass
our sledge carefully down sxich interruptions, and bear it cpon our
shoulders, wading, of course, through water of an extremely low
temperature. Our night halts were upon knolls of snow under
the rocks. At one of these the tide overflowed our tent, and
forced us to save our buffalo sleeping-gear by holding it up until

the water subsided. This exercise, as it turned out, was more of
a trial to our patience than to our health. The circulation was
assisted perhaps by a perception of the ludicrous. Eight Yankee
Caryatides, up to their knees in water, and an entablature sustain-
ing such of their household gods as could not bear immersion

!

On the 1st of September, still following the ice-belt, we found
that we were entering the recesses of another bay but little smaller
than that in which we had left our brig. The limestone walk
ceased to overhang us; we reached a low fiord, and a glacier

blocked our way across it. A succession of terraces, rising with
symmetrical regiilarity, lost themselves in long parallel lines in tho
distance. They were of limestone shingle, and wet with the per-
colation of the melted ice of the glacier. Where the last of these
terraced faces abutted upon the sea, it blended with the ice-foot,

so as to make a frozen compound of rock and ice. Here, Ijdng in

a pasty slit, I found the skeleton of a musk ox. The hekd was
united to the atlas ; but the bones of the spine were separated
about two inches apart, and conveyed the idea of a displacement
produced rather by the sliding of the bed beneath, than by a force

from without. The paste, frozen so as to resemble limestone rock,
had filled the costal cavity, and the ribs were beautifully polished.
It was to the eye an embedded fossil, ready for the museum of the
collector.

I am minute in detailing these appearances, for they connect
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Tlie cliffs were of tabular magnesian limestone, with Interlaid and inferior sanostones.
Their height, measured to the crest of tlie plateau, was 950 feet—a fair mean of the profile
of the coast Tlie height of the talus of debris, where it united with the face of the cliff.
was 550 feet, and its angle o^ inclination biitwecu SS" and 46°.
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-...,...,7
"l^'»°"» limestone, under the alternate energies of frost and

I^-" ' -- had been i„c„T,orated .ith the organic remains, I had«lr«>dy begun to alter the struetnre of tht bones, and in seve^
n,stanees the vertebra ™« e»«rely enveloped in travertin.

The tab elands and ravines round about this coast abound insuch remains. Their numbers and the manner in which they ar^^c tered .mply that the animals made their migrations in drle^as IS the case with the reindeer now. Within the area of a few

occupied the snow streams or gulUes that led to a gorge openinsm. tbe .ce.belt, and might thus be gathered in time to one Zt bythe simple action of the watershed * ^
S" .J;°

"7
'f"

«'»"« g»ve us much trouble. Its sides wereSteep and a slip at any ,time might have «nt us into the watabelow. Our shoes were smooth, unfortunately: but, by usini!

..bout three miles; the sledge being unladen and the b.aL»e

lot *t T T °' °" P'-^^' "« ™'»'l °« "leodolit;about sixty pounds of well-polished mechanism, in an angulamahogany box. Our dip-circle, equally far from b ing an honoC
tribute, fell to the lot of a party of volunteers, wh* bore itZ
secUont'ff'a.";''"'* °"^Z^-

' ""^ ""' opportunities of making

hff?. 1 »
"" ^' a^^ortained the mean elevation ofthe face of the coast to be 1300 feet On regaining the seaboardthe^same frowning ciim and rock-covered ice-b'elt tl^t we hidIft

r::S;:rmtrtt^U:r.ni;r^f'rLc

the freezmg-pouit, did not m,dce a tent essential to tie bivoI.'™X

Mean ele-

vation of

the coast
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with this light equipment, we could travel readily two mUes to one
with our entire outfit. On the 4th of September we made twenty-
four miles with comparative ease, and were refreshes by a com-
fortable sleep after the toils of the day.*

The only drawback to this new method of advance was the
inabUity to carry a sufficient quantity of food. Each man at
starting had a fixed allowance of pemmican, which, with his
other load, made an average weight of thirty-five pounds. It
proved excessive

; the Canadian voyageurs wiU carry much more,
and for an almost indefinite period

; but we found—and we had
good walkers in our party— that a very few pounds overweight
broke us down.

Our progress on the 5th was arrested by another bay much
larger than any we had seen since entering Smith's Straits. It
was a noble sheet of water, perfectly open, and thus in strange con-
trast to the ice outside. The cause of this at the time inexplicable
phenomenon was found in a roaring and tumultuous river, which,
issuing from a fiord at the inner sweep of the bay, rolled with the
violence of a snow-torrent over a broken bed of rocks. This river,
the largest probably yet known in North Greenland, was about three-
quarters of a mile wide at its mouth, and admitted the tides for
about three miles, when its bed rapidly ascended, and could be
traced by the configuration of the hills as far as a large inner fiord,
I called it Mary Minturn River, after the sister of Mrs. Henr^
Grinnell. Its course was afterwards pursued to an interior glacier,
from the base of which it was found to issue in numerous streams,'
that united into a single trunk about forty miles above its mouth!
By the banks of this stream we encamped, lulled by the unusual
music of running waters.

Here, protected from the frost by the infiltration of the melted
snows, and fostered by the reverberation of solar heat from the
recks, we met a flower-growth, which, though drearily Arctic in
its type, was rich in variety and colouring. Amid festuca and
other tufted grasses, twinkled the purple lychnis and the white
star^ the chickweed; and not without its pleasing associations

* This halt was under the lee of a large boulder of greenstone, measuring U feet In Itslong diameter. It had the rude blocking out of a cube, but was rounded at the edges. The
country for fourteen miles around was of the low-bottom series; the nearest greenstone
must have been manv mile.s remntp. RnnlHers "* avopifn . — -.,~o i"-- ••

deposit nearly due north and south.
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We forded our way .crosa thU river in the morning, carrying our

weight on the loe-eapped etonea above the .urfaca The «ver,«edepth™ not over our hip, ; but the croeeing coat „, ao3labom. that we were wilUng to halt half . day to reat.

watlutL ; H K !^
.ndentationa, each of them the seat of minor

watorcouraea fed by the gl.ciera. From the numeroua tracka foundm the moaa-beda, they would aeem to be the reaort of deer. OurmendMn obaervationa by theodoUte gave the h.titude of but 78-
J : the magnetic dip waa Si" 49'

north^hi"^"
tl^'^t the coast of o'reenland here faced toward thenorth. The axis of both these bays and the general direction of

Z7T4TT ' '^^ '' *'^ ""^ ""^^"^'"- ^-^«
Leaving four of my party to recruit at tliis station. I started .henext morning, with three volunteers, to cross the ice to the north

eastern headland, and thus save the almost impossible circuit by

margm along the open water made by Mintum River required bothc^e and ^ , „ .^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ thldoUte be^hind us, and earned nothing except a pocket-sextant, my Fraun-
hofer, a waUong-pole, and three days' allowance of rav^ pemmil

the^LTot
^ '

'r'^'^'
^''' ^^*^^" "^"- ^' walk, andZd

tLl ;>f
•/" ^""^

r^'^""'
''^^^"*^y ^^*«^ fi^*«<l for sledge-

^JT " ;lT *° *^' ^°^*^ This point I named Cape WilUamMakepeace Thackeray. Our party knew it as Chimney Rock. Itwas the last station on the coast of Greenland, detennined by

stir Abl t"T 1 *^'^"*^' ''^"^ '"°^ P-*-- ^ the

iTbt f T. T? " ^'^""^ ''
'' ^ ^''^' h^^^d' the highest

^osible from the late position of our brig, shutting out all points fur-

oundTh ; IV:"f'*'' °" "^ ^'^^ - ""'^^ FrancisHawks. Wefound the tablelands were 1200 feet high by actual measurement,and intenor plateaus were seen of an estimated height of 1800
1 determmed to seek some high headland beyond the cape, andmake it my final point of reconnoissance.
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I shall never forget the sight, when, after a hard day's walk, I onir,.,
looked out from an altitude of 1 1 00 feet upon an expanse extend- '«•

ing beyond the eightieth paraUel of latitude. Far off on my left
"""

was the western shore of the Sound, losing itself in distance toward
the north To my right a rolling primary country led on to a low
dusky wall-like ridge, which I afterwards recognised as the Great The Ore.,Glacier of Humboldt; and still beyond this, reaching northward |1'«"-^
from the N.N.E., was the land v/hich now bears the name of

""""'

Washington
;

its most projecting headland, Cape Andrew Jack-
son, bore U by sextant from the furthest hUI, Cape John
Barrow, on the opposite side. The great area between wao
a solid sea of ice. Close along its shore, almost looking down
upon It from the crest of our lofty station, we could seethe long
ines of hummocks dividing the floos like the trenches of a be-
Jeaguered city. Further out, a stream of icebergs, increasing in
numbers as they receded, showed an almost impenetrable barrier-
smce I could not doubt that among their recesses the ice was so
crushed as to be impassable by the sledge.

Nevertheless, beyonrl these again the ice seemed less obstructed.
Distance ifl very deceptive upon the ice, subduing its salient fea-
ture., and reducing even lofty bergs to the appearance of a smooth
and attracfave plain. But, aided by my Fraunhofer telescope, I
could see that traversable areas were still attainable. Slowly and
almost with a sigh, I laid the glass down and made up my mind
tor a winter search.

I had seen no place combining so many of the requisites of a a wtnte,good winter harbour as the bay in which we left the Advance """h^^
Near its south-western comer the wide streams and the water-
courses on the shore promised the earliest chances of liberation in
the coming summer. It was secure against the moving ice : lofty
headlands walled it in beautifully to seaward, enclosing an anchor-
age with a moderate depth of water; yet it was open to the meri-
dian sunhght, and guarded from winds, eddies, and drift The
space enclosed was only occupied by a few rocky islets and our
bng. We soon came in sight of her on our retam march, as she Return „lay at anchor in its southern sweep, with her masts cutting sharply "'•» m,'
agamst the white glacier; and, hunting on through a gale, were
taken on board without accident.

MV COmradp.q Oa.thoi'aA an^^^,,c^.. J ^ .... -~ = .».»Aivuoaj juuuiiu me, waiting lor the
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0HOT.R news. I told them in a few words of the lesults of our journey,
__ and why I had determined upon remaining, and gave at once the

order to warp in between the islands. We found seven-fathom
soundings and a perfect sheltei from tlie outside ice ; and thus
aid our httle brig in the harbour, wluch we were fated never to
leave together,-a long resting-place to her indeed, for the same
ice ifl aro;ind her stilL

ft J!

0^^^^-m^,^:^^m
wmt iWiniJjJio+pigKJEjjsx-

III!
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CHAPTER X.

''Trnrr'""''''^"' PBOVr8IOX8-B.T..K STOa.HOCSK-80.-

RBN8SBLABR HARBOUR.

«^ith hummocks
; and, as tlie tide fell, their sides

opiique crystals of bri.'ht white. the birds had ii;

were coated with

Kone The sea.
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swallows, which abounded when we first reached here, and even
the young burgomasters that lingered after them, bad all taken
their departure for the south. Except the snow-birds, these are
the last to migrate of all the Arctic birds.

''September 10, Saturday. ~Vfa have plenty of responsible work
before us. The long 'night in which no man can work' is close
at hand

: in another month we shall lose the sun. Astronomically
he should disappear on the 24th of October, if our horizon were
free

;
but it is obstructed by a mountain ridge, and, making all

allowance for refraction, wo caimot count on seoing him after the
10th.

" First and foremost, we have to unstow the hold, and deposit
Jts contents in the storehouse on Butler Island. Brooks and a

n

mil

BUTLKK'8 island 8T0RKI10U8R,

party are now briskly engaged in this double labour, running
loaded boats along a canal that has to be recut every morning

for'Ster "
^''''* "'''''"" *'" ^^^^'''^^ ^"'^ ''^"*'' ^'^^' ^e have little or no

,,,,
game as yet ni Smith's Sound

; and, though the traces of deer that
we have observed may be foUowed by the animals themselves, 1

cannot calculate upon them as a resource. I am without the her-
meUcaUy-sealed meats of our last voyage

; and the use of salt meat
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m om,„m,t.nc<» like out, is never safe. A fresh-water pond, wUch on,™fortunately remains open at Medary, gives me a chance f„ Tme "
furthre^rperiments in freshening tWs portion of our stock Stea"!

"~

woman s dned apples, and soaked in festoons under the ice The

placed m barrels, perforated to permit a constant circulation of

t7L t' rf "'™- "^^ "'""'d "'tbage is similarly

Z1L " T' "r" """^ "='" "''"^ »» ->«-"- tbe acidAU these are submitted to twelve hours of alternate soaking andfreezing, the crust of ice being removed from them before e^hmimersion. This is the steward's province, and a most impo;::^

R„I™ir\°"\?'- " "'" omployed.-M'GaT. arranging and
BonsaJl m.,k.„g the inventor, of our stores ; Ohlsen and PeirsenbuJd,.g„ur deck-house; whUe I am devising the plan of an arcM
ectural intenor, which is to combine, of course, the utmost venti-
ation, room dryness, warmth, gen-ral accommodation, comfort-ma word, all the appliances of health

thir ^''^
J"'^." " ^"fortaWe dog-house on Butler Island

; butthougli our Esquimaux canaille are within scent of our cheeses

persuaded to sleep away from the vessel. They prefer the baresnow, where they can couch within the sound of our voiced ,„ awarm kennel upon the rocks. Strange that this doa-dis i2,

1

Ze"* rfr"dr ™" '""'' ''"- '"' in anaSt ^t.

"SeptaiOer 11, 5«»rfc:j,._To.day came to us the first ouie* , ,

rt!r ' '"/r"'"
''"""' »"<^ "'='' begins at midnight. It

«on bu

W

''""".''^ «'™ "' ™™ "o- " local^habita
tion but tliere is son.ething m the return of varying day andn^ that makes it grateful to reinstate this domesti^ olerTanec

monttr^toTe"' r ""'1 T °'™« '" ™ f» "»" «>- «
brW tness F iuT °' ""' *"' ""^ '''8™ '<> ""'""it itsbrightness. Even Aldebaran, the red eye of the BuU, flared outz^ r'ltt" '^r''

" '"' "•"'"^'^
' -^ '^' ^--

"" °"'" '™»»l'at reddeued by the gaudy tints of midnight;
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gave us CapeUa and Arcfcurua, and even that lesser light of hom<
memories, the Polar Star. Stretching my neck to look uncomfort-
ably at this indication of our extreme northenmess, it was hard to
realize that he was not directly overhead ; and it made me sigh, as
I measured the few degrees of distance that separated our zenith
from the Pole over which he hung.

" We had our accustomed morning and evening prayers

;

and the day went by, fuU of sober thought, and, I^'trust, wise
resolve.

''September 12, Mondaij.—^tm. going on with Saturday's opera-
tions, amid the thousand discomforts of house-cleaning and mov-
ing combined. I dodged them for an hour this morning, to fix

with Mr. Sontag upon a site for our observatory; and the men are
already at work hauHng the stone for it over the ice on sledges.
It is to occupy a rocky islet, about a hundred yards oflF, that I
have named after a littles spot that I long to see again, Tern
Rock.' This is to be for me the centre of familiar localities. As
the classic Mivins breakfasted lightly on a cigar and took it out in
sleep, so I have dined on salt pork and made my dessert of home
dreams.

"September 13, Tuesday.—Besidea preparing our winter quar-
ters, I am engaged in the preliminary arrangements for my pro-
vision depots along the Greenland coast. Mr. Kennedy is, 1

beUeve, the only one of my predecessors who has used October and
November for Arctic field-work ; but I deem it important to our
movements during the winter and spring, that the dep6ts in
advance should be made before the darkness sets in. T purpose
arranging three of them at intervals,—pushing them as far forward
as I can,—to contain in all some twelve hundred pounds of pro-
nsion, of which eight hundred will be pemmican."
My plans of future search were directly dependent upon the suc-

cess of these operations of the flill. With a chain of provision-
depots along the coast of Greenland, I could readily extend my
travel by dogs. These noble animals formed the basis of my future
plans : the only drawback to their efficiency as a means of travel
was their inability to carry the heavy loads of provender essential
for their support. A badly-fed or heavily-loaded dog is useless for

a long journey
; but with relays of provision I could start empty,

and fill up at our final station.
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lasf/haTtir..^''^ ^"^"T"
'"^ Newfoundlanders. Of these oh.„bb

wtJ. . f. i
^^

""''^ *' ^' ''"^'^^^"^^ ^^"^«"' *" travel by voice -

dran^h H •^' T^ T' '^P'^'^^ ^'^ ^' "«^ "««^^^ ^^^ heavy Xral^,
rtraught, as their tractability would allow the driver to retru

""""«'
cate their pace. I was already training them in a light sledge
to drive, unhke the Esquimaux, two abreast, with a regiUar harnessa breast-collar of flat leather, and a pair of traces, 'six ofZn
•Hiide a powerful travelHng-team ; and four could carry me andmy instruments, for short journeys around the brig, with great
ease. °' & '^au

The sledge I used for them wa^ built, with the care of cabinet- -n^eunuwork, of American hickory, thoroughly seasoned. The curvature ^^^
of the i-unners was determined experimentally; they were shod
with annealed steel, and fastened by copper rivets, which could
be renewed at pleasure. Except this, no metal entered into its
construction. AU its parts were held together by seal-skin lash-
ings so tliat It yielded to inequalities of surface and to sudden
snock. The three paramount considerations of lightness, strength
and dimmished friction, were weU combined in it. This beautiful
and, as we afterwards found, efficient and enduring sledge wasnamed the Little Willie. ^ ^
The Esquimaux dogs were reserved for the great tug of theXheEsqu.

actual journeys of search. They were now in the semi-savage T^condition which marks their close approach to the wolf • and
according to Mr. Petersen, under whose care they were placed'
were totally useless for journeys over such ice as was now
before us. A hard experience had not then opened my eyes to
the mestimable value of these dogs : I had yet to learn their
power and speed, their patient, enduring fortitude, their sagacitym tracking these icy morasses, among which they had been bornand bred.

I determined to hold back my more distant provision parties as The road
long as the continued daylight would permit; making the New-
foundland dogs establish the depots within sixty miles of the bri.My previous journey had shown me that the ice-belt, clogged with
the foreign matters dislodged from the clifi-s, would not at this
season of the year answer for operations with the sledge, and that
the ice of the great pack outside was even more unfit, on account
ot its want or continuity. It was now so consolidated by advanc-
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«^SH ing cold as to have stopped its drift to the south ; but the large_ floes or fields which formed it were imperfectly cemented together
and would break into hummocks under the action of winds, or even
of the^tides It was made stHl more impassable by the numerous
bergs which kept ploughing with irresistible momentum through
the ^ice-tables, and rearing up barricades that defied the passage of

It was desirable, therefore, that our dep6t parties should not
enter upon their work until they could avail themselves of the
young ice This now occupied a belt about 100 yards in mean
breadth close to the shore, and, but for the fluctuations of the tides
would already be a practicable road. For the present, however, a
gale of wmd or a spring tide might easily drive the outer floes upon
It, and thus destroy its integrity.

The party appointed to estabhsh this dep6t was furnished with
a sledge the admirable model of which I obtained through the
British Admiralty. The only Uberty that I ventured to take witb
this model-which had been previously tested by the adventurous
journeys of M'Clintock in Lancaster Sound-was to lessen the
height, and somewhat increase the breadth of the runner ; both of
wluch, I thmk, were improvements, giving increased strength,
and preventing too deep a descent into the snow. I named-^^^ her the FaUh. Her length was thirteen

feet, and breadth four. She could readily
carry fourteen hundred pounds of mixed
stores.

This noble old sledge, which is now en-
deared to me by every pleasant association,
bore the brunt of the heaviest parties, and
came back, after the descent of the coast,

comparatively sound. The men were at-

tached in her in such a way as to make the
line of draught or traction as near as pos-
sible in the axis of the weight. Each man

had his own shoulder-belt, or "rue-raddy," as we used to call it
and his own track-Une, which, for want of horse-hair, was made of

THE RUB-BADDT.
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ManiUa rope; it traversed fr. Ay by a ring on . loop or bridle, chapt«
Uiat extended from runner to runner in front of the sledge

*'

Ihese track-ropes vauod in length, so as to keep the members of
the party from interfering mth each other by walking abreast.
Ihe longest wa. three ftitnoms, eighteen feet, in length: the
shortest, directly fastened to the sledge runner, as a means of
guidmg or suddenly arresting and turning the vehicle.

The cargo for tins journey, without including the provisions of the car«a
party, was almost exclusively pemrnican. Some of tliis was put
up m cylindei. of tinned iron with conical terminations, so as to
resist the assaults of the white bear ; but the larger quantity wasm strong wooden cases or kegs, weU hooped with iron, holding about
seventy nounds each. Surmounting this load was a light india-
rubber boat, made quite purtable by a frame of basket wiUow
which I hoped t(i launch on reaching open water.
The personal equipment of the men was a buffalo-robe for the n tat

party to lie upon, an<l a bag of Mackinaw blanket for each man to

"

crawl mto at night. India-rubber cloth was to be the protection
from the snow beneath. The tent was of canvas, made after the
plan of our EugUsh predecessors. We afterward learned to modify
and reduce our travelHng gear, and found that in direct proportion
to Its simplicity and our apparent privation of articles of supposed
necessity were our actual comfort and practical efficiency. Step
by step, as long as our Arctic service continued, we went on re-
ducing our sledging outfit, until at last we came to the Esquimaux
ultimatum of simplicity—raw meat and a fur bag.

Y^!T ™S""^^°^ f«^ t^e ^^ter were s°tm in progress, I Reconnai.
sent out Mr. Wilson and Dr. Hayes, accompanied by our Esqui- '"^'=«-

maux, Hans, to learn something of the interior features of the
country, and the promise it afforded of resources from the
hunt. They returned on the 16th of September, after a hard
travel, made with excellent judgment and abundant zeal.
They penetrated into the interior about ninety miles, when
their progress was arrested by a glacier, 400 feet high, and extend-
ing to the north and west as far as the eye could reach. This
magnificent body of interior ice formed on its summit a complete
plateau,—a mer de glace, abutting upon a broken plain of syenite.
They found no large lakes. They saw a few reindeer at a distance,*
aud numerous hares and rabbits, but no ptarmigan.
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CHAPTER XI.

THE OBSEBVATORr-THERMOMBTEBS-THB EAT3-THE BHIO ON FIKKAXOI.«T 8.KI>0E-TBACKS-ESQUIMAnX nOTS-HYDBOPHOBIA-SLrOK-
DBITWO-MUSK OX TBA0K8-A SLEDGE PAKTY.

mcl'fr^r
""^^^ 7" P^""'^ °^' Observatory was some fifty ohaptk.

wa Hnf V P' ''^^^^ ^'^^' ^"^ ^^-^ «^i^y f-t above thi -
them W 'tl..

•!/'
'"'""^ ^r ^^^ °^ g^^"i*« blocks, cementing bu>m.„«

frosT Sn tl T^ "'"'*"' ^"' *^^ never-failing aid ofm
the LJ^ /"• "'^ ' '^^'^^^^^-^ wooden roof, perforated at

^-y-
he menchan and prune vertical For pedestals we had a conglo-merate of gravel and ice, well rammed down while liquid in ouriron-hooped pemmican-casks, and as free from all vibration as therock they rested on Here we mounted our transit and theodolite

afi-ectti3 '' frt^ '^J'^^"^ ^'^ '^'^'^ "^°r« of the Magnetic
atfectetion of comfort. It was of stone, ten feet square .vith a

^''""*-

same Arctic breccia as those in its neighbour. No iron was usedm it^construction. Here were our mfgnetometer and di".
Our tide-register was on board the vessel, a simple pulley-ffauae Tide re..

hundred ..nd forty yards from the ship. It was a wooden s rue
'«"'

tare latbeed and pierced with augur-holes on aU side'sot^ °<^"-
aUow the air to pass freely, and firmly luted to its fro en baseTo guard ag,.u„st the fine and ahnost impalpable drift, wUeh i.

!

sinuates itself everywhere, and which would interfere witlthe observation of minute and sudden changes of temptlTl pLed

reZerlh^X^ " -^'^ ""^'^ '° -^^ °'- » ^ '-™-

IT dIt't^^
'-™-T

"' '«"'
"' ""^ """'"« -» --t «- °--

- «..t„n„, „„ a lens ana eye-glass were so flxed as to allow
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ture.

A seiions

disaster.

US to Observe the instruments without coming inside the screens,
llieir sensibility v-.. ,.,ch, that, when standing at 40° and 60'
below zero, th- inn^-t approach of the observer caused a perceptible
rise of the colunm. One of them, a three-feet spirit standard bj
Tahabue, .graduated to 70° minus, was of sufficiently extended regis-
ter to be read by rapid inspection to tenths of a degree The in-
fluence of winds I did not wish absolutely to neutrahze ; but I en-
deavoured to make the exposure to tLom so uniform as to give a
relative result for every quarter of the compass. We were weil
supplied with thermometers of all varieties.

I had devised a wind-gauge to be observed by a tell-tale below
deck

;
but we found that the condensing moisture so froze around

it as to clog its motion.

^^ September 30, Fridaj/.-We have been terribly annoyed by
rats. Some days ago we made a brave eflFort to smoke them out
with the vUest imaginable compound of vapours, -brimstone,
burnt leather, and arsenic,-and spent a cold night in a deck-
bivouac, to give the experiment fair play. But they survived the
fumigation. We now determined to dose them with carbonic acid
gas. Dr. Hayes burnt a quantity of charcoal ; and we shut down
the hatches, after pasting up every fissure that communicated aft
and starting three stoves on the skin of the forepeak.
"As the gas was generated with extreme rapidity in the con-

fined area below, great caution had to be exercised. Our French
cook good Pierre Schubert,-who to a considerable share of
buU-headed mtrepidity unites a commendable portion of profes-
sional zeal,-stole below, without my knowledge or consent to
season a soup. Morton fortunately saw him staggering in 'the
dark, and, reaching him with great difficulty as he feU, both were
hauled up m the end,-Morton, his strength almost gone, and the
cook perfectly insensible.

" The next disaster was of a graver sort. I record it with emo-
tions of mingled awe and thankfulness. We have narrowly escaped
being burnt out of house and home. I had given orders that the
fires, ht under my own eye, should be regularly inspected

; but I
learned that Pierre's misadventure had made the watch pretermit
for a time opening the hatches. As I lowered a lantern, which
was extinguished instantly, a suspicious odour reached me, as of
burning wood. I descended at once. Reaching the A^ok nf tha

tiki >'
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forecastle, my first glance toward the fires showed me that all was ohaptib
sate there

;
and, though the quantity of smoke still surprised me *'•

I was disposed to attribute it to the recent kindling. But at this
moment, while passing on my return near the door of the bulk-
head, which leads to the carpenter's room, the gas began to affect
me. My lantern went out as if quenched by water

; and, as I ran
by the bulkhead door, I saw the deck near it a mass of glowing ti.o deck
hre for some three feet in diameter. I could not tell how much

""""^

further it extended, for I became quite insensible at the foot of
the ladder, and would have sunk had not Mr. Brooks seen my
condition and hauled me out.

"When I came to myself, which happily was very soon, I con-
fided my fearful secret to the four men around me. Brooks, Ohlsen
BlakA and Stevenson. It was all-important to avoid confusion i Measure,
we shut the doors of the galley, so as to confine the rest of the **^r"*"
crew and officers aft, and then passed up water from the fire-hole it

''

alongside. It was done very noiselessly. Ohlsen and myself
went down to the burning deck ; Brooks handed us in the buckets •

and m less than ten minutes we were in safety. It was interesting
to observe the effect of ^^.nm upon the noxious gas. Both Ohlsen Effector
and myself were greatly oppressed until the first bucket was poured
on; but as I did this, directly over the burning coal, raising
clouds of steam, we at once experienced reUef : the fine aqueous
particles seemed to absorb the carbonic acid instantly. We found
the fire had originated in the remains of a barrel of charcoal, which Origin of
iiad been left m the carpenter's room, ten feet from the stoves, and "•"'"^•^

with a bulkhead separating it from them. How it had been
igmted It was impossible to know. Our safety was due to the
dense charge of carbonic acid gas which surrounded the fire, and
the exclusion of atmospheric air. When the hatches were opened Means of
the flame burst out with energy. Our fire-hole was invaluable •

^*'^'^-

and I rejoiced that, in the midst of our heavy duties, this essential
ot an Arctic winter harbour had not been neglected. The ice
around the brig was already fourteen inches thick.

^'October 1, Saturday/.—Vpon inspecting the scene of yester-
day s operations, we found twenty-eight well-fed rats of all varieties
of age. The cook, though unable to do duty, is better; I can
hear him chanting Ids Beranger through the blankets in his bunk,
uappy over his holiday, happy to be happy at everj'tliing. I had

Bteam on
gas.
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to me ; for I ^

hatches oym.

''Octobet 6

were. The>

advised me to shoot her. The advice was well-timed : I had hardly ohapt.,
cleared the <..:. before she snapped at Hans, the Esquimaux, and -
recommenced a

. alking trot. It was quite an anxious moment
"

)undlander8 were around the housing, and the
.ihot her, of course.

•»fl?ay.—The hares are less numerous than they litre..

Che coast when the snows fall in the interior,
and the late south-east wind has probably favoured their goin«
back. These animals are not equal in size either to the European
hare or their brethren of the North American continent. The latter
according to Seamann, weigh upon an average fourteen pounds A
large male, the largest seen by us in Smith's Sound, weighed but
nine

;
and our average so far does not exceed seven and a half

rhey measure generally less by some inches in length than those
noticed by Dr. Richardson. Mr. Petersen is quite successful in
shootmg these hares : we have a stock of fourteen now on hand

" We have been buUding stone traps on the hills for the foxes
whose traces we see there in abundance, and have determined to
organize a regular hunt as soon as they give us the chance

^^ October ii,Saturday.-l have been practising with my dog-Thedo»
sledge and an Esquimaux team till my arms ache. To drive such ^'^^'^

f.n equipage a certain proficiency with the whip is indispensable-
which, like all proficiency, must be worked for. In fact the weapon
lias an exercise of its own, quite peculiar, and as hard to learn as
single-stick or broadsword.

"The whip is 6 yards long, and the handle but 16 inches—
a short lever, of course, to throw out such a length of seal-hide
Learn to do it, however, with a masterly sweep, or else make up
your mind to forego driving sledge ; for the dogs are guided solely
by the lash, and you mu.st be able not only to hit any particular
dog out of a team of twelve, but to accompany the feat also with
a resounding crack. After this you find that to get your lash back
involves another difficulty ; for it is apt to entangle itself among
the dogs and lines, or to fasten itself cunningly round bits of ice
so as to drag you head over heels into the snow.

'

"The secret by which this complicated set of requirements is
tumiled consists in properly describing an arc from the shoulder
with a stiff elbow, giving the jerk to the whip handle from the
hand and wnst alone. The lash trails behind as you travel, and

I
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CHAPTER XII.

LEAPING A OHASM-THE ICE-BELT-CAPE WILLIAM WOOD-CAMP ON TUB
FLOES-RETUBN OF DEp6t PAHTY-BONSALl's ADVENTURE-RESULTS-
AN ESCAPE—THE THIRD CACHE—m'oART ISLAND.

I FOUND Uttle or no trouble in crossing the ice until we passed be- onAPT«n
yond the north-east headland, which I have named Gape WilUam f!LWood. But on emerging into the channel, we found that the Travei.i„«spnng tides had broken up the great area around us, and that the °° '"^^ '«
passage of the sledge was interrupted by fissures, which were be-
ginning to break in every direction through the young ice.
My first effort was of course to reach the land

; but it was un-
fortunately low tide, and the ice-belt rose up before me like a wall
The pack was becoming more and more unsafe, and I was extremely
anxious to gain an asylum on shore ; for, though it was easy to find
a temporary refuge by retreating to the old floes which studded
the more recent ice, I knew that in doing so we should risk being
carried down by the drift.

The dogs began to flag
; but we had to press them ;—we were

only two men
;
and, in the event of the animals failing to leap

any of the rapidly-multiplying fissures, we could hardly expect to
extricate our laden sledge. Three times in less than three hoursmy .haft or hinder dogs went in

; and John and myself, who had
been trotting alongside the sledge for sixteen miles were nearly as
tjred as they were. This state of things could not last; and I
theretore made for the old ice to seaward.
We were nearing it rapidly, when th^ dogs failed in leaping a Ap.ung,chasm that was somewhat wider than the others, and the whole '"

""
concern came down in the water. I cut the lines instantly and

""''

with the aid of my companion, hauled the poor animals out ' Weowed the preservation of the sledge to their admirable dociUtyand
perseverance The tin-cooking apparatus and the air confined in
he India-mbber coverings kept it afloat tUl we could succeed in
fastening a couple of seal-skin cords to the cross-pieces at the frontand back. By these John and myself were able to give it an un-



re CAMP ON THE FL0B8.

floe.

OH.PTK« certain support-from the two edges of the opening, till the do«s— after many fnutloss struggles, carried it forward at last uponX
Although the thermometer was below zero, and in our wet statewe ran a considerable risk of freezing, the urgency of Tu ^ostion left no room for thoughts of cold. We started at a run m nand dogs, for the solid ice ; and by the time we had gained it wwere steammg m the cold atmosphere like a couple of NootkaSound vapour-baths. ^ i>iootlca

Re.to„«,e We rested on the floe. We could not raise our tent, for it hadfrozen as hard as a shingle. But our buffalo-robe bags gave usprotection . and, though we were too wet inside to be 'JZZ
comfortable we managed to get something like sleep before it wallight enough for us to move on again.
The journey was continued in the same way ; but we found toour great gratification, that ^he cracks closed with the change of theide and at high water we succeeded in gaining the ice-belt under the

chff
.

This belt had changed very much since my journey in
September. The tides and frosts together had coated it with ice
as smooth as satin, and this glossy covering made it an excellent
road. The chtfs discharged fewer fragments in our path, and the
rocks of our last journey's experience were now fringed with icicles
r saw with ^eat pleasure that this ice-bolt would serve as a high-way for our future operations.

^

The nights which followed were not so bad as one would suppose
from the saturated condition of our equipment. Evaporation is
not so inappreciable in tliis Arctic region as some theorists ima-
gine. By alternately exposing the tent and furs to the air and
oeating the ice out of -them we dried them enough to permit sleep
The dogs slept m the tent with us, giving it warmth as well as
fragrance. What perfumes of nature are lost at home upon our
ungrateful senses

! How we relished the companionship i

We iiad averaged twenty miles a day since leaving the bri- and
were witlnn a short march of the cape which I have named WOlian.
Wood, when a broad chasm brought us to a halt. It was in vain
that we worked out to seaward, or dived into the shoreward re-

fcE.'' ''Tl
"^ ^^'' ^'""y

=
*^^^ i«« everywhere presented the same impass-

able fissures. We had no alternative but to retrace our steps and
seek among the bergs some place of security. We found a camp

NlRhts on
tbe ico.
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men

for the night on the old floe-ices to the westward, gaining them ch.p^b
some time after the darkness had closed in. xn.

On the morning of the 15th, about two hours before the late

~"
sunrise, as I was preparing to climb a berg from which I might
have a sight of the road ahead, I perceived far off upon the white
snow a dark object, which not only moved, but altered its shape
9trangely,-now expanding into a long black Une, now waving, now
gathenng losolfup into compact mass. It was the returning sledge
party. Tliey had seen our black tent of Kedar, and ferried across
to seek it.

They were most welcome
; for their absence, in the fearfully h . ,open state of the ice, had filled me with apprehensions. wTcoZ ^^^^^^^

not distinguish each other as we drew near in the twilight • and
""'''"

my first good news of them was when I heard that they were'sing-
mg. On they came, and at last I was able to count their voices
one by one. Thank God, seven ! Poor John Blake was so breath-
less with gratulation, that I could not get him to blow his signal-
horn We gave them, instead, the good old Anglo-Saxon ^eet-mg three cheers!" and in a few minutes were among them

Ihey had made a creditable journey, and were, on the whole m^„,
good condition. They had no injuries worth talking about a"

^"-
though not a man had escaped some touches of the frost Bon

'"'"''

'^a7'"^ TZ '
^^f

*''"'''"' ""^ P^"^ ^ '''' "P«" the nose.M Gaiy had attempted, as Tom Hickey told us, to pluck a fox it
being so frozen as to defy skinning by his knife ; and his fingershad been tolerably frost-bitten in the operation. "They're very
horny sir, are my fingers," said M'Gary, who was worn do^vn to a'mere shadow of bis former r. .tundity

;
" veiy horny, and they w.ter .up hke bladder." The rest had suffered in their feet ; but likegood feUows, postponed limping until they reached the ship.

_

WitLi.:: txie h,t three days they had marched fifty-fou mil 3ei^en ad.,. Their sledge b3ing empty, and the young ice nol^. ^^^s
01 ,apo Bancroft smooth as a mirror, they had travelled, the day -T"^'
befure we met them, nearly twenty-five miles. A very remarkab^
pv,m ior men who had been twenty-eight days f: . ihe fieldMy sup^.aes of hot food, coffee, and ma-led beef soup, which I

hausted their bread
; and, being unwilling to encroach on tl de-pot stores, had gone without fuel iu order to save alcohol

6
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OHAPTBR orders to place my own sledge stores in cache, I returned to the—1 brig, ahead of the party, with my dog-sledge, carrying Mr. BonsaU
with me.

Leaping^ On this return 1 had much less difficulty with the ice cracks
;

my team of Newfoundlanders leaping them in almost every instance,

and the impulse of our sledge carrying it across. On one occasion,

while we were making these flying leaps, poor Bonsall was tossed
out, and came very near being carried under by the rapid tide.

He fortunately caught the runner of the sledge as he fell; and T

II

m

i! ); The spar-

deck.

NBWTOUNDLAMD DOO TBAM.

succeeded, by whipping up the dogs, in haiJing him out. He was
of course, wet to the skin

; but we were only twenty mUes from
the brig, and he sustained no serious injury from his immersion.

I return to my journal.

"The spar-deck—or, as we call it from its wooden covering, the
'house'—is steaming with the buffalo-robes, tents, boots, socks,
and heterogeneous costumings of our returned parties. We have
ample work in repairing these and restoring the disturbed order of
our domestic life. The men feel the effects of their journey, but are
very content in their comfortable quarters. A pack of cards, grog
at dmner, and the promise of a three days' holiday, have made the
decks happy with idleness and laughter."



JOURNEY OF THE DEPOT PARTY. n

till'

ISm.

I give the general results of the party ; referring to the Appendix ohaptk,
for the detailed account of Messrs. M'Gary and Bonsall. ^"•

They hit the brig, as may be remembered, on the 20th of Sep- Ca^iiT
tember, and they reached Cape Russell on the 25th Near this

""""^"^

spot I had in my former journey of reconnoissance, established a
"""*

cairn
;
and here, as by previously concerted arrangement, they left

their first cache of pemmican, together with some bread, and alco-
hoi for fuel.

On the 28th after crossing a large bay, they met a low cape
about thirty miles to the north-east of the first dep6t. Here thevmade a second cache of a hundred and ten pounds of beef and
pemmican, and about thirty of a mixture of pemmican and Indian
meal, with a bag of bread.

The day being too foggy for sextant observations for position, or
even for a rehable view of the landmarks, they built a substartial
cairn, and buried the provision at a distance of ten paces from its a cm
cen.re, bearing by compass, E. by K 1 N. The point on which ''"'"-"
tms cache stood I subsequently named after Mr. Bonsall, one of'""""
the indefatigable leaders of the party.

I will give the geographical outline of the track of this party ina subsequent part of this narrative, when I have spoken of the
after-travel and surveys which confirmed and defined it. But Ishoula do injustice both to their exertions and to the results ofthem were I to omit mention of the dfiiculties which they en-
countered. •'

On the twenty-fifth day of their outward journey they met a stoppeab,
great glacier, which I shall describe hereafter It checked their

^ Kr'
course along the Greenland coast abniptly; but they still en'deavoured to make their way outside its edge to seaLd, wMithe commendable object of seeking a more northern poiit for

Lv wrT.'''^' ™^ J'"""^ "- ^^-g the base of an

2T'Zl T*"'''
th-woff its discharging bergs, breaking

the el ;; 1 7r^' ^"^ ''"^^^^^^ *^^ P-^y ^o ferry
the..»el /.s and their sledge over the cracks by rafts of ice

^^

One
,
t these incidents I give nearly in the language of Mr. Bon-

They had camped, on the night of 5th October, under the he ofsome large icebergs, and within hearing of the grand artilleiy ofthe glacier. The floe on which their tent was pitched wa.s of r.-
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cent and transparent ice; and the party, too tired to seek a saferasylum had turned in to rest; when, with a crack like the snap ofa gigantic whip, the ice opened directly beneath them. This was
a.s nearly aa they could estimate the time, at about one o'clock inthe morning. The darkness was intense; and the cold, about lo"below zero was mcreased by a wind which blew from the north-
e.^t over the glacier They gathered together theirtent andsleep-mg fvi s, and lashed them, according to the best of their abilityupon the sledge. Repeated intonations warned them that the icewas breaking up; a swell, evidently produced by the avaJanches

tZd f^o' '

"""' ''' ^''^*'"" "^ ^^'^^•^^ '^^y «^-^ *«
-"

Mr. M'Gary derived a hope from the stable character of thebergs near them
: they were evidently not adrift. He determined

to select a flat piece of ice, place the sledge upon it, and, by aid of
tent-poles and cooking-i^tensils, paddle to the old and firm fields
wliich clung to the bases of the bergs. The party waited Tnarixious expectation until the returning daylight permitted tliiaattempt; and after a most adventurous passage, succeeded h,reaching the desired position.

My main object in sending tliem out was the deposit of provi-
sions, and I had not deemed it advisable to compUcate their dutiesby any organization for a survey. They reached their highest
latitude on the 6th of October; and this, as determined by did
reckoning, was m latitude 79° 50', and longitude 76° 20' From
this point they sighted and took sextant bearings of land to tlie
north, having a trend or incHnation west by north and east bysouth, at an estimated distance of thirty milefe. They were at thistime entangled in the ic.bergs; and it w.os from the lofty summiof one of these, in the midst of a scene of surpassing desolation
that they made their observations.

" <^won,

They began the tlikd or final cache, which was the mam object
ofthejourney,on the 10th of October; placing it on a low island
a the base of the large glacier which checked their further march
along the coast.

Before adopting this site, they had perseveringly skirted the base

valual... .ut not sustained at the tJe b^'rr;^..:^!^^^^^^^
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Of the glacier, in a fruitless effort o cross it to the north. In spite ohaptkb
of distressing cold, and the neuiiy constant winds from the ice-

*"•
clothed shore, they carried out all my instructions for securing this Ti.I^rd
important dejiot. The stores were carefully buried in a natural

""""•

excavation among the cliffs; and heavy rocks, brought with great
labour, were piled above them. Smaller stones were placed over
these, and mcr.rporated into one solid mass by a mixture of sand
and water. The power of the bear in breaking up a provision
caclie is extraordinary

; but the Esquimaux to the south had assured
me that frozen sand and water, which would wear away the ani-
mal's claws, were more effective against him than the largest rocks
btiJl, knowing how much trouble the officers of Commodore
Austms Expedition experienced from the destruction of their
caches, I had ordered the party to resort to a combination of these
expedients.

They buried here six hundred and seventy pounds of pemmican,
forty of Borden s meat biscuit, and some articles of general diet •

making a total of about eight hundred pounds. They indicated
the site by a large cairn, bearing E. | S. from the cache, and at
the distance of tliirty paces. The landmarks of the cairn itself
were sufficiently evident, but were afterwards fixed by bearings
tor additional certainty,

'

The island wliich was so judiciously selected as the seat of this M'Oaocache was named after my fiuthful friend and excellent second '^'^^
officer, Mr. James M'Gary of New London.

-^-
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The moon.
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CHAPTER XIII.

WALKUS HOLES-ADVANCE OF DABKNESS-DARKNESS-THE 0OtD-« THIlOB BUNK -roX-CIIASB-ESQ0IMAUX HUTS-OOOULTATION OF SAT-CRN—PORTRAIT OF OLD GRIM.

^'October 28, Friday.-Tho moon has reached her greatest northern
declination of abont 2.5° .35'. She is a glorious object : sweeping
aronnd the heavens, at the lowest part of her curve, she is still

oit,; r'v.
?'''"• ^'"' ''^^'' ^^^y' '^'' ^''' been making her

ciicuit with nearly unvar^^ing bnghtness. It is one of those spark-
ln.g nights that bring back the n.emoiy of sleigh-bells and songsand glad con.munings of^hearts in lands that are far away

.Uofn\
'""^ '^'"'"'*^'" ^^'''''' ""'' '' ^''^^^Sed that we areable to keep a moan temperature below of 65° ; and on deck, under

Z iTeT^H^
''^*'; freezing-point. This is admirable siccel

"The last remnant of w.-drus did not leave us untU the second

sre.- Tm ,h , t""^"V'" ''' *^"'"^*"" ''' sunkbi:::;;
lili then they found open water enough to sport and even sleen
;n, bet..en the fields of drift, as theyVned'with the tSe Zthey had worked numerous breathing-holes besides, in the sol d ice

tl e I '

b! H
''""' '"'"'^"' «l«-»ly-finished margin as

A !^ T"
'""""^ ^^''" °^"«^ "^or« "^^rked. The animal

evidently used his own buoyancy as a means of starting the i eAround these holes the ice was much discoloured : numbers ofbroken clamsheUs were found near them, and, in one instant some

beach. Ihe use of the stones which the walrus swallows is stUl

Walrus

lioles.

by tbfAr side
4»«i"iy surpused tlie young ones, whose mothers were asleep
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an interesting question. The ussuk or bearded seal has the same chaptm
habit x„L

WALRQB SPOSTINO.

-Novembe, 7, Mcmday.-Th^ darkness is coming on with in- Dark„e«
incn

lug.

sidious steadiness, and its advancea Ccan only be perceived by com- '""*^

paring one day with its fellow of some time back. We still read
the thermometer at noonday without a light, and the black masses
of the hills are plain for about five hours with their glaring patches
of snow

;
but all the rest is darkness. Lanterns are always on the

spar-deck, and the lard-lamps never extinguished below. The stars
of the sixth magnitude shine out at noonday.

"Except upon the island of Spitzbergen, which has the advan-
tages of an insular climate and tempered by ocean cuiTents, no
Christians have wintered in so high a latitude as this. They' are
Russian sailors who make the enc^ounter there, men inured to hard-
ships and cold. I cannot help thinking of the sad chronicles of
the early Dutch, who perished yoivr after year, without leaving a
comrade to record theu- fate.

"Our darkness has nhiety days to run before we shaU get ba«k Duration
agam even to the contested twilight of to-day. Altogether, our

"'*'"'*'

winter wUl have been sunless for one hundred and forty days'.
"It requires neither the Mce-foot' with its growing ramparts,
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xni.

V»t ill » 'fox-oluw,' round tiic
'"'"'

Hliirt to tho man who hold out loniroHt
dorks Tl.., ,..,1 • .1

'^ "' " "'«-«"'we' round thettu k.s
1
ho n.U. ..t tho .j„.rt was, that < Fox ' mx, to run a irivoncucut between .alloy and capstan, all handn following o lis tLkovc-y lour nunntes a halt to bo called to blow, and tl.e \^^^'

r h t

"
'
^' ««''^vhothorthcK.s.,uin>aux have returned '-«rrt,

t h , , ,,
^^ ^,^^ ^,^^^^^ ,j,j^^

thennnn.eter was

«'H.i at noon. I w.us hardly surprised when they .vturnod after

z:zz^rr '':
"^^- ~^ ^^^^'^^ ^-^^ ^^--^

mu«t lau. been very cold, for a bottle of Monongahela whiskyot good Btitl proof froze under Mv. Bonsall's head
^

"Morton went out on Friday to rechuni the things they had a i™.

«UHk ot the torn.er party, n.aking nine nules in thre. honrs-1

y^t a ul, uitku.g a sturdy n.areh the next day without luL^.m^rert'aolHH the huts. ,uui got back to his .unp to deep. '^S
;•;:' rr ^-^

^'T
^^^-^^'^ -Uly an adueven.k-4b^^:^

"'H»- m three nmrohes, with a nie;vn ten.perature of 40^ beZ

»i\,lit .toBx t»«ity mUes a day ni-»rly as erfv ,b teu ft i, H,"I

.In.' ,72 '""";', ""
l'""™" '

'"" '"' *"" «"™S'' to satisfy me

that wf?ld ,bl"''i':f
"*"' "'"* "P- 1'» »""»! remaimtouBd there, , ,d tl.e ap(«.anu,ces wliicl, we uoted of recent
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habitation had in a great degree disappeared. Where these Esqui-
maux have travelled to is matter for conjecture. The dilapidated
character of the huts we have seen further to the north seems to
imply that they cannot have gone in that direction. They have
more probably migrated southward, and, as the spring opens, may
return, with the walrus and seal, to their former haunts. We shall
see them, I think, before we leave our icy moorings.

"December 12, Monday.—A. grand incident in our great mono-
tony of life ! We had an occultation o: Saturn at 2 a.m., and got
a most satisfactory observation. The emersion was obtained with
g|i-eater accuracy than could have been expected from the exces-
sive atmospheric undul{v,tion of thfese low temperatures. My little

Fraunhofer sustained its reputation xvell. We can now fix our
position without a cavil.

"December 16, Thursday.—^q have lost the last vestige of our
mid-day twilight. We cannot see print, and hardly papei' : the
fingers cannot be counted a foot from the eyes. Noonday and
midnight are alike, and, except a vague glimmer on the sky that
seems to define the hill outlines to the south, we have nothing to
tell us that this Arctic world of ours has a sun. In one week more
we shall reach the midnight of the year.

'* December 22, Thursday.—Th&cQ is an excitement in our little

community that dispenses with reflections upon the solstitial night.
' Old Grim

' is missing, and has been for more than a day. Since
the lamented demise of Cerberus, my leading Newfoundlander, he
has been patriarch of our scanty kennel.

" Old Grim was ' a character ' such as peradventure may at some
time be found among beings of a higher order and under a more
temperate sky. A profound hypocrite and time-server, he so
wriggled his adulatory tail as to secure every one's good graces and
nobody's respect. All the spare morsels, the cast-off delicacies of
the mess, passed through the winnowing jaws of ' Old Grim,'—an
illustration not so much of his eclecticism as his universality of

taste. He was never known to refuse anything offered or ap-

proachable, and never known to be satisfied, however prolonged
and abundant the bounty or the spoU,

" Grim was an ancient dog : his teeth indicated man^^ winters •

and his limbs, once splendid tractors for the sledge, were now
covered with warts and ringbones. Somehow or other, when the
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dogs were hamesaing for a journey, « Old Grim ' was sure not to be ohaptbr
found

;
and upon one occasion, when he was detected hiding away ^

in a cast-off baiTel, he incontinently became lame. Strange to say " ow
he has been lame ever smce, except when the tearo is away without

^'*°'

"

him.

'^ Cold disagrees with Grim ; but by a system of patient watch-
mgs at the door of our deck-hOuse, accompanied by a discrimi-
nating use of his taU, he became at last the one privileged intruder.
My seal-skin coat has been his favourite bed for weeks together-
Whatever love for ?a individual Grim expressed by his taU, he
could never be induced to follow him on the ice after the cold
darkness of the winter set in

;
yet the dear good old sinner would

wriggle after you to the very threshold of the gangway, and bid
you good-bye with a deprecatory wag of the taU which disarmed
resentment.

" His appearance was quite characteristic :—his muzzle roofed oescrip-
like the old-fashioned gable of a Dutch garret-window ; his fore- "^"^w

head indicating the most meagre capacity of brains that could con-
^"^

sist with his sanity as a dog ; his eyes small, his mouth curtained
by long black dewlaps, and his hide a mangy russet studded with
chestnut-burrs

; if he has gone indeed, we ' ne'er shall look upon
his like again.' So niMch for old Grim !

" When yesterday's party started to take soundings, I thought ..Qrin,-
the exercise would benefit Grim, whose time-serving sojourn on our ''<""'=e<i to

warm deck had begun to render him over-corpulent. A rope was ciS
*"*'''

fastened round him ; for at such critical periods he was obstinate,
and even ferocious ; and, thus fastened to the sledge, he com-
menced his reluctant journey. Eeaching a stopping-place after a
while, he jerked upon his line, parted it a foot o ^wo from its

knot, and, dragging the remnant behind him, startca off through
the darkness in the direction of our brig. He has not been seen
since.

" Parties are out with lanterns seeking him ; for it is feared that search fiir

his long cord may have caught upon some of the rude pinnacles of "«riin."

ice which stud our floe, and thus made him a helpless piisoner.
The thermometer is at 44° 6' below zero, and old Grim's teeth could
Qot gnaw away the cord,

" December 23, Friday.—Om anxieties for old Grim might have
interfered with almost anything else; but they could not arrest our
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— tion and Morton a capital punch ; add to these a dmner of LarlTd

Jnly,-and a bumper of champagne aU round
; and the elements vof our frolic are aU registered.

elements v

"We tracked old Grim to-day through the snow to within sixhundred yards of the brig, and thence to that m.«s ofsnow paXdstei^ty which we caU tiie shore. His not rejoining the sWpis «mystery quite in keeping with his character » ^

Trace» of

"Grim."

11 1

!

[a. ^.
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CHAPTER XIV.

MAONETIO OBSERVATORY — TEMPERATURES— RET0RN1NO UOHT— DARK-
NESS AND THE DOOS—HYDROPHOBIA—lOE-OHANQES—THE lOE-FOOT—
THE ICE-BELT THE SUNLIOHT—MARCH.

My journal for the first two months of 1854 is so devoid of in-
ohaptkk

terest, that I spare the reader the task of foUowing me through it.
—

"

In the darkness and consequent inaction, it was almost in vain
that we sought to create topics of thought, and by a forced ex-
citement to ward off the encroachments of disease. Our obser-
vatory and the dogs gave us our only regular occupations.
On the 9th of January we had again an occultation of Saturn. Occnito-

The emersion occurred during a short interval of clear sky, and our """ "'

observation of it was qu -.e satisfactory; the limit of the moon's
^"^^

disc and that of the planet being well defined : the mist prevented
our seeing the immersion. We had a recurrence of the same
phenomenon on the 5th of February, and an occultation of Mars
on the Uth; both of them observed under favourable circum-
stjvnces, the latter especially.

Our magnetic observations went on; but the cold made it al- Magnetic

most impossible to adhere to them with regularity. Our obser-
°*'*«""-

vatory was, in fact, an ice-house of the coldest imaginable descrip-

'"^

tion. The absence of snow prevented our backing the walls with
that important non-conductor. Fires, buffalo-robes, and an arras
of investing sail-cloth, were unavailing to bring up the mean tem-
perature to the freezing-point at the level of the magnetometer;*
and it was quite common to find the platform on which the
observer stood full 60" lower, (—20°.) Our astronomical obser-
vations were less protracted, but the apartment in which they

» We had a good nnlfllar, that had been loaned to us by Professor Baehe, of the Coast
Survey; and a dip Instrument, a Barrow's circle, obtained from the Smithsonian Institution
through the kindness of CoL Sabine. I owe much to Mr. Sontag. Dr. Hayes, and Mr. Bon-
sall, who bore the brunt of the term-day observations; It was only toward the close of the
season that I was enabled to take my share of them. In addition to these, we had weekly
determinations of variation of declination, extending through the twenty-four hour^ be-
sides observations of Intensity, deflection, inclination, and total force, with carefUl nota-
tions of temperature;
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TEMPERATURK8.

of 11r '*'^'°"'"'J'' ''«»">'> -Mo-Jt to manage, in consequenceof U.C unequal contraction of the brass and sted. -

Excessive

cold.

Ether and

IHB 0B8KRVAT0RT.

On the 17th of January, our thermometers stood at 49° below

~uZ ZrT) '"^ ''"'' °' '^°'» "* *' *'™*°'7
-"

01 to —07
. The temperature on the floes was always somewhathigher than at the isUnd ; the difl-erence being due, as I snZe ^theh«.t conducted f.m a^e sea-water, which ™L. a temp^t;™

On L Sth rr^ '""'•™'"*« ^S »'''«ted by radiation.On the 5th of Februaiy, our theimomtf . began to show nn-exampled temperature. They mnged from 60° to 78' be owjr"and one ve^ reliable instnrment st„«l upon the taftai. ofIt^
-M" o; 99^ b , .f r'"'?

°' '"" ^"'^ ^Piri'-stendards gay!t>7,or99 below the freezing-point of water

"tof™ „„;„T V r "
,

"'"°™ «"">' •'«»«e «oM, and oai«fuUy.
^•"^ Stf '^^.Z'^^ur^TTr- Z '" ^''•^

tL nil «f ™- * '
^^^ °^ °^ sassafras at —49°.

T-erZ'^'i^T™ " ° ''°""'™' ^'^^'-^^'^ -d solid
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The exhalations from the surface of the body invested the ex- ohapibb

posed or partially-clad parts with a wreath of vapour. The air f!Il

had a perceptible pungency upon inspiration, but I could not per-

ceive the painful sensation which has been spoken of by some
Siberian travellers. When breathed for any length of time it im-

parted a sensation of dryness to the air-passages. I noticed that,

as it were involuntarily, we all breathed guardedly, with compressed

lips.

The first traces of returning light were observed at noon on the First

21st of January, when the southern horizon had for a short time a *"««» of

distinct orange tint. Though the sun had perhaps given us a light

band of illumination before, it was not distinguishable from the cold

light of the planets. We had been nearing the sunshine for thirty-

two days, and had just reached that degree of mitigated darkness

which made the extreme midnight of Sir Edward Parry in latitude

74° 47'. Even as late as the 31st, two very sensitive daguerreo-

type plates, treated with iodine and bromine, failed to indicate any
solar influence when exposed to the southern horizon at noon; the

camera being used in- doors, to escape the effects of cold.

The influence of this long, intense darkness was most depress- Distresfr

ing. Even our dogs, although the greater pait of them were
J."^j"y

natives of the Arctic Circle, were unable to withstand it. Most of the d«ik

them died from an anomalous form of disease, to which, I am satis-
"^^

fied, the absence of light contributed as much as the extreme cold.

I give a little extract from my journal of January 20.

"This morning at five o'clock—for I am so afflicted with the

in-jcmnium of this eternal night, that I rise at any time between
midnight and noon—I went upon deck. It was absolutely dark

;

the cold not permitting a swinging lamp. There was not a
glimmer came to me through the ice-crusted window-panes of the

cabin. While I was feeling my way, half puzzled as to the best

method of steering clear of whatever might be before me, two
of my Newfoundland dogs put theu- cold noses against my hand,

and instantly commenced thp most exuberant antics of satis-

faction. It then occurred to me how very dreary and forlorn

must these poor animals be, at atmospheres + 10° in-doors and—60° without,— living in darkness, howling at an accidental

light, as if it reminded them of the moon,—and with nothing,

either of instinct or sensation, to tell them of the passing hours,
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EfTccta of

(Urknen
on doga,

I may recur to «,e influence which our long winter nieht exerted on the health of these n.uch.valued .„i,„ala. The fubi chas some mteresting bearings
; but I content myself for thet™t,„tt transcribing another passage fro™ my'jouraal. o^aL

"/<""r^^S, Wedru«lay.-Tb, mouse-coloured dogs theleaders of my Newfoundland team, have for the past fortnigft been

THK DB0K3 BT I,A1€PU0HT.

to tir«^r^st^r'ofii'^r' t;tt- '""
r°^^'

hope of savina then, Tl, a-
' "^ ^ «"" "P "'^ ^^

case of r„Sn 'beint
^'""^ " " °''"'^ ""^"'^ "^ '" *«*uy nuinan being. Tlic more material functions nf tKn

go prove that the original epilepsy, which was the first
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mamfeatation of brain disease among them, has been followed by tiiAraK
a true lunacy. They bark frenziedly at nothing, and walk in

"^•
straight and curved Unes with anxious and unwearying perqever- Ma^,ta
ance. dog« pro-

"They fawn on you, but without seeming to appreciate the ^aSeii
notice you give them in return; pushing their head against your
person, or oscillating with a strange pantomime of fear. Their
most mteUigent actions seem automatic : sometimes they claw you
as if tiymg to burrow into your seal-skins; sometimes they remain
for hours m moody silence, and then start off howling as if pur-
sued, and run up and down for hours.

"So it was with poor Flora, our 'wise dog.' She was seized
with the endemic spasms and, after a few wild, violent paroxysms
lapsed into a lethargic condition, eating voraciously, but gaining
no strength. This passing off, the same crazy wUdness took pos-
session of her, and she died of brain disease {arachnoidal efusian)m about six weeks. Generally, they perish with symptoms re-
sembhng locked-jaw in less than tliirty-six hours after the first
attack.

On the 22d, I took my first walk on the great floe, which had ice
been tor so long a time a crude, black labyrinth. I give the ap-

"""«*'

pearance of things in the words of my journal :—
"The floe has changed wonderfuUy. I remember it sixty-four

days ago, when our twilight was as it now is, a partiaUy snow-
patched plain, chequered with ridges of sharp hummocks, or a
senes of long icy levels, over which I coursed with my Newfound-
landers. All this has gone. A lead-coloured expance stretches its
roundmg gray' in every direction, and the old angular hummocks
are so softened down as to blend in rolling dunes with the distant
obscurity. The snow upon the levels shows the same remarkable
evaporation. It is now in crisp layers, hardly six inches thick,
qmte undisturbed by drift. I could hardly recognise any of the
old localities.

We can trace the outline of the shore again, and even some of
the long horizontal bands of its stratification. The cliffs of Sylvia
Mountain, which open toward the east, are, if anything, more
covered with snow than the ridges fronting west across the bay.
"But the feature which had changed most was the ice-belt. When

I saw It last, it was an investing zone of ice, coping the margin of
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roeeragt

and walla.

f

OHAWw the floe. Tlie constant accumulation by overflow of tides and—1
freezing haa turned this into a bristUng wall, 20 feet high, (20
ft. 8 in.) No language can depict the chaos at its base. It has
been rising and falling throughout the long winter, with a tidal
wave of 13 perpendicular feet. The fragments have been tossed
into eveiy possible confusion, rearing up into fantastic equiUbrium,
surging in long inclined planes, dipping into dark valleys, and piUr.g
in contorted hills, often high above the ice-foot

" The frozen rubbish has raised the floe itself, for a width of
50 yards, into a broken level of crags. To pass over this to
our rocky island, with its storehouse, is a work of ingenious
pilotage and clambering, only practicable at favouring periods
of the tide, and often impossible for many days together. For-
tunately for our observatory, a long table of heavy ice has been
so nicely poised on the crest of the ice-foot, that it swings like a
seesaw with the changing water-level, and has formed a moving
beach to the island, *n which the floes could not pile themselves.
Shoreward between Medary and the ' terrace,' the shoal-water has
reared up the ice-fields, so as to make them almost as impass-
able as the floes ; and between Fern Rock and the gravestone,
where I used to pass with my sledges, there is built a sort of
garden-wall of crystal 20 feet high. It needs no iron spikes or
broken bottles to defend its crest from trespassers.

" Mr. Sontag amuses me quite as much as he does himself with
his daily efibrts to scale it"

My next extract is of a few days later.

''February 1, Wtdneiday.—lh% ice-foot is the most wonderful
and unique characteristic of our high ^northern position. The
spring-tides have acted on it very powerfully, and the coming day
enables us now to observe their stupendous effects. This ice-beit
as I have sometimes called it, is now 24 feet in soUd thickness
by 65 in mean width; the second, or appended ice, is 38 feet
wide; and the third 34 feet All three are ridges of immense
ice-tables, serried like the granite blocks of a rampart, and invest-
ing the rocks with a triple circumvallation. We know them as
the belt-ices.

^

" The separation of the true ice-foot from our floe was at first a
simple interval, which by the recession and advance of the tides
gave a movement of about six feet to our brig. Now, however.

iM-toot
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the compreMed ice grinds closely against the ice-foot, rising into o>«rn
incUned planes, and freezing so as actually to push our floe fiirther ^
and further from the shore. The brig has already moved 28 feet,
without the shghtest perceptible change in the cradle which
imbeds her."

I close my notice of these dreaiy months with a single extract
more. It is of the date of February the 2l8t.

.u ''7\^r^.
''"^ *^® '"''' ^''' '''"'*® ^^y^' silvering the ice between weicom-

the headlands of the bay; and to-day, toward noon, I started out '"«'«"'^

to be the first of my party to welcome him back. It was the
"'"""

longest walk and toughest climb that I have had since our im-
prisonment; and scurvy and general debUity have made me
•short o' wind.' But I managed to attain my object. I saw
hmi once more

;
and upon a projecting crag nestled in the sun-

shme. It was like bathing in perfumed Water."
The month of March brought back to us 'the perpetual day. Return 0/

Ihe sunshme had reached our deck on the last day of Febru- P"'^"'*'

ary; we needed it to cheer us. We were not as pale as my
""''

expenence in Lancaster Sound had foretold; but the scurvy-
spots that mottled our faces gave sore proof of the trials we
had undergone. It was plain that we were all of us unfit for
arduous travel on foot at the intense temperatures of the nomi-
nal sprmg; and the return of the sun, by increasing the evapora-
tion from the floes, threatened us with a recurrence of still severer
weather.

But I felt that our work was unfinished. The great object of
the expedition challenged us to a more northward exploration.
My dogs that I had counted on so largely, the nine splendid
Newfoundlanders and thirty-five Esquimaux of six months before,
had perished; there were only six survivors of the whole pack,
and one of these was unfit for draught. Still, they formed my Prepara-
prmcipal reliance, and I busied myself from the very beginning *"""'""

of the month in training them to nm together. The carpenterS
was set to work upon a small sledge, on an improved model, and
adapted to the reduced force of our team; and, as we had ex-
hausted our stock of small cord to lash its parts together, Mr.

'

Brooks ngged up a miniature rope-walk, and was preparing a new
supply from part; of the material of our deep-sea lines The
operations of shipboard, however, went on rej^larly ; Hans, and
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cnimt occasionally Petersen, going out on the hunt, though rii.r«»ly return-

![H, ing successful.

Meanwhile we talked encouragingly of spring hopes and sum
mer prospects, and managed sonietinies to force an ocnaaioii

for mirth out of the very discomforts of our unyielding winter
life.

This may explain the tone of my diary.

't i



THR MAONBTIO OBHKKVATORY.

CHAPTER XV.

AROTIO OBSERVATIONS—TBAVRI. TO OBSKHVATOUY—ITS UAZAUDS—ABOTIO
I-IFB—TUB DAY—TUB 1,1 ET -TUB AMU8BMENTS—THE LABOURS—TUB
TEMPEHATUKE—THE *' EI8-r01>"—THE ICE-BELT-THB lOE-BELT EN-
OROACUmo— EXPEDITIUN PREI'AKISa - GOOD - DIB— A 8URPI8E — A
SECOND GOOD-BYE.

"March 7, Tuesdaj/.—l Imvesaid very little in this business journal ohaum
about our daily Arctic life. I have iiad no time to draw nicturea. ^^•

" But we huve soui^ trials which might make up a day o adven- Dan7
trial*.

TIIK MA0N8TIC OIW.KVAT0KV.

tures. Our Arctic observatory is coid beyond any of its class,
Kcsau, Pulkowa, Toronto, or even its shifting predecessors, Bossetop
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Imagine it a term-day, a magnetic term-
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and Melville Island,

day.

"The observer, if he were only at home, would be the 'observed

of all observers.' Ho is clad „i a f lir of seal-skin pants, a dog-
skin cap, a reindeer jumper, and walrus boots. He sits upon a

box that once held a transit instrument. A stove, glowing with
at least a bucketful of anthracite, represents pictorially a heating

apparatu
, and reduces the thermometer as near as may be to 10°

below zero. One hand holds a chronometer, and is left bare to

warm it ; the other luxuriates in a fox-skin mitten. The right

hand and the left take it ' watch and watch about.' As one burns
with cold, the chronometer shifts to the other, and the mitten
takes its place.

" Perched on a pedestal of frozen gravel is a magnetometer •

.retching out from it, a telescope ; and, bending down to tliis, an
.bject human eye. Every six minutes said eye takes cognizance
of a finely-divided arc, and notes the result in a cold memorandum-
book. This process continues for twenty-four hours, two sets of
eyes taking it by turns ; and, when twenty-four hours are over,

term-day is over too.

" We have such frolics every week. I have just been relieved

from one, and after a few hours am to be called out of bed in the

night to watch and dot again. I liave been engaged in this way
when the thermometer gave 20° abov^ zero at the instrument, 20°

below at two feet above the floor, and 43° below at the floor itself;

on my person, facing the little lobster-red fury of a stove, 94°

above; on my person, away from the stove, 10° below zero. 'A
grateful country' will of course appreciate the value of these
labours, and, as it cons over hereafter the four hundred and eighty

results which go to make up our record for each week, will never

think of asking, *Ci*i bono all this]'

" But tliis is no adventure. The adventure is the travel to and
fro. We have night now only half the time; and half the time
can go and come with eyes to help us. It was not so a httle

while since.

" Taking an ice-pole hi one hand, and a dark lantern in tlie

other, you steer through tlie blackness for a lump of greater black-
ness, the Fern Rock knob. Stumbling over some fifty yards, you
come to a wall

;
your black knob has disapDeared. and nntln,,.^
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right

you

but grey indefinable ice is before you. Turn to the right; plant
your pole against that inclined plane of slippery smoothness, and
jump to the hummock opposite; it is the same hummock you
skinned your shins upon the last night you were here. Now wind
along, half serpentine, half zigzag, and you cannot mistake that
twenty feet waU just beyond, creaking and groaning, and even
nodding its crest with a grave cold welcome; it is the 'seam
of the second ice.' Tumble over it at the first gap, and
you are upon the first ice ; tumble over that and you are at

the ice-foot; and there is nothing else now between you and
the rocks, and nothing after them between you and the observa-
tory.

" But be a little careful as you come near this ice-foot. It is

munching all the time at the first ice, and you have to pick your
way over the masticated fragments. Don't trust yourself to the
half-balanced, half-fixed, half-floating ice-lumps, unless you relish

a bath like Marshal SuwarroVs—it might be more pleasant if you
were sure of getting out—but feel your way gingerly, with your
pole held crosswise, not disdaining lowly attitudes—hands and
knees, or even full length. That long wedge-like hole just before

you, sending up its puffs of steam into the cold air, is the ' seam
of the ice-foot;' you have only to jump it and you are on the
smooth, level icefoot itself Scramble up the rocks now, get on
your wooden shoes, and go to work observing an oscillating needle
for some hours to come.

" Astronomy, as it draws close under the pole-star, cannot lavish

all its powers of observation on things above. It was the mistake
of Mr. Sor<ag some months ago, when he wandered about for an
hour on his way to the observatory, and was afraid after finding
it to try and wander back. I myself had a slide down an inclined

plane, whose well-graded talus gave me ample time to contem-
plate the contingencies at its base; a chasm peradventure, for my
ice-pole was travelling ahead of me and stopped short with a
clang; or it might be a pointed hummock—there used to be one
just below; or by good luck it was only a water-pool, iu which my
lantern made the glitter. I exulted to find myself in a cushion
of snow.

''March 9, Thursday.— How do we spend the day when it

IS not term-uay, or rather the twenty-four hours? for it itj either

OBAPTBB
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1(X» A DAY IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS.

lit!

OHA^PTKR all day here, or all night, or a twilight mixture of both. How do
'- we spend the twenty-four hours 1

MorniiiK. "At six in the morning M'Gary is called, with all hands who
have slept in. The decks are cleaned, the ice-hole opened, the
refreshing beef-nets examined, the ice-tables measured, and things

aboard put to rights. At half-past seven all hands rise, wash on
deck, open the doors for ventilation, and come below for break-

fast. We are short of fuel, and therefore cook in the cabin. Our
Breakfast breakfast, for all fare alike, is hard tack, pork, stew(;d apples frozen

like molasses-candy, tea and coffee, with a delicate portion of raw
potato. After breakfast the smokers take their pipe till nine;
then all hands turn to, idlers to idle and workers to work; Olilsen

to his bench. Brooks to liis 'preparations' in canvas, M'Gary to

play tailor, Whipple to make shoes, Bonsall to tinker, Baker to

skin birds, and the rest to the ' Office !
' Take a look into the

Arctic Bureau
! One table, one salt-pork lamp with rusty chlori-

nated flame, three stooLs, and as many waxen-faced men with their

legs drawn up under them, the deck at zero being too cold for the

feet. Each has his department : Kane is writing, sketching, and
projecting maps ; Hayes copying logs and meteorologicals ; Son-
tag reducing his work at Fern Kock, A fourth, as one of the

working members of the hive, ha.s long been defunct
;
you will

find him in bed, or studyhig ' Littell's Living Age.' At twelve a

business round of inspection, and orders enough to fill up the day
with work. Next, the diill cf the Esquimaux dogs—my own
peculiar recreation—a dog-trot specially refreshing to legs that

creak with every kick, and rheumatic shoulders that chronicle

every descent of the whip. And so we get* on to dinner-time—the

occasion of another gathering, which misses the tea and coffeee

of breakfast, but rejoices in pickled cabbags and dried peaches

instead.

" At dinner as at breakfast the raw potato comes in, our hygienic

luxury. Like doctor-stuff generally, it is not as appetizing as

desirable. Grating it down nicely, leaving out the ugly red spots

liberally, and adding the utmost oil as a lubricant, it is as much
as I can do to persuade the mess to shut their eyes and bolt it,

like Mrs. Squeers's molasses and brimstone at Dotheboys Hail.

Two absolutely refuse to taste it. I tell them of the Silesians

using its leaves as spinach, of the whalers in the South Seas

Emp)oy-
mente.

[>i liner.
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getting drunk on the molasses which had preserved the large ohaptbb
potatoes of the Azores—I point to this gum, so fungoid and angry ^
the day before yesterday, and so flat and amiable to-day—all by a
potato poultice

;
my eloquence is wasted ; they persevere in reject-

ing the admirable compound.

" Sleep, exercise, amusement, and work at will, cany on the day Supper,

till our six o'clock supper, a meal something like breakfast and
something like dinner, only a little more scant; and the officers

come in with the reports of the day. Dr. Hayes shows me the
log, I sign it; Sontag the weather, I sign the weather; Mr. Bon-
sall thp tides and thermometers. Thereupon comes in mine ancient,

wiNiKR l;fk on board ship.

Brooks
;

and I enter in his journal No. 3 all the work done under
his charge, and discuss his labours for the morrow.
"M'Gary comes next, witli the cleimingr-up arrangement, inside, cio,eo(

outside, and on decks; and Mr. Wilson loUows with ice-measure-
""'^*^

ments. And la.st of all comes my own record of the .lay gone by
;



^^ HARDSHIPS AND DISEA8B.

OBAWKR eveiy line, as I look back upon its pages, giving evidence of a weak-
ened body and harassed mind.

Amw. -We hare cards sometimes, and chess sometimes,-and a few
magazines, Mr. Littell's thoughtful present to cheer away the
evening.

''

"March 11, Saturday.-All this seems tolerable for common-
place routine; but there is a lack of comfort which it does not
tell of Our fuel is limited to three bucketfuls of cOal a-day, and
our mean temperature outside is 40° below zero; 46° below as I
wnte. London Brown Stout, and somebody's Old Brown Sherry
freeze m the cabin lockers; and the carlines overhead are huno
with tubs of chopped ice, to make water for our daily drink Our

?oLT ^*"'P' ''''""°* ^^ persuaded to burn salt lard : our oil is exhausted •

and we work by muddy tapers of cork and cotton floated in saucers'We have not a pound of fresh meat, and only a barrel of potatoes
left.

Dbe«e. " Not a man now, except Pierre and Morton, is exempt from
scurvy,^ and, as I look around upon the pale faces and haggard
looks of my comrades, I feel that we are fighting the battle of life
at disadvantage, and that an Arctic night and an Arctic day age a
man more rapidly and harshly than a year anywhere else in aU this
weary world.

SZ ,u
"
fr^ ^ ^' ^^^«^«y--Since Januaiy, we have been working at

teavei
**^® Sledges and other preparations for travel. The death of my
dogs, the rugged obsUicles of the ice, and the intense cold, have
obhged me to re-organize our whole equipment. We have had to
discard all our India-rubber fancy-work ; canvas shoe-making, fur-
socking, serving, carpentering, are all going on ; and the cabin, our
only fife-warmed apartment, is the workshop, kitchen, parlour,
and hall. Pemmican cases are thawing on the lockers; bufialo
robes are drying around the stove; camp equipments occupy the
corners; and our woe-begone French cook, with an infinitude of
useless saucepans, insists on monopolizincr the stove

^.ZT ,

"
^f^'^'f

^ ^' ^^ednesday.-^-The mean temperature of the last fiveHO BiuTo,
jjg^yg Yisa been,

—

**"<=•'?? -46».03

Jo
-45°.60

;i -46°.64

f -46°.66
14 ,

- lO'.OO
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giving an average of —46° 30', with a variation between the OHAmB
extremes of less than three-quarters of a degree. *^-

"These records are remarkable. The coldest month of the
Polar year has heretofore been February ; but we are evidently
about to experience for March a mean temperature not only the
lowest of our own series, but lower than that of any other recorded
observations.

" This anomalous temperature seems to disprove the idea of a
diminished cold as we approach the Pole. It wiU extend the
isotherm of the solstitial month higher than ever before projected.
"The mean temperature of Parry for March (in hit. 74° 30') Mean tem-

was —29°; our own will be at least 41° below zero.
'^''*"''''-

"At such temperatures the ice or snow covering oilers a great
resistance to the sledge-runners. I have noticed this in training
my dogs. The dry snow in its finely-divided state resembles sand,
and the runners creak as they pass over it. Baron Wrangell notes'
the same fact in Siberia at —40°.

" The difficulties of draught, however, must not interfere with
my part;ies. I am only waiting until the sun, now 13° high at
noon, brings back a little warmth to the men in sleeping. The slight r«y

mean difference between bright clear sunshine and shade is now '""* °'

5°. But on the 10th, at noon, the shade gave —42° 2', and the
'""™''^

sun —28°
; a difference of more than 14°. Tliis must make an

impression before long.

''March 17, Friday.—It is nine o'clock, p.m., and the thermo-
meter outside at —46°. I am anxious to have this dep6t party
off; but -I must wait until there is a promise of milder weather.
It must come soon. The sun is almost at the equator. On deck,
I can see to the northward all the bright glare of sunset, streaming
out in long bands of orange through the vapours of the ice-foot,
and the frost-smoke exhaling in wreaths like those from the house-
chimneys a man sees in the valleys as he comes down a mountain-
side."

I must reserve for my official report; the detailed story of this
ice-foot and its changes.

The name is adopted on board ship from the Danish " Eis-fod," Tne "ei»
to designate a zone of ice which extends along the shore from the

^'^"

untried north beyond us almost to the Arctic circle. To the south
It breaks up during the summer months, and disappears as high as

I
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OHAPTM Upernavik or even Cape Alexander ; but in this our high northern
winter Iiarbour, it is a perennial growth, clinging to the bold faces
of the clilFs, following the sweeps of the bays and the indentation*
of rivers.

This broad platform, although changing with the seasons, never
n.g..w.3r disappears It served as our highway of travel, a secure and level

«lodge-road, perched high above the grinding ice of the sea, and
adapting itself to the tortuosities of the land. As such I shall
call it the "ice-belt."

I was fomiliar with the Arctic shore-ices of the Asiatic and
American explorers, and had personally studied the same forma-
tions m Wellington Channel, where, previous to the present voyage,
tliey might have been supposed to reach their gi-eatest develop-
ment. But this wonderful structure lias here assumed a form
which none of its lesser gi-owths to the south had exhibited. As
a physical feature, it may be regarded as hardly second, either in
importiuice or prominence, to the glacier; and as an agent of
geological change, it is in the highest degree interesting and
instructive.

./ ".though subject to occasional disruption, and to loss of volume
from evaporation and thaws, it measures the severity of the year

, U.0
^y '^^ '"'^^ «f increase. Rising with the first freezings of the late

ui™ °' ''"''""^'' '* ^'"^^^ ^''^ ^^•''^"^^ wi*l^ curious fretwork and arabesques

;

a little later, and it receives the rude shock of the drifts, and the
collision of falling rocks from the cliffs which margin it ; before
the early winter has darkened, it is a wall, resisting the grindincr
Hoes

;
and it goes on gathering increase and strength from the suc°

cessive freezing of the tides, until the melted snows and water-tor-
rents of summer for a time check its progress. During our first
winter at Rensselaer Harbour, the ice-belt grew to three times the
size which It had upon our arrival ; and, by the middle of March,
the islands and adjacent shores were hemmed in by an investina
pLuie of nearly 30 feet high (27 feet) and 120 wide.
The ice-foot at this season was not, however, an unbroken level.

It had, like the Hoes, its barricades, serried and irregular—which
It was a work of great labour and some difficulty to traverse. Our
stores were in consequence nearly inaccessible ; and, as the ice-
toot still continued to extend itself, piUng ice-table upon ice-table,
It threatened to encroach upon our anchorage and perU the saiety

Tlio Ice-

belt mod
(urus the
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of the vessel. The ridges were already within twenty feet of her, ohaptkr
and her stern was sensibly lifted up by their pressure. We had, J^
indeed, been puzzled for six weeks before, by remarking that the ice-fio«

floe we were imbedded in was gradually receding from the shore ;
""*""'

and had recalled the observation of the Danes of Upernavik, that
their nets were sometimes forced away strangely from the land.
The explanation is, perhaps, to be found in the alternate action of

the tides and frost ; but it would be out of place to enter upon the
discussion liere.

"March 18, Saturday.—To-day our spring-tides gave to the
massive ice which sustains our little vessel a rise and fall of seven-
teen feet. The crunching and grinding, the dashing of the water,
the gurgling of the eddies, and the toppling over of the nicely

-

poised ice-tables, were unlike the more brisk dynamics of hum-
mock action, but conveyed a more striking expression of power
and dimension.

" The thermometer at four o'clock in the morning was minus
i9°

;
too cold stil], I fear, for our sledgemen to set out. But we

packed the slcdgo and strapped on the boat, and detennined to see Prepara-

how she would drag. Eight men attached themselves to the lines, l"^f'
but were scarcely able to move her. This may be due in part to
an increase of friction produced by the excessive cold, according to
the experience of the Siberian travellers ; but I have no doubt it

is principally caused by the very thm runners of our Esquimaux
sledge cutting through the snow-crust.

" The excessive refraction tliis evening, which entirely lifted up
the northern coast as well as the icebergs, se^ms to give the pro-
mise of milder weather. In the hope that it may be so, I have
fixed on to-morrow for the departure of the sledge, after very
reluctantly dispensing with more than two hundred pounds of her
cargo, besides the boat. The party think they can get along with
it now.

" March 20, Monday.—I saw the dep6t party off yesterday. They The depar

gave the usual three cheers, with three for myself. I gave them
*"'^

the whole of my brother's great wedding-cake and my last two
bottles of Port, and they pulled the sledge they were harnessed to
famously. But I was not satisfied. I could see it was hard work

;

and, besides, they were without the boat, or enough extra pemmi
can to make their deposit of importance. 1 followed them, there-
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fore and found that they encamped at 8 p.m. only five miles from
the bng.

" When I overtook them I said nothing to discourage them, and
gave no new orders for the morning ; but after laughing at good
Ohlsen s rueful face, and listening to all Petersen's assurances that
the cold and nothing but the cold retarded his Greenland sledge
and that no sledge of any other construction could have beenmoved at all through -40° snow, I quietly bade them good-
night, leaving aU hands under their buffaloes
"Once returned to the brig, aU my tired remainder-men weresummoned; a large sled with broad runners, which I had built

somewhat after the neat Admiralty model sent me by Sir Francis
Beaufort was taken down, scraped, poHshed, lashed, and fitted
with trackropes and rue-Taddk,~\)^^ lines arranged to draw as
near as possible in a line with the centre of gravity. We madean entire cover of canvas, with snugly-adjusted fastenings ; andby one m the morning ^^ had our discarded excess of pemmican
and the boat once more in stowage.

" Off we went for the camp of the sleepers. It was very cold
but a thoroughly Arctic night-the snow just tinged with thecrimson stratus above the sun, which, equinoctial as it was, glared
beneath the northern horkon like a smelting-furnace. We Lnd
the tent of the party by the bearings of the stranded bergsQmet y and stealthily we hauled away their Esquimaux sledge,
and placed her cargo upon the Fakh. Five men were then rue-
raddied to the track-lines

; and with the whispered word, 'Now
boys, when Mr. Brooks gives his third snore, off with you >'

off
they went, and the Faith after them, as free and nimble "as a
volunteer. The trial was a triumph. We awakened the sleepers with
three cheers

;
and giving them a second good-bye, returned to the

brig, carrying the dishonoured vehicle along with us. And now bat-
ing mishaps past anticipation, I shall have a dep6t for my long trip

The party were seen by M'Gaiy from aloft, at noon to-day
moving easily, and about twelve mHes from the brig The tem'
perature too is rising, or rather unmistakably about to rise. Our
lowest was -43°. but our highest reached -22'; this extreme
range, with the excessive refraction and a gentle misty air from about
the south-east, makes me hope that we are going to have a warm
spelL The party IS well off Now for my own to follow them »
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CHAPTER XVI.

PEEPARATION— JEMPEBATCBES—ADVBNTUBB—AN ALARM -PAETT ON THE
FLOES—RESCUE PARTY—LOST ON THE FLOES—PARTY FOUND—RETURN—FREEZING-RETURNING CAMP—A BIVOUAO—EXHAUSTED—ESCAPE—
CONSEQUENCES,

" March 21, Tuesday.—AW hands at work house cleaning. Ther- chapter

mometer —48°. Visited the fox-traps with Hans in the afternoon, fZl
and found one poor animal frozen dead. He was coiled up, with Fox froren

his nose buried in his bushy tail, like a fancy foot-muff, or the
*"•*"?•

prie-dieu of a royal sinner. A hard thing about his fate was that
he had succeeded in effecting his escape from the trap, but, while
working his way underneath, had been frozen fast to a smooth stone
by the moisture of his own breath. He was not probably aware
of it before the moment when he sought to avail himself of his
hard-gained liberty. These saddening thoughts did not impair my
appetite at supper, where the little creature looked handsomer
than ever.

" March 22, Wednesdai/.—We took down the forward bulkhead
to-day, and moved the men aft, to save fuel. All hands are still

at work clearing up the decks, the scrapers sounduig overhead,
and the hickory brooms crackling against the frozen woodwork.
Afternoon comes, and M'Gary brings from the traps two foxes, a
blue and a white. Afternoon passes, and we skin them. Evening welcome
passes, and we eat them. Never were foxes more welcome visitors, ''*'">'*

or treated more like domestic animals.

"March 23, Thursdar/.—The accumulated ice upon our housing
shows what the condensed and frozen moisture of the winter has
been. The average thickness of this curious deposit is five inches,
very hard and weU crystallized. Six cart loads have been already
chopped out, and about four more remain.

"It is very far from a hardship to sleep under such an ice-roof An ice-

as this. In a climate where the intense cold approximates all ice
'"'^

to granite, its thick air-tight coating contributes to our warmth,
gives a beautifiil and cheerful lustre to our walls, aud condenses
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OHAPTBR any vapours which our cooks allow to escape the funnels. I only—1 remove it now because I fear the effects of damp in the season of
sunshine.

"March .7, Mondai/.—We have been for some clays in all the
flurry of preparation for our exploration trip : buffalo-hides,

leather, and tailoring utensils everyAvhere. Every particle of fur
comes in play for mits, and muffs, and wrappers. Poor Flora is

turned into a pair of socks, and looks almost as pretty as when
she was heading the team,

rntense " The wind to-day made it intensely cold. In riding but four
miles to inspect a fox-trap, the movement froze my cheeks twice.

We avoid masks with great care, reserving them for the severer
weather; the jaw when protected recovers very soon the sensibility

which exposure has subdued.

" Our party is now out in its ninth day. It has had some
trying weather :— ,

On the 19th —42°.3

20th -35M
21st —19°.37

22d _ 70.47

23d _ 9°;o7
24th —18°.32

25th —34°.80

26th —42».8

27th —34°.38

of mean daily temperature; making an average of 27°. 13 below
zero.

Inspecting « March 29, Wednesday/.—I have been out with my dog-sledge

inspecting the ice to-day from the north-weStern headland. There

seems a marked difference between this sound and other estuaries,

in the number of icebergs. Unlike Prince Regent's, or Wellington,

or Lancaster Sounds, the shores here are lined with glaciers, and

the water is everywhere choked and harassed by their discharges

This was never so apparent to me as this afternoon. The low suu

lit up line after line of lofty bergs, and the excessive refraction

elevated them so much, that I thought I could see a chain of con

tinuous ice running on toward the north until it was lost in

illimitable distance.

"March 31, Friday.—I was within an ace to-day of losing my
dogs, every one of them. When I reached the ice-foot, thev
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balked;—who would not?—the tide was low fh« «

of th. wmd ,,„d the wMrl of the .now-drift confi,Jh .r * ,
—

load behindTlL 'nT StZr; t'
""" ""^ '"" » '«'"

brS:. and their.in,.^! .1 .Ttir^'i^ar

"

some sixteen feet be,„„ me, i„ the ehaem Tt e Xt" '"Zdnft was such that at first I could not see them rZ I

wrst I had to walk through the broken ice, which rose i^toppUng spires over my head, for nearly fifty yardl Wot lT ,

«, opc„,ng to the ice face, by which /was abtotctTdo™ t^

rsjf:i:rrt:te:rr\oirr?tr-^'^'

of thp ,l!^ . ^°*^ ^ ^''^^ ***^«^^«<^ to the cross-pieces

:"ftTt;rz;r'^ ?:irr -^"'™ ^«°^
sweating along at eight ml an hour »

'"™''' "° "'™

Everything looked promising, and we were only waiting formtelhgence that our advance party had deno,it.,l it
*

.

safety to begin our transit of tL W '
Ex It .T™"'".'

"

lasWngs and some trifling accoutremen^to flrh 1, iZr'^^-

Their story was a fearful one. Thev had ?.ft «,
'•

in the ice, risking their own live, t„ K^ '«« tW companion,

Bake, Wilson, Tnd PLr were aU
'"* ", *° ""^

'
''"'"'^

Wliere* They could nltT!;. ,.
^'°« '^'°''" '"'' <'i»»W'i

to the north an7 as" t„i:7':.''"l'"»'"™«*»l'™">-ks
they parted, ^h'"m'lrs^X rfeT"d ""-"r

""™
Others : bnt the chanrp ^ ^'^ ^""^ ^^''^ ^^^ «ie

'^'''''' "'"""

^^^f
3^ Hgninst them. Tt was in vain

8

V: I
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OBiPTRB to qtiestion them further. They had evidently travelled a great

1 dwtftnce, for they wore sinking with fatigue and hunger, and could

hardly be rallied enough to tell us the direction in which tliey had

come.

My first impulse was to move on the inatant with an unencum-

bered party ; a rescue, to be eflFective or even hopeful, could not

be too prompt. What pressed on my mind most was where the

sufferers were to be looked for among the drifts. Ohlsen seemed

to have his faculties rather more at command tlian his associates,

and I thought that he might assist us as a guide ; but he was

sinking with exhaustion, and if he went with us we must cany

him.

A iiMty There was not a moment t<i be lost. While some were still

««p*rturo. bugy yf[i] the new-comers and getting ready a hasty meal, others

were rigging out the Little Willie with a buffalo cover, a small

tent, and a package of pemmican ; and, as soon as we could hurry

through our arrangements, Ohlsen was strapped on in a fur bag,

his legs wrapped in dog-skins and eider down, and we were off

upon the ice. Our party consisted of nine men and myself We
canied only the clothes on our backs. The thermometer stood at

— 4>*>°, seventy-eight below the freezing point

THI R88GUK PARTY.

A well-known peculiar tower of ice, called by the me:i the

" Pinnacly Berg," served as our first landmark ; other icebergs of
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Mp«l to g„„l„ „, aftcr„,.rd
; and it «», not „„til „„ 1,.„1 ,n,valW "'

for witocn her, that we began to fo,„ „„r „ay
—

a™ before u,, „,th,„ a radius of forty mile,,. Mr. Ohlsen who '""»"•
had been for fifty ho,™ without rest, feU a,lee„ a,„ we

'"'""'

ais„urbance. It became evident that he hiul lost the bearing ofheiceberg „hleh in fom. and colour endlcly repcaW t femelvea
;
and he „„ifor„,ity of the vast field of snow „t't 1 olwethe hope of local landmarks. ' '""""^

Pushing ahead of the party, and clambering over some ruKged

our o„„"° ? '" fr"' "' """^ "•"" '" --"matant Iour own. It was a light conjecture: but it was enough to turnthe scale, for there was no other to balance it I pave ordelTabandon the sledge, and disperse in search of fo'tmarkf W^raised our tent, placed our pcmmican in «M,, except a smaUallowance for each man to car,y on his person ; ind poor Ohtanow just able to keep his legs, was liberated ft™ his L Zthermometer had fallen by this time to -49»3 andTh. 1
»as setting in sharply from the north-Lt. It 'w 1'

„f thequestion to .,.*; it required brisk excrcLse to keepTs ;:! f ee"=""ng I could not even melt ice for water
; and, at these tempe-

"^'°"
ratures, any resort to anow for the purpose of allaying thirst™fol owed by bloody lips and tongue; it burnt like Lflic

It was indispensable, then, that we should move on, looking ontfor traces as we went. Yet when the men were ordered to sprr<hemselves, so as to multiply the chances, though they all ZZi
heartily, some painful in.press of solitary danger, or pcrhapTTtmay have been the varying configuration onhe ice-field, k p themlosing up contimially into a single group. Tlie strange m.nne"n which some of us were afl-ected I now attribute as much to
ri^a^tered nerves as to the direct influence of the cold. Men likeM'Oary and Bonsall, who had stood out our severest march's

:!;ic7o:"trsn':w'''''
"' - ^^""""^ -' -"<• ^-"-^^ ^

'-^^

\Ve had been nearly eighteen hours out without water or food.
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when a new hope cheered us. I think it was Hans, our Esqui-

maux hunter, who thought he saw a broad sledge-track. The drift

had nearly effaced it, and we were some of us doubtful at first

whether it was not one of those accidental rifts which the gales

make in the surface-snow. But, as we traced it on to the doop

snow among the hummocks, we were led to footsteps ; and, fol-

lowing these with religious care, we at last came in sight of a small

American flag fluttering from a hummock, and lower down a little

Masonic banner hanging from a tent-pole hardly above the drift.

It was the camp of our disabled comrades ; we reached it after an

unbroken march of twenty-one hours.

The little tent was nearly covered. I was not among the first

to come up ; but, when I reached the tent-curtain, the men were

fjtcinding in silent file on each side of it. With more kindness and

delicacy of feeling than is often supposed to belong to sailors, but

which is almost characteristic, they intimated their wish that I

should go in alone. As I crawled in, and, coming upon the dark-

ness, heard before me the burst of welcome gladness that came

from the four poor fellows stretched on their backs, and then for

the first time the cheer outside, my weakness and my gratitude

together almost overcame me. " They had expected me : they

were sure I would come !

"

We were now fifteen souls ; the thermometer 75° below the

freezing point ; and our sole accommodation a tent barely able to

contain eight persons : more than half our party were obliged

to keep from freezing by walldng outside while the others slept.

We could not halt long. Each of us took a turn of two hours'

sleep ; and we prepared for our homeward march.

We took with us notliing but the tent, furs to protect the res-

cued party, and food for a journey of fifty hours. Everything

else was abandoned. Two large buffalo-bags, each made of four

skins, were doubled up, so as to form a sort of sack, lined on each

side by fur, closed at the bottom, but opened at the top. This

was laid on the sledge ; the tent, smoothly folded, serving as a

floor. The sick, with their limbs sewed up carefully in reindeer-

skins, were placed upon the bed of buffalo-robes, in a half-reclining

posture ; other skins and blanket-bags were thrown above them
;

and the whole litter was lashed together so as to allow but a single

ODfinitlDr n. innaif.p fr.ViA mnnf.h for hrpa+.liincr
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an

This necessary work cost us a great deal of time and effort ; but 0HAPt«was essential to the lives of the sufferers. It took us no less
^^'•

than four hours to strip and refresh them, and then to embale them
~~

H^wrT" ^ ^T ^'''''^'^- ^'^ °^ ^« «««^P^d without
frost-bitten fingers

: the thermometer was at 65°.6 below zero, and
a slight wind added to the severity of the cold

It was completed at last, however; all hands stood round, and
after repeating a short prayer, we set out on our retreat. It was'
fortunate indeed that we were not inexperienced in sledging overhe ice. A great part of our track lay among a succession of

felSrh InT'
"'
.f
-;-*-^g in long lines, fifteen or twenty otffl.teet hagh and so uniformly steep that we had to turn them by a

«="'"--<'

considemble deviation from our direct course; others that we
'"""^"^

forced our way through, far above our heads in height, lyingm parallel ndges, with the space between too narrow for%hfs^dge to be lowered into it safely, and yet not wide enough forthe runners to cross M-ithout the aid of ropes to stay them. These
spaces, too, were generaUy choked with light snow, liiding the
openings between the ice-fragments. They were fearful traps to
disengage a hmb from, for every man knew that a fracture or aspram even would cost him I is life. Besides all this, the sledgewas top heavy with it. load : the maimed men could not bearlobe ashed down tight enough to secure them against falling offNotwithstanding our n.ution in rejecting every supei^uous^u.

pounds
^'^

'
'"^ ^ ^^ ^"^' '"^ '''''' ^^ '^'^'^ ^""dred

And yet our march for the first six hoars was very cheering.We made by vigorous pulls and lifts, nearly a mile an hour, andreached the new floes before we were absolutely weary. O^
sledge sustained the trial admirably. Ohlsen, restored by hopewalked steadily at the leading belt of the siedge Unes and ibegan to feel ceitain of reaching our half-way station of the day
before where we had loft our tent. But we were still nine mUel

fTn ImWfTf"' ^""^"*^^"' "^ ^^" ^-^™« -are Kx...
ot an alarming failure of our energies. tion.

I was, of course, fan.ffiar with the benumbed and almost letharrie
sensafon of extreme cold

; and once, when exposed for son^ahZ
Itlt;;r^. f- .?^-"i ^'' ' ^- -i^"-^ »y-Ptom«comp„rc« .u .nc umusea paralysis of the electro-galvanic

J
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shock. But I had treated the sleepy comfort of freezing as some-

thing like the embellishment of romance. I had evidence now to

the contrary.

Bonsall and Morton, two of our stoutest men, came to me,

begging permission to sleep :
" they were not cold : the wind did

not enter them now : a little sleep was all they wanted." Pre-

sently Hans was found nearly stiff under a diift ; and Thomas,

bolt upright, had his eyes closed, and could hardly articulate. At
last John Blake tlirew himself on the snow, and refused to rise.

They did not complain of feeling cold ; but it was in vain that ]

wrestled, boxed, ran, argued, jeered, or reprimanded : an imme
diate halt could not be avoided.

We pitched our tent with much difficulty. Our hands wjre

too powerless to strike a fire : we were obliged to do without water

or food. Even the spirits (whisky) had frozen at the men's feet,

INSIDB OF TBNT.

11

under all the coverings. We put Bonsall, Ohlseu, Thomas, and

Hans, with the other sick men, well inside the tent, and crowded

in as many others as we could. Then, leaving the party in charge

of Ivfr. M'Gary, with orders to come on after four hours' rest, I

pushed ahead with William Godfrey, who volunteered to be my
companion. My aim was to reach the half-way tent, and thaw
acme ice and pemmican before the others arrived.
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The floe was of level ice. and the walking exceUent. I cannot chaptbe
tell how long It took us to make the nine miles for we were in a *^^-

strange sort of stupor, and had Uttle apprehension of time It
"

was probably about four hours. We kept ourselves awake by im-
posing on each other a continued articulation of words ; they must
have been incoherent enough. I recall these hours as among the
most wretched I have ever gone through : we .vere neither of usm our right senses, and retained a very confused recoUection of
what preceded our arrival at the tent. We both of us, however
remeniber a bear, who walked leisurely before us, and tore up as a bear
he went a jumper that Mr. M'Gary had unprovidently thrown off «??««*
the day before. He tore it into slireds and roUed it into a b^ul
but never offered to interfere with our progress. I remember tliis'
and with it a confused sentiment that our tent and buffalo-robes
might probably share the same fate. Godfrey, with whom the
memoiy of this day's work may atone for many faults of a later
time had a better eye than myself; and, looking some miles
ahead, he could see that our tent was undergoing the same un-
ceremomous treatment. I thought I saw it too, but we were so
drunken with cold that we strode on steadily, and, for aught I
know, without quickening our pace.

Probably our approach saved the contents of the tent; for a„e tentwhen -e reached it the tent was uninjured, though the bear had o--
overturned it, tossing the buffalo-robes and pemmican into the

'"""""

snow
;
we missed only a couple of blanket-bags. What we r^col

lect, however, and perhaps all we recoUect, is, that we had sreat
difficulty m raising it. We crawled into our reindeer sleeping-
bags without speaking, and for the next three hours slept on in a
dreamy but intense slumber. When I awoke my long beard was
a mass of ice, frozen fast to the buffalo-skin

: Godfrey had to ,^ut
me out with his jack-knife. Four days after our escape I found . ,my wooUen comfortable with a goodly share of my beard siiU ttt?°"
adhering to it.

We were able to melt water and get some soup cooked before
the reat of our party arrived

: it took them but five hours to walk
the nine miles. They were doing well, and, considering the cir-
cumstances in wonderful spirits. The day was ahnost providen-
tiaUy wmdless, with a clear sun. All enjoyed the refreshment we
uaa got ready: the crippled were repacked in their robes • and

m

I
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OHAPTBR we sped briskly toward the Immmock ridges which lay between us

^^ and the Pinnacly Berg.

" The hummocks we had now to meet came properly under the
designation of squeezed ice. A great chain of bergs stretching
from north-west to south-east, moving with the tides, had com-
pressed the surface floes ; and rearing them upon their edges, pro-

duced an area more like the volcanic pedragal o^ the basin of

Mexico than anything else I can compare it to.

It required desperate efforts to work our way over it—literally

desperate, for our strength failed us anew, and we began to lose

our self-control. We coald not abstain any longer from eating

snow; oar mouths swelled, and some of us became speechless.

Happily the day was warmed by a clear sunshine, and the thcrmo-
mometer rose to —4° in the shade j otherwise we must have
frozen.

Our halts multiplied, and we fell half-sleeping on the snow. I

could not prevent it. Strange to say, it refreshed us. I ven-

tured upon the experiment myself, making Riley wake me at the

end of three minutes ; and I felt so much benefited by it that I

timed the men in the same way. They sat on the runners of the

sledge, fell asleep instantly, and were forced to wakefulness when
their three minutes were out.

By eight in the evening we emerged from the floes. The sight

of the Pinnacly Berg revived us. Brandy, an invaluable resource

ill emergency, had already been served out in table-spoonful doses.

We now took a longer rest, and a last but stouter dram, and reached

the brig at 1 p.m., we believe without a halt.

I say we believe; and here perhaps is the most decided proof of

our sufferings ; we were quite delirious, and had ceased to enter-

tiiin a sane apprehen.sion of the circumsUinces about us. We
moved on like men in a dream. Our footmarks seen afterward

showed that we had steered a bee-line for the brig. It must have
been by a sort of instinct, for it left no imi)ress on tlie memory.
Bonsall was sent staggering ahead, and reached the brig, God
knows how, for he had fallen repeatedly at the track-lines ; but he
delivered with punctilious accuracy the messages I had sent by
liim to Dr. Hayes. I thought myself the soundest of all, for I

went through all the formula of sanity, and cjm recall the mutter-

ing delirium of my comrades when we got back into the cJibin of

Pellilous-

IIess ft-om

BifTurlng.



CONSEQUENCES.
jjy

our brig. Yrt I have been told sinee of some speeches and «,me e«„„oKlers too of mme. which I should luave remembered for thd
«"

absurdity if my mind had retained its balance
—

from 'tr'b
"'"'

'^J"^"!'
°"^' '"'* '" -"«" »» ""out two miles

had sent for by Bonsall. I do not remember their coming. Dr

m^ cTd f""i"'?'™"'.
^^'S^ "P- *« '-'t™-' °- con!

ctl, H '

'^™"'^'*™8 ™T"'i"<' fr'ely, after the usual

r:d^=-rrs:=----^-o-5:
underwent amputation of parts of the foot, without unplla"consequences; and two died in spite of ai our effor Th"rescue party had been out for seve„ty.twohou«. We h!d Jtedm aU eight hours, half of our number sleepmg at a time Wetravellrf between eighty and nmety miles, most^of the way dragg.ng a heay sledge. The mean temperature of the wh"k toemcluding the warmest hours of three days, was at mtus ^"l'W had no water except at our two hal^ and were at no time ableto intermit vigorous exercise witbo-it freezing
"ApriU ru«da!/.~Fom days have passed, and I am again atmy record of faUures, sound but acliing still in every iomr The

toult
""p

"V"!.' r °' ^''- """ '"* Sratitide is ve^
touching. Pray God that they may Uve!"
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TuK week that followed has left nie nothing to remeinber but

anxieties and sorrow. Nearly all our party, as well the rescuers

as the rescued, were tossing in their sick-bunks, some frozen, others

undergoing amputations, several with dreadful premonitions of

tetanus. I was myself among the first to be about ; the necessities

of the others clivimed it of me.

Early in the morningi of the 7th I was awakened by a sound

from Baker's throat, one of those the most frightful and ominous

that ever startle a physician's ear. The lock-jaw had seized him

;

that dark visitant whose foreshadowings were on so many of us.

His symptoms marched rapidly to their result; he died on the 8th

of April. We placed him the next day in his coffin, and, forming

a rude, but heart-full procession, bore him over the broken ice and

up the steep side of the ice-foot to Butler Island; then, passing

along the snow-level to Fern-Rock, and, climbing the slope of the

Observatory, we deposited Ids corpse upon the pedestals which

had served to support our transit-instrument and theodolite. We
road the service for the burial of the dead, sprinkling over liim

snow for dust, and repeated the Lord's Prayer; and then icing up

again the opening in the walls we had made to admit the coffin,

left him in his narrow house.

Jeiferson Baker was a man of kind heart and true prhiciples.

I knew him when we were both younger. I passed two happy

seasons at a little cottage adjoining his father's farm. He thought

it a privilege to join this expedition, as in those green summer

days when I had allowed him to take a gun with me on some

shooting-party. He relied on me with the affectionate confi-

dence of boyhood, and I never gave him a harsh word or a hard

thought.

We were watching in the morning at Baker's death-bed, when
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maux.

one of our deck-watch, wlio had been cutting ice for the melter, ohapt».
came hurrying clbwu into the cabin with the report " People hoi ^^"•
laing ashore !

" I went up, followed by as many as could mount ^r'^^oi
tlie gangway; and there they were, on all sides of our rocky liar-

'"'*'""•

hour, dotting tile snow-shores and emerging from the blackness of
the chffs,—wild and uncouth, but evidently human beings.
As we gathered on tlie deck they rose upon the more elevated

fragments of the land-ice, standing singly and conspicuously like
the hgures in a tableau of the opera, and distributing themselves
around almost in a half-circle. They were vociferating as if to
attract our attention, or perhaps only to give vent to their sur-

MEKTIMU IHB Ei5«iUIMAUX.

prise; but 1 could make nothing out of their cries, except "HoahK La!" and "Ka,kaah! ka, kaah!" repeated over and o^;
again.

There was light enough for me to see that they brandished no I
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weapons, and were only to.ssing their lieads and arms about in

violent gesticulations. A more unexcited inspection showed us,

too, that their numbers were not as great nor their size as Pata-

gonian as some of us had been disposed to fimcy at first. In a

word, I was satisfied that they were natives of the country ; and,

calling Petersen from his bunk to be my interpreter, I proceeded,

unarmed, and waving my open hands, toward a stout figure who
made himself conspicuous and seemed to have a greater number

near him than the rest. He evidently understood the movement,

for he at once, like a brave fellow, leaped down upon the floe and

advanced to meet me fully half way.

He was nearly a head taller than myself, extremely powerful

and well-built, with swarthy complexion and piercing black eyes.

His dress was a hooded capdte or jumper of mixed white and blue

fox-pelts, arranged with something of fancy, ard booted trousers

of wliite bear-skin, whidh at the end of the foot were made to

terminate with the claws of the animal.

I soon came to an understanding with this gallant diplomatist.

Almost as soon as we commenced our parley, his companions, pro-

bably receiving signals from liim, flocked in and surrounded us
j

but we had no difliculty in making them know positively that they

must remain where they were, while Metek went with me on

board the ship. This gave me the advantage of negotiating, with

an important hostage.

Although this was the first time he had ever seen a white man,

he went with me fearlessly ; his companions staying behind on the

ice. Hickey took them out what he esteemed our greatest deli-

cacies,—slices of good wheat bread, and corned pork, with exbor-

bitant lumps of white sugar; but they refused to touch them.

They had evidently no aoprehension of open violence from us. I

found afterward that several among them were singly a match for

the wliite bear and the walrus, and that they thought us a very

pale-faced crew.

Being satisfied with my interview in the cabin, I sent out word

that the rest might be admitted to the ship ; and, although they,

of course, could not know how their chief had been dealt with,

some nine or ten of them followed with boisterous readiness upon

the bidding. Others in the mean time, as if disposed to give us

thfiir COniDanV f'^'" +Vi<» full fimp nf a viaif VirnnfrVit. iin frnni ViCthinA

f

!
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the laud-ice aa many as fifty-six fine dogs, with their sledges, and ohapt«r
secured them withm two hundred feet of the brig, driving their

^^"•
lances mto the ice, and picketing the dogs to them by the seal-
skin traces. The animals understood the operation perfectly, and
lay dowii as soon as it commenced. The sledges were made up s.edKc»
of small fragments of porous bone, admirably knit together by
thongs of hide; the runners, which glistened like burnished steel
were of highly-poUshed ivory, obtained from the tusks of the
walrus.

The only arms they carried were knives, concealed in their Ann.
boots; but their lances, which were lashed to the sledges, were
quite a formidable weapon. The staff was of the horn of the
narwhal, or else of the thigh-bones of the bear, two lashed
together, or sometimes the mirabilis of the walrus, three or four
of them united. This last was a favourite material also for the
cross-bars of their sledges. They had no wood. A single rusty
hoop from a current-drifted cask might have furnished all the
knives of the parity; but the fleam-shaped tips of their lances
were of unmistakable steel, and were rivetted to the tapering bony
point with no mean skill. I learned afterward that the metal wfw
obtained in trafl^c from the more southern tribes
They were clad much as I have described Metek, in jumpers, iw

boots, and white bear-skin breeches, with their feet decorated like
his, en griffe. A strip of knotted leather worn round the neck
very greasy and dirty-looking, which no one could be persuaded
to part with for an instant, was mistaken at first for an ornament
by the crew: it was not until mutual hardships had made us
better acquainted that we learned its mysterious uses.

Wlien they were first aUowed to come on board, they were verv r . .

rude and difficult to manage. They spoke thr;e ZiZZ
time, to each other and to us, laughing heartily at our ignorance
in not understanding them, and then talking away as before
Tliey were incessantly in motion, going eveiywhere, trying doors"
and squeezing themselves through dark passages, round casks and
boxes, and out into the light again, anxious to touch and handle
eveiytlung they saw, and asking for, or else endeavouring to
steal, everytliing they touched. It was the more difficult to
restrain them, as I did not wish thorn to suppose that we were «t
ail intimidated. But there were some signs of our disabled con-

II
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OHAFTBR dition which it was important they should not see ; it was especi-

J
—

•
ally necessary to keep them out of the forecastle, where the dead
body of poor Baker was lying ; and, as it was in vain to reason or
persuade, we had at last to employ the "gentle laying-on of

hands," which, I believe, the laws of all countries tolerate, to keep
them in order.

Our whole force was mustered and kept constantly on the
alert

; but though there may have been something of discourtesy

in the occasional shoulderings and bustlings that enforced the
police of the ship, things went on good-humouredly. Our guests

continued running in and out and about the vessel, bringing in

provisions, and carrying them out again to their dogs on the ice,

—in fiict, stealing ail the time, until the afternoon ; when, like

tired children, they threw themselves down to sleep. I ordered
them to be made comfortable in the hold ; and Morton spread a
large buffalo-robe for thetoi, not far from a coal-fire in the galley-

stove.

They were lost in barbarous amaze at the new fuel,—too hard
for blubber, too soft for firestone,—but they were content to

believe it might cook as well as seals' fat. They borrowed from
us an iron pot and some melted water, and parboiled a couple of
pieces of walrus-meat ; but the real pi^ce de resistance, some five

pounds a head, they preferred to eat raw. Yet there was some-
thing of the gourmet in their mode of assorting their mouthfuls of

beef and blubber. Slices of each, or rather strips, passed between
the lips, either together or in strict alternation, and with a
regularity of sequence that kept the molars well to their work.
They did not eat all at once, but each man when and as often

as the impulse prompted. Each slept after eating, his raw chunk
lying beside hiln on the buffiilo skin ; and as he woke, the first

act was to eat, and the next to sleep again. They did not lie

down, but slumbered away in a sitting-posture, with the head
declined upon the breast, some of them snoring famously.

In the morning they were anxious to go ; but I had given
orders to detain them for a parting interview with myself. It

resulted in a treaty, brief in its terms, that it might be certainly

remembered, and mutually beneficial, that it might possibly be
kept. I tried to make them understand what a powerful Prospero
they had had for a host, and how beneficent lie would nrove him=

Esqui-

maux
cooking

and eat-

ing.

K tieaty.
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eelf 80 long as they did \m bidding. And, as an earnest of my „,_favour, r bought all the walru.s-meat they had to spare, and four rm"
ParcbaaM

WILD DOO TKAM.

Of their doga, enriching them Jn return with needles and beads,
and a treasure of old cask sta .
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In the ftilness of tlieir gratitude, they pledged themselvet

emphatically to return in a few days with more meat, and to allow

me to use their dogs and sledgos for my excursions to the north.

I then gave them leave to go. They yoked in their dogs in less

than two minutes, got on their sledges, cracked their two-fathom-

and-a-half-long seal- skin whips, and were off down the ice to the

south-west at a rate of seven knots an hour.

They did not return. I had read enough of treaty-makings not

to expect them too confidently. But the next day came a party

of five, on foot—two old men, one of middle age, and a couple of

gawky boys. We had missed a number of articles soon after the

first party left us, an axe, a saw, and some knives. We found
afterward that our storehouse at Butler Island had been entered

;

we were too short-handed to guard it by a special watch. Besides

all this, reconnoitring stealthily beyond Sylvia Head, we dis-

covered a train of sledge^ drawn up behind the hummocks.
There was cause for apprehendion in all this ; but I felt that I

could not afford to break with the rogues. They had it in their

power to molest us seriously in our sledge-travel ; they could

make oui hunts around the harbour dangerous; and my best

chance of obtaining an abundant supply of fresh meat, our great

desideratum, was by their agency. I treated the new party with

marked kindness, and gave them many presents ; but took care to

make them aware that, until all the missing articles were restored,

no member of the tribe would be admitted again as a guest on
board the brig. They went off with many pantomimic protesta-

tions of innocence; but M 'Gary, nevertheless, caught the incor-

rigible scamps stealing a coal-barrel as they f)assed Butler Island,

and expedited their journey homeward by firing among them a

charge of small shot.

Still, one peculiar worthy—we thought it must havp been the

venerable of the party, whom I knew afterwards as a stanch

friend, old Shang-huh—managed to work round in a westerly

direction, and to cut to pieces my India-rubber boat, which had
been left on the floe since Mr. Brooks's disaster, and to carry off

every particle of the wood.

A few days after this, an agile, elfin youth drove up to our floe

in open day. He was sprightly and good-looking, aiid had quite

a neat turn-out of sledge and dogs. He told his nnme with
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fmnkness, " Myouk, I ain,"-and where he 'ived. We asked him ohipt..about U.e boat; but ho denied all knowledge of i, .tt^Z -
himl K rr ''^'"'- ^^' ^^ ''"^P™«d ^hen I ordered ^him to bo confined to the hold. At first he refused to eat. and
sat down m the deepest grief; but after a whUe he began to sing

on rehr 'f r' ^T
^"' '''''' *° «^"« ^«-"' -d - ^^ "pt ...ou.-.on rehearsing his limited solfeggio,—

^ten
•ongto
prlwn.

and crying and talking by turns, till a late hour of the nightWhen I turned m, he was still noisily disconsolate
'

There was a simpUcity and banJtommie about this boy that
interested me much; and I confess that when I made my appear-
ance next morning-I codd hardly conceal it from the gentleman
on duty whom I affected to censure-I was glad my bird had

fnT;
^'"^^*^":^ !"""« *^« morning-watch he had succeeded .n.e«.pen throwing off the hatch .nd escaping. We suspected that hehad confederates ashore, for his dogs had escaped with as much

address as lumself. I was convinced, Lowever, that I had the
truth from him, where he lived, and how many lived with him-my cross-examination on these points having b«en very complete
and satisfactory. ^

It was a sad business for some time after these Esquimaux left
us, to go on making and registering our observations at FernRock Baker's corpse still lay in the vestibule, and it was notong before another was placed by the side of it. We had to pass
the bodies as often as we went in or out ; but the men, grown
feeble and nervous, disliked going near them in the night timeWhen the summer thaw came, and we could gather stones enougLwe built up a grave on a depression of the rocks, and raised a
substantial cairn above it.

"April 19, Wedmsday.-l ],ave been out on the floe again, Break.n.breakmg m my dogs. My re-inforcement from the Esquimau^ "'« "^ok"

makes a noble team for me. For the last five days I have been
striving with them, just as often and as long as my strength
allowed me

;
and to-day I have my victory. The Society for

Preventing Cruelty to Animals w^uld have put me in custody if
r.hpv haW Kaon »»«>. „., u i . .1 , .

''

, ^a „,„, cxiuui^u; uui, thanKa to a merciless whip freely
•J

:

\l



1S6 schubeut's illness.

OMiPTKR administered, I liave been dashing along iwelve miles in the lacl

' hour, and am back again ; harness, sledge, and bones all unbroken.

I am ready for another journey.

" April 22, Saturday.—Schul -rt has increasing symptoms of

erysipelas around his amputated stump ; and every one on board

is depressed and silent except himself. He is singing in his bunk,

as joyously as ever, * Aux gens atrabilaires,' <fec. Poor fellow ! I

am alarmed about him : it is a hard duty which compels me to

take the field, while ray presence might cheer his last moments."
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CHAPTER XVIII.

The month of April was about to close «„^ tl,. i, ^
avaaable for Arctic sear,-!, »„

clos^ and the short season on*,™.

on board the wrwrfot^ucI,''°"'T"'- .JJ'
'"-'"tion of things -"•

there was notMnf tTlct ril' ""'^ '"^° ™''«' '"; •>»'

that the time had comrfolr'^
"
T'^ " ''""''' '» "o «''«

The arrangeme^T ™r
'^

^'.^
*"" ™* °^ *•" "^^P'*""™.

intemntted^rw'solc=t 7 "eTft
'^•"°' '''"r™own stoiy.

complete. T leave to my journal its
"""^

eive mp niT. /ino^ u • .

"'^^'^^'^ing It at pleasure. It willgive me my dead reckoning quite as weU as on the water T h!^a team now of seven doos—fnnr fi,„* t u , „
"^ ^^^®

and three of my old stock ?^! .
*^' °'** Esquimaux,

Godfrey and ^LTj« ^ ^.*° '"«'"*" ''"'<* ^^Pectably.

sledger?^3ay ^ '""' ""^ ™ '°°^ Allowing the Jt

leading sledge
; and. as Brooks is^ onLTIr"" '"* *'

of the amputation. Heave OMsI rchtge'^ftwTrmy instructions in full : amons t.b»n, T f ?"\™8- He has

the trcabnent of the natC " '*''''* '"«^'y "P"

time^h^'af^rreTeainthV^r:! ""'""^' "' "» »™—
forcemeut of our po^re^^L™ td Ze "'V ^'™' »-»'-'"'

freedom with wlnVh th«,r
^"'''^' '^"^ ^^^^e caution as to the natives.

-t be Itte r"o7tr:r"in'rir
""" ^-^'-'"^

resort to fire-arms unless to repel a seril att TtT' ""* "
orders, however, that if the con^erarot!^ l^l^T- ™ng over head. The p.e.*.>-„f a, g„„ wtth a's;;a;:;' L°

I
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Force left

III tlio

brlR.

I;

onAPTKK his notion of its infallibility. You may spare bloodshed by killing

a dog, or even wounding him ; but in no event should you throw
away your ball. It is neither politic nor huiuane.

" Our stowage precautions are all arranged, to meet the chance

of the ice breaking up while I am away ; and a boat is iilaced

aahoro with stores, as the brig may be forced from her iiioormgs.

" The worst thought I have now in setting out is, that of the

entire crew I can leave but two behind in able condition, and the

doctor and Bonsall are the only two officers who can help Ohlsen.

This is our force, four able-bodied, and six disabled, to keep the

brig ; the commander and seven men, scarcely better upon the

average, out upon the ice. Eighteen souls, thank God ! certainly

not eighteen bodies !

" I am going this time to follow the ice-belt (i'^is-fod) to the

Gre;i* Glacier of Humboldt, and there load up with pemmican
from our cache of last \ October. From this point I expect to

stretch along the face of the glacier inclining to the west of north,

and nuvko an attempt to cross the ice to the American side. Once
on smooth ice, near this shore, I may pass to the west, and enter

the large indcntjition whose existence I can infer with nearly

positive certainty. In this I may find an outlet, and detennine

the state of things beyond the ice-clogged area of this bay.

Equipment " I take with me pemmican, and broad, and tea, a canvas tent,

tog^rty! fi^*' ^*^^^ ^^y six, and two sleeping-bags of reindeer-skin. The
sledge has been built on board by h.r. Ohlsen. It is very light,

of hickory, and but nine feet long. Our kitchen is a soup-kettle

for melting snow and making tea, arranged so as to boil with

either lard or spirits."

The pattern of the tent was suggested by our experience during

the fall journeys. The greatest discomfort of the Arctic traveller

when camping out is from the congealed moisture of the breath

forming long feathers of frost against the low shelving roof of the

tent within a few inches of his face. The remedy which I adopted

was to run the tent-poles through grummet-holes in the canvas

about eighteen inches above the floor, and allow the lower part of

the sides to hang down vertically like a valance, before forming

the floor-cloth. Tliis arrangement gave ample room for breatliing

;

it prevented the ice forming above tho sleeper's head, and the

melted rime from trickling down upon it

-.^>-^.



THE FAITH.
jgg

lip cucle rhese occupy httlc room upon the sledge. My tele Knl^scope and chronometer I car.y on my person
^

"-t "".<

find ll hard to dispense with in eatini- cooked fond It I

good effect i„ absorbing t,,.. fat of the .Ul^.t^H J t to"disagree With the Stomach."
muu is apt to

TUB FAITH.

Godfrey and myself followed on the 27th, as I had intended

n o t Z""^-"''
'" "^"''' '"' '' ^' undertaken, even under themo favouring circumstanc s, and by unbroken men. It was to

Ihule of the Greenland shore, measure the waste that lay between "-"'"«
and the unknown West, and seek round the furthest circle ofr^the ice for an outlet to the mysterious channels beyond Theacheme could not be carried out in its details; yet it was proecuted far enough to indicate what must be oi future fields ofabour and to detenuine many points of ^en^.apM.„, 't .~tOur observations were in general confirmatorVofthose tlut hid
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been made by Mr. Bonsall ; and they accorded so well with our
subsequent surveys as to trace for us the outline of the coast with
great certainty.

If the reader has had the patience to follow the pathway of our
little brig, he has perceived that at Refuge Harbour, our first

asylum, a marked change takes place in the line of direction of the
coast. From Cape Alexander, which may be regarded as the

westernmost cape of Greenland, the shore runs nearly north and
south, like the broad channel of which it is the boundary ; but on
reacliing Refuge Inlet it bends nearly at a right angle, and follows

on from west to east till it has passed the 65th degree of longi-

tude. Between Cape Alexander and the inlet it is broken by two
indentations, the first of them near the Etah settlement, which
was visited in 1855 by the Rescue Expedition under Lieutenant
Hartstene, and which bears on my charts the name of that noble-

spirited commander; thd other remembered by us as Lifeboat

Cove. In both of these the glaciers descend to the water-line,

from an interior of lofty, rock-clad hiUs.

The coast-line is diversified, however, by numerous water-worn
headlands, which, on reaching Cape Hatherton, decline into

rolling hills, their margins studded with islands, whidi are the

favourite breeding-places of the eider, the glaucous gull, and the

tern. Cape Hatherton rises boldly above these, a mass of por-

phyritic rock.

After leaving Refuge Harbour, the features of the coast undergo
a change. There are no deep bays or discharging glaciers ; and
it is only as we approach Rensselaer Harboi;r, where the shore-

line begins to incline once more to the north, that the deep recesses

and ice-lined fiords make their appearance again.

The geological structure changes also, and the cliffs begin to

assume a series of varied and picturesque outUnes along the coast,

that scarcely require the aid of imagination to trace in them the
ruins of architectural structure. They come down boldly to the
shore-line, their summits rising sometimes more than a thousand
feet above the eye, and the long cones of rubbish at their base
mingling themselves with the ice-foot.

The coast retains the same character as far as the Great
Glacier. It is indented by four great bays, all of them communi-

o ....... v.v^vp gui^to, TTiin;!! arc watereu uy streams irom tne
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ntenor ice-fields
;
yet none of them exhibit glaciers of any magni- chapt.bude at the water-line. DaUas Bay shows a simUar formatb^, "m."

change'
'''^'^'^'^' ^^^^^^^ ^^P^ Hunter retains it ahnost without ~~

thl^aZV^"'^^'
"^ '^' ''^^'-^''^^' '^ ^' ''^'^^' '^^ bed of MeanHe Great Glacier, may be stated, in round numbers, at 900'-'^"""

Lt'oftlTf"'' ""^ ^^^ "^^- '' 1300 'and the L^r"
Th.

'^J^^^'^^Sronnd above the general level at 600 more.Ihe face of this stupendous ice-mass, as it defined the coast,

expresln
"^ ''™'' ^"^"^ ^'''^'^ '"^ ^'''''' *« i*« ^^

The most picturesque portion of the North Greenland coast isto be found after leavmg Cape George Russell and approaching

THR8K BROTIIEa TURRBTB.

Dallas Bay The red sandstones contrast most favourably with Contn^to,he blank whiteness, associating the cold tints of the dreriy^Ar^e
-"-

landscape with the wann colouring of more southern l.nZ Threasons Have acted on the differant layers of the cUff"so"as"to give
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Turrets.

C.UPTBR them the rppearance of jointed masonry, and the narrow line of
greenstone at the top caps them with weU-simulated battlements.
One of these interesting freaks of nature became known to us

as the "Three Brother Turrets."

The sloping rubbish at the foot of the coast-wall led up, like
an artificial causeway, to a gorge that was streaming at noon-day
with the southern sun, whUe ^.vr:.^rvfheTe else the rock stood out
in the blackest shadow. Just ?' he edge of this bright opening
rose the dreamy semblance of a castle, flanked with triple towers,
completely isolated and defined. These were the " Three Brother
Turrets."

I was still more struck with another of the same sort, in the
immediate neighbourhood of my halting-ground beyond Sunny
Gorge, to the north of latitude 79°. A single cliff of greenstone,
marked by the slaty limestone that once encased it, rears itself
from a crumbled base of skndstones, like the boldly chiselled ram-
part of an ancient city. At its northern extremity, on the brink
of a deep ravine which has worn its way among the ruins, there

A natural stands a Solitary column, or minaret-tower, as sharply finished as
if it had been cast for the Place Vendome. Yet the length of the
shaft alone is 480 feet, and it rises on a pHnth or pedestal itself
280 feet high.

I remember well the emotions of my party as it first broke
upon our view. Cold and sick as I was, I brought back a sketch
of it, which may have interest for the reader, though it scarcely
suggests the imposing dignity of tliis magnificent landmark. Those
who are happily familiar with the writings of Tennyson, and have
communed with his spirit in the solitudes of a wilderness, will
apprehend the impulse that inscribed the scene with his name.
Stm beyond this comes the archipelago which bears the name

of our brig, studded with the names of those on board of her who
adhered to aU the fortunes of the expedition; and at its eastern
cape spreads out the Great Glacier of Humboldt. My recollec-
tions of this glacier are very distinct. The day was beautifully
clear on which I first saw it, and I have a number of sketches
made as we drove along in view of its magnificent face. They
disappoint me, giving too much white surface and badly-fading
distances, the grandeur of the few bold and simple lines of nature
being almost entirely lost.

minaret

tower,

TIio arclii

pelago.
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I Will not attempt to do better by florid description. Men only ohaptkr
rhapsodize about Niagara and the ocean. My notes speak simply '^^•
of the "long, ever-shining line of cliif diminished to a well-pointed i>««"p-

wedge in the perspective ;

" and again, of " the face of glistening ice, Great'
''"

sweepmg m a long curve from the low interior, the facets in front <^'««='<^-

intensely Uluminated by the sun." But this line of cUfF rose
in soUd glassy wall 300 feet above the water-level, with an
unknown, unfathomable depth below it; and its curved face, 60
miles in length from Cape Agassiz to Cape Forbes, vanished into
unknown space at not more than a single day's railroad-travel from
the Pole. The interior with which it communicated, and from
wliich it issued, was an unsurveyed mer de glace, an ice-ocean, to the
eye of boundless dimensions.

It was in full sight—the mighty crystal bridge which connects
the two continents of America and Greenland. I say continents

;

for Greenland, however insulated it may ultimately prove to be, is in
mass strictly continental. Its least possible axis, measured from its axis.
Cape FareweU to the line of this glacier, in the neighbourhood
of the 80th parallel gives a length of more than 1200 miles, not
materially less than that of Australia, from its northern to its
southern cape.

Imagine, now, the centre of such a continent, occupied through
nearly its whole extent by a deep, unbroken sea of ice, that gathers
perennial increase from the water-shed of vast snow-covered moun-
tains and all the precipitations of the atmosphere upon its own
surface. Imagine this, moving onward like a great glacial river, lu motior
seeking outlets at every fiord and vaUey, rolling icy cataracts into
the Atlantic and Greenland seas; and, having at last reached the
northern Hmit of the land that has borne it up, pouring out a mighty
frozen torrent into unknown Arctic space.

It is thus, and only thus, that we must form a just conception
of a phenomenon like this Great Glacier. I had looked in my
own mind for such an appearance, should I ever be fortunate enough
to reach the northern coast of Greenland. But now that it was
before me, I could hardly realize it. I had recognised, in my quiet
Ubrary at home, the beautiful analogies which Forbes and Studer -

have developed between the glacier and the river; but I could not
comprehend at first this complete substitution of ice for water.

It was slowly that the conviction dawned on me that I was
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"
xvn"

^^^^^ "P^*^ *^® counterpart of the great river-system of Arctic
^J]^- Asia and America. Yet here were no water-feeders from the soutL

linnter-
^"^^^ ^^^^^^^ "^ moisture had its origin within the Polar circle, and

partoftheliad been converted into ice. There were no vast alluvions, no

riT^*.y.-
^°'*®^* ^"^ ^^i°^^l ^''aces borne down by liquid torrents. Here was

torn. a plastic, moving, semi-soHd mass, obHterating life, swaUowing
rocks and islands, and ploughing its way with irresistible march
through the crust of an investing sea.

P
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CHAPTER XIX.

PE0GUES8 OP THE PARTY—PKOSTRATION— DALLAS BAY- DEATH OP SCHU-
BERT—THE BRIO IN MAY—PROGRESS OP SPRING—m'QARy'S RETURN—
DR. Hayes's party—equipment—sohubert's puneral.

" It is now the 20tli of May, and for the first time, I am ciiapthe

able, propped up by piUows and surrounded by sick messmates, ^
to note the fact that we have failed again to force the passage to
the north.

" Godfrey and myself overtook the advance party under M'Gary
two days after leaving the brig. Our dogs were in fair travelling

condition, and, except snow-blindness, there seemed to be no draw-
back to our efficiency. In crossing Marshall Bay we found the involved

snow so accumulated in drifts that, with all our efforts to pick
'" *"'"''

out a track, we became involved ; we could not force our sledges

through. We were forced to unload, and carry forward the cargo
on our backs, beating a path for the dogs to follow in. In this

way we plodded on to the opposite headland, Cape William Wood,
where the waters of Mary Minturn River, which had delayed the
freezing of the ice, gave us a long reach of level travel. We then
made a better rate ; and our days' marches were such as to cany
us by the 4th of May nearly to the glacier.

" This progress, however, was dearly earned. As early as the Reappear

3d of May the winter's scurvy reappeared painfully among our
^^^^^l

party. As we struggled through the snow along the Greenland
coast we sank up to our middle ; and the dogs, floundering about,
were so buried as to preclude any attempts at hauling. This ex-
cessive snow-deposit seemed to be due to the precipitation of cold
condensing wind suddenly wafted from the neighbouring glacier

;

for at Rensselaer Harbour we had only four inches of general
snow depth. It obliged us to unload our sledges again, and carry
their cargo,—a labour which resulted in dropsical swellings, with
painful prostration. Here three of the party rvere taken with
snow-blindness, and George Stephenson had to be condemned as
unfit for travel altogether, on account of chest-symptoms accom-
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o.mjBK panyzng Jus scorbutic troubles. On tl,o 4th Thomas PHckcy also— gave i„ although not quite disabled for labour at the track-lines
^«rhap3 ,ve would still have got on

; but, to crown all, we
found that the bears had elFected an entrance into our pemnucan
casks, and destroyed our chances of rehiforcing our provisions at

S.rl;r
.''«

.t^r*^"-'^'

«'^«»'««- Tim great calamity was certainly inevitable •

n.ebo«r^ tor It IS snnple justice to the officers under whoso charge the pro-'
vision depots were constructed, to say that no means in their

Zr/"" ; ul'^r
^^''"'"'^^ '^'^ ^^'^"^*- ^he pemmlcan was

overed with blocks of stone which it had required the labour of
hree men to adjust

; but the extraordinary strength of the bear
«ad enabled lum to force aside the heaviest rocks, and his p.-vmghud broken the iron casks which held our pemmican literally into
chips Our alcohol cask, which it had cost me a separate and
special journey in the late fall to deposit, was so completely de-
stroyed that we could not find a stave of it.

"Off Cape James Kent, about eight miles from 'Sunny Gorge*
while taking an observation for latitude, I was myself seized with a
sudden pam, and fainted. My limbs became rigid, and certain ob-
scure tetanoid symptoms of our late winter's enemy disclosed them-
selves. In this condition I was unable to make more than nine miles
a-day. I was strapped upon the sledge, and the march continued as
usual

;
but my powers diminished so rapidly that I could not resist

even the otherwise comfortable temperament of 5° below zero. My
eft foot becoming frozen up to the metatarsal joint, caused a vexa-
tious delay; and the same night it became evident that the immova-
bility of my limbs was due to dropsical effusion.
"On the 5th, becoming deUrious, and fainting every time that Iwas taken from the tent to the sledge, I succumbed entirely. I ap-

pend the report of our surgeon, made upon my return. This ^viIl best
exhibit the diseased condition of myself and party, and explain, in
stronger terms than I can allow myself to use, the extent of my
ettorts to contend against it.

"My comrades would kindly persuade me that, even had T con-
tinued sound, we could not have proceeded on our journey Thesnows were very heavy, and increasing as we went ; some of the
drifts perfectly impassable, and the level floes often four feet deep
in yieldmg snow. The scurvy had already broken out among the
men, with symptoms hke my own ; and Morton, our stroLp.t
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man, was beginning to give way. It ia tlie reverse of comfort to ohaptbi
me tliat tliey shared my weakness. All that I alioiild remember ^
with pleasurable feeling is, that to five brave men, Morton, Kiley,
Hickey, Stephenson, and Hans, themselves scarcely able to travel, Return
I owe my preservation. They carried me back by forced marches,
after cacheing our stores and India-rubber boat near Dallas Bay,
in lat. 79°.5, Ion. 66°.

4PI'R0AC1II.\0 DALLAS BAT.

" I waa taken into the brig on the 14th. Since then, fluctuat- Pro,pectoi
lug between life and death, I have by the blessing of God reached

''"=°'''^-

the present date, and see feebly in prospect my recovery. Dr.
Hayes regards my attack as one of scurvy, complicated by typhoid
fever. George Stephenson is similarly affected. Our worst
symptoms are dropsical effusion and night-sweats.

''May 22, Monday.—1,^1 me, if I can, make up my record for
the time I have been away or on my back.

" Poor Schubert is gone. Our gallant, merry-hearted companion Death of

left us some ten days ago, for, I trust, a more genial world. It is
"" ^ "

sad, in this dreary Uttle homestead of ours, to miss his coritented
face and the joyous troll of his ballads.

" The health of the rest has, if anything, improved. Their
complexions show the Influence of

Schubeit

ight, and I 4'U;_1- 1
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*'^^* ** ^'""^"^ *"^ "^°™ ®^'"*^° ***P" SteP^'enson and Thomas art—1
the only two bosido myself who are likely to suffer permanently
from the effects of our break-down. Bod scurvy both : symptoms
still serious.

" Lefore setting out, a month ago, on a journey that should have
extended into the middle of June, I had broken up the establish-

ment of Butler Island, and placed all the stores around the brig,

upon the heavy ice. My object in tliis was a double one. First,

to remove from the Esquimaux the temptation and ability to
pilfer. Second, to deposit our cargo where it could be re-stowed
by very few men, if any unforeseen change in the ice made it

necessary. Mr. Ohlsen, to whose charge the brig was committed,
had orders to stow the hold slowly, remove the forward housing,
and fit up the forecastle for the men to inhabit it again.

All these he carried out with judgment and energy. I find, upon
my return, the brig so stowed and refitted that four days would
prepare us for sea. Tlie quarter-deck alone is now boarded in

;

and here all the officers and sick are sojourning. The wind makes
this wooden shanty a somewhat rary retreat ; but, for the health
of our maimed, scorbutic men, it is infinitely preferable to the less-

ventilated quarters below. Some of the crew, with one stove, are
Jtill in tlie forecastle, but the old cabin is deserted.

" I left Hans as hunter. I gave him a regular exemption from
all other labour, and a promised present to his lady-love on reach-

ing Fiskemaes. He signalized his promotion by shooting two
deer, Tukkuk, the first yet shot. We have now on hand one hun-
dred and forty-five pounds of venison, a very gift of grace to our
diseased crew. But, indeed, we are not likely to want for whole-
some food, now that the night is gone, which made our need of it

so pressing. On the first of May those charming little migrants
the snow-birds, ultima coelicolum, which only left us on the 4th of

November, returned to our ice-crusted rocks, whence they seem
to * fill the sea and air with their sweet jargoning.' Seal literally

abound, too. I have learned to prefer this flesh to the reindeer's, at

least that of the female seal, which has not the fetor of her mate's.

"By the 12th, the sides of the Advance were free from snow,
and her rigging clean and dry. The floe is rapidly undergoing
its wonderful processes of decay, and the level ice measures but
six feet in thickness. To day they report a burgomaster gull

Ham the

hunter.
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seen, one of the earliest but surest indications of returning open
water. It is not strange, ice-leaguered exiles as we are, that we
observe and exult in these things. They are the pledges of re-

newed life, the olive-branch of this dreary waste : we feel the
spring in all our pulses.

" The first thing I did after my return was to send M'Oary to the
Life-boat Cove, to see that our boat and its buried provisions were
secure. He made the journey by dog-sledge in four days, and has
returned reporting that all is safe : an important help for us, should
this heavy ice of our more northern prison refuse to release us.

" But the pleasantest feature of his journey was the disclosure

of open water, extending up in a sort of tongue, with a trend of
north b/ tst to within two miles of Refuge Harbour, and there
widening as it expanded to the south and west.

" Indeed, some circumstances which he reports seem to point to
the existence of a north water all the year round ; and the frequent
water-skies, fogs, «kc., that we have seen to the south-west during
the winter, go to confirm the fact. The breaking up of the Smith
Strait's ice commences much earlier than this ; but as yet it has
not extended further than Littleton Island, where I should have
wiritered if my fall journey had not pointed to the policy of re-

maining here. The open water undoubtedly has been the cause
of the retreat of the Esquimaux. Their sledge-tracks have been
seen all along the land-foot ; but, except a snow-house at Esqui-
maux Pouit, we have met nothing which to the uninitiated tra-

veller would indicate that they had rested upon this desert coast.
" As soon as I had recovered enough to be aware of my failure,

I began to devise means for remedying it. But I fomid the re-
sources of the party shattered. Pierre had died but a week be-
fore, and his death exerted an unfavourable influence. There were
only three men able to do duty. Of the officers, Wilson, Brooks,
Sontag, and Petersen, were knocked up. There was no one except
Sontag, Hayes, or myself who was qualified to conduct a survey

;

and, of us three, Dr. Hayes was the only one on his feet.

The quarter to which our remaining observations were to be
db:ected lay to the north and east of the Cape Sabine of Captain
Inglefield. The interruption our progress along the coast of
Greenland had met from the Great Glacier, and the destruction of
our provision-nanhfis hv tho Kooko lof+ « ^i— '- '—i- -^ fi f
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northern coast-line. It was necessary to ascertain whether the
furthermost expansion of Smith's Strait did not find an outlet in

still more remote channels ; and this became our duty the more
plainly, since our theodolite had shown us that the northern coast

trended off to the eastward, and not toward the west, as our
predecessor had supposed. The angular difference of 60'

between its bearings on his charts and our own left me completely
in the dark as to what might be the condition of this unknown area.

" I determined to trust almost entirely to the dogs for our
travel in the future, and to send our parties of exploration, one
aft<^r the other, as rapidly as the strength and refreshing of oui

team would permit.

" Dr. Hayes was selected for that purpose ; and I satisfied my-
self that, v(rith a little assistance from my comrades, I could be
carried round to the cots of the sick, and so avail myself of hia

services in the field.
\

" He was a perfectly fresh man, not having yet undertaken a

journey. I gave him a team md my best driver, William God-
frey. He is to cross Smith's Straits above the inlet, and make
as near as may be a straight course for Cape Sabine. My opinion

is, that by keeping well south he will find the ice less clogged and
easier sledging. Our experience proves, I think, that the transit

of this broken ?rea must be most impeded as we approach the

glacier. The immense discharge of icebergs cannot fail to break
it up seriously for travel.

" I gave him the small sledge which v/as built by Mr. Ohlsen.

The snow was sufficiently thawed to make it almost unnecessary

to use fire as a means of obtaining water : they could therefore

dispense with tallow or alcohol, and were able to carry pemmican
in larger quantities. Their sleeping-bags were a very neat article

of a light reindeer-skin. The dogs were in excellent condition

too, no longer foot-sore, but well rested and completely broken,

including the four from the Esquimaux, animals of great power
and size. Two of these, the stylish leaders of the team, a span
of thoroughly wolfish iron-grays, have the most powerful and
wild-beast-like bound that I have seen in animals of their kind.

" I made up the orders of the party on the 19th, the first day
that I was able to mature a plan ; and with commendable zeal

they left the brig on the 20th.

f
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May 23, Tuesday.—Th^y have had superb weather, thank ohaptm
Heaven !—a profusion of the most genial sunshine, bringing out ^
the seals in crowds to bask around their breathing-holes A Seai.

ptarmigan was killed to-day, a male, with but two brown feathers
"'''"'•

on the back of his Uttle neck to indicate the return of his summer
plumage.

« The winter is gone ! The Andromeda has been found on vegeta.
shore under the snow, with tops vegetating and green ! I have a "''°-

shoot of it in my hand.

"May 25, Thursday.—BmAB of soft mist hide the tops of the
hills: the unbroken transparency of last month's atmosphere has
disappeared, and the sky has all the ashen or pearly obscurity of
the Arctic summer.

''May 26, Friday.—I get Httle done; but I have too much to
attend to in my weak state to journalize. Thermometer above
freezing-point, without the sun to-day.

''May 27, Saturday.—-EvevytYAng showing that the summer tt...aum-
Changes have commenced. The ice is rapidly losing its integrity ">"

and a melting snow has faUen for the last two days,-one of
'"'"***

those comforting home-snows that we have not seen for so long
" May 28, Sunday.—Onv day of rest and devotion. It was a a day of

fortnight ago last Friday since our poor friend Pierre died For
""*•

nearly two months he had been struggling against the enemy with
a resolute will and mirthful spirit, that seemed sure of victory.
But he sunk in spite of them.

"The last offices were rendered to him with the same careful Pierre-t
ceremonial that we observed at Baker's funeral There were fewer

'"""'^

to walk in the procession; but the body was encased in a decent
pine coffin and carried to Observatory Island, where it was placed
side by side with that of his messmate. Neither could yet be
buried; but it is hardly iiecessary to say that the frost has em-
balmed their remaL.s. Dr. Hayes read the chapter from Job
which has consigned so many to their last resting-place, and a
little snow was sprinkled upon the face of the coffin. Pierre was
a volunteer not only of our general expedition, but of the party
with which he met his death-blow. He was a gaUant man a
universal favourite on board, always singing some Beranger ballad
or other, and so elastic in his merriment, that even in his last
e^cicnesa h© cheered all that were ahoist him."

10
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melting.

h ,i'

oiiAPTHR "May 30, Tuesday.—We are gleaning fresh water from the rocks,
^^' and the icebergs begin to show commencing streamlets. The

great floe is no longer fi Sahara, if still a desert. The floes are

wet, and their snow dissolve readily under the warmth of the

foot, and the old floe begins to shed fresh water into its hollows.

Puddles of salt water collect around the ice-foot. It is now
hardly recognisable,—rounded, sunken, broken up with water-

pools overflowing its base. Its diminished crusts are so percolated

by the saline tidos, that neither tables nor broken fragments unite

any longer by freezing. It is lessening so rapidly that we do not

fear it any longer as an enemy to the brig. The berg indeed

vanished long before the sun-thermometers indicated a noon-tem-

perature above 32°

" The changes of this ice at temperatures fiir below the freezing-

point confirm the views I formed upon nty last cruise as to the

limited influence of direct thaw. I am convinced that the expan-

sion of the ice after the contraction of low temperatures, and the

infiltrative or endosmometric changes thus induced,—the differing

temperatures of sea-water and ice, and their chemical relations,

—

the mechanical action of pressure, collapse, fracture, and disrup-

tion,—the effects of sun-heated snow-surfaces, falls of warm snow,

currents, wind, drifts, and wave-action,—all these leave the great

mass of the Polar ice-survaces so broken, di.iintegrated, and reduced,

when the extreme cold abates, and so changed in structure and

molecular character, that the few weeks of summer thaw have but

a subsidiary office to perform in completing their destruction.

r.in^ltcd

InDucnco

of Umw
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" Seal of the Hispid variety, the Netsik of the Esquimaux and ohapt.b
uauea, grow still more numerous on the level floes, lying ^

Seal on
the floeii.

SHOOTING SBAU

cautiously in tlie sun beside their atluhs. By means of the
Esquimaux stratagem of a wliite screen pushed forward on a
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CHAPTER sledge until the concealed hunter comes -within range, Hans haa
shot four of them. We have more fresh meat than we can eat.

For the past three weeks we have been living on ptarmigan,

rabbits, two reindeer, and seal.

" They are fast curing our scurvy. With all these resources,—
coming to our relief so suddenly too,—how can my thoughts turn

despairingly to poor Franklin and his crew 1

"
. . . . Can they have survived t No man can answer with cer-

tainty ; but no 1....U without presumption can answer in the negative.

"If, four months ago,—surrounded by darkness and bowed
down by disease,—I had been asked the question, I would have
turned toward the black hUls and the frozen sea, and responded in

sympathy with them, ' No,' But with the return of light a savage

people come down upon us, destitute of any but the rudest appli-

ances of the chase, who were fattening on the most wholesome
diet of the region, only forty miles from our anchorage, while I

was denouncing its scarcity.

"For Franklin everything depends upon locality; but, from
what I can see of Arctic exploration thus far, it would be hard to

find a circle of fifty miles' diameter entirely destitute of animal

resources. The most solid winter-ice is open here and there in

p., ols and patches worn by currents and tides. Such were the

open spaces that Parry found in Wellington Channel ; such are the

stream-holes (strorahols) of the Greenland coast, the poljmia of the

Russians ; and such we have ourselves found in the most rigorous

cold of alL

" To these spots the seal, the walrus, and j;he early birds crowd
in numbers. One which kept open, as we find from the Esqui-

maux, at Littleton Island, only forty miles from us, sustained three

families last winter until the opening of the north water. Now,
if we have been entirely supported for the past three weeks by the

hunting of a single man,—seal-meat alone being plentiful enough

to subsist us till we turn homeward,—certainly a party of tolerably

skilful hunters might lay up an abundant stock for the winter. As
it is, we are making caches of meat under the snow, to prevent it

spoiling on our hands, in the very spot wliich a few days ago I

described as a Sahara. And, indeed, it was so for nine whole

months, when this flood of animal life burst upon us like fountains

of water anu pastures and date-trees iu a southern desert.

Animal
food in

winter.
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"I have undergone one change in opinion. It is of the abiUty ohapteb
ot Europeans or Americans to inure themselves to an ultra-Arctic ifl
chmate. God forbid, indeed, that civilized man should be exposed "ow „ear
for successive years to this blighting darkness ! but around the Ju^^it ™?„
Arctic cu-cle, even as high as 72^ where cold and cold only is to "'•y»>e

be encountered, men may be acclimatized, for there is light enough fizei""'"
for out-door labour.

"Of the one hundred and tliirty-six picked men of Sir John
irankhn in 1846, Northern Orkney men, Greenland whalers, so
many young and hardy constitutions, with so much intelligent
experience to guide them, I cannot realize that some may not yet
be alive

;
that some small squad or squads, aided or not aided by

the Esquimaux of the expedition, may not have found a hunting-
ground, and laid up from summer to summer enough of fuel and
food and seal-skins to brave three or even four more winters in
succession.

" I speak of the nuracle of this bountiful fair season. I could
hardly have been much more surprised if these black rocks, instead
of sending out upon our soUtude the late inroad of yelling Esqui-
maux, had sent us naturalized Saxons. Two of our party at first
fancied they were such.

"The mysterious compensations by which we adapt ourselves co„,pe„-
to climate are more striking here than in the tropics In the "'"'"» "^
Polar zone the assault is immediate and sudden, and, unlike the :'mZ
insidious fataUty of hot countries, produces its results rapidly It

'^"''' '"

requires hardly a single winter to tell who are to be the heat-

'"'"""'

making and acclimatized men. Petersen, for instance, who has
resided for two years at Upernavik, seldom enters a room with a
hre. Another of our party, George Riley, with a vigorous consti-
tution, established habits of free exposure, and active, cheerful tem-
perament, has so inured himself to the cold that he sleeps on our
sledge-journeys without a blanket or any other covering than his
walking-suit, while the outside temperature is 30° below zero
The half-breeds of the coast rival the Esquimaux in their powers of
endurance.

" There must be many such men with FrankUn. The North
British sailors of the Greenland seal and whale fisheries I look
upon as inferior to none in capacity to resist the Arctic climates.

« My mind never realizes the complete catastrophe, the destruc
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tion of all Franklin's crews. I picture them to myself broken into

detachments, and my mind fixes itself on one little group of some
thirty, who have found the open spot of some tidal eddy, and, under

the teachings of an Esquimaux, or perhaps one of their own Green-

land whalers, have set bravely to work, and trapped the fox, speared

the bear, and killed the seal and walrus and whale. I think of

them ever with hope. I sicken not to be able to reach them.
" It is a year ago to-day since we left New York. I am not as

sanguine as I was then : time and experience have chastened me.

There is everything about me to check enthusiasm and moderate

hope. I am here in forced inaction, a broken-down man, oppressed

by cares, with many dangers before me, and still under the shadow

of a hard wearing winter, which has crushed two of my best asso-

ciates. Here, on the spot, after two unavailing expeditions of

search, I hold my opinions unchanged ; and I record them as a

matter of duty upon a manuscript wliich may speak the truth

when I can do so no longer.

" June 1, Timraday.—At ten o'clock this morning the wail of

Retura of the dogs outside announced the return of Dr. Hayes and William
Dr. Hayes. Godfrey. Both of them were completely snow-blind, and the doctor

had to be led to my bedside to make his report. In fact, so ex-

hausted was he, that in spite of my anxiety I forbore to question

liim until he had rested. I venture to say, that both he and his

companion well remember their astonishing performance over stewed

apples and seal-meat.

" The dogs were not so foot-sore as might have been eiipected

;

but two of them, including poor little Jenpy, were completely

knocked up. All attention was bestowed upon these indispensable

essentials of Arctic search, and soon they were more happy than

their masters."

\

Dr.

Hayes's

route.

I 1

DR. HAYES S JOURNEY.

Dr. Hayes made a due north line on leaving the brig ; but,

encountering the " squeezed ices" of my own party in March, he

\Aisely worked to the eastward. I had advised him to descend to

Smith's Sound, under a conviction that the icebergs there would

be less numerous, and that the diminished distance from land to

land would make his transit more easy. But he managed to effect

tlie object by i^ less circuitous route than I had auticiijated ; fox.
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although he made but fifteen miles on the 20th, he emerged the ohapthb
next day from the heavy ice, and made at least fifty. On this day ^
Ilia meridian observation gave the latitude of 79° 8' 6", and from
a large berg he sighted many points of the coast.

On the 22d he encountered a wall of hummocks, exceeding 20
feet in height, and extending in a long line to the north-east.

After vain attempts to force them, becoming embarrassed in EntanRied

fragmentary ice, worn, to use his own words, into "deep pits and '""'«'«:e-

valleys," he Aras obliged to camp, surrounded by masses of the
wildest character, some of them 30 feet in height.

The next three days were spent in struggles through this broken
plain; fogs sometimes embarrassed them, but at interrals land
could be seen to the north-west. On the 27th they reached the
north side of the bay, passing over but few miles of new and
unbroken floe.

The excessively broken and rugged character of tliis ice they had cause of

encountered must be due to the discharges from the Great Glacier ''""'«"»«»

of Humboldt, which arrest the floes, and make them liable to ex-
ces-sive disruption under the influence of winds and currents.

Uuas AMONG EUROS,

Dr. Hayes told me, that in many places thev could not have
advanced a step but for the dogs. Deep cavities filled with snow
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intervened between lines of ice-barricades, making their travel su>

slow and tedious as the same obstructions had done to the party
of poor Brooks before their eventful rescue last March.

Their course was now extremely tortuous ; for although from
from the headlands of Rensselaer Harbour to the point which they
first reached on the northern coast was not more than ninety miles
as the crow flies, yet by the dead reckoning of the party they must
have had an actual travel of two hundred and seventy.

For the detaUs of this passage I refer the reader to the appended
report of Dr. Hayes. His gravest and most insurmountable diffi-

culty was snow-blindness, which so aflfected him that for some time
he was not able to use the sextant. His journal-entiy, referring
to the 23d, wliile tangled in the ice, says, " I was so snow-bUnd
that I could not see ; and as riding, owing to the jaded condition
of the dogs, was seldom possible, we were obliged to lay-to,"

It was not until the 2*5th that their eyesight was sufficiently
restored to enable them to push on. In these devious and un-
trodden ice-fields even the instinct of the dogs would have been
of little avail to direct their course. It was weU for the party that
during this compulsory halt the temperatures were mild and endur-
able. From their station of the 25th they obtained reliable sights
of the coast, trending to the northward and eastward, and a reliable
determination of latitude, in 79° 24' 4". A fine headland, bearing
nearly due north-west, I named Cape Hayes, in commemoration
of the gentleman who discovered it.

Instead, however, of making for the land, which could not have
aided their survey, they followed the outer iqe, at the same time
edging in toward a lofty blufi' whose position they had determined
by intersection. They hoped here to efi'ect a landing, but encoun-
tered a fresh zone of broken ice in the attempt. The hummocks
could not be turned. The sledge had to be lifted over them by
main strength, and it required the most painful efforts of the whole
party to liberate it from the snow between them.
On the 26th, disasters accumulated. William Godfrey, one of

the sturdiest travellers, broke down ; and the dogs, the indispen-
sable reliance of the party, were in bad working trim. The rude
harness, always apt to become tangled and broken, had been
mended so often and with such imperfect means as to be scarcely
scrviceabla
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Tliis evil would seem the annoyance of an hour to the travellers chaptb*
in a stage-coach, but to a sledge-party on the ice-waste it is the j^
gravest that can be conceived. The Esquimaux dog, as I before "«rneM oi

mentioned, is driven by a single trace, a long thin thong of seal or llm
walrus hide, which passes from his chest over his haunches to the
sledge. The team is always driven abreast, and the traces are of

course tangling and twisting themselves up incessantly, as the
balf-wild or terrified brutes bound right or left from their pre-

scribed positions. The consequence is, that the seven or nine or

fourteen lines have a marvellous aptitude at knotting themselves
up beyond the reach of skill and patience. If the weather is

warm enough to thaw the snow, they become utterly soft and
flaccid, and the naked hand, if applied ingeniously, may dispense
with a resort to the Gordian process ; but in the severe cold,

such as I experienced in my winter journeys of 1854, the knife is

often the only appliance,—an unsafe one if invoked too often, for

every new attachment shortens your harness, and you may end by
drawing your dogs so close that they cannot pull. I have been Trial of

obliged to halt and camp on the open floe, till I could renew P""*"''

enough of warmth and energy and patience to disentangle the
knots of my harness. Oh, how charitably have I remembered
Doctor Slop

!

It was only alter appropriating an undue share of his seal-skm Mending
breeches that the leader of the party succeeded in patching up his "'* ''*"

mutilated dog-lines. He was rewarded, however, for he shortly
'""^

after found an old floe, over which his sledge passed happily to
the north coast. It was the first time that any of our parties had
succeeded in penetrating the area to the north. The ice had
baflied three organized foot-parties. It could certainly never have
been traversed without the aid of dogs ; but it is equally certaui
that the effort must again have failed, even with their aid, but for

the energy and determination of Dr. Hayes, and the endurance of
his partner, William Godfrey. The latitude by observation was
79° 45' N., the longitude 69° 12' W. The coast here trended
more to the westward than if had done. It was sighted for thirty

miles to the northward and eastward. This was the culminating
poiftt of his survey, beyond which his observations did not extend.
Two large headlands. Capes Joseph Leidy and John Frazer, indi- ^"Pes

cateit.
Lcidj-imd

(lazer.
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The clitts were of mingled limestone and sandstone, correspond-
ing to those on the southern side of Peabody Bay. To the north
they exceeded 2000 feet in height, wliile to the southward they
dunishcd to 1200. The ice-foot varied from 60 to 160 feet in
width, and stood out against the dark debris thrown down by
the cliffs m a clean naked shelf of dazzling white.
The party spent the 28th in mending the sledge, which was

completely broken, and feeding up their dogs for a renewal of the
journey. But, their provisions being limited, Dr. Hayes did not
deem himself justified in continuing to the north. He determined
to follow and survey the coast toward Cape Sabine.

His pemmican was reduced to eighteen pounds ; there was
apparently no hope of deriving resources from the hunt ; and the
cojists were even more covered with snow than those he had left on

Forced to the southem aide. His return was a thing of necessity.
The course of the partv to the westward along the land-ice was

interrupted by a large indentation, which they had seen and
charted while approaching the coast. It is the same which I
surveyed in April 1855, and which now bears the name of the
Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Dobbin. Dr. Hayes discovered two
islands near its entrance. He saw also on its south-western side a
lofty pyramid, truncated at its summit, which corresponded bothm its bearings and position with the survey of my April
journey.

The latter portion of Dr. Hayes's journey was full of incident.
The land-ice was travelled for a while at the rate of five or six
miles an hour

; but, after crossing Dobbin Bay, the snows were an
unexpected impediment, and the ice-foot was-so clogged that they
made but fifteen miles from camp to camp on the floes. After
fixing the position of Cape Sabine, and connecting it with the
newly-discovered coast-Une to the north and east, he prepared to
cross the bay further to the south.

Most providentially they found this passage free from bergs

;

but their provisions were nearly gone, and their dogs were •

exhausted. They threw away their sleeping-bags, which
were of reindeer-skin and weighed about twelve pounds each,
and abandoned, besides, clothing enough to make up a reduction
m weight of nearly fifty pounds. With their load so Ughtened,
they were enabled to make good the crossing of the bay. They

Dobbin
Bay.

Cape
Sabine.

I
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landed at Peter Force Bay, and reached the brig on the lat of ohaitm
June. XX.

Tliis journey connected the northern coast wuh the survey of "e'uni »<»

my predecessor
; but it disclosed no channel or any form of exit

""*"''*•

from this bay.

It convinced nie, however, that such a channel must exist; for
this great curve could be no cul-de-sac. Even were my observa-
tions since my first fall journey of September 1863, not decisive
on this head, the general movement of the icebergs, the character
of the tides, and the equally sure analogies of physical geography,
would point unmistakably to such a conclusion.

To verify it, I at once commenced the organization of a double a now
party. This, which is called in my Report the North-east Farty, p^^^-

was to be assisted by dogs, but was to be subsisted as for as the
Great Glacier by provisions carried by a foot-party in advance.

For the continuation of my plans I again refer to my journal.
" June 2, ^?*w;ay.—There is still this hundred miles wanting to

the north-west to complete our entire circuit of this frozen water.
This is to be the field for our next party. I am at some loss how
to organize it. For myself, I am down with scurvy. Dr. Hayes is

just from the field, worn-out and snow-blind. His health-roll The health
makes a sorry parade. It runs thus :

—

rou of Dr.

Hayes's

Officei'3.
p*'"*y-

Mr. Brooks Unhealed stump.
Mr. Wilson jo
Mr. Sontao Down with scurvy.
Mr. Bonsall Scurvy knee, but mending.
Mr. Pktkrsbn General scurvy.
Mr. Goodfkllow Scurvy.
Mr. Ohlskn Well.
Mr. M'Gary )YeIl.

Crew,

William Morton Nearly recovered.
Thomas Hickkt Well.
Qkorqe Wbji'ple Scurvy.
John Blake Scurvy!
Hans Cristian wreli.

Gkorqk Riley Sound.
George Stephenson "scurvy from last journey.
William Godfrey Snow-blind.

''JuneS,Sat.urd<i2/.—}i'Qs.ry, Bonsall, Hiekey, md Riley were
I
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etHilctl for the fiiHt section of the new paitieH : thoy will be
accoinimnied by Morton, who han orders U, keep himself as freah
as possible, so as to enter on his own lino of search to the irreatost
possible advantage. I keep Hans a while to recruit the dogs, and
do the hunting and locomotion generally for the rest of us : but 1
shall soon let hi.n follow, unless things grow so much worse on
board as to make it impossible.

" They st^irt light, with a large tlUrteen-feet sledge, arranged
with broad runners on account of the snow, and are to pursue myown last track, feeding at the caches which I deposited, and aiming
directly for the glacier bander on the Greenland side. Here sua
tamed as I hope by the remnants of the great cache of last fall
they will survey and attempt to scale the ice, to look into the
interior of the great merde glace.

" My notion is, that the drift to the southward both of berg and
floe, not being reinforced^ from the glacier, may leave an interval
of smooth frozen ice; but if this route should faU, there ought
8tm to be a chance by sheering to the southward and westwai-d
and looking out for openings among the hummocks.

"I am intensely anxious that this party should succeed: it iamy last throw. They have all my views, and I believe they will
carry them out unless overruled by a higher power.

"Their orders are, to cany th<i sledge forward as* far as the base
ot the Grertt Glacier, and fill up their provisions from the cache ofmy own party of last May. Hans will then join them with the
dogs; and, while M'Gary and three men attempt to scale and
survey the glacier, Morton and Hans wifl push to the north across
the bay with the dog-sledge, and advance along the more distant
coast. Both divisions are provided with clampers, to steady
them and their sledges on the irregular ice-surfaces; but I am not
without apprehensions that, with aU their eflFurts, the glacier can-
not be surmounted.

" In this event, the main reliance must be on Mr. Morton. He
he tiikes with him a sextant, artificial horizon, and pocket chrono-
meter, and has intelligence, courage, and the spirit of endurancem full measure. He is withal a long-tried and tnist-worthy fol-
lower.

"June 6, Almday.—The last party are off; they left yesterday
at 2 P.M. I can do nothing more but await the ice-changes
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that are to determine for us our liberation or continued impri ohapti«
flonment. xx.

" The sun is shining bravely, and the temperature feels like a SuHUhi^*

home summer.

" A aanderling, the second migratory land-bird we have seen,

came to our brig to-day, and is now a specimen.

''Jum 6, Tuesday.—yfQ are a parcel of sick men, aflfecting to
keep ship till our comrades get back. Except Mr. Ohlsen and
George Whipple, there is not a sound man among us. Thus
wearily in our Castle of Indolence, for ' labour dire it was, and
weary woe,' we have been watching the changing days, and not-

ing bird and insect and vegetable, as it tells us of the coming
summer. One fly buzzed around William Godfrey's head to-

day,—he could not tell what the species was; and Mr. Peter-

sen brought in a cocoon from which the grub had eaten its way AnimaiH
to liberty. Hans gives us a seal almost daily, and for a pass- ""^ ^^^^

ing luxury we have ptarmigan and hare. The little snow-birds
''^^^'

have crowded to Butler Island, and their songs penetrate the
cracks of our rade housing. Another snipe, too, was mercilessly
shot the very day of his arrival,

"The andromeda shows green under its rusty winter-dried Growth o«

stems
;
the willows are sappy and puffing, their catskins of last

''*«•*•

year dropping off. Draba, lichens, and stellaria, can be detected
by an eye accustomed to this dormant vegetation, and the stone-
crops are really green and juicy in their centres; all this under
the snow. So we have assurance that summer is coming; though
our tide-hole freezes every night alongside, and the ice-floe seems
to be as fast as ever.

''June 8, Thursday.—R&ns brings us in to-day a couple of seal

seal; all of them as yet are of the Rough or Hispid species. Tlie
flesh of this seal is e^ten universally by the Danes of Greenland,
and is almost the staple diet of the Esquimaux, When raw, it

has a flabby look, more like coagulated blood than muscular fibre;

cooking gives it a dark soot-colour. It is close-grained, but soft

and tender, with a flavour of lamp-oil—a mere soupgon, how-
ever, for the blubber, when fresh, is at this season sweet and deli-

cious.

" The seal are shot lying by their atluk or breathing-holes. As
the season draws near midsummer, they are more approachable; I
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Seal

cooked In

the sun.

The
netsik.

Tlie usuk

cHAPTKu their eyes being so congested by the glare of the sun that they are-_ sometimes nearly blind. Strange to say, a few hours' exZZnta recently-Mlled animal to theL blist'Vs and dest::^ Mdeor, as the sealers say, cooks it. We have lost several skins in this

Besides the Hispid seal, the only species which visited Rensse-

ZkJ^Z "" *'' "'•^"^ '"'''"'^' ^^« i-g« bearded sil or.^^of theEsquxmaux. Ihave measured these ten feetinWhand ght m circumference, of such unwieldy bulk as not unfe^quently to be mistaken for the walrus.
The netsik will not. perforate ice of more than one season's^owth, and are looked for, therefore, where there was open watethe previous year. But the bearded seals have no atl!k. Theydepend for respiration upon the accidental chasms in the ice andare found wherever the bergs or fioes have been in motion. Theya thus move diffused in their range than their sun-basking liSbrethr n who crowd together in communities, and in some p acabsolutely throng the level ices.

^

The «.u^ appears a little later than the netsik, and his com-'mg IS ooked for anxiously by the Esquimaux. The lines aTc

and most dm^ble of any in use. They are prized by the hunferm their contests with the walrus.
To obtain the atlunak in full perfection, the animal is skinned

Tins IS carefuUy chewed by the teeth of the matrons, and aftlrbeing well greased with the burnt oil of their lamps k hwup m their huts to season. At the time' refeijI in"
journal, Anoatok was completely festooned with them
On one oc.:^ion, while working my way toward the Esqui-

tZ. off ''T
' ^T "'"'^ ^"'^^"^ ^^^°^P "P«^ '^' ice.Taking off my shoes, I commenced a somewhat refrigeratina

process of stalldng lying upon my belly, and crawlingalong
step by step behind the little knobs of floe. At last, then Iwas within long rifle shot, the animal gave a sluggish roll to on
side, and suddenly lifted his head. The moveme^was evident
^ependeiit of me for he strained his neck in nearly the opp

'

site direction. Then, for the first time, I found that I luS^ a

Atlunak
now made.

^:.. \ '
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rival seal-hunter in a large bear, who was, on his belly like my- ohaptkr
self, waiting with commendable patience and cold feet for a ^
chance of nearer approach. . a bear

watching

seal

ESQUIMAUX APPROACIIING A 8F.AL.

What should I do 1 the bear was doubtless worth more to a difflcuii

me than the seal ; but the seal was now within shot, and the '^'^"'''^

bear " a bird in the bush." Besides, my bullet once invested in

the seal would leave me defenceless. I might be giving a dinner
to the bear and saving myself for his dessert. These medita-
tions were soon brought to a close ; for a second movement of the
seal so aroused my hunter's instincts that I pulled the trigger.

My cap alone exploded. Instantly, with a floundering splash, the
seal descended into the deep, and the bear with three or four

rapid leaps, stood disconsolately by the place of his descent. For
a single moment we stared each other in the face, and then, with
that discretion whicli is the better part of valour the bear ran off

in one direction, and I followed his example in the other.

The generally-received idea of the Polar bear battling with the
walrus meets little favour among the Esquimaux of Smith '.s Straits.
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I

OHA^BE My own experience Ls directly adverse to the truth of the story.
__ The walrus is never out of reach of water, and, in his peculiar

element, xs without a rival. I have seen the bear follow the usuk
by diving; but the tough liide and great power of the walrus for-
bid such an attack.

Ob«rv« ^' y„^ 9, Fridai/.-To-d^y I was .ble to walk out upon the floe
for the first time. My steps wero turned to the observatoiy
where, close beside the coffins of Balser and Schubert, Sontag was
at work with the unifilar, correcting 1,he winter disturbances. Our
local deviation seems to have corrected itself; the iron in our com-
fortless little cell seems to have been so distributed that our results
were not affected by it.

Soe."" „•'? ""^T r"^
"""'^^ '*™'^ ^^ *^^ condition of the floe-ice.

i«, Hitheri;o I have been dependent upon the accounts of my mess-
mates, and believed that the work of thaw was going on with
extreme rapidity. They are mistaken; we have a late season
The ice-foot has not materially changed either in breadth or level
and its base has been hardly affected at all, except by the overflow
of the tides. The floe, though undergoing the ordinaiy molecular
changes wliich accompany elevation of temperature, shows less
surface change than the Lancaster Sound ices in early May All
this, but especiaUy the condition of the ice-foot, warns me to
prepare for the contingency of not escaping. It is a moment-
ous warning. We have no coal for a second winter here • our
stock of fresh provisions is utterly exhausted; and our sick'need
change, as essential to their recovery.

"The willows are tolerably forward on Butier Island. Poor
stunted crawlers, they show their expanded leaflets against the
grey rocks. Among these was the Bear beny (S. uva urst), know-
ing Its reputation with the Esquimaux to the south as a remedy for
scurvy, I gleaned leaves enough for a few scanty mouthfuls The
Uchens are very conspicuous; but the mosses and grasses and
heaths have not yet made then- appearance in the Uttle vaUev
between the rocks."

Plants.
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CHAPTER XXL

PROaRESS OP SEASON" -PLANTS IN WINTER— BIRDS RETURNING—OOOH-
LEARIA—THE PLANTS.

" Jime 10, Saturday.—Rom was ordered yesterday to hunt in the chawib
direction of the Esqiiimaux huts, in the hope of determining the i!!':
position of the open water. He did not return last night; but Man«onf

Dr. Hayes and Mr. Ohlsen, who were sent after him this morning
''""""^"

with the dog-sledge, found the hardy savage fast asleep not five

DRAOOINO 8KAb

mUes from the brig. Along side of him was a large usuk orbearded seal (P. barbata), shot, as usual, in the head He haddragged it for seven hours over the ice-foot. The dogs havmg ^now recruited, he started Ught to join Morton at the

Sr^'^'^
^•^' f"^^-^"otter walk on shore showed me the Ve.cu-

andromeda m flower, and the saxifrages and carices green under
"""^

he dned tufts of last year. This rapidly-maturing vegetation
la of CUnOUS intprnaf Tl,^ nr^Ar..^^^^^ *-^„ , , ..„^ «naiomcaa t«i,ragoiia naa aUvuuced
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CHAPTER
XXX.

Plants.

Value of

the snow
oovci'ini;.

Conduct-

ing power

Ol snow.

!a_ : I

rapidly toward fructification \vithout a corresponding development
of either stalk or leaflet. In fact, all the heaths—and there were
three species around our harbour -li.ad a thoroughly moorland and
stunted aspect. Instead of the graceful growth which should
characterize them, they showed only a low, scrubby sod or turf, yet

studded with flowers. The spots ft-om which I gathered them
were well infiltrated with melted snows, and the rocks enclosed

them so as to aid the solar heat by reverberation. Here, too,

silene and cerathium, as well as the characteristic flower-growths

of the later summer, the poppy, and sorrel, and saxifrages, were
already recognisable.

'• Few of us at home can realize the protecting value of this

warm coverlet of snow. No eider-down in the cradle of an infant

is tucked in more kindly than the sleeping-dress of winter about
this feeble flower-life. The first warm snows of August and Sep-
tember falling on a thiqkly-pleached carpet of grasses, heaths, and
willows, enshrine the flowery growths which nestle round them in a

non-conducting air-chamber ; and, as each successive snow increases

tlie thickness of the cover, we have, before the intense cold of

winter sets in, a light cellular bed covered by drift, six, eight, or

ten feet deep, in which the plant retains its vitality. The frozen

subsoil does not encroach upon this narrow zone of vegetation. I

have found in midwinter, in this high latitude of 78° 50', the sur-

face so nearly moist as to be friable to the touch ; and upon the

ice-floes, commencing with a surface temperature of —30°, I found
at two feet deep a temperature of —8°, at four feet +2°, and at

eight feet +26°. This was on the largest of a range of east and west

hummock-drifts in the open way of Cape Stafford. The glacier

which we became so familiar with afterward at Etah yields an

uninterrupted stream throughout the year.

" My experiments prove that the conducting power of the snow
is proportioned to its compression by winds, rains, drifts, and con-

gelation. The early spring and late fall and summer snows are

more cellular and less condensed than the nearly impalpable powder
of winter. The drifts, therefore, that accumulate during nine

months of the year, are dispersed in well-defined layers of differ-

ing density. We have first the warm cellular snows of fall

which surround the plant, next the fine impacted snow dust of

winter, and above these the later humid depo.sits of the SDrine,
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" It is interesting to observe theeflFects of this disposition of layers ohaptehupon the safety of the vegetable growths below them These It
^"

east in the earlier summer, occupy the incUned slopes that face m"::^
the sun, and the several strata of snow take of course the same in-

""'*""

clinat.on. The consequence is, that as the upper snow is dissipat d
'""*

by the early thawings, and sinks upon the more compact layer be-
ow. It IS to a great extent arrested, and runs ofFUke rain from alope of clay The plant reposes thus in its cellular bed, guarded
from the rush of waters, and protected too from the nightly frostsby the icy roof above it.

'

"June 16, Friday.-Ty^o long-tailed ducks (Ilarelda glacialis) water
visited us evidently seeking their breeding-grounds. They are

^->-

beautiful birds, either at rest or on the wing. We now have the
snow-birds, the snipe, the burgomaster gull, and the long-tailed
duck, enlivening our solitude

; but the snow-birds are the only onesm numbers, crowding our rocky islands, and making our sunny
night-time musical with home-remembered songs. Of each of
the^ others we have but a soUtary pair, who seem to have left
Uieir fellows for this far northern mating-ground in order to

fired Z
" ^°"^ ^"' 'P'''"''"'

'
^"* '^''^ «1^^" "«t b«

.Z^' Pf"fig:'^" «how a singular backwardness in assuming the Ptar-summer feathering. The male is still entirely wliite
; except in

""«-
some specimens, a few brown feathers on the crown of the hladIhe female has made more progress, and is now weU coated with
her new plumage, the coverts and quil] feathers still remain white.
AiUpernavik, m lat. 73°, they are already in full summer cos-

"^t^Tie 18, Sunday.-Anoth^v pair of long-tailed ducks passed Ducu,a„d

ivorvTll ''. r' '" '"^''" breeding-grounds
;
we sawL n «-ivory-gull and two great northern divers {Colymbus glacialis) themost imposing birds of their tribe. These last flew veiyUh

emitting at regular intervals their reed-like ' kawk '

^
„Jl^r

^^''" ^'^ ^'- ^^y^' ^'^ °ff «" ^^ overland tramp Isent them to inspect the open water to the southward. The im-movable state of the ice-foot gives me anxiety : last year, a argebay above us was closed all summer ; and the'land-icl, as we find
It here, is as perennial as the glacier

'VV;.; 20, Tuesday.-'m. morning, to my great surprise

I
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Cochlea

-

ria.

OHAPTBB Petersen brought me quite a handful of scurvy-grass (C. fenettrata).

1 In my fall list of the stinted flora here, it had quite escaped my
notice. I felt grateful to him for his kindness, and, mthout the

affectation of offering it to any one else, ate it at once. Each plant

stood about one inch high, the miniature leaves expanding through-

out a little radius of hardly one inch more. Yet, dwarfed as it was,

the fructifying process was nearly perfected ; the buds already ex-

panding and nearly ready to burst. We found cochlearia after-

ward at Littleton Island, but never in any quantity north of Cape
Alexander. Although the melted snows distil freely over the

darker rocks (porphyries and greenstones), it is a rare exception to

note any vegetable discoloration of the surface beneath. There

are few signs of those confervaceous growths which are universal as

high as Upernavik. The natiu:e of this narrative does not permit

me to indulge in matters unconnected with my story : I cite these

in passing, as among the indications of our high northern lati-

tude.

"June 21, Wednesday.—A snow, moist and flaky, melting upon

our decks, and cleaning up the dingy surface of the great ice-plain

Tho sum- with a new garment. We are at the summer solstice, the day of

greatest solar light ! Would that the traditionally-verified but

meteorologically-disproved equinoctial storm could break upon us,

to destroy the tenacious floes !

" June 22, Thursday.—The ice changes slowly, but the progress

of vegetation is excessively rapid. The growth on the rocky group

near our brig is surprising.

*' June 23, Friday.—The eiders have come back : a pair were

seen in the morning, soon followed by four ducks and drakes.

The poor thingo seemed to be seeking breeding-grounds, but the

ice must have scared them. They were flying southward.

" June 25, Sunday.—Walked on shore and watched the changes

:

andromeda in flower, poppy and ranunculus the same : saw two snipe

and some tern.

" Mr. Ohlsen returned from a walk with Mr. Petersen. They

saw reindeer, and brought back a noble specimen of the king duck.

It was a solitary male, resplendent with the orange, black, and

green of \m head and neck.

" Stephei.'on is better; and I tliink thiit a marked improvement,

mor sol-

ttice

Elder

dncks.
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hghtly and allow plenty oi basking in the . n. In the afternoon ch.pxkbwe walk on shore, to e.t such succulent plants as we can find amiS
"«

he snow. The p^rola 1 have not found, nor the cochlearia, save SnZ^emm one spo
,
and then dwarfed. But we have the lychnis, the

-"-
young sorrel, the andromeda, the draba, and the willow bark •

this
ast an exceUent tonic, and, in common with all the Arctic Vege-
table astrmgents, I think, powerfiUly antiscorbutic "

plants.
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CHAPTER XXII.

MH. BONSALL's RETaKN—his STOKY—THE BEAR IN CAMP—HIS PATB-
BEAB8 AT SPORT—THE THAWS.

CHAPTKR ''June 27, rw.C5<?ay.—M'Gary and Bonsall are back with Hickey

and Riley. They arrived last evening : all well, except that the

snow has affected their eyesight badly, owing to the scorbutic con-

dition of their systems. Mr. M'Gary is entirely blind, and I fear

will be found slow to cure. They have^done admirably. They
bring back a continued series of observations, perfectly well kept

up, for the further authentication of our survey. They had a good

chronometer, artificial horizon, and sextant, and their results corre-

spond entirely with those of Mr. Sontag and myself. They are

connected, too, with the station at Chimney Rock, Cape Thackeray,

which we have estiiblished by theodolite. I may be satisfied now
with our projection of the Greenland coast. The different locah

ties to the south have been referred to the position of our winter

harbour, and this has been definitely fixed by the labours of Mr.

Sontag, our astronomer. We have, therefore, not only a reliable

base, but a set of primary triangulations, which chough limited,

may support the minor field-work of our sextants.

JOURNEY OF MESSRS. M'GARY Al^D BONSALL.

" They left the brig on the 3d, and reached the Great Glacier on

the 15th, after only twelve days of travel. They showed great

judgment in passing the bays ; and, although impeded by the

heavy snows, would have been able to remain much longer in the

field, but for the destruction of our provision-dep6ts by the bears.

'* I am convinced, however, that no efforts of theirs could have

scaled the Great Glacier ; so that the loss of our provisions, though

certainly a very serious mishap, cannot be said to have caused their

failure. They were well provided with pointed staves, foot-clampers,

and other apparatus for climbing ice ; but, from all they tell me,

any attempt to acalc tl; stupendous glacial mass would have been

! I
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madness

;
and I am truly glad that they desisted from it before onxPr..

fatal accident befell them. / xxn?

thil tarl'11 '' ""'^i ?' ^'
"P^'" '^ '^' ^'^y '^''^'^'^^ «f

«-"^"
tUis party It seeing that the same heavy snow which had so

^'•"*»-

much interfered with my travel in April and May still proved their
greatest drawback It was accumulated particularly between the
headlands of the bays

; and, as it was already affected by the warm
sun, It called for great care in crossing it. They encountered drifts
wluch were altogether impenetrable, and in such cases could only
advance by long circuite, after reconnoitring from the top of ice

" I have tried in vain to find out some good general rule, when R„,e,rortraversmg the ice near the coast, to avoid the accumulation of snows *=^°'«1"k
and hummock-ridges. It appears that the direct line between'''''^''
headland and headland or cape and cape is nearly always ob-
structed by broken ice

; while in the deep recesses the grounded
ice IS even worse. I prefer a track across the middle of the bay,ou side of the grounded ices and inside of the hummock-ridges
unless as sometimes happens, the late fall-ice is to be found
extending in level flats outside.

" Tliis is evidently the se^vson when the bears are in most abun-
dance. Their tracks were everywhere, both on shore and upon the
floes. One of them had the audacity to attempt intruding itselfupon he party during one of their halts upon the ice • and Bon-
sal tells a good story of the manner in which they received and
returned his salutations It was about halfan hour after midnight, ^n „„and they were all sleeping away a long day's fatigue, when M'Gan; -"r.e
either heard or felt, he could hardly tell which, something that w2

^'"^'

scratching at the snow immediately by his head. It waked him
just enough to allow him to recognise a huge animal actively ^n-
gaged m reconnoitring the circuit of the tent. His startled outcry
aroused his companion-inmates, but without in any degree disturb-
ing the unwelcome visitor; specially unwelcome at that time and
place, for aU the guns had been left on the sledge, a little distance
ott, and there was not so much as a walking pole inside. There
^^'as, of course, something of natural confusion in the Uttle councU
ot war. The first impulse was to make a rush for the arms : but
this was soon decided to be very doubtfully practicable, if «,t aU-wr the bear, having satisfied himself ^.ith his observations of the

I
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"°x*"i"
®^*®"°''' "°^ presented himself at the tent-opening. Sundry voi-

' leys of luc- fcr jui-.T.ciii.H and some impromptu torches of newspaper
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TUB BKAR IN CAMP.

were fired without alarming him, and, after a little while, he planted
himself at the doorway and began making his supper upon the
carcass of a seal which had been shot the day before.

" Tom Hickey was the first to bethink him of the military device
of a sortie from the postern, and, cutting a hole with his knife,
crawled out at the rear of the tent. Here he extricated a boat-
hook, that formed one of the supporters of the ridge-pole, and
made it the instrument of a right valorous attack. A blow weU
administered on the nose caused the animal to retreat for the
moment a few paces beyond the sledge, and Tom, calculating his
distance nicely, sprang forward, seized a rifle, and fell back in
safety upon his comrades. In a few seconds more, Mr. Bonsall
had sent a ball through and through the body of his enemy. I
was assured that after this adventure the party adhered to the
custom I had enjoined, of keeping at all times a watch and fire-

arms inside the camping-tent.

" The final cache, which I relied so much upon, was entirely de-
stroyed. It had been built with extreme care, of rocks which had
been assembled bv verv hfiaw Inl-mnr Qr.rJ ^a;,^^4.^j „.:i.v, ,.1. -j
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often from capstan-bars as levers. The entire construction was, ohaht..
80 tar as our means permitted, most effective and resisting Yet """'^

these tigers of the ice seemed to have scarcely encountered an ob- Thea-
stacle. Not a morsel of pemmican remained except in the iron fa'lST,
cases, which, being round with conical ends, defied both claw and "«"•««»
teeth They had rolled and pawed them in every direction, toss-
ing them about like footballs, although over eighty pounds in
weight An alcohol-case, strongly iron-bound, was dashed into
small fragments, and a tin can of Uquor mashed and twisted almost
into a ball. The claws of the beast had perforated the metal, and
torn It up as with a cold chisel.

"They were too dainty for salt meats : ground coffee they had an
evident rehsh for

:
old canvas was a favourite for some reason or

other; even our flag, which had been reared 'to take possession' of
the waste, was gnawed down to the very staff They had made a

TUB CACHIS DKSTROYBD.

regular froHc of it
; rolling our bread-barrels over the ice-foot and

into the broken outside ice; and, unable to masticate our heavy
India-rubber cloth, they had tied it up in unimaginable hard

"M'Gary describes the whole area around the cache .a« m.rWA
by the weU-worn paths of these animals; and an adjacent 8rope"of
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ice-covered rock, with an angle of 46°, was so worn and covered
with their hair, as to suggest the idea that they had been amusing
themselves by sliding down it on their haunches. A perff rmance,
by the way, in which I afterward caught them myself.

*^June 26, Wediiesdai/.—Uana came up with the party on the
17th. Morton and he are wtill out. They took a day's rest; and
then, 'following the old tracks,' ns M'Gary reports, 'till they were
clear of the cracks near the islands, pushed northward ut double-
quick time. When last seen, they were both of them walking, for

tiie snow was too soft and deep for them to ride with their heavy
load.' Fine weather, but the ice yields reluctantly."

While thus watching the indications of advancing summer, my
mind turned anxiously to the continued absence of Morton and
Hans. We were already beyond the season when travel ujjon the
ice wjis considered practicable by our English predecessors in

Wellington Channel, and, in spite of the continued solidity around
us, it was unsafe to presume too much upon our high northern
position.

The ice, although seemingly as unbroken as ever, was no longer
fit for dog-travel ; the floes were covered with water-pools, many
of wliich could not be forded by our team ; and, as these multiplied

with the rapidly-advancing thaws, they united one with another,

chequering the level waste with an interminable repetition of con-

fluent lakes. Thefe were both embarrassing and dangerous. Our
little brig was already so thawed out where her sides came in

contact with her icy cradle as to make it dangerous to descend
without a gangway, and our hunting parties came back wet to the

skin.

It was, therefore, with no slight joy that on the evening of the

10th, while walking with Mr. Bonsall, a distant sound of dogs
caught my ear. These faithful servants generally bayed their full-

mouthed welcome from afar off, but they always dashed in with

a wild speed which made their outcry a direct precursor of their

arrival. Not so these well-worn travellers. Hans and Morton
staggered beside the limping dogs, and poor Jenny was riding as

a passenger upon the sledge. It was many hours before they
shared the rest and comfort of our ship.

r;;" f

III I
. "i !'
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CHArTER XXIII,

MORTOK' H';nvN—his narrative—PEABODY day TlIROUaU TUB BKROS
— BBli^UINO THE CUA8MB—TUE WEST LAND—THE DOOS IN FRIGHT-
OPEN WATER—THE ICE-FOOT—THE POI,AK TIDES—CAPES JACKSON AND
MORRIS—THE CHANNEL—FREE OF ICE— BIRDS AND PLANTS-BEAR AND
CUB—TUB HUNT THE DEATH—FRANKLIN AND I^AFAYETTE-TUE ANT-
ARCTIC FLAG—COURSE OF TIDES—MOUNT PARRY— VICTORIA AND ALBERT
MOUNTAINS— RESUME—THE BIRDS APPEAR—THE VEGETATION—THE
PETREL—CAPE CONSTITUTION-THEORIES OF AN OPEN SEA ILLUSORY
DISCOVERIES—CHANGES OF CLIMATE—A SUGGESTION.

Mb. Morton left the brig with the relief party of M'Gary on ojiaptkk

the 4th of June. He took his place at the track-lines like the *^"'

others; but he was ordered to avoid all extra labour, so as to hus- Timeof de-

band his strength for the final passage of the ice.
pai-ture.

On the 16th he reached the base of the Great Glacier, and on
the 16th was joined by Hans with the dogs. A single day was
given to feed and refresh the animals, and on the 18th the two
companies parted. Morton's account I have not felt myself at

liberty to alter. I give it as nearly as possible in his own words,
without affecting any modification of hia style.

Morton's journjoy.

, The party left Cache Island at 12.35 a.m., crossing the land- Route,

ices by portage, and going south for about a mile to avoid a couple
of bad seams caused by the breakage of the glacier. Here Mor-
ton and Hans separated from the land-party, and went northward,
keeping parallel with the glacier, and from five to seven miles dis-

tant. The ice was free from hummocks, but heavily covered with
snow, through which they walked knee deep. They camped about Fimt
eight miles from the glacier, at 7.45, travelling that night about ^"""""P

twenty-eight miles. Here a crack allowed them to measure the
""*"

thickness of the ice : it was seven feet five inches. The thermometer
at 6 A.M. gave + 28° for the temperature of the air; 29.2 for the
water.

lliey started again at half-past nine. The ice, at first, was very
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ODAPTBR heavy, and they were frequently over their kneeg in the dry snow

n,;rT. .

^^^""^ ''"''""'"^ ''^'*''''" '^"^*'' '^ '^^^'^"^'^ '^^'<i enough to bear the
Diacuitie. sledge, and the dogs made four miles an hour until twenty minutes
lourney. past four, when they reached the middle of Pcabody Bay. They

then found themselves among the bergs which on former occasions
had prevented other parties ^rom getting through. These were
generally very high, evidently newly separated from the glacier
T^sir surfoces were fresh and glassy, and not like those generally
met with m Baffin's Bay,—less worn, and bluer, and looking in all
respects like the face of the Grand Glacier. Many were r3ctan-
gular, some of them regular squares, a quarter of a mile each way:
others, more than a mile long.

They could not see more than a ship's-length ahead, the icebergs
were so unusually close together. Old icebergs bulge and tongue
out below, and are thus prevented from uniting ; but these showed
that they were lately launched, for they approached each other so
nearly that the party were sometimes forced to squeeze throucrh
places less than four feet wide, through which the dogs could just
draw the sledge. Sometimes they could find no passage between

-..
^"^"^ ^e^g«' t^ie i«e being so crunched up between them that '.iiey

the berg, could not force their way. Under these circumsfamces, they would
either haul the sledge over the low tongues of the berg, or retrace
their steps, searching through the drift for a practicable road.

This they were not always fortunate in finding, and it was at
best a tedious and in some cases a dangerous alternative, for often-
times they could not cross them; and, when they tried to double,
the compass, their only guide, confused thepi by its variation.

It took them a long while to get through into smoother ice. A
tolerably wide passage would appear between two bergs, which
they would gladly follow; then a narrower one; then no opening
in front, but one to the side. Following that a little distance, a
blank ice-cliff would close the way altogether, and they were forced

Pewerer- to retrace iheir steps and begin again. Constantly baffled, but,
like tnie fellows, determined to "go ahead," they at last found a
lane some six miles to the west, which led upon their right course.
But they were from eight o'clock at night till two or three the next
morning, puzzling their way out of the maze, like a blind man in
the streets of a strange city.

June 19, Mondcp.—At 8.45 a.m. they encamped. Morton then

Narrow
passages

iHJtwcen
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climbed a berg, in order to select their best road. Beyond some
borgs he caught glimpses of a great white plain, which proved to
be the glacier seen far i:ito the interior ; for, on getting up another
berg further on, he ^aw its face as it fronted on the bay. This
was near its northern end. It looked full of stones and earth,
while large rocks projected out from it and rose above it here and
there.

They rested till half-past ten, having walked all the time to
spare the dogs. After starting, they went on for ten miles, but
were then arrested by wide seams in the ice, bergs, and much
broken ice. So they turned about, and reached their last camp
by twelve, midnight. They then went westward, and, after several
trials, made a way, the dogs running well. It took them but
two hours to reach the better ice, for the bergs were in a narrow
belt.

The chasms between them were sometimes four feet wide, with
tvater at the bottom. These they bridged in our usual manner

;

that is to say, they attacked the nearest large hummocks with
their axes, and, chopping them down, rolled the heaviest pieces
they could move into the fissure, so that they wedged each other
in. They then filled up the spaces between the blocks with
smaller lumps of ice as well as they could, and so contrived a rough
sort of bridge to coax the dogs over. Such a seam would take
about an hour and a half to fill up well and cross.

On quiting the berg-field, they saw two dovekies in a crack, and
shot one. The other flew to the north-east. Here they sighted
the northern shore ("West Land"), mountainori, rolling, but very
distant, perhaps fifty or sixty miles off. They drove on over the
the best ice they had met due north. After passing about twelve
miles of glacier, and seeing thirty of opposite shore, they camped
at 7.20 A.M.

They were now nearly abreast of the termination of the Great
Glacier. It was mixed with earth and rocks. The snow sloped
from the land to the ice, and the two seemed to be mingled
together for eight or ten miles to the north, when the land became
solid, and the glacier was lost. The height of this land seemed
about 400 feet, and the glacier lower.

June 21, Wednesdmj.—'Tlmy stood to the north at 11.30 p.m.,

and made for what Morton thought a cape, seeing a vacancy
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from bergs, only two or tliree being in sight The atmosphere
became thick and misty, and the west shore, which they saw
faintly on Tuesday, was not visible. They could only see the
cape for which they steered. The cold was sensibly felt, a very
cutting wind blowing north-east by north. They reached the
opening seen to the westward of the cape by Thursday, 7 a.m. It
proved to be a channel ; for, as they moved on in the misty
weather, a sudden lifting of the fog showed them the cape and
the western shore.

The ice was weak and rotten, and the dogs began to tremble.
Proceeding at a brisk rate, they had got upon unsafe ice before
they were aware of it. Their course was at the time nearly up the
middle of the channel ; but, as soon as possible, they turned, and,
by a backward circuit, reached the shore. The dogs, as their
fashion is, at first l^ down and refused to proceed, trembUng
violently. The only way to induce the terrified, obstinate brutes
to get on was for Hans to go to a white-looking spot where the ice
was thicker, the soft stuff looking dark ; then, calling the dogs
coaxingly by name, they would crawl to him on their bellies. So
they retreated from place to place, until they reached the firm ice
they had quitted. A half-mile brought them to comparatively
safe ice, a mile more to good ice again.

In the midst of this danger they had during the liftings of the
fog sighted open water, and they now saw it plainly. There was
no wind stirring, and its face was perfectly smooth. It was two
miles further up the channel than the firm ice to wliich they had
retreated. Hans could hardly believe it. *But for the birds that
were seen in great numbfers, Morton says he would not have
believed it himself.

The ice covered the mouth of the channel Uke a horse-shoe.
One end lapped uito the west side a considerable distance up the
channel, the other covered the cape for about a mile and a half,
so that they could not land opposite their camp, which was about
a mile and a half from the cape.

That night they succeeded in climbing on to the level by the
floe-pieces, and walked around the turn of the cape for some dis-
tance, leaving their dogs behind. They found a good ice foot,
very wide, which extended as far as the cape. They saw a good
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many birds on the water, both eider-ducks and dovekies, and the ohapteb
rocks on shore were full of s-.a-swallows. There was no ice. A ^^'"-

fog coming on, they turned back to where the dogs had been left, a second

They started again at 11.30 a.m. of the 21st. On reaching the
''*'^

land-ice they unloaded, and threw each package of provision from
the floe up to the icefoot, which was eight or nine feet above

KSlj,:

KAKINO IHB LAND-ICK, (CLIMBINO).

the-:a Morton then climbed up with the aid of the sledge, which
they convert ted into a ladder for the occasion. He then null:,' '50 PuUiBg
dogs vu by the lines fastened round their bodies, Hans le iduig a

"'*''"''*

helping hand and then climbing up himself. They then drew' up
°" ^^'^ ""

the sledge. The water was very deep, a stone the size of Mor-
ICii's head taking twenty-eight seconds to rr.ioh the bottom, which
was ; een very clearly.

A^ they had noticed the night before, the ice-foot lost its good
character on reaching the cape, becoming a mere uuv-ow ledge
imgp^ng the cUffa, and lookinr; i„ if it might crumble olf altogether

ftv:- "^.f:
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CHAPiKR into the water at any moment. Morton was greatly afraid there— would be no land-ice there at all when they came back. Hans
and he thought they might pass on by climbing along the face of

the crag ; in fact they tried a path about 50 feet high, but it grew
so narrow that they saw they could not get the dogs past with
their sledge-load of provisions. He therefore thought it safest to

leave some food, that they might not starve on the return ii case

the ice-foot should disappear. He accordingly cached enough
provision to last them back, with four days' dog-meat.

At the pitch of the cape the ice-ledge was hardly three feet

wide
; and they were obliged to unloose the dogs and drive them

forward alone. Hans and he then tilted the sledge up, and suc-

ceeded in carrying it papt the narrowest place. The ice-foot was
firm under their tread, though it crumbled on the verge.

The tide was running very fast. The pieces of heaviest draught
floated by nearly as fast as the ordinary walk of a man, and the
surface pieces passed them much faster, at least four knots. On
their examination the night before, the tide was from the north,

running southward, carrying very little ice. The ice which was
now moving so fast to northward seemed to be the broken land-
ice around the cape, and the loose edge of the south ice. The
thermometer in the water gave -i- 36°, 7° above the freezing-point

of sea-water at Kensselaer Harbour.

They now yoked in the dogs, and set forward over the worst
sort of mashed ice for three-quarters of a mile. After passing the
cape, tliey looked ahead, and saw nothing but open water. The
land to the westward saeined to overlap^ the land on which they
stood, a long distance ahead : all the space between was open
water. After turning the cape,—that which is marked on the
chart as Cape Andrew Jackson,—they found a good smooth ice-

foot in the entering curve of a bay, since named after the great

financier of the American Eevolution, Eobert Morris. It was
glassy ice, and the dogs ran on it full speed. Here the sledge

made at least six miles an hour. It was the best day's travel they
made on the journey.

After passing four bluffs at the bottom and sides of the bay, the
land grew lower ; and presently a long low country opened on the

land-ice, a wide plain between large headlands, with rolling hilla

A flock of brent geese were coming down the valley

Open
water.

through it,
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^

vYiien tiiey saw the geese first, they were apparently *^'"-

then, turnmg, flew far aliead over the plain, nntU they were lost to
"» "'"'

ot aight of the flock was to the north-east Eiders and dovekies ""I,"'"?were also seen; and tern were ve^ numerons, hundreds of themqueahng and screeching in flocks. They were so tame that they

Te, r, " "f" ''T'*'

°f "^'^ P""''- I"yi"« Wg" overhead, the'r

tlk flf7* /'" "*'' "^-^ '"^^ """« ^irds, which theytook for burgomasters, ivory gulls and mollemokes were seenfurther on. They -d not lose sight of the birds after this, as f™

aht, and fed on the water, flymg over it well out to sea, as we hadseen them do m Baflin's Bay. Separate from these flew a Cbird unknown to Morton. Never had they seen the WrS
^cksTwded":^

"''^ ™ "'"""^ ''-' ^* '-^-' -'' '^e

The part of the channel they were now coasting was narrower f.™ ,but as they proceeded it aeo,„ed to widen again. There wa^re t'™'"
.ce arrested by a bend of the channel on the eastern shore; Td

""•

on reachmg a low gravel point, they saw that a projection of landshut them m just ahead to the north. Upon tL ice numels
seal were basking, both the netsik and ussuk

"""™'«

iv'^" '^ ^f °^f"!'
'°™'* "" '^'"' ^"^ "« great channel(Kennedy Channel) of open water continued. Therfwas broken

ice floa mg m rt, but with passages fifteen miles in width and per
fee ly clear. The end of the point-" Gravel PoinV as MortoncaUed jt^was covered with hummocks and broken ice for abouttwo miles from the w,ater. This ice was w„™ and full of g„.vdSix miles inland the point w.^s flunked by monntaini
A httle higher up they noticed that the pieces of ice in »!,„

r.^-a,ile of tl. channel were moving up, wh^ru™. 0^=
s.or. vvere floating down. The channel was completely broken
up, ,nd thero would have been no difficulty in a frigate standing
anywhere. The httle brig, or "a fleet of her like," could havf
beat easily to the northward.

ui.. nave

The wind blew strong from the north, and continued to do so
for three days, sometimes blowing a gale, and very damp

i2
tops
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of the hills becoming fixed with dark foggy clouds. The damp
falling mist prevented their seeing any distance. Yet they saw

no ice borne down from the northward during all this time ; and,

what was more curious, they found, on their return south, that no

ice had been sent down during the gale. On the contrary, they

then found the channel perfectly clear from shore to shore.

June 22, Thursday.—They camped at 8.30 a.m., on a ledge of

low rock, having made in the day's journey forty- eight mUes in a

straight line. Morton thought they were at least forty mUes up

the channel. The ice was here moving to the southward with

the tide. The channel runs northwardly, and is about tliirty-five

miles wide. The opposite coast appears straight, but still sloping,

its head being a little to the west of north. Tliis shore is high,

with lofty moiintains of sugar-loaf shape at the tops, which, set

together in ranges, looked like piles of stacked cannon-balls. It

was too cloudy for observations when they camped, but they ob-

tained several higher up. The eider were in such numbers here

that Hans fired into the flocks, and killed two birds with one shot.

June 23, Friday.—In consequence of the gale of wind they

did not start till 12.30 midnight. They made about eight miles,

and were arrested by the broken ice of the shore. Their utmost

efforts could not pass the sledge over this ; so they tied the dogs

to it, and went ahead to see how things looked. They found tlic

land-ice growing worse and worse, until at last it ceased, and the

water broke directly against the steep cliffs.

They continued their course overland until they came to tlie

entrance of a bay, whence they could see^a cape and an island to

the northward. They then turned back, seeing numbers of birds

on their way, and, leaving the dogs to await their return, pre-

pared to proceed on foot.

This spot was the greenest that they had seen since leaving

the headlands of the channel. Snow patched the valleys, and

water was trickling from the rocks. Early as it was, Hans was

able to recognise some of the flower-life. He ate of the young

shoots of the lychnis, and brought home to me the dried pod

(siliqua) of a hesperis, which had survived the wear and tear of

winter. Morton was struck with the abundance of little stone-

crops, "about the size of a pea."
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Juru 23, 24, Friday, Sat day.~At 3 a.m. they started again, ohaptrk
carrying eight pounds of pemniican and two of bread, besides the *^"'-

artificial horizon, sextant, and compass, a rifle, and tlie boat-hook, a bear and
After two hours' walking the travel improved, and, on nearing a 7"'"
plain about nine miles from where they had left the sledge, they
were rejoiced to see a she-bear and her cub. They had tied the
dogs securely, as they thought; but Toodia and four others had
broken loose and followed them, making their appearance within
an hour. They were thus able to attack the bear at once.

Hans, who to the simpUcity of an Esquimaux united the shrewd
observation of a hunter, describes the contost which followed so
graphically, that I try to engraft some of the quaintness of his
description upon Mr. Morton's report. The bear fled; but the The re
httle one being unable either .to keep ahead of the docrg or to

"'^'"''^

keep pace with her, she turned back, and, putting her head under
""''"

Its haunches, threw it some distance ahead. The cub safe for the
moment, she would wheel round and face the dogs, so as to give
It a chance to nm away; but it always stopped just as it alighted
till she came up and threw it ahead again : it seemed to expect
her aid, and would not go on without it. Sometimes the mother
would run a few yards ahead, as if to coax the young one up to
her, and when the dogs came up she would turn on them and
dnve them back

; then, as they dodged her blows, she would
rejoin the cub and push it on, sometimes putting her head under
It, sometimes catching it in her mouth by the nape of the neck.

For a time she managed her retreat with great celerity, leavhicr
the two men far in the rear. They had engaged her on the land!
ice

;
but she led the dogs in-shore, up a smaU stony vaUey which

opened into the interior. But, after .she had gone a mUe and a
lialf, her pace slackened, aiul, the Uttie one being jaded, she soon
came to a halt.

The men were then only half a mile behind ; and, nmning at The
tnll speed, they soon came up to where the dogs were hoWin^ her

'""'""

at bay. The fight was now a desperate one. The mother never on~^
went more tluin two yards ahead, constantly looking at the cub

^"^

When the dogs came near her, she would sit upon her hannchrs
and take the little one between her hind legs, fighting the dogs
with her paws, and roaring so that she could have been heard a
mile off, " Never," said Morton, " was an animal more distressed

''
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She would stretch her neck and snap at the nearest dog with her

shining teeth, whirling her paws like the arms of a whidmill. If

she missed her aim, not daring to pursue one dog le.st the others

should harm the cub, she would give a great roar of baffled rage,

and go on pawing, and snapping, and facing the ring, grinning at

them with her mouth stretched wide.

When the men came up, the little one was perhaps rested, for

it was able to turn round with her dam, no matter how quick she

moved, so as to keep always in front of her belly. The five dogs

were all the time frisking about her actively, tormenting her like

so many gad-flies ; indeed, they made it difficult to draw a bead

on at her without killing them. But Hans, lying on his elbow,

took a qxxiet aim and shot her through the head. She dropped

and rolled over dead without moving a muscle.

The dogs sprang toward her at once ; but the cub jumped

upon her body and reared up, for the first time growling hoarsely.

They seemed quite afraid of the little creature, she fought so

actively and made so much noise ; and, while tearing mouthfuls

of hair from the dead mother, they would spring aside the minuta

the cub turned toward them. The men drove the dogs off" for a

time, but were obliged to shoot the cub at last, as she would not

quit the body.

Hans fired into her head. It did not reach the brain, thougli

it knocked her down ; but she was stUl able to climb on her

mother's body and try to defend it still, "her mouth bleeding like

a gutter-spout." They were obliged to despatch her with stones.

After skinning the old one they gashed its body, and the dogs

fed upon it ravenously. The little one they cached for themselves

on the return ; and, with difficulty taking the dogs off,

pushed on, crossing a small bay which extended from the level

ground and had still some broken ice upon it. Hans was tired

out, and was sent on shore to follow the curve of the bay, where

the Toad was easier.

The ice over the shallow bay which Morton crossed was hum-

mocked, with rents through it, making very hard travel. He
walked on over this, q,nd saw an opening not quite eight miles

across, separating the two islands, which I have named after Sir

John Franklin and his comrade Captain Crozier. He had seen

them before from the entrance of the larger bay,—Lafayette Bay,
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-but had taken them for a single island, the channel between
them not being then in sight. As he neared the northern land
at the east shore which led to the cape (Cape Constitution), which
terminated his labours, he found only a very small ice-foot, under
the lee of the headland and crushed up against the side of the
rock. He went on

; but the strip of land-ice broke more and
more, until about a mUe from the cape it terminated altogether,
the waves breaking with a cross sea directly against the cape
The wind had moderated, but was still from the north, and the
current ran up veiy fast, four or five knots perhaps.
The cliffs were here very liigh : at a short distance they seemed

about 2000 feet; but the crags were so overhanging that
Morton could not see the tops as he drew closer. The echoes
were confusing, and the clamour of half a dozen ivoiy gulls, who
were frightened from their sheltered nooks, was multipHed a
hundred-fold. The moUemokes were still numerous ; but he now
saw no ducks.

He tried to pass round the cape. It was in vain : there was
no ice-foot

;
and, trying his best to ascend the cUflFs, he could get

up but a few hundred feet. Here he fastened to his walking-pole
the Grinnell flag of the Antarctic—a. weU-cherished little relic,
which had now followed me on two Polar voyages. This flag
had been saved from the wreck of the United States sloop-of-war
Peacock, when she stranded off the Columbia River; it had ac-
companied Commodore Wilkes in his far southern discovery of an
Antarctic continent. It was now its strange destiny to float over
the highest northern land, not only of America, but of our globe.
Side by side with tliis were our Masonic emblems of the compass
and the square. He let them fly for an hour and a half from the
black chff over the dark rock-shadowed waters, which roUed up
and broke in white caps at its base.

He was bitterly disappointed that he could not get round the
cape, to see whether there was any land beyond ; but it was im-
possible. Rejoining Hans, they supped off their bread and pem-
nucan, and, after a good nap, started on their return on Sunday
the 25th, at 1. 30 p.m. From Thursday night, the 22d, up to
bunday at noon, the wind had been blowing steadUy from the
north, and for thirty-six hours of the time it blew a gale But
as he returned, he remarked that the more southern ice townrH
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Kennedy Channel was less than it had been when he passed up,

At the mouth of the ciiannel it was more broken than when he

saw it before, but the passage above was clear. About halfway

between the furthest point which he reached and the channel, the

few small lumps of ice which he observed floating—they were not

more than half a dozen—were standing with the wind to the

southward, while the shore current or tide was driving north.

His journal of Monday, 2Gth, says, " As far as I could see, the

open passages were fifteen miles or more wide, with sometimes

mashed ice separating them. But it is all small ice, and I think

it either drives out to the open space to the north, or rots and

sinks,* as I could see none ahead to the fixr north."

The coast after passing the ca^te, ho thought must trend to the

eastward, as he could at no time when below it see any land be-

yond. But the west coast still opened to the north : he traced it

for about fifty miles. The day was veiy clear, and he was able to

follow the range of mountains which crowns it much further.

They were very high, rounded at their summits, not peaked like

those immediately abreast of liim ; though, as he remarked, tliis

apparent change of their character might be referred to distance,

for their undulations lost themselves like a wedge in the northern

horizon.

His highest station of outlook at the point v;here his progress

was arrested he supposed to be about 300 feet above the sea.

From this point some 6' to the west of north, he remarked in

the furthest distance a peak truncated at its top like the cliffs of

Magdalena Bay. It was bare at its summit, but striated vertically

with protruding ridges. Our united estimate assigned to it an

elevation of from 2500 to 3000 feet. This peak, the most remote

northern land known upon our globe, takes its name from the great

pioneer of Arctic travel. Sir Edward Parry.

The range with which it was connected was much higher, Mr.

Morton thought, than any we had seen on the southern or Green-

land side of the bay. The summits were generally rounded, re-

sembling, to use his own expression, a succession of sugar-loaves

and stacked cannon-balls decUning slowly in the perspective. I

have named these mountains after the name of the lady sovereign

* As I quote his own words, I do not think it advisable to comment upon bis Tiew. Ice

never sinks In a llqnid of the same density as that in which it formed.

'ni
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under whose orders Sir John Franklin sailed, and the prince her ohaptii
consort. They are similar in their features to those of Spitz-

*'"'•

bergen
;
and, though I am aware how easy it is to be deceived in victoria

oiir judgment of distant heights, I am satisfied from the estimate ;^"our"'
of Mr. Morton, as well as from our measurements of the same '"'"•

range further to the south, that they equal them in elevation, 2500
feet.

Two large indentations broke in upon the uniform margin of the
coast. Even where else the spinal ridge seemed unbroken. Mr.
Morton saw no ice.

_

It wiU be seen by the abstract of our " field-notes " in the Appen- Re,um,5 of

dix, as w Jl as by an analysis of the results which I have here
?'""""''

rendered nearly in the very words of Mr. Morton, that, after travel-
"""

ling due north over a solid area choked with bergs and frozen
fields, he was startled by the growing weakness of the ice : its sur-
face became rotten, and the snow wet and pulpy. His dogs, seized
with terror, refused to advance. Then for the first time tlie fact
broke upon him, that a long dark band seen to the north beyond
a portruding cape—Cape Andrew Jackson—was water. With
danger and difficulty he retraced his steps, and, reaching sound ice,
made good his landing on a new coast.

The journeys which I had made myself, and those of my diffe-
rent parties, had shown that an unbroken surface of ice covered
the entire sea to the east, west, and south. From the southernmost
ice, seen by Dr. Hayes only a few weeks before, to the region of
this mysterious water, was, as the crow flies, 106 miles. But for
the unusual sight of birds and the unmistakeable giving way of the
ice beneath them, they would not have believed in the evidence of
eyesight. Neither Hans nor Morton was prepared for it.

Landing on the cape, and continuing their exploration, new Expiora-
phenomena broke upon them, They were on the shores of a channel "°" °" "'*

so open that a frigate, or a fleet of frigates, might have sailed up ttTn-
It. The ice, already broken and decayed, formed a sort of horse- IttT^"""shoe shaped beach, against which the waves broke in surf. As""*""
they travelled north, this channel expanded into an iceless area •

" for four or five small pieces"—lumps—were all that could be seen
over the entire surface of its white-capped waters. Viewed from
the chffs, and taking 36 mUes as the mean radius open to reliable
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survey, this sea had a justly-estimated extent of more than 4000
square miles.

Animal life, which had so long been a stranger to us to the

south, now burst upon them. At Rensselaer Harbour, except the

Netsik seal or a rarely encountered Harelda, we had no life avail-

able for the hunt. But here the Brent goose {Anas berv.icla), the

eider, and the king duck, were so crowded together that our Esqui-

maux killed two at a shot with a single rifle-ball.

The Brent goose had not been seen before since entering Smith's

Straits. It is well known to the Polar traveller as a migratory

bird of the American continent. Like the others of the same
family, it feeds upon vegetable matter, generally on marine plants

with their adherent molluscous life. It is rarely or never seen in

the interior, and from its habits may be regarded as singularly in-

dicative ofopen water. The flocks of this bird, easily distinguished

by their wedge-shaped liile of flight, now crossed the water obliquely,

and disappeared over the land to the north and east. I had shot

these birds on the coast of Wellington Channel in latitude 74° 50',

nearly six degrees to the south : they were then flying in the same
direction.

The rocks on shore v;ere crowded with sea-swallows (Sterna

Arctka), birds whose habits require open water, and they were al-

ready breeding.

It may interest others besides the naturalist to state, that all of

these occupied the southern limits of the channel for the first few
miles after reaching open water, but, as the party continued then-

progress to the north, they disappeared, ?,nd marine birds took

their place. The gulls were now represented by no less than four

species. The kittiwakes {Larus tridactylis)—reminding Morton
of "old times in Baffin's Bay"—were again stealing fish from the

water, probably the small whiting {Merlangas Polaris), and their

grim cousins, the burgomasters, enjoying the dinner thus provided

at so little cost to themselves. It was a picture of life all round.

Of the flora and its indications I can say but little ; still less

can I feel justified in drawing from them any thermal inferences.

The season was too early for a display of Arctic veget-,tion ; and, in

the absence of specimens, I am unwilUng to adopt the observations

of Mr. Morton, who was no botanist* It seems clear, however,
that many flowering plants, at least as developed as those of Reus-
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selaer Harbour, had already made themselves recognisable j and, ohaptub
strange to say, the only specimen brought back was a crucifer

^^'"-

{Hesperis pyg7mea~V>m^M&), th- siliquce of which, still containing He.pcri»
seed, had thus survived the winter, to give evidence of its perfected Pygmsea.

growth. This plant I have traced to the Great Glacier, thus ex-
tending its range from the South Greenland zone. It has not, I
believe, been described at Upernavik.

It is another remarkable fact, that as they continued their jour-
ney, the land-ice and snow, which had served as a sort of pathway
for theu' dogs, crumbled and melted, and at last ceased altogether

;

so that, during the final stages of their progress, the sledge was
rendered useless, and Morton found himself at last toiling over
rocks and along the beach of a sea, which like the familiar waters
of the south, dashed in waves at his feet.

Here for the first time he noticed the Arctic Petrel (Procellarta xheArctk
glacialis), a fact which shows the accuracy of his observation,

*'**'^

though he was then unaware of its importance. This bird had not
been met with since we left the North Water of the EngUsh
whalers, more than two hundred miles south of the position on
which he stood. Its food is essentially marine, the acalephse, (fee.

(fee.
;
and it is seldom seen in numbers, except in the highways of

open water frequented by the whale and the larger representatives
of ocean Hfe. They were in numbers flitting and hovering over
the crests of the waves, like their relatives of kinder climates, the
Cape of Good Hope Pigeons, Mother Carey's Chickens, and the
petrels everywhere else.

As Morton, leaving Hans and Ms dogs, passed between Sir John Morton
Franklin Island and the narrow beacl^ Une, the coast became more »"•* "»"«

waU-like, and dark masses ofporphyi.ac rock abutted into the sea.
'^^"^

With growing diflJculty he managed to climb from rock to rock,
in hopes of doubling the promontory and sighting the coasts be-
yond, but the water kept encroaching more and more on his track.

It .nust have been an imposing sight, as he stood at this termi- ihetermi
nation of his journey, looking out upon the great waste of waters "*»"<"> °^

before him. Not a « speck of ice," to use his own words, could Sy'
be seen. There, from a height of 480 feet, which commanded a
horizon of almost forty miles, his ears were gladdened with the
novel music of dashing wav^s ; and a surf, breaking in among the
rocks at his feet, stayed his further progress. I
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Beyond this cape all is surmise. The high ridges to the north-

west dwindled off into low blue knobs, which blended finally with

the air. Morton called the cape, which baffled his labours, after

his commander ; but I have given it the more enduring name oi

Cape Con- Cape Constitution.

The homeward jourixcy, as it was devoted to the complet" ^n of

his siirvey a)id developed no new facts, I need not give. But I am
reluctant to close my notice of this discovery of an open sea, •nath-

out adding that the details of Mr. Morton's narrative harmonized

with the observations of all our party. I do not propose to discuss

here the causes or conditions of this phenomenon. How far it

may extend,—whether it exists simply as a feature of the imme-
diate region, or as part of a greatand unexplored area communicating

with a Polar basin,—and what may be the argument in fsivour of

one or the other hypothesis, or the explanation which reconciles it

with established laws,—»-niay be questions for men skilled in scien-

tific deductions. Mine has been tlie more humble duty of record-

ing what we saw. Coming as it did, a mysterious fluidity in the

midst of vast plains of solid ice, it was well calculated to arouse

emotions of the highest order; and I do not believe there was a

man among us who did not long for the means of embarking upon
its bright and lonely waters. But he who may be content to follow

our story for the nexc few months will feel, as we did, that a con-

trolling necessity made the desire a fruitless one.

An open sea near the Pole, or even an open Polar basin, has

been a topic of theory for a long time, and has been shadowed
forth to some extent by actual or supposed discoveries. As far

back as the days of Barentz, in 1596, without referring to the ear-

lier and more uncertain chronicles, water was seen to the eastward

of the northernmost cape of Novaia Zemlia ; and, until its limited

extent was defined by direct observation, it was assumed to be the

sea itself. The Dutch fisherman above and around Spitzbergen

pushed their adventurous cruises through the ice into open spaces

varying in size and form with the season and the winds ; and Dr.

Scoresby, a venerated authority, alludes to such vacancies in the

floe as pointing in argument to a freedom of movement from the

north, inducing open water in the neighbourhood of the Pole.

Baron Wrangell, when forty miles from the coast of Arctic Asia, saw,

as he thought, a " vast, illimitable ocean," forgetting for the moment

If
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how narrow are the limits of liunu-iu vision on a sphere. So, stiU chaptkb
more recently, Captain Penny proclaimed a sea in Wellington

^^"^

Sound, on the very spot where Sir Edward Belcher has since left Conjcc-

bis frozen ships
; and my predecessor, Captain Inglefield, from the ^ZZeL

mast-head of liis little vessel, announced an " open Polar basin," voyugera

but fifteen miles off from the ice which arrested our progress the
next year.

All these illusoiy discoveries were no doubt chronicled with
perfect integrity

; and it may seem to others, as since I have left

the field it sometimes does to myself, that my own, though on a
larger scale, may one day pass within the same category. Unlike
the others, howe-er, that wliich I have ventured to call an open
sea has been travelled for many miles along its coast, and was
viewed from an elevation of 580 feet, still without a I'mit, moved
by a heavy swell, free of ice, and dashing in surf against a rock-
bound shore.

It is impossible, in reviewing the facts which connect themselves
with ti.id discovery,—the melted snow upon the rocks, the crowds
of marine birds, the limited, but still advancing vegetable life, the
rise of the thermometer in the water,—not to be struck with their
bearing on the question of a milder climate near the Pole. To Theory of

refer them all to the modification of temperature induced bv the
* '""''""

_„ -^ •, p , . , ,
'' climate

proximity of open water is only to change the form of the ques- near ti.e

tion; for it leaves the inquiry unsatisfied—What is the cause of
^°^*-

the open water 1

This, however, is not the place to enter upon such a discussion.
There is no doubt on my mind, that at a time within historical and
even recent limits, the climate of this region was milder than it is

now. I might base this opinion on the fact, abundantly developed
by our expedition, of a secular elevation of the coast line. But,
independently of the ancient beaches and terraces, and other geo-
logical marks which show that the shore has risen, the stone huts
of the natives are found scattered along the line of the bay in pots
now so fenced in by ice as to preclude all possibility of the hunt,
and, of course, of habitation by men who rely on it for subsistence.

Tradition points to these as once favourite hunting-gi-ounds near
open water. At Rensselaer Harbour, called by the natives Aunatok, Favourite
or the Thawing-Place, we met with huts in quite tolerable preser- ''»'"""«

vation, with the stone pedestals still standing which used to sustain
^"""""^
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OHAPTUB the carcases of the captured seals and walrus. Sunny Gorge, and
' a large indentation in Dallas Bay, which bears the Esquimaux name

of the Inhabited Place, showed us the remains of a village, sur-

rounded by the bones of seals, walrus, and whales—all now cased

in ice. In impressive connection with the same facts, showing not

only the former extension of the Esquimaux race to the higher

north, but the climatic changes which may perhaps be still in pro-

gress there, is the sledge-runner which Mr. Morton saw on the shores

of Morris Bay, in latitude 81°. It was made of the bone of a whale,

and worked out with skilful labour.

In this recapitulation of facts, I am not entering upon the ques-

tion of a warmer climate impressed upon this region in virtue of a

physical law which extends the isotherms toward the Pole. Still

less am I disposed to express an opinion as to the influence which

ocean-cUrreuts may exert on the temperature of these far-northern

regions ; there is at least one man, an officer in the same service

with myself, and whose scientific invesligations do it honour, with

whom I am content to leave that discussion. But I would respect-

fully suggest to those whose opportunities facilitate the inquiry,

whether it may not be that the Gulf Stream, traced already to the

coast of Novaia Zemlia, is deflected by that peninsula into the

space around the Pole. It would require a change in the mean
summer temperature of only a few degrees to develop the periodi-

cal recurrence of open water. The conditions which define the line

of perpetual snow and the limits of the glacier formation may have

certainly a proximate application to the problem of such water-

spaces pear the Pole.

Possible

deflection

of the Qui
Stream.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

PBO8PE0TS -SPECULATIONS—THE ABOnMENT—THE CONOHTSION—THE U»-
OONNOISSANOB — THE SCHEME—EQUIPMENT OP BOAT PABTY—EIDER
ISIiAND— HANS ISLAND— THE COBMORANT GULL—SENTIMENT— OUR
CHARTS—CAPTAIN INGIiEPIBLD—DISCREPANCIES—A OALE—PAST TO A
FLOE.

ATTEMPT TO REACH BEECHY ISLAND.

All the sledge-parties were now once more aboard ship, and the
season of Arctic travel had ended. For more than two months
we had been imprisoned in ice, and throughout all that period,

except during the enforced holiday of the midwinter darkness, or
while repairing from actual disaster, had been constantly in the
field. The summer was wearing on, but still the ice did not break
up as it should. As far as we could see, it remained inflexibly solid

between us and the North Water of Baffin's Bay. The questions
and speculations of those around ine began to show that they too
had anxious thoughts for the coming year. There was reason for

all our apprehensions, as some of my notes may show.
"July 8, Saturday.—Veimy saw water to the southward in

Barrow's Straits as early as June ; and by the first of July the leads
were within a mile of his harbour in Wellington Channel Dr.
Sutherland says he could have cut Lis way out by the 1 5th. Austin
was not liberated till the 10th of August; but the water had
worked up to within three miles and a half of him as early as the
1st, having advanced twenty miles in the preceding month. If,

now, we might assume that the ice between us and the nearest water
would give way as rapidly as it did in these two cases,—an as-

sumption, by-the-way, which the difi"erence of the localities is all

against, the month of our harbour should be reached in fifty days,
or by the last day of August ; and after that, several days, or per-
haps weeks must go by before the inside ice yields around our brig.

" I know by experience how soon the ice breaks up after it once
begins to go, and I hardly think that it can continue advancing
so slowly much longer. Indeed, I look for it to open, if it opens
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R at all, iibout the beginniuj,' of September at furthest, somewhere
neur the date of Sir James Rosa's liberation at Leopold. But then,

1 have to remember that I am niui!h further to the north than my
l.rcdeceHHora, and that by the 28th of last Avigust I had already,

lifter twenty days of unremitting labour, forced the brig nearly
forty miles through the pack, and that the pack began to close on
us only six days later, and that on the 7th of September we were
fairly fro/en in. Yet last summer was a most favourable one for

ice-molting. Putting all this together, it looks as if the winter
must catch us before we can get halfway through the pack, even
though wo should begin warping to the south at the earliest moment
that wo can hope for water.

" It is not a i)leasant conclusion of the argument ; for there never
was, and I trust never will be, a party worse armed for the en-

counter of a second Arctic winter. We have neither health, fuel,

nor provisions. Dr. Iftiyes, and indeed all I have consulted about
it indirectly, despond at the thought ; and when I look round upon
our diseased and disabled men, and think of the fearful work of

the last long night, 1 am tempted to feel as they do.

" The alternative of abandoning the vessel at this early stage of

our absence, even were it possible, would, I feel, be dishonouring

;

but, revolving the question as one of practicability alone, I would
not undertake it. Jn the first place, how are we to get along with

our sick and newly-amputated men ] It is a dreary distance at

the best to Upeinavik or Beechy Island, our only seats of refuge,

and a precarious traverse if we wei-e all of us fit for moving ; but

we are hardly one-half in efficiency of what we count in number.

Besides, how can I desert the brig while there is still a chance of

saving her I There is no use of noting pros and cons : my mind
is made up ; I will not do it.

" But I must examine this ice-field for myself I have been

maturing through the last fortnight a scheme of relief, based upon
a comniunication with the English squadron to the south, and to-

morrow I set out to reconnoitre. Hans will go with me. We will

fit out our poor travel-worn dt)gs with canvas shoes, and cross the

Hoes to the true water edge, or at least be satisfied that it is impos-

sible. ' He sees best who uses Ids own eyes.' After that I have

my course resolved on.

'hill/ 11, Txiesilaij.—We got back last night: a sixty miles' jour
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ney,—comfortleas enough, with only three hours' oleep on the ice.
For thiry-fivo miles south the straits are absolutely tight. Off
Refuge Inlet and Esquimaux Point we found driving leads ; but
between these points and the brig not a crack. I pushed the' dogs
over the drift-ice, and, after a fair luimber of mischances, found the
North Water. It wiis flawing and free ; but since M'Qary .saw it

last May it has not advanced more than four miles. It would be
absurd at this season of the year 'to attempt escaping in open boats
with this ice between us and water. All that can be done is to
re-inforce our energies as we may, and look the worst in the face.

" In view of these contingencies, I have determined to attempt
in person to communicate with Beechy Island, or at least make
tlie effort. If I can reach Sir Edward Belcher's squadron, I am
sure of all I want. I wUl take a light whaleboat, and pick my com-
panions for a journey to the south and west. I may find perhaps
the stores of the North Star at the Wostenholm Islands, or by
great good luck come across some passing vessel of the squadron,
and make known our whereabouts and wants; or, failing these, we
will try and coast it along to Wellington Channel.
"A depot of provisions and a seaworthy craf. large enough to carry

us,—if I had those, everything would be right. Even Sir John
Ross's launch, the Little Alary, that he left at Union Bay, would
serve our purpose. If I had her I could make a southern passage
after the fall tides. The great enemy of that season is the young
shore-ice, that would cut through our frail boats like a saw. Or,
if we can only renew our stock of provisions for the winter, we may
await the chances of next year.

" I know it is a hazardous venture, but it is a necessary one, and
under the circumstances an incumbent duty. I should have been
glad, for some reasons, if the command of such an attempt could
have been delegated to a subordinate ; but I feel that I have no
right to devolve this risk upon another, and I am, besides, the only
one possessed of the necessary local knowledge of Lancaster Sound
and its ice-movements.

" As a prelude to this solemn undertaldng, I met my officers in
the evening, and showed them my ice-charts ; explaining, what I
found needed little explanation, the prospect immediately before
us. I then discussed the probable changes, and, giving them my
personal opinion that the brig might after all be Uberated at a
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late date, I announced my project. I will not say how gratified

I was with the manner in which they received it. It struck me
that tliere was a sense of personal relief experienced everywliere.

I told them that I did not choose to call a council or connect any

of them with the responsibilities of the measure, for it involved

only the personal safety of those who chose to share the risk. FuU
instructions were then left for their guidance during my absence.

" It was the pleasantest interview I ever had with my associates.

I believe every man on board would have volunteered, but I con-

fined myself to five active men : James M'Gary, William Morton,

George Riley, Hans Christian, and Thomas Hickey, made up my
party."

Our equipment had been getting ready for some time, though

without its object being understood or announced. The boat was

our old Forlorn Hope, mended up and revised for her new des-

tinies. She was 23 fetet long, had 6 J feet beam, and was 2 feet 6

inches deep. Her build was the characteristic one of the Ameri-

can whaleboats, too flat-bottomed for ordinary use, but much
improved by a false keel, which Ohlsen had given her through-

out her entire length. After all, she was a mere cockle-shell.

Her great fault was her knife-like bow, which cut into the short

seas most cruelly. To remedy this in some degree, and to make up

for her want of height, I devised a sort of half-deck of canvas and

gum-elastic cloth, extending back beyond the fore-mast, and con-

tinued along the gunwale,—a sort of weather-cloth, which might

possibly add to hflr safety, and would certainly make her more

comfortable in heavy weather.

I left her rig altogether to M'Oary. ^e carried what any one

but a New London whaler would call an inordinate spread of can-

vas, a light cotton fore-saU of 12 feet lift, a stouter main-sail of

14 feet lift with a spreet 18 feet long, and a snug little jib. Her
masts were of course selected very carefully, for we could not carry

extra sticks : and we trusted to the good old-fashioned steering-oar

rather than a rudder.

Morton, who was in my confidence from the first, had all our

stores ready. We had no game;, and no meat but pork, of which

we took some hundred and fifty pounds. I wanted pemmican, and

sent the men out in search of the cases which were left on the floe

by the frozen depot-party during the rescue of last March ; but
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they could not find a trace of them, or indeed of anything elm we
abandoned at that tinie-a proof, if we wanted one, how blurred
aU our faculties must have been by suffering, for we marked them
as we thought, with marvellous care.

'

We lifted our boat over the side in the afternoon, and floated
her to the crack at the Observatory Island; mounted her there on
our large sledge The Faith, by an arrangement of cradles of Mr
Ohlsen'sdevisirig; stowed in everything but the provisions, and
carried her on to the bluff of Sylvia Ileadland-and the next
morning a party consisting of .-..ll but the sick was detailed to
transport her to open water; while M'Gary, Hans, and myself, fol-
lowed with our St. John's sledge, carrying our stores.

The surface of the ice was very irregular and covered with water-
pools. Our sledge broke down with repeated strainings, and we
had a fatiguing walk of thirty-six miles to get another. We passed
the first night wet and supperless on the rocks—a bad beginning,
for the next day found us stiff and out of sorts.

The ice continued troublesome, the land-ices swaying hither and
tluther with the tide. The second day's progress, little as it was
cost us very hard labour. But another night of repose on the
rocks refreshed us; so that, the day after, we were able to make
about seven miles along the ice-belt. Two days more, and we had
earned the boat across twenty miles of heavy ice-floe, and launched
her m open water. It was not far from the hut on Esquimaux
Point.

The straits were much clogged with drift, but I followed the
coast southward without difficulty. We travelled at night resting
when the sun was hottest. I had every reason to be pleased with
the performance of the whaleboat, and the men kept up their
spu-its well. We landed at the point where we left our life-boat a
year ago, and to our great joy found it untouched: the cove and
inlet were still fast in ice.

We now neared the Littleton Island of Captain Inglefield, where
a piece of good fortune awaited us. We saw a number of ducks
both eiders and heraldas; and it occurred to me that by tracking
their flight we should reach their breeding-grounds. Th-re was
no trouble in doing so, for they flew in a bee-line to a group of
rocky islets, above which the whole horizen was studded with
birds. A rugged Uttle ledge, which I named Eider Island, was 30
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thickly colonized that we could hardly walk without tremliug on a

neat We killed with guns and stones over two hundred birds in

a few hrurs.

It was near the close of the breeding-season. The neate were

still occupied by the mother-birds, but many ol the young had

burst the shell, and were nestling under the wing, or taking their

first lessons in the water-pools. Some, more advanced, were

already in the ice-sheltered channels, greedily waiting for the shell-

fish and sea-urchins, which the old bird busied herself in pi ^curing

for them.

Near by was a low and isolated rock-ledge, which we called

Hans Island. The glaucous gulls, those cormorants of the Arctic

Island and ggag^ ^ad made it their peciiliar homestead. Their progeny, already
It8^|niiab -

j'^^ g^^ggjj ^j^(j voraciou?, crowded the guanO'-^'hitened rocks ; and

the mothers, with long necks and gapng yellow bills, swooped

above the peaceful shallows of the eiders, carrying off the young

birds, seemingly just as their wants required. A more domineer-

ing and insatiable rapacity I have never wilnessed. The gull

would gobble up and swallow a young eider in less time than it

takes me to describe the act. For a moment you would see the

paddling feet of the pocr little wretch protruding from the mouth;

then came a distension of the neck as it descended into the

stomach ; a few moments more, and the young gulls were feeding

on the ejected morsel.

The mother-duck, of course nearly distracted, battles, and battles

well ; but she cannot always re-assemble her brood ; and in her

efforts to defend one, uncovering the others, I have seen her left

as destitute as Niobe. Hans tells me that in such cases she

adopts a new progeny ; and, as he is well versed in the habits of

:-he bird, I see no reason to doubt his assertion.

The glaucous is not the only predatory gull of Smith's Strait.

In fact, all the Arctic species, without including their cousins the

jagers, have the propensity strongly marked. I have seen the

ivory gull, the most beautiful and snowy St. Agnes of the ice-fields,

seize our wounded awks, and, after a sharp battle, carry them off

in her talons. A novel use of a palmated foot,

I could sentimentalize on these bereavements of the ducks and

their companions in diet : it would be only the everyday ser-

monizing of the world. But while the gulls were fattening their
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life Of the 8ea, and we were as busily engaged upon botl. in true
""'

earned reputation in South Greenland for its deUcious juices and
'''"''

the eggs of Eider Island can well afford to suffer fro n e 'oc"«onaI visits of gulls and other bipeds; for a locust- warHf
foragers might fatten without stint on their surplu. abundance.We camped at this nursery of wUd fowl, and laid in four largendla^rubber bags ful

, cleaned and rudely boned. Our boat Zhauled up and reftted; and, .he trial having shown ue that sh^was too heavily laden for safety. I made a general reduction of urstores, and cached the surplus under the rocks
On Wednesday, the 1 9th. we left Flag .ff Point, where we fixedour beacon last year; and .tood wes^ 10» south under full canvasMy aim was to take the channel obliquely at Littleton Islan":and making the drift-ice or the land to the south-west in then^ghbourhoo of Cape Combermere, push on for Kent llnd andleave a cairn thera

I had the good fortune to get satisfactory meridian observations m .„as well as an^lar bearings between Capo Alexander and Cta^"—
cated TlT^ T

°"'
"^T''''''

^^ '^'''"^'^^^ ^^d alreadylndi-
"°"^

cated, that the entire co^t-Une upon the Admiralty charts of mypredecessor would have to be altered
^

cov?r?\'the"wav'' T^'^^^^^-^ "^ 'he strait, whose dis- suuauon

Tr7:^ ^^p^^'T^'
'' ^""^ '"^^'^ to old Baffin than his follower e'^"""Sir John Ross, bears west 22° north (solar) from Cape Alexander

'^
"

Its former location being some 20° to the south of west The

between these two capes, but upon the parallel of 78° 24', wherCape Isabella b;ars due west of Littleton Island, and the iame^of the channel is reduced to thirty-seven miles.

In^M^r'T ^'TiT
°"' ^"J^^*^^" °^ *^"« ^°^* -nd Captain

ntr wMi^e': "f
"""^ '' *'^ '^^^^"^ circumstfnces

pass aL thot 7-T 'T'^-
^^^ «^"ggi«hness of the com-

fitted ^ I\ '''^°*"f
^«« °f r^f^-ction in the Arctic seas, are well

1 ert1^T" '"' ""^^'' ^ "^^^^*«^- I °^ig^t h-itate to^ert the greater certainty for our results, had not the position ofour observa oiy at Fern Rock, to which our survey is fer^edbeen determmed bv a careful series of astronomical obTe^a^^r
'

I
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onAPTKR Captain Inglefield gives the mean trend of the east coast about
^^'^

- 20° too much to the north, in consequence of which the capes and

indentations sighted oy \ im are too high in latitude.

Cape Fre- Cape Frederick VII., his highest northern point, is placed in

derickvii.
j.^t. 79° 30', while no land—the glacier not being considered as

such—is found on that coast beyond 79° 13'. The same cape, as

laid down in the Admiralty Chart of 1852, is about eighty miles

from the furthest position reached by Captain Inglefield. To see

land upon the horizon nt this distance, even from a mast-head

80 feet liigh, would require it to be a mountain whoso altitude

exceeded 3500 feet. An island similar in position to that desig-

nated by Captain Inglefield as Louis Napoleon does not exist.

The land sighted in that direction may have been the top of a

high mountain on the north side of Franklin Pierce Bay, though

this supposition requires us to assume an error in the bearing

;

for, as given in the chart, no land could be within the range of

sight. In deference to Captain Inglefield, I have continued for

this promontory the name which he had impressed upon it as an

island,

o , , Toward nisht the wind freshened from the northward, and we
bout navi- ^
Ration in passed beyoud the protection of the straits mto the open sea-way.
.Ko „„«„

^^ journal gives no picture of the life we now entered on. The

oldest sailor, who treads the deck of his ship with the familiar

confidence of a man at home, has a distrust of open-boat naviga-

tion which a landsman hardly shares. The feeling grew upon ue

as we lost the land. M'Gary was an old Behring's Straits wnaler,

and there is no better boatman in the would than he ; but I know

that he shared my doubts, as the boat buried herself again and

again in the trough of a short chopping sea, which it taxed all his

dexterity in steering to meet.

Baffin passed around this gulf hi 1616 with two small vessels ;

but they were giants beside ours. I thought of them as we crossed

his track steering for Cape Combermere, then about sixty miles

distant, with every prospect of a heavy gale.

We were in the centre of this large area of open water when

the gale broke upon us from the north. We were near foundering.

Our false bow of India-rubber cloth was beaten in, and our frail

weather-boarding soon followed it. With the utmost exertion we

could hardly keep our boat from broaching to : a broken oar or an

the opec

sea.
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accidental tmtcli would have been fatal to us at any time. coAPTKa
But M'Gary handled that whaler's marvel, the long steering-oar, ^^"•
with admirable skiU. None of us could pretend to take his place
*or twenty-two unbroken hours he stuck to his post without re-
laxing his attention or his efforts.

I was not prepared for such a storm. I do not think I have a atom,
seen a worse sea raised by the northers of the Gulf of Mexico
At last the wind hauled to the eastward, and we were glad to
drive before it for the in-shore floes. We had passed several
bergs

;
but the sea dashed against their sides so furiously as to

negative all hope of protection at their base ; the pack or floe, so
much feared before, was now looked to for a refuge.

I remember well our anxiety as we entered the loose streams of p ,

,

drift after four hours' scudding, and our rehef when we felt their
«" '

influence upon the sea. We fastened to an old floe, not 60
yards in diameter, and, with the weather-surf breaking over our
heads, rode out the storm under a warp and grapnel
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The obstacle we licod now to encounter was the pack that

stretched between us and the south.

Wlien the storm abated we coumienced boring into it,—slow

work at the best of times ; but my companions encountered it

with a persevering activity quite as admirable as their fortitude

in danger. It had its own hazards too ; and more than once it

looked as if we were permanently beset. I myself knew that we

might rely on the southerly wind to liberate us from such an im-

prisonment ; but I saw that the men thought otherwise, as the

iee-fields closed around us and the horizon showed an unchanging

circle of ice.

We were still labouring on, hardly past the middle of the bay,

when the floes began to relax. On Sunday, the 23d of July, the

whole aspect around us changed. The sun came out cheeringly,

the leads opened more and more, and, as we pulled through them

to the south, each ice-tongue that we doubled brought us nearer

to the Greenland shore. A slackening of the ice to the east en-

abled us after a w!iile to lay our course for^Hakluyt Island. Wo
spread our canvas again, and reached the in-shore fields by one

in the afternoon. We made our camp, dried our buffalo-skins,

and sunned and slept away our fatigue.

We renewed our labours in the morning. Keeping inside the

pack, we coasted along for the Gary Islands, encountering now

and then a projecting floe, and either boring or passing around it,

but making a satisfactory progress on the whole toward Lancaster

Sound. But at the south point of Northumberland Island the

pack arrested us once more. The seam by which we had com^

east lay between Whale Sound and Murchison Inlet, and the ice-

drift from the southern of these had now piled itself in out

way.
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I was confident that I should find the "Eastern Water" if I ohaptkb
could only reach Cape Parry, and that this would give me a free ffl"
track to Gary Islands. I therefore looked anxiously for a fissure
in the pack, and pressed our Httle craft into the first one that
seemed at all practicable.

For the next three days we worked painfully through the half- Painfui
open leads, making in all some fifteen miles to the south. We '""'''•

had very seldom room enough to row ; but, as we tracked along,
it was not diflScult to escape nippings, by hauling up the boat on
tlie ice. Still she received some hard knocks, and a twist or two
that did not help her sea-worthiness, for she began to leak ; and
this, with tlie rain which fell heavUy, forced us to bale her out
every other hour. Of course we could not sleep, and one of our
little party fell sick with the unmitigated fatigue.

On the 29th it came on to blow, the wind still keeping from a gala
the south-west, but cold and almost rising to a gale. We had had
another wet and sleepless night, for the floes stUl baffled us by
their capricious movements. But at three in the afternoon we had
the sun again, and the ice opened just enough to tempt us. It
was uncomfortable toil. We pushed forward our little weather-
worn craft, her gunwales touching on both sides, till the toppling
ice began to break down on us, and sometimes, critically sus-
pended, met above our heads.

One of these passages I am sure we all of us remember. We
were in an alley of pounded ice-masses, such as the receding floes a boat
leave when tliey have crushed the tables that were between them, "'p-

and had pushed our way far enough to make retreat impossible,
when the fields began to close in. There was no escaping a nip,
for everything was loose and rolling around us, and the floes broke
into hunmiock ridges as they came together. They met just
ahead of us, and gradually swayed in toward our boat. The
fragments were already splitting off and spinning over us, when
we found ourselves borne up by the accumulating rubbish, like
the Adva7ice in her winter drift ; and, after resting for twenty
mmutes high out of water, quietly lowered again as the fields
relaxed their pressure.

Generally, however, tlie ice-fields came together directly, and so
graduaUy as to enable us to anticipate their contact. In such
caaes, as we were short-handed and our boat heavily laden, we
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we^e glad to avail ourselves of the motion of the floes to assist in

lix'ting her upon them. We threw her across the lead by a small

pull of the steering-oar, and let her meet the approaching ice upon
her bow. The effect, as we found in every instance, was to press

her down forward as the floe advanced against her, and to raise

her stern above the level of the other field. We held ourselves

ready for the spring as she began to rise.

It was a time of almost unbroken excitement
;
yet I am not

surpiised, as I turn over the notes of my meagre diary, to find how
little of stu-ring incident it records. The story of one day's strife

with the ice-floes might almost serve for those which followed it

;

I remember that we were four times nipped before we succeeded
in releasing ourselves, and that we were glad to haul upon the

floes as often as a dozen times a day. We attempted to drag for-

ward on the occasional fields ; but we had to give it up, for it

strained the boat so much that she was barely sea-worthy ; it kept

one man busy the last six days baling her out.

On the 31st, at the distance of ten miles from Cape Parry, we
came to a dead halt. A solid mass lay directly across our path,

extending onward to our furthest horizon. There were bergs in

sight to the westward, and by walking for some four miles over

the moving floe in that direction, M'Gary and myself succeeded

in reaching one. We climbed it to the height of a hundred and
twenty feet, and, looking out from it with my excellent spy-glass

to the south and west, we saw that all within a radius of thirty

miles was a motionless, unbroken, and impenetrable sea.

I had not counted on this. Captain Inglefield found open
water two years before at this very point. I myself met no ice

here only seven days later in 1853. Yet it was plain, that from

Cape Combermere on the west side, and an unnamed bay i.^mie-

diately to the north of it, across to Hackluyt Island, there ex-

tended a continuous barrier of ice We had scarcely penetrated

beyond its margin.

We had, in fact, reached the dividing pack of the two great open
waters of Baflin's Bay. The experience of the whalers and of the

expedition-ships that have traversed this region have made all of

us familiar with that great expanse of open sea, to the north of

Cape Dudley Diggs, which has received the name of the North
Water. Combining the observations of Baffin, Ross, and Ingle-
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field, we know that this sometimes extends as far north as Littleton
Island, embracing an area of 90,000 square miles. The voyagers
I have named could not, of course, be aware of the interesting fact
that this water is divided, at least occasionally, into two distinct
bodies; the one comprehended between Lancaster and Jones's
Sounds, the other extending from the point we had now reached
to the upper pack of Smith's Straits. But it was evident to aU
of our party that the barrier which now arrested us was made up
of the ices which Jones's Sound on the west and Murchison's on
the east had discharged and driven together.

I may mention, as bearing on the physical geography of the
region, that south of Cape Isabella the western shore is invested
by a zone of unbroken ice. We encountered it when we were about
twenty miles from the land. It followed the curves of three great
indentations, whose bases were lined with glaciers rivalling those of

Melville Bay. The bergs from them were numerous and large,

entangling the floating floes, and contributing as much ;is the cur-
rents to the ice-clad character of this most dreary coast. The
currents alone would not explain it. Yet when we recur to the
observations of Graah, who describes a similar belt on the eastern
coast of Greenland, and to the observations of the same character
that have been made on the coasts of Arctic America to the south-
east, it is not easy to escape the thought, that this accumulation of
ice on the western shores must be due, in part at least, to the
rotary movements of the earth, whose increasing radius as we
recede from the Pole gives increased velocity to the southern ice-
pack.

To return to our narrative. It was obvious that a further
attempt to penetrate to the south must be hopeless till the ice-

barrier before us should undergo a change. I had observed, when
passing Northumberland Island, that some of its glacier-slopes
were margined with verdure, an almost unfaiHng indication of
animal life; and, as my men were much wasted with diarrhoea,
and our supplies of food had become scanty, I resolved to work my
way to the island, and recruit there for another effort.

Tracking and sometimes rowing through a heavy rain, we tra-
versed the leads ior two days, working eastward; and on the morn-
ing of the third gained the open water near the shore. Here a
breeze came to our aid, and in a couple of hours more we passed
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OHAi'TRR with now unwonted facility to the southern face of the island. We
^^^''

met several flocks of little auks as we approached it, and found on

landing that it was one enormous homestead of the auks, dovekies,

and gulls.

We encamped on the 31st, on a low beach at the foot of a

moraine that came down between precipitous cliffs of surpassing

wildness. It had evidently been selectfid by the Esquimaux for a

winter settlement : five well-built huts of stone attested this. Three

of them were still tolerably perfect, and bore marks of recent habi-

tation. The droppings of the birds had fertilized the soil, and it

abounded in grasses, sorrel, and cochlearia, to the water's edge.

Traceo of

»n Efxiui-

maiix

aettle-

ment

I

Foxes.

aiiACIBIl OF NOBTBUUBBBLAMD ISLAND.

The foxes were about in great numbers, attracted, of course, by

the abundance of birds. They were all of them of the lead-colcxred

variety, without a white one among them. The young ones, as
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yet lean and seemingly unskilled in hospitable courtesies, barked ohaptei
at us as we walked about. xxv.

I was greatly interested by a glacier that occupied the hesvd of An"kulr.
the moraine. It came down abruptly from the central plateau of *«""«

the island, with an angle of descent of more than 70°. I have never
^'"""'"

seen one that illustrated more beautifuUy the viscous or semi-solid
movement of these masses. Like a well-known glacier of the Alps,
It had two planes of descent ; the upper nearly precipitous for about
400 feet from the summit, the lower of about the same height, but
with an angle of some 50°,—the two communicating by a slightly-
inclined platform perhaps half a mile long. This ice was unbroken
through its entire extent. It came down from the level of the
upper country, a vast icicle, with the folds or waves impressed
upon it by its onward motion, undisturbed by any apparent frac-
ture or crevasse. Thus it rolled onward over the rugged and con-
tracting platform below, and thence poured its semi-solid mass
down upon the plain. Where it encountered occasional knobs of
rock it pjissed round them, bearing stiU the distinctive marks of
an imperfect fluid obstructed in its descent; and its lower fall

described a dome, or, to use the more accurate simile of Forbes, a
great outspread clam-shell of ice.

It seemed as if an interior ice-lake was rising above the brink Progrese

of the cliflFs that confined it. In many places it could be seen ex-
"[^'J',^^uding or forcing its way over the very crest of the rocks, and*"*'*'

hanging down in huge icy stalactites 70 and 100 feet long. These
were still lengthening out by the continuous ovei-flow,—some of
them breaking off as then- woight became too great for their
tenacity; others sweUing by constant suppUes from the interior,
but spitting off fragmentary masses with an unremitting clamour.
The plain below these cataractine glaciers was piling up with the
debris, while torrents of the melted rubbish found their way,
foaming and muddy, to the sea, carrying gravel and rocks along
with them.

These ice-cascades, as we called them, kept up their din the ice-ca»

whole night, sometimes startling us with a heavy booming sound,
*""*''*

as the larger masses fell, but more generally rattling away like the
random fires of a militia parade. On examining the ice of which
they were made up, I found grains of neve larger than a walnut

;

80 large, indeed, that it was hard to realize that they could be
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'il OHAPTKR formed by the ordinary granulating processes of the winter snows.
__ My impression is, that the surface of the plateau-ice, the mer cU

glace of the island, is made up of these agglomerated nodules, and
that they are forced out and discarded by the advance of the more
compact ice from higher levels.

I
I
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It was with mingled feelings that we neared the brig. Our little

party had grown fat and strong upon the auks and eiders and
scurvy-grass

; and surmises were rife among us as to the condition
of our comrades and the prospects of our ice-bound little ship.

The tide-leads, which one year ago had afforded a precarious
passage to the vessel, now barely admitted our whale-boat ; and,
as we forced her through the broken ice, she showed such signs of
hard usage, that I had her hauled up upon the land-belt and
housed under the cliffs at Six-mile Ravine. We crossed the rocks
on foot, aided by our jumping-poles, and startled our shipmates by
our sudden appearance.

In the midst of the greeting which always met our returning
parties, and which gave to our little vessel the endearing associa-

tions of a homestead, our thoughts reverted to the feeble chances
of our liberation, and the failure of our recent effort to secure the
means of a retreat.

The brig had been imprisoned by closely-cementing ice for eleven
months, during which period she had not budged an inch from her
icy cradle. My journal will show the efforts and the hopes which
engrossed our few remaining days of uncertainty and suspense :

—

" August 8, Tuesday.—This morning two saw-lines were passed
from the open-water pools at the sides of our stern-post, and the ice

was bored for blasting. In the course of our operations the brig

surged and righted, rising two and a half feet. We are now trying

to warp her a few yards toward Butler Island, where we again go
to work with our powder-canisters.

"August 11, Friday.—Returned yesterday from an inspection

of the ice toward the Esquimaux settlements ; but, absorbing as

was my errand, I uianaged to take geognosticai sections and pro-
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filea of the coast as far south as Peter Force Bay, beyond which
the ice was impenetrable.

" I have often referred to the massive character of the ice in
that neighbourhood. The ice-foot, by our winter measurement 27
feet in mean thickness by 40 yards in width, is now of dimensions
still more formidable. Large masses, released like land-slides by
the action of torrents from the coast, form hero and there a belt or
reef, which clogs the shoal water near the shore and prevents a
passage. Such ice I have seen 36 feet in height; and when sub-
jected, as it often is, to hummock-squeezing, 60 and 70 feet. It
requires experience to distinguish it from the true iceberg.

" When I passed up the sound on the 6th of August, after my
long southern journey, I found the ice-foot comparatively un-
broken, and a fine interval of open water between it and the large
floes of the pack. Since then this pack haa been broken up, and
the com.-ninuted fragments, forming a great drift, move with tides
and currents in such a way as to obliterate the 'landwater' at high
tide, and under some circumstances at other times. This broken
rubbish occasionally expands enough to permit a boat to pass
through

;
but, as we found it, a passage could only be effected by

heavy labour, and at great expense to our boat, nearly unseaworthy
now from her former trials. We hauled her up near Bedevilled
Headland, and returned to the brig on foot.

" As I travelled back along the coast, I observed the wonderful
changes brought about by the disruption of the pack. It was my
hope to have extricated the brig, if she was ever to be Hberated,
before the drift had choked the land-leads ; but now they are
closely jammed with stupendous ice-fragments, records of incon-
ceivable pressures. The bergs, released from their winter cement,
have driven down in crowds, grounding on the shallows, and ex-
tending in roofs or chains out to seaward, where they have caught
and retained the floating ices. The prospect was really desolation
itself One floe measured nine feet in mean elevation above the
water-level

; thus implying a tabular thickness by direct congela-
tion of 63 feet. It had so closed in with the shore, too, as to rear
up a barricade of crushed ice which it vras futile to attempt to
pass. All prospect of forcing a passage ceased north of Six-mile
Ravine.

"On reaching the brig I found that the blasting had succeeded
;
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one canister cracked and uplifted 200 square yards of ice with but ohapth
Eve pounds of powder. A prospect showed itself of getting inside *JZ1'
the island at high water ; and I determined to attempt it at the «ce biwt-

highest spring- tide, which takes place on the 12th.
'"'"

''August 12, Saturday.—1\\Q brig bore the strain of her now
position very well. The tide f^M 16 feet, leaving her high and
dry

;
but, as the water rose, everything was replaced, and the deck

put in order for warping again. Every one in the little vessel
tiu-ned to

; and after much excitement, at the very top of the
tide, she passed ' by the skin of her teeth.' She was then warped
into a bight of the floe, near Fox-Trap Point, and there she now lies.

" We congratulate ourselves upon effecting this crossing. Had
we failed, we should have had to renuun fast probably for the liigh

tides a fortnight hence. The young ice is already making, and
our hopes rest mainly upon the gales of late August and September.

" August 13, Sunday.—B>ii]\ fast to the old floe near Fox-Trap Fastto.

Point, waiting a heavy wind as our only means of liberation. The Jox-mp
land-trash is cemented by young ice, which is already an inch and Pomt

a half thick. The thermometer has been as low as 29°
; but the

fog and mist which prevail to-day are in our favour. The perfect
clearness of the past five days hastened the growth of young ice,

and it has been forming without intermission.

" I took a long walk to uispect the ice towards Six-mile Ravine. icein.pec

This ice has never been moved either by wind or water since its
"°°-

formation. I found that it lined the entire shore with long ridges

of detached fragments—a discouraging obstacle, if it should remain,
in the way of our future liberation. It is in direct contact with
the big floe that we are now fast to, and is the remnant of the
triple lines of ' land-ices' which I have described already. I attri-

bute its permanency to the almost constant shadow of the moun-
tains near it.

''August 15, Tuesday.—To-day I made another ice-inspection to
the north-east. The floe on which I have trudged so often, the
big bay-floe of our former mooring, is nearly the same as when we
left it. I recognised the holes and cracks, through the fog, by a
sort of instinct. M'Gary and myself had little difficulty in reach-

ing the Fiord Water by our jumping-poles.

" I have my eye on this water ; for it may connect with the
Northeast Headland, and hereafter give us a passage.
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" The season travels on : the young ico grows thicker, and my
messmates' faces grow longer every day. I have again to play
buffoon to keep up the spirits of the i)arty.

" A raven
! The snow -birds begin to fly to the south in groups,

coming ut night to our brig to hover on the rigging. Winter is

hurrying upon us. The poppies are quite wilted.

" Examined ice with Mr. Bonsall, and determined to enter the
broken land-ices by warping ; not that there is the slightest pro-
babiUty of getting through, but it affords moral aid an. comfort
to the men and officers : it looks as if we were doing somethin,^'.

'' August 17, 7'Aur«rfay.—Warped about 100 y-^rds into the
trash, and, after a long day of labour, have turned m, hoping to
recommence at 6 a.m. to-morrow.

« In five days the spring-tides come back : should we fail in
passing with them, I think our fortunes are fixed. The young ice
bore a man this morning : it had a bad look, this man-supporting
August ice

!
The temperature never falls below 28° ; but it is

cold o' nights with no fire.

''August 18, .Fnc^ay.—Reduced our allowance of wood to six
pounds a meal This, among eighteen mouths, is one-third of a
pound of fuel for each. It allows us coffee twice a day, and soup
once. Our fare besides this is cold pork boiled in quantity and
eaten as required. This sort of thing works badly; but I must
save coal for other emergencies. I see ' darkness a-head.'

" I inspected the ice again to-day. Bad ! bad !—I must look
another winter in the face. I do not shrink from the thought

;

but, while we have a chance ahead, it is my first duty to have all

thmgs in readiness to meet it. It is horrible—yeH, that is the
word—to look forward to another year of disease and darkness to
be met without fresh food ar(i -vitliou* fuel. I should meet it

with a more tempered sadness i/' y- I xo comralos to tliink for
and protect.

''August 20, Sundcnj.—ReHt for all hands. The daily prayer
is no longer,

'
Lord, accept our gratitude and bless our undertaking,'

but, ' Lord, accept our gratitude and restore us to our homes.' The
ice shows no change : after a boat and foot journey around the
entire south-eastern curve of the bay, no signs !

" I was out in the Hed Eric with Bonsall, M'Gary, Hans, Riley
and John. We tracked her over the ice to the Burgomaster Cove
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the flanking OApe <>f Charlotte Wood Fiord and its river. Here we
launched hor, nnd went all round the long canal whicli the running

waters have eaten into the otherwise unchanged ice. Charlotte

Wood Fiord is a comnmnding sheet of water, nearly as wide as

the Delaware : in the midst of the extreme solidity around us, it

looked deceitfully gladdening. After getting to the other side,

near Little Willie's Monument, we ascended a high bin IF, and saw

everything weary and discouraging beyond. Our party returned

quite crestfallen."

My attempt to reach Beechy Island had disclosed, as I thought

it would, the impossibility of reacliing the settlements of Green-

land. Between the American and the opposite side of tlie bay

was one continuous pack of ice, which, after I had travelled on it

for many miles to the south, was still of undefined extent before

me. The birds had loft their colonies. The water-streams from

the bergs and of the shore were freezing up rapidly. The young
ice made the water-surface impassable even to a whaleboat. Tt was
clear to me that without an absolute change of circumstances, such

as it was vain to look for any longer, to leave the ship would be

to enter upon a wilderness destitute of resources, and from which

it would be difficult, if not impracticable, to return.

Everything before us was involved in gloomy doubt. Hopeful

as I had been, it was impossible not to feel that we were near the

climax of the expedition.

I determined to place upon Observatory Island a large signal-

beacon or cairn, and to bury under it documents which, in case of

disaster to our party, would convey to any who might seek us in-

telligence of our proceedings and our fate. Tbe memory of the

first winter quarters of Sir John Franklin, and the painful feelings

with which, while standing by the graves of his dead, I had five

years before sought for written signs pointing to the fate of the

living, made me careful to avoid a similar neglect.

A conspicuous spot was selected upon a cliff looking out upon

the icy desert, and on a broad face of rock the words :

—

ADVANCE,
A.D. 1853-54.

were painted in letters which could be read at a distance. A
pyramid of heavy atones, perched above it., was niarked with tiie

14
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of our two poor comrades. It was our beacon and their gravt
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Near this a hole was worked into the rock, and a paper,

enclosed in glass, sealed in with melted lead. It read a3 fol-

lows :

—

Brio Advanck, Augtist 14, 1854.

NHmes of " E. K. Kane, with his comrades, Henry Brooks, John Wall

fersTfTi'e
WilsoH, James M'Gary, I. I. Hayes, Christian Ohlsen, Amos Bon-

expedi- sail, Henry Goodfellow, August Sontag, William Morton, J. Carl

Petersen, George Stephenson, Jefferson Temple Baker, George
Biley, Peter Schubert, George Whipple, John Blake, Thomas
Hickey, WilUam Godfrey, and Hans Cristian, members of the

Second Grinnell Expedition in search of Sir John Franklin and

the missing crews of the Erebus and Tetror, were forced into this

harbour while endeavouring to bore the ice to the north and

east.

When "They were frozen in on the 8th of September, 1853, and
fiwen in. liberated

Labours of " During this period the labours of the expedition have deli-

neated 960 miles of coast-line, without developing any traces of the

missing ships or the slightest information bearing upon their fate.

The amount of travel to effect this exploration exceeded 2000
miles, all of which was upon foot or by the aid of dogs.

" Greenland has been traced to its northern face, whence it is

connected with the further north of the opposite coast by a great

glacier. This coast has been charted as high as lat. 82° 27'.

Smith's Sound expands into a capacious bay : it has been surveyed

throughout its entire extent. From its northern and eastern cor-

ner, in hit. 80° 10', long. 66°, a channel has been discovered and

followed until further progress was checked by water free from ice.

This channel trended nearly due north, and expanded into an ap-

parently open sea, which abounded with bii-ds and bears and

marine life.

" The death of the dogs during the winter threw the travel

essential to the above discoveries upon the personal efforts of the

officers and men. The summer finds them much broken in health

and strength.

the expe-

dition.
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"Jefferson Temple Baker and Peter Schubert died from injuries ohamie
received from cold while in manly performance of then- duty. ^'•
Their remains are deposited under a cairn at the north point of Deaths

Observatory Island. • from cold.

"The site of the observatory is 76 EngUsh feet from the site of the

northernmost saUent point of this island, in a direction south 14°
torT"^*"

east. Its position is in lat. 78° 37' 10", long. 70° 40'. The mean
tidal level is 29 feet below the highest point upon this island.
Both of these sites aro further designated by copper bolts sealed
with melted lead into holes upon the rocks.

" On the 12th of August, 1854, the brig warped from her posi- Position

tion, and, after passing inside the group of islands, fastened to the Hj^^
outer floe about a mile to the north-west, where she is now await-

'

^'

ing further changes in the ice.

(Signed) "E. K Kane,
" Fox-Tbap Point. August 14, 1854."

" ^"'""'^"^'"g Expedition.

Some hours later, the following note was added :

" The young ice having formed between the brig and this island, Additional

and prospects of a gale showing themselves, the date of departure
""'^

is left unfilled. If possible, a second visit wiU be m.ade to insert
our dates, our final escape being still dependent upon the course
of the season.

g. K. Kane."

And now came the question of the second winter : how to look Prospect

our enemy in the face, and how to meet him. Anything was bet-
°^.**«'=°"''

ter than inaction
; and, in spite of the uncertainty which yet

'""'^'"

attended our plans, a host of expedients were to be resorted to,
and much Eobinson Crusoe labour ahead. Moss was to be
gathered for eking out our winter fuel, and willow-stems, and
stonecrops, and sorrel, as antiscorbutics, collected and buried in the
snow. But while all these were in progress came other and
graver questions

Some of my party had entertained the idea that an escape to
the south was still practicable; and this opinion was supported by
Mr. Petersen, our Danish interpreter, who had accompanied the
Searching Expedition of Captain Penny, and had a matured expe-
rience in the chanoffis nf Arctic ''"p TL^^ , 4.i-„,._i,i. xi. ^ ,i

safety of all would be promoted by a withdrawal from the brig.
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lOS PROJECTED WITHDRAWAL FROM THE BRIO.

" August, 21, Monday.—The question of detaching a party was
in my mind some time ago ; but the more I thought it over, the

more I was convinced thai it would be neither right in itself nor

practically safe. For myself personally, it is a simple duty of

honour to remain by the brig : I could not think of leaving her

till I had proved the effect of the latter tides ; and after that, as I

have known all along, it would be too late. Come what may, I

share her fortunes.

" But it is a different question with my associates. I cannot

expect them to adopt my impulses ; and I am by no means sure

that I ought to hold them bound by my conclusions. Have I the

moral right ? for, as to nautical rules, they do not fit the circum-

stances ; among the whiilers, when a ship is hopelessly beset, the

master's authority gives way, and the crew take counsel for them-

selves whether to go or stay by her. My party is subordinate and
well-disposed ; but if the restlessness of suffering makes some of

them anxious to brave the chances, they may certainly plead that

a second winter in the ice was no part of the cruise they bargained

for.

" But what presses on me ia of another character. I cannot

disguise it from myself that we are wretchedly prepared for an-

other winter on board. We are a set of scurvy-riddled, broken-

down men ; our provisions are sorely reduced in quantity, and are

altogether unsuited to our condition. My only hope of maintain-

ing or restoring such a degree of health among us as is indispens-

able to our escape in the spring has been and must be in a whole-

some, elastic tone of feeling among the men : a reluctant, brooding,

disheartened spirit would sweep our decks like a pestilence. I

fear the bane of depressing example.

" I know all this as a medical man and an officer ; and I feel

that we might be wearing away the hearts and energies, if not the

lives of all, by forcing those who were reluctant to remain.

With half a dozen confiding, resolute men, I have no fears of ulti-

tnate safety.

" I will make a thorough inspection of the ice to-morrow, and

decide finally the prospects of our liberation.

"August 23, Wed?iesdag.—T\ie brig cannot escape. I got an

eligible position with my sledt'e to review the floes, and returned

this morning at two o'clock. Tiiere is no possibility of our re

lill
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lease, unless by some extreme intervention of the coming tides, ohaptbi

I doubt whether a boat could be forced as far as the Southern ^J^'
Water. When I think of the extraordinary way in which the ice

was impacted last winter, how very little it has yielded through
the summer, and how early another winter is making its onset

upon us, I am very doubtful, indeed, whether our brig can get

away at all. It would be inexpedient to attempt leaving her now
in boats ; the water-streams closing, the pack nearly fast again,

and the young ice almost impenetrable.

" I shall call the officers and crew together, and make known to The cap-

them very fully how things look, and what hazards must attend
J^^f""®**

such an effort as has been proposed among them. They shall

have my views unequivocally expressed. I will then give them
twenty-four hours to deliberate ; and at the end of that time all

who determine to go shall say so in writing, with a full exposition

of the circumstances of the case. They shall have the best outfit

I can give, an abundant share of our remaining stores, and my
good-bye blessing.

"August 24, Thursday.—At noon to-day I had ail hands called, a councu

and explamed to them frankly the considerations which have de-
''*"^'^-

termined me to remain where we are. I endeavoured to show
them that an escape to open water could not succeed, and that the
effort must be exceedingly hazardous : I alluded to our duties to

the ship : in a word, I advised them strenuously to forego the
project. I then told them that I should freely give my permis-
sion to such as were desirous of making the attempt, but that I

should require them to place themselves under the command of

officers selected by them before setting out, and to renounce in

writing all claims upon myself and the rest who were resolved to

stay by the vessel. Having done this, I directed the roll to be
called, and each man to answer for himself."

In the result, eight out of the seventeen survivors of my party riie deci-

resolved to stand by the brig. It is just that I should record "!"" °^

their names. They were Henry Brooks, James M'Gary, J. W.
Wilson, Henry Goodfellow, William Morton, Christian Ohlsen,
Thomas Hickey, Hans Cristian.

I divided to the others their portion of our resources justly and
even liberally

; and they left us on Monday, the 28th, with every
appliance our narrow circumstances could furnish to speed and
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CHAPTER guard them. One of them, George Riley, returned a few days

afterward ; but weary months went by before we saw the rest

again. They carried with them a written assurance of a brother's

welcome should they be driven back ; and this assurance was re-

deemed when hard trials had prepared them to share agr.iu out

fortunes.
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The party moved off with the elastic step of men confident in their onApraji

purpose, and were out of sight in a few hours. As we lost them
^^^"'

among the hummocks, the stern realities of our condition pressed
^'®*'^

themselves upon us anew. The reduced numbers of our party, K*^"
the helplessness of many, the waning efficiency of all, the impend-
ing winter, with its cold, dark night, our penury of resources, the
dreary sense of increased isolation,—these made the staple of our
thoughts. For a time Sir John Franklin and his party, our daily
topic through so many months, gave place to the question of our
own fortunes,—how we were to escape, how to live. The summer
had gone, the harvest was ended, and We did not care to
finish the sentence.

Following close on this gloomy train, and in fact blending with
it, came the more important discussion of our duties. We were
hke men driven to the wall, quickened, not depressed. Our plans
were formed at once : there is nothing like emergency to speed, if

not to instruct, the energies.

It was my first definite resolve that, come what might, our Arrange
organization and its routine of observances should be adhered to ""^l'

^^

strictly. It is the experience of every man who has either com-
^ '**

bated difficulties himself, or attempted to guide others through
them, that the controlling law shall be systematic action. No-
thing depresses and demoralizes so much as a surrender of the
approved and habitual forms of life. I resolved that everything
should go on as it had done. The arrangement of hours, the dis-
tribution and details of duty, the religious exercises, the cere-
monials of the table, the fires, the lights, the watch, even the
labours of the observatory and the notation of the tides and the
sky,-nothing should be intermitted that had contributed to make
up the day.
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My next waa to practise on the lessons we bad learned from the

Esquimaux. I had studied them carefully, and determined that

their form of habitation and their peculiarities of diet, without their

unthrift and filth, were the safest and best to which the necessity

of our circumstances invited us.

My journal tells how these resolves were carried out ;

—

"Septembe?" 6, Wednesday.—We are at it, all hands, sick and

well, each man according to his measure, working at our winter's

home. We are none of us in condition to brave the frost, and our

fuel is nearly out. I have determined to borrow a lesson aom
our Esquimaux neighbours, and am turning the brig into an igloe,

" The sledge is to bring us moss and turf from wherever the

men can scrape it. Tliia is an excellent non-conductor ; and when

OATHBRINO MOBS.

*
'

'
I

Aniiigioe we get the quarter-deck well padded with it we shall have a

briK.'^
nearly cold-proof covering. Down below we will enclose a space

some eighteen feet square, and pack it from floor to ceiling with

inner walls of the same material. The floor itself we are calking

carefully with plaster of Paris and common paste, and will cover

it, when we have done, with Manilla oakum a couple of inches

deep, and a canvas carpet. The entrance is to be from the hold,

by a low, mcas lined tunnel, the tossui of the native huts, with a»
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many doors and curtains to close it up as our ingenuity can de- ohaptkb

vise. This is to be our apartment of all uses,—not a very large
^^^" -

one ; but we are only ten to stow away, and the closer the

warmer.

" September 9, Saturday.—All hands but the carpenter and Mossing.

Morton are out ' mossing.' This mossing, though it has a very-

May-day sound, is a frightfully wintry operation. The mixed turf

of willows, heaths, grasses, and moss is frozen solid. We can-

not cut it out from the beds of the snow-streams any longer, and
are obliged to seek for it on the ledges of the rocks, quarrying it

with crowbars, and carrying it to the ship like so much stone. I

would escape this labour if I could, for our party have all of them
more or less scurvy in their systems, and the thermometer is often

below zero. But there is no help for it. I have some eight

sledge-loads more to collect before our little home can be called

wind-proof ; and then, if we only have snow enough to bank up
against the brig's sides, I shall have no fear either for height or

uniformity of temperature.

''September 10, Sunday.—'The work goes bravely on.' We Firewood

have got moss enough for our roof, and something to spare for

below. To-morrow we begin to strip off the outer-deck planking
of the brig, and to stack it for firewood. It is cold work, hatches

open and no fires going; but we saved time enough for our
Sunday's exercises, though we forego its rest.

" It is twelve months to-day since I returned from the weary Experi-

foot-tramp that determined me to try the winter search. Things the^^
have changed since then, and the prospect ahead is less cheery, year.

But I close my pilgrim-experience of the year with devout grati-

tude for the blessings it has registered, and an earnest faith in the

support it pledges for the times to come.
" September 11, Monday.—Om stock of game is down to a mere

mouthful,—six long-tailed ducks not larger than a partridge, and
three ptarmigan. The rabbits have not yet come to us, and the

foxes seem tired of touching our trap-baits.

" I determined last Saturday to try a novel expedient for catch-

ing seal. Not more than ten miles to seaward the icebergs keep
up a rude stream of broken ice and water, and the seals resort there
in scantv numbers to brpathfl T drnvA nnt. wifli mTr Anna foVin/*

Hans along
; but we found the spot so hemmed m by loose and
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fragile ice that there was no approaching it. The thermometer waa
8', and a light breeze increased my difficulties.

" Deo volmte, I will be more lucky to-morrow. I am going to
take my long Kentucky rifle, the kayack, an Esquimaux harpoon
with its attached line and bladder, naligeit and awahtok, and a
pair of large snow-shoes to boot. My plan this time is to kneel
where the ice is unsafe, resting my weight on the broad surface of
the snow-shoes, Hans following astride of his kayack, as a sort of
life-preserver in case of breaking in. If I am fortunate enough to
stalk within gun-range, Hans will take to the water and secure the
game before it sinks. We will be gone for some days probably
tenting it in the open air; but our sick men—that is to say, all of

us—are languishing for fresh meat."

I started with Hans and five dogs, all we could muster from our
disabled pack, and reached the " Pjnnacly Berg " in a single hour's
run. But where was the water? where were the seal] The floes

had closed, and the crushed ice was all that told of our intended
hunting-ground.

Ascending a berg, however, we could see to the north and west
the dark cloud-stratus wliich betokens water. It ran through our
old battle-ground, the " Bergy Belt,"—the labyrinth of our wan-
derings after the frozen party of last winter. I had not been over
it since, and the feeling it gave me was anything but joyous.

But in a couple of hours we emerged upon a plain unlimited to

the eye and smooth as a biUiard-table. Feathers of young frosting

gave a plush-like nap to its surface, and toward the horizon dark
columns of frost-smoke pointed clearly to tlie open water. This
ice was firm enough; our experience satisfied us that it was not a
very recent freezing. We pushed on without hesitation, cheering

ourselves wi'h the expectation of coming every minute to the seals.

We passed a second ice-growl '

'

; it was not so strong as the one we
had just come over, but still safe for a party like ours. On we
went at a brisker gallop, maybe for another mile, when Hans sang
out, at the top of his voice, " Pusey ! puseymut ! seal, seal

! " At
the same instant the dogs bounded forward, and, as I looked up, I

saw crowds of grey netsik, the rough or hispid seal of the whalers,

disporting in an open sea of water.

I had hardly welcomed the spectacle when I saw that we had
passed upon a new belt of ice that was obviously unsafe. To the
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right and left and front was one great expanse of snow-flowered ohaptbk
ice. The nearest solid floe was a mere lump, which stood like an

^'^"

island in the white level. To turn was impossible; we had to keep Unwfe

up our gait. We urged on the dogs with whip and voice, the ice
'"*"

rolling like leather beneath the sledge-runners ; it was more than
a mile to the lump of solid ice. Fear gave to the poor beasts their

utmost speed, and our voices were soon hushed to silence.

The suspense, unrelieved by action or efibrt, was intolerable ; we
knew that there was no remedy but to reach the floe, and that

everytliing depended upon our dogs, and our dogs alone. A
moment's check would plunge the whole concern into the rapid
tideway; no presence of mind or resource, bodily or mental, could
avail us. The seals—for we were now near enough to see their Tim Rcai*

expressive faces—were looking at us with that strange curiosity '" ^''^'^

which seems to be their characteristic expression : we must have
passed some fifty of them, breast-high out of water, mocking us by
their self-complacency.

This desperate race against fate could not last : the rolling of the
tough salt-water ice terrified our dogs ; and when within fifty paces
from the floe they paused. The left-hand runner went througli; Thesicdee

our leader "Toodlamick" followed, and in one second the entire
f^'Jf^^^"

left of the sledge was submerged. My first thought was to libe- water,

rate the dogs. I leaned forward to cut poor Tood's traces, and the
next minute was swhotiming in a little cir(!le of pasty ice and water
alongside him. Hans, dear good fellow, drew near to help me,
uttering piteous expressions in broken English; but I ordered him
to throw himself on his belly, with his hands and legs extended,

and to make for the island by cogging himself forward with his

jack-knife. In the meantime—a mere instant—I was floundering

about with sledge, dogs, and lines, in confused puddle around
me.

I succeeded in cutting poor Tood's lines and letting him scramble
to the ice, for the poor fellow was drowning me with his piteous

caresses, and made my way for the sledge; but I found that it

would not buoy me, and that I had no resource but to try the

circumference of the hole. Around this I paddled faithfully, the
miserable ice always yielding when my hopes of a lodgment were
greatest. During +his process 1 enlarged my circle of operations

to a very uncomfortable diameter, and was beginning to feel weaker
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after every eflFort. Hans meanwhile haa reached the firm ice, and

wa8 on his knees, like a good Moravian, praying incoherently in

English and Esquimaux ; at every fresh crushing-in of the ice he

would ejaculate " God !

" and when I recommenced my paddling

lie recommenced his prayers.

I was nearly gone. My knife had been lost in cutting out the

dogs ; and a spare one which I carried in my trousers-pocket was

so enveloped in the wet skins that I could not reach it. I owed

my extrication at last to a newly broken team dog, who was still

fast to the sledge, and in struggling carried one of the runners chock

against the edge of the circle. All my previous attempts to use

the sledge as a bridge had failed, for it broke through, to the much

greater injury of the ice. I felt that it was a last chance. I threw

myself on my back, so as to lessen as much as possible my weight,

and placed the nape of my neck against the rim or edge of the ice

,

then with caution slowly bent my leg, and, placing the ball of my
mocassined foot against the sledge, I pressed steadily against the

runner, listening to the half-yielding crunch of the ice beneath.

Presently I felt that my head was pillowed by the ice, and that

my wet fur jumper was sliding up the surface. Next came my
shoulders ; they were fairly on. One more decided push, and 1

was launched up on the ice and safe. I reached the ice-floe, and

was frictioned by Hans with frightful zeal. We saved all the

dogs; but the sledge, kayack, tent, gun, snow-shoes, and every-

thing besides, were left behind. The thermometer at 8° will

keep them frozen fast in the sledge till we can come and cut them

out.

On reaching the ship, after a twelve mile trot, I found so much

of comfort and warm welcome that I forgot my failure. The fire

was lit up, and one of our few birds slaughtered forthwith. It is

with real gratitude that I look back upon my escape, and bless

the great presiding Goodness for the very many resources which

remain to us.

"September 14, Thursday.—Tiger, our best remaining dog. the

partner of poor Bruiser, was seized with a fit, ominously resem-

bling the last winter's curse. In the delirium which followed

his seizure, he ran into the water and drowned himself, like a

sailor with the horrors. The other dogs are all doing well."
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE EBQDIMAirX—LAUOENT—THE ARHX8T—THE PDNISHMENT—THE TREATY
—"unbroken faith"—my BROTHER—RETURN FR'^M A HUNT—OUR
LIFE—ANOATOK—A WELCOME—TREATY CONFIRMED.

It is, I suppose, the fortune of every one who affects to register ohaptir

the story of an active life, that his record becomes briefer and
^^^"''

more imperfect in proportion as the incidents press upon each Jou™»»

other more rapidly and with increasing excitement. The narra-
*'^'""*

tive is arrested as soon as the faculties are claimed for action,

and the memory brings back reluctantly afterward those details

which, though interesting at the moment, have not reflected them-
selves in the result. I find that my journal is exceedingly meagre
for the period of our anxious preparations to meet the winter,

and that I have omitted to mention the course of circumstances

which led us step by step into familiar communication with the

Esquimaux.

My last notice of this strange people, whose fortunes became
afterward so closely connected with our own, was at the time
of Myouk's escape from imprisonment on board the brig. Al-

though during my absence on the attempted visit to Beechy
Island, the men I had left behind had frequent and unrestrained

intercourse with them, I myself saw no natives in Rensselaer

Bay till immediately after the departure of Petersen and his com-
panions. Just then, by a coincidence which convinced me how Appear-

closely we had been under surveillance, a party of three made *"'=^''^*

theu- appearance, as if to note for themselves our condition and e^uu"
resources.

Times had indeed altered with us. We had parted with half

our provisions, half our boats and sledges, and more than half
our able-bodied men. It looked very much as if we were to lie

ensconced in our ice-battered citadel, rarely venturing to sally out
for exploration or supplies. We feared nothing, of course, but the

want of fresh r^.ent, and it wa.s niucli less ininortaut that our

neighbours sh d fear us than that we should secure from them

mauz.
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officoM of kiii(lno8H. Tlu'y woro overbearing somotiineH, and ne«ded

the inatruction of rebuke; but I treated them with carefully-

ri'giilatod hospitality.

When tlio throe viaitorH catno to us near tlie end of Augn.st,

I ostjiblislied thoni in a tent beh)\v dork, with a copper lamp, a

(•ookin^'-ba.sin, and a liberal supply of hIu.sIi for fuel. I loft thoni

under j^iiard whon I wont to bod at two in the morning, con-

totitodly eating and cooking and eating again without the pro-

mi.so of an internii.ssion. An Anierioan or a European would

have siopt after such a debauch till the rocogniaed hour for

hook and aelt/or water. Ihit our gueata managed to elude the

ofVicor of tiie dock and eacapo unaearchod. They repaid my libe

rality by atoaling not only the lamp, boiler, and cooking-pot they

had used for the feaat, but Nannook also, my boat dog. If the

rest of my team had not been worn down by over-travel, no

doubt they would have taken them all. Besides this, wo dis-

covered the next morning that thoy had found the buffalo-robca

and India-rubber cloth which M'Gary had loft a few days before

on the ice-fcnt near Six-mile llaviiui, and had added the whole to

the apoila of their visit. •

The theft »)f these articles embarra.ssed me. t was indisposed

to tike it aa an act of hostility. Their pilforings before this had

been conduotoil with such a auperb simplicity, the detection fol-

lowed by such honest explositms of laughter, that I could not help

thinking they had some law of general appropriation, less removed

frtnn the Lycurgan than the Mosaic code. But it was plain, at

least, that we were now too few to watck our property ns we had

done, and that our gentleness wjvs to some extent misunderstood.

I was puzzled how to inflict punishment, but saw that I must

act vigorously, even at a venture. I despatched my two best

walkers, Morton and lliley, as soon as I heard of the theft of the

stores, with orders to n\ake all speed to Anoatok, and overtake the

thieves, who, I thought, would probably halt there to rest. They

found young Myouk making himself quite comfortable in the hut,

in company with Sievu, the wife of Mctek, and Aningna, the wife

of Marainga, and my buffalo-robes already tailored into kapctahs

on their backs.

A continued search of the premises recovered the cooking-

uteiisiis, and a number of other tilings of «?eater or less value tiiat
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wo had not iniHscd from the brig. With the prompt ceremonial chaptm
which outraged law delightH in among the ofRciala of the police

*'^'"-

everywhere, the women were stripped and tied ; and then, laden Th«

with their stolen goods and as much walrus-beef besides from
"^*""

their own stores as would i)ay for their board, they were marched
on the instant back to the brig.

The thirty miles was a hard walk for them ; but they did not
complain, nor did their constabulary guardians, who had marched
thirty miles already to apprehend them. It wjvs hardly twenty- Ths

four hours since they left the brig with their booty before they
"^'.I^JJ^'

'"

were pri.sonera in the hold, with a dreadful wliite man for keeper,
"'

who never addressed to them a word that had not all the terrors

of an unintelligible reproof, and whose scowl, I flatter myself,
exhibited a well-arranged variety of menacing and demoniacal
expressions.

They had not even the companionship of Myouk. Him I had
despatched to Metek, " head-man of Etah, and others," with the
message of a melo-dramatic tyrant, to negotiate for their ransom.
For five long d,-',ys the women had to sigh and sing and cry in

solitary converse,—their appetite continuing excellent, it should
be remarked, though mourning the whilp a rightfully-impending
doom. At last the great Metek arrived. He brought with him Anivai of

Ootuniah, another num of elevated social position, and quite a ^^^ '^'''*'-

sledge-load of knives, tin cups, and other stolen goods, refuse of
wood and scraps of iron, the sinful prizes of many covetings.

I may pass over our peace conferences anci the indirect advan-
tages which I, of course, derived from having the opposing powers
represented in my own capital. But the splendours of our Arctic
centre of civilization, with its wonders of art and science,—our
" fire-death " ordnance included,— could not all of them impress
Metek so much as the intimations he had received of our superior
physical endowments. Nomads as they are, these people know
better than all the worid besides what endurance and energy it

requires to brave the moving ice and snow-drifts. Metek thought,
no doubt, that our strength was gone with the withdrawing party;
but the fact, that within ten hours after the loss of our buffalo-
skins we had marched to their hut, seized three of their culprits,
and marched them back to the brig as prisoners,—such a sixty

-• ifKni; ao tma muy tuurougniy unaerstood. it con-
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finned them in the faith that the wlxitos are, and of right ought to

be everywliere the dominant tribe.

The protocol was arrar.ged without dilHculty, though not with-

out the accustomeu number of adjournments for festivity and

repose. It abounded in protestations of power, fearlessness, and

good-will by each of the contracting parties, which meant as much

as such protestations usually do on both sides the Arctic circle.

I could give a summary of it without invading the privacy of a

diplomatic bureau, for I have notes of it that were taken by a sub-

ordinate ; but I prefer passing at once to the reciprocal engage-

ments in which it resulted.

On the part of the Inuit, the Esquimaux, they were after this

fashion :

—

"We promise that we will not steal. We promise we will

bring you fresh meat. We promise we will sell or lend you dogs.

We will keep you company whenever you want us, and show you

where to find the game."

On the part of the Kablunah, the white men, the stipulation

was of this ample equivjilent :

—

" We promise that we will not visit you with death or sorcery,

nor do you any hurt or mischief whatsoever. We will shoot for

you on our hunts. You shall be made welcome aboard ship. We

will give you presents of needles, pins, two kinds of knife, a hoop,

three bits of hard wood, some fat, an awl, and some sewing-thread

;

and we will trade with you of these and everytliing else you want

for walrus and seal-meat of the first quality."

And the closing formula might have read, if the Esquimaux

political system had included reading among its qualifications for

diplomacy, in this time-consecrated and, in civilized regions, vera-

cious assurance ;

—

"We, the high contracting parties, pledge ourselves now and

for ever brothers and friends."

This treaty—which, though I have spoken of it jocosely, was

really an affiiir of much interest to us—was ratified, with Hans

and Morton as my accredited representatives, by a full assembly

of the people at EUih. All our future intercourse was conducted

under it It was not solemnized by an oath ; but it was never

broken. We went to and fro between the villages and the brig,

paid our visits of courtesy and necessity on both sides, met each
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Other m hunting parties on the floe and the ice-foot, organized a chaptkb
general community of interests, and really, I believe, established -™
some personal attachments deserving of the name. As long as we ^i^i
remained pnsoners of the ice, we were indebted to them for in- f"''""-
valuable counsel in relation to our hunting expeditions; and in J'ed

''^

the joint hunt we shared alike, according to their own laws. Our [rtv""dogs were m one sense common property; and often have they
robbed themselves to offer supplies of food to our starving teamsThey gave us supplies of meat at critical periods; we were able
to do as much for tliem. They learned to look on us only as
benefactors; and, I know, mourned our departure bitterly The
greeting which they gave my brother John, when he came out
after me to Etah with the Rescue Expedition, should be of itself

XBliUIIlAUX.

enough to satisfy me of this, I should be glad to borrow from
his mgemous narrative the storv of hia mfiPfin^ r^^^. tit„„..u _„ ,

Metek. and Ootumah and of the almost affectionate confidence
J 5
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with which the maimed and sick invited his professional succour,

as the representative of the elder " Docto Kayen."

^^ September 16, Saturday.—Back last night from a walrus -hunt.

I brought in the spoil with my dogs, leaving Hans and Ohlsen to

follow afoot. This Marston rifle is an admirable substitute for

the primitive lance-head. It killed at the first fire. Five nights'

camping out in the snow, with hard-working days between, have

made me ache a little in the joints; but, strange to say, I feel

better than when I left the vessel. This climate exacts heavy

feeding, but it invites to muscular energy. M'Gary and Morton

are off at Anoatok. From what I gathered on the hunt, they will

find the council very willing to ratify our alliance. But they

should have been at home before this.

"September 17, Sunday.—"Writing by this miserable flicker of

my pork-fat lamp, I can liardly steady pen, paper, or thought. All

hands have rested after a heavy week's work, which has advanced

us nobly in our arrangements for the winter. The season is by

our tables at least three weeks earlier than the last, and every-

thing indicates a severe ordeal ahead of us.

" Just as we were finishing our chapter this morning in the

'Book of Ruth,' M'Gary and Morton came in triumphantly,

pretty well worn down by their fiifty miles' travel, but with good

news, and a flipper of walrus that must weigh some forty pcrnds.

Ohlsen and Hans are in too. They arrived as we were sitting

down to celebrate the Anoatok ratification of our treaty of the 6th.

" It is a strange life we are leading. We are absolutely nomads,

so far as there can be anything of pastoral life in this region ; and

our wild encounter with the elements seems to agree with us all.

Our table talk at supper was as merry as a marriage bell. One

party was just in from a seventy-four miles' trip with the dogs

;

another from a foot-journey of a hundred and sixty, with five

nights on the floe. Each had Ms story to tell ; and while the

story was telling some at least were projecting new expeditions.

I have one myself in my mind's eye, that may peradventure cover

some lines of my journal before the winter ends.

" M'Gary and M'orton sledged it along the ice-foot completely

round the Reach, and made the huts by ten o'clock the night

after they left us. They found only three men, Ootuniah, our

eUlsh rogue Myouk, and a stranger who has not been with us that
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we know of. It looked at first a little doubtful whether the visit onAMBT,
was not to be misunderstood. Myouk particularly was an awk- xxvni.
ward party to negotiate with. He had been our prisoner for My^
stealing only a Uttle while before, and at this very moment is an
escaped hostage. He was in pawn to us for a lot of walrus-beef,
as indemnity for our boat. He thought, naturally enough, that the
visit might have something more than a representative bearing on
his interests. Both our men had been his jailers on board the
bng, and he was the first person they met as they came upon the
village.

"But when he found, by M'Gary's expressive pantomime, that
the visit was not specially to him, and that the first appeal was to
lus hospitality and his fellows', his entire demeanour underwent a
change. He seemed to take a new character, as if, said Morton, a cordial
he had dropped a mask. He gave them welcome with unmixed "'^"=°"'«-

cordiality, carried them to his hut, cleared away the end furthest
from the opening for their reception, and filled up the fire of moss
and blubber.

"The others joined him, and the at mention of the whole settle-
ment was directed at once to the wants of the visitors. Their wet
boots were turned toward the fire, their woollen socks rung out
and placed on a heated stone, dry grass was padded round their
feet, and the choicest cuts of walrus-liver were put into the
cooking-pot. Whatever might be the infirmity of their notions of
honesty, it was plain that we had no lessons to give them in the
virtues of hospitable welcome. Indeed, there was a frankness and
cordiality m the mode of receiving their guests, that explained the
unreserve and conscious security which they showed when they
first visited us.

" I could hardly guess at that time, when we saw them practis- Enter-
ing antics and grimaces among the rocks, what was the meaning """"'*"'

of their harlequin gestures, and how they could venture afterward
so fearlessly on board. I have understood the riddle since. It
was a display of their powers of entertainment, intended to solicit
from us a reception; and the invitation once given, all theii- ex-
penence and impulses assured them of safety.

"Everything they had, cooking utensils, snow-melting stone,
scanty weapons of the chase, personal service, pledges of grateful
welcome,-they gave them all. They confirmed all Metek's en-
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pa,rty was coming away tliey placed on the sledge, seemingly as a

matter of course, all the meat that was left.

^'September 20, Wednesday.—The natives are really acting up

to contract. They are on board to-day, and I have been off with

a party of them on a hunt inland. We had no great luck ; the

weather was against us, and there are signs of a gale. The ther-

mometer has been 2° below zero for the entire twenty-four hours.

Tliis is September with a vengeance !

"September 22, Friday.—I am off for the walms-grounds with

our wild allies. It will be my sixth trip. I know the country

and its landmarks now as well as any of them, and can name
every rock, and chasm, and watercourse, in night or fog, just as

I could the familiar spots about the dear Old Mills where I passed

nay childhood.

" The weather docs not promise well ; but the state of our larder

makes the jaunt necessary."

SECTION OF WINTER APARTMENT.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

WALRUS-OBOUNDS—LOST ON THE ICE—A BREAK UP—IGIOE OF ANOATOK—
ITS aARNITUHE-CREATUKE COMFORTS—ESQUIMAUX MUSIC—USAGES OF
THE TABLE—NEW LONDON AVENUE—SCANT DIET LIST—BEAR AND CUB—
A HUNT— CLOSE QUARTERS — BEAR FIGIlTINa—BEAR-HABITS—BEAR's
LIVER—BATS—THE TERRIER FOX—THE ARCTIC HARE—THE ICE-FOOT
CANOPY-A WOLF-DOGS AND WOLVES—BEAR AND FOX—THE NATIVES
AND OURSELVES—WINTER QUARTERS—MORTOn's RETURN—THE LIGHT.

" September 29, Friday.—I returned last night from Anoatok,
after a journey of much risk and exposure, that I should have
avoided but for the insuperable obstinacy of our savage friends.

" I set out for the walrus-gi-ounds at noon, by the track of the
' Wind Point

'
of Anoatok, known to us as Esquimaux Point. I

took the light sledge, and, in addition to the five of my available
team, harnessed in two animals belonging to the Esquimaux.
Ootuniah, Myouk, and the dark stranger accompanied me, with
Morton and Hans.

" Our sledge was overladen ; I could not persuade the Esqui-
maux to reduce its weight; and the consequence was, that we
foiled to reach Force Bay in time for a day-light crossing. To
follow the indentations of the land was to make the travel long
and dangerous. We trusted to the tracks of our former journeys,
and pushed out on the ice. But the darkness came on us rapidly,

and the snow began to drift before a heavy north wind.

"At about 10 P.M. we had lost the land; and, while driving
the dogs rapidly, all of us running alongside of them, we took a
wrong direction, and travelled out toward the floating ice of the
Sound. There was no guide to the points of the compjiss ; our
Esquimaux were completely at fault ; and the alarm of the dogs,
which became every moment more manifest, extended itself to our
party. The instinct of a sledge dog makes him perfectly aware of
unsafe ice, and I know nothing more subduing to a man than the
warnings of iui unseen peril conveyed by the instinctive feai-b of
the lower animal.s.

" We had to keep moving, for we could not camp in the gale,
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that blew around us so fiercely that we could scarcely hold down
the sledge. But we moved with caution, feeling our way with the
tent-poles, which I distributed among the party for the purpose.
A murmur had reached my ear for some time in the cadences of
the storm, steadier and deeper, I thought, than the tone of the
wind. On a sudden it struck me that I heard the noise of waves,
and that we nv\^t be coming close on the open water. I had
hardly time for i- ; hurried order, 'Turn the dogs,' before a wreath
of wet frost-smoke swept over us, and the sea showed itself, with
a great fringe of foam, hardly a quarter of a mile ahead. We
could now guess our position and its dangers. The ice was break-
ing up before the storm, and it was not certain that even a direct

retreat in the face of the gale would extricate us. I determined to
run to the south for Godsend Island. The floes were heavy in
that direction, and less likely to give way in a northerly gale. It

was at best a dreary venture.

" The surf- line kept encroaching on us till we could feel the ice

undulating under our feet. Very soon it began to give way. Lines
of hummocks rose before us, and we had to run the gauntlet be-
tween them as they closed. Escaping these, we toiled over the
crushed fragments that lay between them and the shore, stumbling
over the projecting crags, or sulking in the water that rose among
them. It was too dark to see the island which we were steeruif
for

; but the black loom of a lofty cape broke the line of the hori-

zon, and served as a landmark. The dogs, relieved from the bur-
den of carryuig us, moved with more spirit. We began to draw
near the shore, the ice-storm still raging beliind us. But our dif-

ficulties were only reaching their climax. We knew as icemen
that the access to the land-ice from the floe was, under the most
favouring circumstances, both toilsome and dangerous. The rise

and fall of the tides always breaks up the ice at the margin of the
ice-belt in a tangle of irregular, half-floating masses ; and these
were now surging under the energies of the gale. It was pitchy
dark. I persuaded Ootuniah, the eldest of the Esquimaux, to have
a tent-pole lashed horizontally across his shoulders. I gave him
the end of a line, which I had fastened at the other end round my
waist. The rest of the party followed him.

" As I moved ahead, feeling round me for a practicable way,
Ootuniah followed ; and v/ben a table of ice was found large
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enough, the others would urge forward the dogs, pushing the
sledge themselves, or clinging to it, as the moment prompted.
We had accidents, of course, some of them menacing for the time,
but none to be remembered for their consequences ; and at last
one after another succeeded in clambering after me upon the ice-
foot, driving the dogs before tiiem.

" Providence had been our guide. The shore on which we
landed was Anoatok, not four hundred yards from the familiar
Esquimaux homestead. With a shout of joy, each man in his own
dialect, we hastened to the ' wind-loved spot;' and in less than
an hour, our lamps burning cheerfully, we were discussing a famous
stew of walrus-steaks, none the less relished for an unbroken ice-
walk of forty-eight miles and twenty haltless hours.
"When I reached the hut, our stranger Esquimaux, whose

name we found to be Awahtok, or ' Seal-bladder float,' was strikmg
a fire from two stones—one a plain piece of angular milky quartz,
held m the right hand, the other apparently an oxide of iron. He
struck them together after the true tinder-box fasliion, throwing a
scanty supply of sparks on a tmder composed of the silky down
of the willow-catkins {S. lanata), which he held on a lump of dried
moss.

" The hut or igloe at Anoatok was a single rude elliptical apart-
ment, built not unskilfully of stone, the outside lined with sods.
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At its further end a rude platform, also of stone, was Jiftp^l «.hnut
a foot above the entering floor. The roof formed something of a
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curve. It was composed of flat stones, remarkably large and

heavy, arranged so as to overlap each other, but apparently with-

out any intelligent application of the principle of the arch. The
height of this cave-like abode barely permitted one to sit v.pright.

Its length was eight feet, its breadth seven feet, and an expansion

of the tunnelled entrance made an appendage of perhaps two feet

more.

" The true winter entrance is called the tossut. It is a walled

tunnel, ten feet long, and so narrow that a man can hardly crawl

along it. It opens outside below the level of the igloe, into which

it leads by a gradual ascent.

" Time had done its work on the igloe of Anoatok, as among
the palatial structures of more southern deserts. The entire front

of the dome had fallen in, closing up the tossut, and forcing us to

enter at the soUtiiry window above it. The breach was large

enough to admit a sledge-team ; but our Arctic comrades showed

no anxiety to close it up. Their clothes saturated with the freez-

ing water of the floes, these iron men gathered themselves round

the blubber-fire, and steamed away in apparent comfort. The
only departure from their practised routine, which the bleak night

and open roof seemed to suggest to them, was that they did not

strip themselves naked before coming into the hut, and hang up
their vestments in the air to dry, like a votive offering to the god
of the sea.

"Their kitchen implements were even more simple than our

own. A rude saucer-shaped cup of seal-skin, to gather and hold

water in, was the solitary utensil that could be dignified as table-

funiiture. A flat stone, a fixture of the hut, supported by other

stones just above the shoulder-blade of a walrus,—the stone slightly

inclined, the cavity of the bone large enough to hold a moss-wick

and some blubber; a square block of snow was placed on the

stone, and, as the hot smoke circled round it, the seal-skin saucer

caught the water that dripped from the edge. They had no vessel

for boihng; what they did not eat raw they baked upon a hot

stone. A solitary coil of walrus line, fastened to a movable lance-

head (noon-ghak), with the well-worn and well-soaked clothes on

their backs, completed the inventory of their effects.

" We felt that we were more civilized than our poor cousins, as

we fell to work making oui'sclvcs comfortable after our own fashion.
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The dais was scraped, and its accumulated tilth of years re- ohipteb
moved

;
a canvas tent was folded double over the dry, frozen ^I!^'

stones, our buffalo-bag spread over this, and dry socks and moc- P«paw-

casins were drawn from under our wet overclothes. My copper luppef
lamp, a true Berzelius Argand, invaluable for short journeys, soon
flamed with a cheerful fire. The soup-pot, the walrus-steak, and
the hot coffee, were the next things to be thought of; and, whUe
these were getting ready, an India-rubber floor-cloth was fastened
over the gaping entrance of the cave.

« During our long march and its series of ice-fights we had taken
care to manifest no weariness, and hid, indeed, borne both
Ootuniah and Myouk at times upon our shoulders. We showed
no signs either of cold, so that aU this preparation and rich store
of appliances could not be attributed by the Esquimaux to effemi-
nacy or inferior power. I could see that they were profoundly
impressed with a conviction of our superiority, the last feeling
which the egotistical self-conceit of savage life admits.

" I felt sure now that they were our more than sworn friends. The
They sang ' Amna Ayah' for us—their rude, monotonous song— "^""|»

tiU our ears cracked with the discord, and improvised a special
^^''^'"

eulogistic chant.

- na - yah, Am - na - yah, Am - na - yah, Am
which they repeated over and over again with laughable gravity
of utterance, subsiding always into the refrain of ' Nalegak!
nalegak! nalegak-soak !' 'Captain! captain! great captain!'
They nicknamed and adopted aU of us as members of their frater-
nity, with grave and abundant form ; reminding me through all
their mummery, solemn and ludicrous at once, of the analogous cere-
monies of our North American Indians.

" The chant, and the feed, and the ceremony all completed, a night in
Hans, Morton, and myself crawled feet-foremost into our buffalo- ">« '^loe

bag, and Ootuniah, Awahtok, and Myouk flung themselves out-
side the skin between us. The last I heard of them or anything
else was the renewed chorus of « Nalegak ! nalegak ! nalegak-soak !

'

minglmg itself sleepily in my dreams with school-boy memories of
Aristophanes and The Frogs. I slept eleven hours.
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• They were up long before us, and had breakfasted on raw meat
cut from a large joint, which lay, without regard to cleanUness,
among the deposits on the floor of the igloe. Their mode of eat-
ing was mgeniously active. They cut the meat in long strips, in-
troduced one end into the mouth, swallowed it as far as the power,
of deglutition would aUow, and then, cutting off the protruding
portion close to the lips, prepared themselves for a second mouth
tul It was really a feat of address : those of us who tried it failed
awkwardly; and yet I have seen infants in the mother's hood, not
two years old, who managed to perform it without accident

"

I pass over the story of the hunt that foUowed. It had nothing
to distinguish it from many others, and I find in my journal of a
few days later the fresh narrative of Morton, after he had seen one
tor the finst time.

My next extracts show the progress of our winter arrangements
i^eptember 30, Satkrday.~W^ have been clearing up on the

ice. Our system for the winter has not the dignity of a year agoWe have no Butler Storehouse, no Medary, no Fern Rock, with
their appliances. We are ten men in a casemate, with all ou,
energies concentrated against the enemy outside.
"Our beef house is now a pile of barrels holding our water-

soaked beef and pork. Flour, beans, and dried apples make a
quadrangular blockhouse on the floe; from one corner of it rises
our flagstaff, lighting up the dusky grey mth its red and white
ensign, only on Sunday giving place to the Heniy GrinneU flag, of
happy memories.

"From this, along an avenue that opens abeam of the fcng—
New London Avenue, named after M'Gary's town at home,-'are
our boats and square cordage. Outside of all these is a magni-
ficent hut of barrel-frames and snow, to accommodate our Esqui-
maux visitors-the only thing about it exposed to hazard being
the tempting woodwork. What remains to complete our camp
plot is the rope barrier that is to mark out our little curtilage
around the vessel

;
this, when finished, is to be the dividing-line

between us and the rest of mankind.
"There is something in the simplicity of all this, 'simplex

munditus,' which might commend itself to the most vigorous taste
IMothmg IS wasted on ornament.

^^ October 4, Wednesday.-l sent H.ans and Hickey two days
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ago out to the hunting-ice, to see if the natives have had any luck
with the walrus. They are back to-night with bad neW8,-no
meat, no Esquimaux. These strange children of the snow have
made a mysterious flitting. Where or how it is hard to guess for
they have no sledges. They cannot have travelled very far ; and
yet they have such unquiet impulses, that, once on the track, no
civilized man can say where they will bring up.

Ohlsen had just completed a sledge, fashioned like the Smith
Sound kommeti/c, with an improved curvatuie of the runners. It
weighs only twenty-four pounds, and, though I think it too short
for Ught draught, it is just the article our Etah neighbours would
delight in for their land-portages. I intended it for them, as a
great price for a great stock of walrus meat ; but the other parties
to the bargain have flown.

" October 5, Thursday.—^g are nearly out of fresh meat again,
one rabbit and three ducks being our sum total. We have been
on short allowance for several days. What vegetables we have—
the dried apples and peaches, and pickled cabbage—have lost
much of their anti-scorbutic virtue by constant use. Our spices
are all gone. Except four smaU uottles of horse-radish, our carte
IS comprised in three lines—bread, beef, pork.

" I must be off after these Esquimaux. They certainly have
meat, and wherever they have gone we can foUow. Once upon
their traii, our hungry instincts will not risk being ' affled. I will
stay only long enough to complete my latest root-beer brewage.
Its basis is the big crawling willow, the miniature giant of our
Arctic forests, of which we laid in a stock some weeks Kgo. It is
quite pleasantly bitter, and I hope to get it fermenting in the deck-
house without extra fuel, by heat from below.

" October 7, Saturday.—Lively sensation, as they say in the
land of

^

olives and champagne. ' Nannook, nannook ! '— ' A bear,
a bear!'—Hans and Morton in a breath

!

" To the scandal of our domestic regulations, the guns were all

impracticable. .Wliile the men were loading and capping anew, I
seized my pillow-companion six-shooter, and lan on deck. A
medium-sized bear, with a four months' cub, T.'as in active warfare
with our dogs. They were hanging on her skirts, and she with
wonderful alertness was picking out one victim after another,
snatching him by the nape of the neck, and flinging liim many feet^
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"Tudla, our master dog, was already hors de combat; he had
been tossed twi-^e. Jenny, just as I emerged from the hatch, was
making an extraordinary somerset of some eight fathoms, and
alighted senseless. Old Wliitey, stanch, but not bear-wise, had
been the first in the battle ; he was yelping in helplessness on

the snow.

" It seemed as if the controversy was adjourned ; and Naunouk
evidently thought so ; for she turned off to our beef-barrels, and

began in the most unconcerned manner to turn them over and

nose out their fatness. She was apparently as devoid of fear as

any of the bears in the stories of old Barentz and the Spitzbergen

voyagers.

" I lodged a pistol-ball in the side of the cub. At once the

mother placed her little one between her hind-legs, and, shoving

it along, made her way behind the beef-house. Mr. Ohlsen

wounded her as she went with my Webster rifle ; but she scarcely

noticed it. She tore down by single efforts of her forearms the

barrels of frozen beef which made the triple walls of the store-

house, mounted the rubbish, and snatching up a half barrel of her-

rings, carried it down by her teeth, and was making off". It was time

to close, I thought. Going up witliin half pistol range, I gave her

six buckshot. She dropped, but instantly rose, and getting her

cub into its former position, moved off" once more.

" This time she would really have escaped but for the admirable

tactics of our new recruits from the Esquimaux. The dogs of

Smith's Sound are educated more thoroughly than any of their

more southern brethren. Next to the walrus, the bear is the

staple of diet to the north, and except the fox, supplies the most
important element of the wardrobe. Unlike the dogs we had
brought with us from Baffin's Bay, these were trained, not to

attack, but to embarrass. They ran in circles round the bear, and
when pursued would keep aliead with regulated .gait, their com-
rades effecting a diversion at tJie critical moment by a nip at her

liind-quarters. Tliis was done so systematically and with so little

seeming excitement as to strike every one on board. I have seen

bear-dogs elsewhere that had been drilled to relieve each other in

the melee and avoid the direct assault; but here, two dogs without
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even a deinonatration of attack, would put themselves before the

path of the animal, and retreating right and left, lead him into a

profitless pursuit that checked his advance completely.

"The poor animal wjvs still backing out, yet still fighting,

carrying along her wounded cub, embarra.ssed by the dogs, yet

gaining distance from the brig, when Hans and myself threw in

the odds in the shape of a couple of rifle-balls. She staggered in

front of her young one, faced us in death-like defiance, and only
' sank when pierced by six more bullets.

" We found nine balls in skinning her body. She was of me-

dium size, very lean, and without a particle of food in her stomach.

Hunger must have caused her boldness. The net weight of the

cleansed carcass was 300 lbs. ; that of the entire animal, 650 ; her

length, but 7 feet 8 inches.

" Bears in this lean condition are much the most palatable food.

The impregnation of ftitty oil through the cellular tissue makes a

well-fed bear nearly uneatable. The flesh of a famished beast,

although less nutritious as a fuel diet, is rather sweet and tender

than otherwise.

" The little cub is larger than the adjective implies. She was

taller than a dog, and weighs 114 lbs. Like Morton's bear in

Kennedy's Channel, she sprang upon the corpse of her mother,

and raised a woeful lamentation over her wounds. She repelled

my efforts to noose her with great ferocity ; but at last, completely

muzzled with a line ftistened by a running knot between her jaws

and the back of her head, she moved ofi" to the brig amid the

clamour of the dpgs. We have her now chained alongside, but

snarling and snapping constantly, evidently suffering from her

wound.

" Of the eight dogs who took part in this passage of arms, only

one— ' Sneak,' as the men call him, ' Young Whitey,' as he figures

in tliis journal—^lost a flower from his chaplet. But two of the

rest escaped without a grip.

" Strange to say, i»i spite of the powerful flings which they

were subjected to in the fight, not a dog suflfers seriously. I

expected, from my knowledge of the hugging propensity of the

plantigrades, that the animal would rear, or at least use her fore-

arm ; but she invariably seized the dogs with her teeth, and, after

disposincr of tbem for the tinier abstained from followin» n^ the
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*J

Beitr

llHliltii

oiu..Tr.R aclviintiigo. Tlio j-lsciuliimux .i.s«ort that tliw is tho liubit of the
»^' lmnto.l hour. ()„o ,.!' our Smith Souml ,1okm, ' .fuck,' ,undo no

M.i ''^';"«^'''' ''''*'" ''^' "'"« "•''^•*«'. Ix't wa.s Ih.MK. ^vith all his luusclcs
i.w,i»K. "-olaxoil, I himily.hiro to say how far; tho next in.stjuit ho roHo

iuhI rouowod tho atUiok. Tlio Maiiuijuaux both of Proven and of
tills country «ay that tho dogH .soon loaru this ' poHHiun-playing

'

hahit. Jaok was an old hoar-dog.

" Tho hoar hoouks to ho nu)ro forocious as ho inoro!i,.sos his hiti-
tndo, or nioro probably as ho rooo<los froui tho huuting-fioldH.
"At Oon.inak, last wintor (18r)2), an lOsquiuuuix and his son

wore noarly kil)o,l by a bwir that had housed himself in an ice-
berg. They attacked him with, tho lance, but he turned on them
and worsted tluun badly before making his esciipo.

" l^nt the ontinued i)ursuit of man seems to have exerted
ivlready a modifying inlluence upon tho ursine charm^tor in South
Green laml; at all oveyts, tho bears there never attack, and even
ui self-defence seldom iniliot injury upon tho hunter. Manj
nistivncea have occurroil where they have defended themselves
and even charged after being wo,uuh>d, but in nimo of them wJ
hfo lost I have inysolf shot as many lus a dozen bears near at
hand, and never but once received a charge in return.

'M hwu'd aiuUher adventure from the Danes jus occurring iu

n""X " '^ ''^''"^' •"'«'l"i"'Hux-, an iu.sist.int to the cooper of Upernavik.
(HN.r, -not a t'hnstian, but a stout, manly sjiviige, iircd at a she-boar,

and the animal closed on the instant of receiving the ball. The
man Hung himself on tho gwund, putting forward his arm to pro-
tect his head, but lying afterv.ar.l pi'rf(>ctly motionless. T>«.-
bea,st wjus tuken in. She gave the arm a bite or two, but finding
her enemy did not move, she retired a few paces and sat upon her
haunches to watch. r>nt she did not watch ,us carefully as she
should have done, for tho hunter adroitly reloaded his rifle and
kdled her with the second shot.

"(>/o^>rr 8, ^V«./<»y.—When I was out in the .Uvance, with
C«pUin de Haven, I satisfied myself that it wjus a vulgar prejudice
to regjuti tlie Uver of the bear as poisonous. I ate of it freely
myself, and succeiHied in making it a favourite dish with the
mess. But 1 find to my cost that it may sometimes be more
savoury tluui sjife. The cub\s liver wa-s my s^^iper L-vst night,

BMr llx-er.
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and to day 1 liav« the symptoins of poison in full measure— ciiAPTHt

vertigo, diarrhaia, and their conconiitantH,"
^^'* -

1 may mention, in connection with the fact which I liavc given Uear's

from my journal, that 1 repeated the experiment several times ^1",,'^'*

ivftcrward, and sometimes, but not always, with the same result.

I remember onc(!, near the Great Ghicier, all our party sickened

jvfter feeding on the liver of a bear that wo had killed j and a few

weeks afterward, when wo were tempted into a similar indulgence,

we were forced to undergo the same penance. The animal in both

o>»,scs was old and fat. The dogs ate to repletion, without injiuy.

Another article of diet, less inviting at first, but which I foimd

more innocuous, was the rat. We had failed to exterminate this luts on

animal by our varied and perilous efforts of the year before, and
''°'"'^'

a well-justified fear forbade our renewing the crusade. It was

marvellous, in a region apparently so unfavourable to reproduction,

what a perfect warren we soon had on board. Their impudence

and address increased with their numbers. It became impossible

to stow anytiling below docks. Furs, woollens, shoes, specimens

of natural history, everytlung we disliked to lose, however little

valuable to them, was gnawed into and destroyed. They har-

boured imong the men's bedding in the forecistle, and showed
such boldness in fight and such dexterity in dodging missiles, that

they were tolerated at last as inevitable nuisances. Before the

winter ended, I avenged our griefs by decimating them for my
private table. I find in my journal of the lOth of October an

anecdote that illustrates their boldness :

—

*' We have moved everything movable out upon the ice, and, niephiKiie

hesidfts our dividing moss wall between our sanctum and the fore-

castle, we have built up a rnde barrier of our iron sheatliing to

prevent these abominable rats from gnawing through. It is all in

vain. They are everywhere already, under the stove, in the

stewani's lockers, in our cushions, about our beds. If I was
asked -.vhat, after darkness and cold and scurvy, are the three

besetting curses of our Arctic sojourn, I should say, Rats, RatsJ
Rats. A mother-rat bit my finger to the bone last Friday, as I

was intruding my Land into a bear-skin mitten which she had
chosen as a homestead for her little family. I withdrew it of

course with instinctive courtesy ; but among them they carried off

the mitten before I could suck the finger.

of rats.
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"Last week I sent down Rhina, the most intelligent dog
of our whole pack, to bivouac in their citadel forward : I thought
she might at least be able to defend herself against them, for she
had distinguished herself in the bear-hunt. She slept very well
for a couple of hours on a bed she had chosen for herself on thd
top of some iron spikes. But the rats could not or would not
forego the horny skin about her paws ; and they gnawed her feet
and nails so ferociously that we drew her up yelping and van-
quished."

Before I pass from these intrepid and pertinacious visitors, let

me add that on the whole I am personally much their debtor.
Through the long winter night, Hans used to beguile his lonely
hours of watch by shooting them with the bow and arrow. The
repugnance of my associates to share with me the table luxury of
" such small deer," gave me the frequent advantage of a fresh-meat
soup, which contributed no doubt to my comparative immunity
from scurvy, I had only one competitor in the dispensation of
this entremet, or rather one companion ; for there was an abundance
for both. It was a fox. We caught and domesticated him late
in the winter; but the scantiness of our resources, and of course
his own, soon instructed him in all the antipathies of a terrier.

He had only one fault as a rat-catcher ; he would never catch a
second till he had eaten the first.

At the date of these entries the Arctic hares had not ceased to
be numerous about our harbour. They were very beautiful, as
white as swans' down, with a crescent of black marking the ear-
tips. They feed on the bark and catkins of the willow, and affect

the stony sides of the worn down rocks, where they find protec-
tion from the wind and snow drifts. They do not burrow like our
hares at home, but squat in crevices or under large stones. Their
average weight is about 9 lbs. They would have entered largely

into our diet-list but for our Esquimaux dogs, who regarded them
with relishing appetite. Party found the hare at Melville Island,
in latitude 75°

; but we have traced it from Littleton Island as far

north as 79° 08', and its range probably extends still further
toward the Po^e. Its structure and habits enable it to penetrate
the snow-crusts, and obtain food where the reindeer and the musk-
ox peri,sh in consequence of the glazed covering of their feeding-
irrounds?.
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*' October 11, Wednesday.—'Y:\iexQ is no need of looking at the ohapteb
thermometer and comparing registers, to show how far this season ^f •

has advanced beyond its fellow of last year. The ice-foot is more Reaching

easily read, and quite as certain. f^'^

TUB ICB-FOOT CANOPY,

" The under part of it is covered now with long stalactitic oescrip.

columns of ice, unlike the ordinary icicle in shape, for they have """ °^ ""^

the characteristic bulge of the carbonate-of-lime stalactite. They
look like the fantastic columns hanging from the roof of a frozon
temple, the dark recess beliind them giving all the effect of a
grotto. There is one that brings back to me saddened memories
of Elephanta and the merry friends that bore me company under
its rock-chiseUed portico. The fig-trees and the palms, and the
gallant major's curries and his old India ale, are wanting in the
picture. Sometimes again it is a canopy fringed with gems in the
moonlight. Nothing can be purer or more beautiful.

16

canopy.
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TRACKING THE ESQUIMAUX.

" The ice has begun to fasten on our brig : 1 have called a con-

sultation of officers to determine how she may be best secured.

"October 13, Friday.—The Esquimaux have not been near us,

and it is a puzzle >f some interest where they have retreated to.

Wherever they are, there must be our hunting-grounds, for they

certainly have not changed their quarters to a more destitute

region. I have sent Morton and Hans to-day to track them out

if they can. They carry a hand-sledge with them, Ohlsen's last

aanufacture, ride with the dog-sledge as far as Anoatok, and

leave the old dogs of our team there. From that point they are

to try a device of my own. We have a couple of dogs that we

got from these same Esquimaux, who are at least as instinctive as

their former masters. One of these they are to let run, holding

the other by a long leash. I feel confident that the free dog will

find the camping-ground, and I think it probable the other will

follow. I thought of tying the two together ; but it would embar-

rass their movements, and give them sumething to occupy their

minds besides the leading object of their mission.

" October 14, Saturday.—Mr. Wilson and Ilickey reported last

night a wolf at the meat-house. Now, the meat-house is a thing

of too much worth to be left to casualty, and a wolf might inci-

dentally add some freshness of flavour to its contents. So I went

out in all haste ^vith the Marston rifle, but without my mittens

and with only a single cartridge. The metal burnt my hands, as

metal is apt to do at 50° below the point of freezing ; but I got a

somewhat rapid shot. I hit one of our dogs, a truant from

Morton's team ; luckily a flesh-wound only, for he is too good a

beast to lose. I could have sworn he was a wolf."

There is so much of identical character between our Arctic dogs

and wolves, that I am inclined to agree with Mr. Broderip, who in

the " Zoological Recreations" assigns to them a famUy origin. The

oblique position of the wolf's eye is not uncommon among the

dogs of my team. I have a slut, one of the tamest and most

affectionate of the whole of them, who has the long legs and com-

pact body, and drooping tail, and wild, scared expression of the

eye, which some naturalists have supposed to characterize the wolf

alone. Wlien domesticated early—and it is easy to domesticate

him—the wolf follows and loves you like a dog. That they are

fond of a loose foot proves nothing : many of our pack will run
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away for weeks into the wilderness of ice
; yet they cannot be per- ohaptkb

suaded when they come back to inhabit the kennel we have buUt ™-
for them only a hundred yards off. They crouch around for the Dogs and

companionship of men. Both animals howl in unison aUke : the
'''"*^

bell at the settlements of South Greenland always starts them.
Their footprint is the same, at least in Smith's Sound. Dr.
Richardson's remark to the contrary made me observe the fact,

that our northern dogs leave the same " spread track" of the toes
when running, though not perhaps as well marked as the wolfs.
The old proverb, and the circumstance of the wolf having some-

times carried off an Esquimaux dog, has been aUuded to by the
editors of the " Diffusion of Knowledge Library." But this too is

inconclusive, for the proverb is false. It is not quite a month ago
since I found five of our dogs gluttonizing on the carcasses of their
dead companions who had been thrown out on a rubbish-heap

;

and I have seen pups only two months old ri^k an indigestion by
overfeeding on their twin brethren who had preceded them in a
like imprudence.

^

Nor is there anything in the supposed difference of strength.
The Esquimaux dog of Smith's Sound encounters the wolf fear-
lessly and with success. The wolves of Northern America never
venture near the huts ; but it is well known that when they have
been chasing the deer or the moose, the dogs have come up as
rivals in the hunt, beaten them off, and appropriated the prey to
themselves.

« October 16, Monday.—I have been wearied and vexed for half Bear and
a day by a vain chase after some bear-tracks. There was a fox

*^°^'

evidently following them (C. lagopus)."

There are fables about the relation between these two animals
which I once thought my observations had confirmed. They are
very often found together : the bear striding on ahead with his
prey

;
the fox behind gathering in the crumbs as they fall

;

and I have often seen the parasite licking at the traces of a
wounded seal which his champion had borne off over the snow.
The story is that the two hunt in couples. I doubt this now,
though it is certain that the inferior animal rejoices in his asso-
ciation with the superior, at least for the profits, if not the sym-
pathy it brings to him. I once wounded a bear when I was out
with Morton during our former voyage, and followed him for
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twelve miles over the ice. A miserable little fox traveUed close
behind his patron, and licked up the blood wherever he lay down,
The bear at last made the water ; and, as we returned from our
fruitless chase, we saw the fox running at full speed along the
edge of the thin ice, as if to rejoin him. It is a mistake to sup-
pose he cannot swim : he does, and that boldly.

" October 19, Thursday,—Ova black dog Erebus has come back
to the brig. Morton has perhaps released him, but he has more
probably broken loose.

" I have no doubt Morton is making the best of his way after
the Esquimaux. These trips are valuable to us, even when they
fail of their immediate object. They keep the natives in whole-
some respect for us. We are careful to impress them with our
physical prowess, and avoid showing either fatigue or cold when
we are travelling together. I could not help being amused some
ten days ago with the complacent manner of Myouk, as he hooked
liimself to me for support after I had been walking for thirty
miles ahead of the sledge. The fellow was worth four of me

;

but he let me carry him almost as far as the land-ice.

"We have been completing our arrangements for raising the
brig. The heavy masses of ice that adhere to her in the winter
make her condition dangerous at seasons of low tide. Her frame
could not sustain the pressure of such a weight. Our object,
therefore, has been to lift her mechanically above her line of
flotation, and let her freeze in on a sort of ice-dock ; so that the ice

around her as it sinks may take the bottom and hold her up clear
of the danger. We have detached four of the massive beams
that were intended to resist the lateral pressure of nips, and have
placed them as shores, two on each side of the vessel, opposite the
channels. Brooks has rigged a crab or capstan on the floe, and
has passed the chain cable under the keel at four bearing-points.
As these are hauled in by the crab and the vessel rises, the shores
are made to take hold under heavy cleats spiked below the bul-
warks, and in this manner to sustain her weight.

" We made our first trial of the apparatus to-day. The chains
held perfectly, and had raised the brig nearly three feet, when away
went one of our chain-slings, and she fell back of course to her
more famihar bearings. We will repeat the experiment to-morrow,
using six chains., two at each line of stress.
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^^Octobe,' 21, HcUurday.-n^rd at it still, slinging chains and ohaptm
planting shores. The thermometer is too near zero for work Uke *"^-
this. We swaddle our feet in old cloth, and guard our hands with

~
tur mits; but the cold iron bites through them all.

" 6.30 P.M.—Morton and Hans are in, after tracking the Esqui-

Z^2 II
^""''

:1f
'"""' "^ ^^''^^ I ^-"^^ gi-« th^ir report Su.eri„«,

to-.night
:
the poor feUovvs are completely knocked up by the hard-

*'^"°'^"'='

ships of their march. Hans, who is always careless of powder and
"' """"'

hre-arms,-a trait which I have observed among both the Ameri-
can and the Oriental savages,-exploded his powder-flask while
attempting to kindle a tinder-fire. The explosion has risked Ms
Hand. I have dressed it, extracting several pieces of foreign matter,
and poulticing it in yea^t and charcoal. Morton has frostbitten
both his heels

;
I hope not too severely, for the indurated skin of

the heel makes it a bad region for suppuration. But they bring
us two hundred and seventy pounds of walrus-meat and a couple
of foxes. This supply, with what we have remaming of our two
bears, must last us till the return of daylight allows us to join the
natives m their hunts.

" The Ught is fast leaving us. The sun has ceased to reach the Departurevessel. The north-eastern headlands or their southern faces up the ^^
fiords have still a warm yellow tint, and the pinnacles of the ice-

"""

bergs far out on the floes are lighted up at noonday ; but all else
IS dark shadow."

OUR ORKKNLAND SLBOOKS.
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CHAPTER XXX.

JOURNEY OP MOKTON AND HANS—RECEPTION—THE HUT—THE WALKUB—
WAIiRUS-UUNT—THE CONTEST—HABITS OP WALRUS—PEROCITY OP THK
WALRUS—THE VIOTORY—THE JUBIIiEE—A SIPAK.

JOURNEY OF MORTON AND HANS.

""xxx""
^^^"^^N reached the huts beyond Anoatok upon the fourth day

' after leaving the brig.

The little settlement is inside the north-eastern islands of Hart-
stene Bay, about five miles from Gray's Fiord, and some sixty-five

or seventy from our brig. The slope on which it stands fronts

the south-west, and iS protected from the north and north-east by a
rocky island and the hills of the mainland.

There were four huts ; but two ofthem are ui ruins. They were
all of them the homes of families only four winters ago. Of the
two which are still habitable, Myouk, his father, mother, brother

and sister occupied one ; and Awahtok and Ootuniah, . ch their

wives and three young ones, the other. The little community had
lost two of its members by death since the spring.

They received Morton and hia companion with much kindness,

giving them water to drink, nibbing their feet, drying their moc-
casins, and the Uke. The women, who did this with something of

the good-wife's air of prerogative, seemed to have toned down much
of the rudeness which characterized the bachelor settlement at

Anoatok. The lamps were cheerful and smokeless, and the huts
much less filthy. Each had its two lamp-fires constantly burning,
with a framework of bone hooks and walrus-line above them for

drying the wet clothes of the household. Except a few dog-skins,

which are used as a support to the small of the back, the dais was
destitute of sleeping accommodations altogether : a single walrus-
hide was spread out for Morton and Hans. The hut had the usual
tossut, at least 12 feet long,—very low, straight, and level, until it

reached the inner part of the chamber, when it rose abruptly by a

small hole, through which with some squeezing was the entrance
into the true apartment. Over this entrance was the rude window,

Morton's

rcceptior.
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with ite scraped seal-intestine instead of ghuss, heavily coated with chapiidr
frost of course

; but a small eye-hole conunaiiding the bay enabled ^•
the indwellers to peep out and speak or call to any who were out-
side. A smoke-hole passed through the roof.

Wlien all the family, with Morton and Hans, were gathered to- r„.„„^,
gether, the two lamps in full blaze and the narrow hole of entrance '«»"« i^^"'

covered by a flat stone, the heat became insupportable. Outside
'" "" ""'

the thermometer stood at 30° below zero : within, 90° above • a
difference of 120°.

'

The vermin were not as troublesome as in the Anoatok dormi-
tory, the natives hanging their clothing over the lamp-frames, and
lymg down to sleep perfectly naked, with the exception of a sort
of T bandage, as surgeons call it, of seal-skin, three inches wide
worn by the women as a badge of their sex, and supported by a
mere strip around the hips.

After sharing the supper of their hosts,-that is to say, after Night in
disposing of SIX frozen auks apiece,—the visitors stretched them-

*''*""'•

selves out and passed the night in unbroken perspiration and slum-
ber. It was evident from the meagreness of the larder that the
hunters of the family had work to do ; and from some signs, which
did not escape the sagacity of Morton, it was plain that Myouk and
his father had determined to seek their next dinner upon the floes
They were going upon a walrus-hunt and Morton, true to the
mission with which I had charged him, mvited himself and Hans
to be of the party.

I have not yet described one of these exciting incidents of Esqui-
maux life. Morton was full of the one he witnessed ; and his ac-
count of It when he came back was so graphic, that I should be glad
to escape from the egotism of personal narrative by giving it in
bis own words. Let me first, however, endeavour to describe the
ammal.

The specimens in the museums of collectors are imperfect, on o«c,.account of the drying of the skin of the face against the skull f^oT^S.
iJie head of the walrus has not the characteristic oval of the seal •

"""'"^

on the contrary, the frontal bone is so covered as to present a steep
descent to the eyes and a square, blocked-out aspect to the upper
tace. The muzzle is less protruding than the seal's, and the cheeks

?^^
^;P'^,^^\««"^Pletely masked by the heavy quill-Uke bristles.Add to this the tusks as a garniture to the lower face ; and you
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*''^^'

have seen liim with tusks nearly 30 inches long ; his body not less

than 18 feet. When of this size he certainly reminds you of the

elephant more than any other living monster.

The resemblance of the walrus to man has been greatly overrated.

The notion occurs in our systematic treatises, accompanied with

the suggestion that this animal may have represented the mermun

and mermaid. The square, blocked-out head which I have noticed,

effectually destroys the resemblance to humanity when distant, and

the colossal size does the same when near. Some of the seals de-

serve the distinction much more : the size of the head, the regu-

larity of the facial oval, the droop of the shoulders, even the move-

ments of this animal, whether singly or in group, remind you strik-

ingly of man.

The party which Morton attended upon their walrus hunt had

three sledges. One was to be taken to a cache in the neighbour-

hood ; the other two dragged at a quick run toward the open water,

about ten miles off to the south-west. They had but nine dogs to

these two sledges, one man only riding, the others running by turns.

As they neared the new ice, and where the black wastes of mingled

cloud and water betokened the open sea, they would from time to

time remove their hoods and listen intently for the animal's

voice.

After a while Myouk became convinced, from signs or sounds,

or both,—for they were inappreciable by Morton,—that the wal-

rus were waiting for him in a small space of recently-open water

that was glazed over with a few day's growth of ice ; and moving

Bellow of gently on, they soon heard the characteristic bellow of a bull awuk.

The walrus, like some of the higher order of beings to which he

has been compared, is fond of his own music, and will lie for hours

listening to himself. His vocalization is something between the

mooing of a cow and the deepest baying of a mastiff : very round

and full, with its barks or detached notes repeated rather q-iickly

seven to nine times in succession.

The party now formed in single file, following in each other's

steps ; and, guided by an admirable knowledge of ice-topography,

wound behind hummocks and ridges in a serpentine approach to-

ward a group of pond-like discolourations, recently-frozen ice-spots,

but surrounded by firmer and older ice.

die wal'

rus.
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When within half a niile of these, the line broke, and each man onAPTin

crawled toward a separate pool—Morton on his hands and knees
^^* '

following Myouk. In a few minutes the walrus were in sight.

They were five in number, rising at intervals through the ice in a

body, and breaking it up with an explosive puff that might have

been heard for .niles. Two large grim-looking males were con-

spicuous as the leaders of the group.

Now for the marvel of the craft. When the walrus is above Ti.e imn-

water, the hunter is flat and motionless ; as he begins to sink, alert "" * """^

and ready for a spring. The animal's head ia hardly below the

water-line before every man is in a rapid run ; and again, as if by
instinct, before the beast returns, all are motionless behind protect-

ing knolls of ice. They seem to know beforehand not only the

time he will be absent, but the very spot at which he will re-appear.

In this way, hiding and advancing by turns, Myouk, with Morton
at his heels, has reached a plate of thin ice, hardly strong enough
to bear them, at the very brink of the water-pool the wakus are

curvetting in.

Myouk, till now phlegmatic, seems to waken with excitement. Excite-

His coil of walrus-hide, a well-trimmed line of many fathoms' "!"'"***'

length, is lying at his side. He fixes one end of it in an iron barb,

and fastens this loosely by a socket upon a shaft of unicorn's horn

;

the other end is aheady looped, or, as sailors would say, " doubled
in a bight." It is the work of a moment. He has grasped the

harpoon
:
the water is in motion. Puffing with pent-up respira-

tion, the walrus is within a couple of fathoms close before him.
Myouk rises slowly—his right arm thrown back, the left flat at his

side. The walrus looks about him, shakhig the water from his

crest; Myouk throws up his left arm, and the animal, rising

breast-high, fixes one look before he plunges. It has cost him all

tluit curiosity can cost ; the harpoon is buried under his left The wai-

flipper.

Though the awuk is down in a moment, Myouk is running at
desperate speed from the scene of his victory, paying off his coil

freely, but clutching the end by its loop. He seizes as he runs
a small stick of bone, rudely pointed with iron, and by a sud-
den movement drives it into the ice ; to this he secures his line,

pressing it down close to the ice-surface with his feet.

Now comes the struggle. The hole is dashed in mad commo-

rus struck
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OH AHTKH tion With tlie 8trugglo8 of the woin.ded beast ; the Une is drawn
tight at one moment, the next rehixed : the hunter has not left liia

station. There is a crash of the ice; and rearing up tlirough it
are two walruses, not many yards from where he stands. One of
them, the male, is excited and seemingly terrified; the other,
the female, collected and vengeful. Down they go again, after
one grim survey of the field ; and on the instant Myouk has
changed his position, carrying his coil with him and fixing it
anew.

lie h.us hardly fixed it before the p.iir have again risen, break-
nig up an area of ten feet diameter about the very spot he left.

As they sink once more he again changes his place. And so the
confUct goes on between address and force, tUl the victim, half
exhausted, receives a second wound, and is played like a trout by
the angler's reel.

The instinct of attack which charaterizes the walrus is interest-
ing to the naturalist, as it is characteristic also of the laud animals,
the pachyderms, with which he is classed. When wounded, he
rises high out of the water, plunges heavily against the ice, and
strives to raise himself with lus fore-flippers upon its surfivce.
As it breaks under his weight. Ids countenance assumes a stiU
more vindictive -expression, his bark changes to a roar, and the
foam pours out from his jaws till it froths his beard.

Even when not excited, he manages his tusks bravely. They
are so strong that he uses them to grapple the rocks with, and
clhnbs steeps of ice and land which would be inaccessible to him
without their aid. He ascends in this way rooky islands that are
sixty and a hundred feet above the level of the sea; and I have
myself seen him in these elevated positions basking with his young
in the cool sunshine of August and September.
He can strike a fearful blow; but prefers charging with his

tusks in a soldierly manner. I do not doubt the old stories of the
Spitzbergen fisheries and Cherie Island, where the walrus puts to
flight the crowds of European boats. Awuk is the lion of the
Danish Esquimaux, and they always speak of him with the highest
respect.

I have heard of oomiaks being detained for days at a time at the
crossings of straits and passages which he infested. Governor
Flaischer told me that, in 1830, a brown walrus, which, according

Viet of

the tutks.
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to the EHquimiiux, is the fiercest, after being lanced and maimed
near Upernuvik, routed his numerouH assailants, and drove them
in fear to seek for helj) from the settlement. His movements
were so violent as to jerk out the haq)oon8 that were stuck into

liim. The governor slew him with great difficulty after several

rifle-shots and lance-wounds from his whalcboat.

On another occasion, a young a- id adventurous Inuit plunged
his nalegeit into a brown walri's; but, startled by the savage de-

meanour of the beast, called for help before using the lance. The
older men in vain cautioned him to desist. " It is a brown walrus,"

wiid they: " Auvek-Kuiok/" "Hold back!" Finding the cau-

tion disregarded, his only brother rowed forward and plunged the

second harpoon. Almost in an instant the animal charged upon
the kayacker, rii)ping him up, as the description went, after the

fashion of liis sylvan brother, the wild boar. The story was told

to me with much animation ; how the brother remaining rescued

tlie corpse of the brother dead; and how, as they hauled it up on
the ice-floes, the ferocious beast plunged in foaming circles, seek-

ing iresh victims in that part of the sea which was discoloured by
his blood.

Some idea may be formed of the ferocity of the walrus, from the

fact that the battle which Morton witnessed, not without sharing

some of its danger, lasted four hours—during which the animal
rushed continually at the Esquimaux as they approached, tearing

off great tables of ice with his tusks, and showing no indications

of fear whatever. He received upward of seventy lance wounds,
—Morton counted over sixty; and even then he remained hooked
by his tusks to the margin of the ice, unable or unwilling to retire.

His female fought in the same manner, but fled on receiving a
lance-wound,

The Esquimaux seemed to be fully aware of the danger of ven-

turing too near; for at the first onset of the walrus they jumped
back far enough to be clear of the broken ice. Morton described

the last three hours as wearing, on both sides, the aspect of an un-
broken and seemingly doubtful combat.

The method of landing the beast upon the ice, too, showed a
great deal of clever contrivance. They made two pair of incisions

m the neck, where the hide is very thick, about six inches apart
and parallel to each other, so as to form a couple of bands, A

OIIAFTIII
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jUcarter of an inch in diameter, was passed
under one of these bands and carried up on the ice *o a firm stick

well secured in the floe, where it went through a loop, and was
then taken back to the animal, made to pass under the second band,
and led off to the Esquimaux. This formed a sort of " double
purchase," the blubber so lubricating the cord as to admit of

a free movement. By this contrivance the beast, weighing
some seven hundred pounds, was hauled up and butchered at
leisure.

The two sledges now journeyed homeward, carrying the more
valued parts of their prize. The intestines and a large share of
the carcass were buried up in the cavities of a berg ; LucuUus him-
self could not have dreamed of a grander icehouse.

As they doubled the little island which stood in front of their

settlement, the women ran down the rocks to meet them. A long
hail carried the good i news; and, as the party alighted on the
beach, knives were quickly at work, the allotment of the meat
being determined by well-understood hunter laws. The Esqui-
maux, however gluttonously they may eat, evidently bear hunger
with as little diflficulty as excess. None of the morning party had
breakfasted

;
yet it was after ten o'clock at night before they sat

down to dinner. " Sat down to dinner !

" This is the only expres-

sion of our own gastrology which is applicable to an Esquimaux
feaat. They truly sit down, man, woman, and child, knife in hand,
squatting cross-legged around a formidable joint,—say forty pounds,
—and, without waiting for the tardy coction of the lamp, falling

to like college commoners after grace. I have seen many such
feeds. Hans's account, however, of the glutton-festival at Etah is

too characteristic to be omitted :

—

"Why, Cappen Ken, sir, even the children ate all night; you
know the little two-year-old that Awiu carried in her hood—the
one that bit you when you tickled it ? Yes. Well, Cappen Ken,
sir, that baby cut for herself, with a knife made out of an iron

hoop, and so heavy that it could barely lift it, aiid cut and ate,

and ate and cut, as long as I looked at it."

" Well, Hans, try now and think ; for I want an accurate an-

swer : how much as to weight or quantity would you say that

child ate 1 " Hans is an exact and truthful man : he pondered a

little and said that, lift omilrl nrii: anatvav rnxr niinai-in,^ iC T»„4.JJUt
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know this SIX, that it ate a ^>a^"-the Esquimaux name for the oh. ptw
lump which 13 cut oft close to the lips—" as large as its own head • ^^^•

and three hours afterward, when I went to bed, it was cutting off
another lump and eating still." A sipak, Uke the Dutch governor's
foot, 18, however, a varying unit of weight.

,.,>A
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! CHAPTKR
" October 24, Tuesday.—We are at work that makes us realize

;
,

XXXI. how short-handed we are. The brig was lifted for the third time

j
i Thorais- to-day, with double chains passed under her at low tide, both

i

j

jjl*

°^ ""^ astern and amid-s'iips. Her bows were already raised three feet

above the water, and nothing seemed wanting to our complete

success, when at the critical moment one of the after-shores parted,

and she fell over about five streaks to starboard. The slings were

hove-to by the crab, and luckily held her from going further, so

that she now stands about three feet above her flotation-line,

drawing four feet forward, but four and a half aft. She has righted

a little with the return of tide, and now awaits the freezing-in of

her winter cradle. She is well out of water ; and, if the chains

only hold, we shall have the spectacle of a brig, high and dry,

spending an Arctic wint'^r over an Arctic ice-bed.

I I

THB BRIO CKADUtD.

" We shall be engaged now at the hold and with the housing

on deck. From our lodge-room to the forward timbers everything

E !
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Uttle dormitoriiira ; everywhere else it is too cold for handling
tools.

®

"9 P.M.—A true and unbroken auroral arch—the first we have
seen in Smith's Sound. It was colourless, but extremely bright.
There was no pendant from the lower curve of the arc; but
from its outer, an active wavy movement, dissipating itse/f into
barely-perceptible cirrhus, was broken here and there by rays
nearly perpendicular, with a sUght inclination to the east. The
atmosphere was beautifully clear.

" October 26, Thursday.—'Ihe thermometer at 34° below zero,
but fortunately no wind blowing. We go on with the out-door
work. The gangway of ice is finished, and we have passed wooden
steam-tubes through the deck-house, to cany off the vapours of
our cooking-stove and the Ughter impurities of the crowded cabin.
"We burn but seventy pounds of fuel a day, most of it in the

galley—the fire being allowed to go out between meals. We go
without fire altogether for four hours of the night

; yet such is
the excellence of our moss walls and the air-proof of our tossut,
that the thermometer in-doors never indicates less than 45° above
zero, with the outside air at 30° below. When our housing is
arranged, and the main hatch secured with a proper weather-tight
screen of canvas, we shall be able, I hope, to meet the extreme
cold of February and March without fear.

"Darkness is the worst enemy we have to face; but we will
strive against the scurvy in spite of him, till the Hght days of sun
and vegetation. The spring-hunt will open in March, though it

will avail us very little till late in April.

" Wilson and Brooks are my principal subjects of anxiety ; for
although Morton and Hans are on their backs, making four of our
ten, I can see strength of system in their cheerfulness of heart.
The best prophylactic is a hopeful, sanguine temperament ; the
best cure, moral resistance—that spirit of combat against every
trial which is alone true bravery,

" October 27, Friday.—'Yhe work is going on ; we are ripping
oflf tlie extra planking of our deck for fuel during the winter. The
cold increases fast,, verging now upon 40° below zero, and in spite
of all my eflForts we will have to burn largely into the brig. I
prepared for this two months ago, and satisfied myself, after a con-
sultation with the carpenter, that we may cut away some seven or
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_ nc88 OhLsen 8 report inarkod out the order in which hor timbers
should bo appropriated to uses of uecosHity : 1. The monkey-rail •

3. Iho bulwarks; 3. The upper coiling of the deck; 4. Eight extra
cro«8-boan.H; 5. The flooring a.ul remaining wood-work of the fore
castlo; (,. Iho square girders of the forepeak; 7. The main-top-
saU-yani and top-mast; 8. The ontaide trebling or oak sheathing'Wo had then but thirty buckets of coal remaining, and hadH ready burnt up the bulkheads. Since then we have made some
uiditional mroada o.i our stock ; but, unless there is an error i„ho 08 unate wo a«i go on at the rate of seventy pounds a day
CUkso house-koopmg this ; but we cannot do better. We must re-model our heating arrangements. The scurvy exacts a comfort-
able temporature and a drying one. Our mean thus far lias been
47 -decidedly U.o low

; and by the clogging of our worn-out pipe
It IS now reduced to 42°.

'

"The ico-bolt, sorry d.roniclor of winter progress, has begun towiden witli the rise and fall of the sludgy water
" October 31, Tuesdaf/.-MVe have had a scene on board Wo

play many parts on this Arctic stage of ours, and can hardly be
expected to bo at homo in all of them.

" To-day w,vs appropriated to the reformation of the stoves, and
thoro was demand, of cotirso, for all our ingenuity both as tinkers—

0. and ohimney sweeps. Of my company of nhio, iL had Lie good
lick to bo out on the hunt, and Rrooks, Morton, Wilson, and Good-
follow, were scurvy-riddon in their bunks. Tho other four and the
commanding officer made up tho detail of duty. First, wo wero
to give the smoke-tubes of the stove a thorough cleansing, tho first
they have had tor now seventeen months; next, to reduce our em
snow-inelter to its elements of imperfect pipes and pans; and last,
to combnie the practicable remains of tho two into one efficient
system tor warming and melting.

" Of Uiese, the first has been executed most gdlantly. ' Qhn
enough for one day !

' The work with tho scrapers on the heated
p.pes~for tlie accumulation inside of them was as hard as tho iron
itse f till we melted it down-was decidedly unpleasant to our
gentle senses

;
md we were glad when it had advanced far enough

to authorize a resort to the good old-fashioned countiy custom of
tinng. But we had not calculatod the quantity of the trases, com-

CIoanliiK

•ml ro-

I>tUriii|{
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bustible and incombuHtible, which this process was to evolve, with ohaptkhduly Bcientific reference to the size of their outlet. In a word ^^^^
they were smothering us, and, in a fit of desperation, we threw Kx^^;;;,
open our apartment to the atmosphere outside. This made short

"'""'"'

work of tlie smoky flocculi ; the dormitory decked itself on the

'"'

mstant with a frosty forest of fe^vthers, and it now rejoices in a
drapery as grey as a cygnet's breast.

" It was cold work reorganizing the stove for the nonce; but we
have got It going again, as red as a cherrjr, and my weU-wom do«-shn suit IS drying before it. The blackened water is just begin-
ning to drip, drip, drop, from the walls and ceiling, and the bed-
clothes and the table on which I write."

My narrative has reached a period at which everything like ProgrcH
progress was su.spended. The increasing cold and brightening '""P-i^'^

stars, the labours, and anxieties, and sickness that pressed upon ust £'a ,„.

-these almost engross the pages of my journal. Now and then
I find son.e marvel of Petersen's about the fox's dexterity as a
hunter; and Hans tells me of domestic life in South Greenland, or
of a seal-hunt and a wrecked kayack; or perhaps M'Gary repeats
his thnce-told tele of humour; but the night has closed down
upon us, and we are hibernating through it.

nfTW 1
*^'''' """"" *°P^'' ^^ "'^''''^- T^« ^"t«»«e beauty Beau.y 0,of the Arctic firmament can hardly be imagined. It looked close "- A^«i

above our heads, with its stars magnified in gloiy, and the very ^Tnt
planets twinkling so much as to baffle the obser^ationsof ourastronZ
mer. I am afraid to speak of some of these night-scenes. I have
trodden the deck and the floes, when the life of earth seemed sus-
pended, ita movemente, its sounds, its colouring, its companion-
ships; and as I looked on the radiant hemisphere, circling aboveme a^ if rendenng worship to the unseen Centre of Ught, I have
ejacu ated in humility of spirit, " Lord, what is man that thou art
muidful of him ?

';
And then I have thought of the kindly worldwe had left with its revolving sunshine and shadow, and the other

sters that gladden it in their changes, and the hearts that warmed
to us there, tiU I lost myself in memories of those who are not—and they bore me back to the stars again.
The Esqmmaux, like other nomads, are careful observers of theheaven]V HnHiAa Ap ;iT„„i._-x- _ „ ., _. """

,. „n xiiu^tiatiuii 01 tne coniidence with whicb
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tliey avail themselves of this knowledge occurred while Peiersen'si

party were at Tessieusak. I copy it from my journal of Novem-
ber 6.

" A number of Esquimaux sought sleeping-quarters in the hut,

much to the annoyance of the earlier visitors. The night was
clear; and Petersen, anxious to hasten their departmre, pointed to

the horizon, saying it would soon be daylight. * No,' said the

savage ;
* when that star there gets round to that point,* indicating

the quarter of the heavens, 'and is no higher than this star,'

naming it, ' will be the time to harness up my dogs.' Petersen

was astounded ; but he went out the next morning and verified

the sidereal fact.

" I have been shooting a hare to-day up the ravine pointed out

by Ootuniah. It has been quite a pleasant incident. I can

hardly say how valuable the advice of our Esquimaux friends has

been to us upon our hunts. This desert homestead of theirs is as

thoroughly travelled over as a sheepwalk. Every movement of the

ice, or wind, or season is noted ; and they predict its influence

upon the course of the birds of passage with the same sagacity that

has taught them the habits of the resident animals.

" They foretold to me the exact range of the water off Cape

Alexander during September, October, November, and December,

and anticipated the excessive fall of snow which has taken place

this winter, by reference to this mysterious water.

" In the darkest weather of October, when everything around is

apparently congealed and solid, they discover water by means as

inscrutable as the divining-rod. I was once journeying to Anoatok,

and completely enveloped in darkness among the rolled-ice off

Godsend Island. My dogs were suffering for water. September

was half gone, aiid the water-streams both on shore and on the

bergs had been solid for nearly a fortnight. Myouk, my com-

panion, began climbing the dune-like summits of the ice-hills,

tapping with his ice-pole and occasionally applying his ear to parts

of the surface. He did so to three hills without any result, but

at the fourth he called out, 'Water!' I exammed the spot by

hand and tongue, for it was too dark to see ; but I could detect no

liquid. Lying down and listening, I first perceived the metallic

tinkle of a rivulet. A few minutes' digging brought us down to a

scanty infiltration of drinkable w-rvt^er:
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Namnbe 8, Wednesday.-?^m tinkering at our stove and ice- ohaptw

melter
;
at last successful. Old iron pipes, and tin kettles, and aU *ii'-

the fuse Kitchen-ware of the brig figure now in picturesque as- He..i„g
sociation, and rejoice in the title of our heating apparatus It is

"''""'*"*

a great result. We have burnt from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. but seventy-
five pounds, and will finish the twenty-fours with fifteen pounds
more. It has been a mild day, the thermometer keeping some
tenths above 13° below zero ; but then we have maintained a tem-
perature inside of 55° above. With our old contrivances we could
never got higher than 47°, and that without any certainty, though
It cost us a hundred and fifty-four pounds a day. A vast increase
of comfort, and stiU greater saving of fuel. This last is a most
important consideration. Not a stick of wood comes below with-
out my ejcs following it through the scales to the wood-stack. I
weigh it to the very ounce.

"The tide-register, with its new wheel-and-axle arrangements,
has given us out-door work for the day. Inside, after rigging the
stove, we have been busy chopping wood. The ice is already
three feet thick at our tide-hole.

- November \5, Wednesday.-The last forty- eight hours should Meteoric
have given us the annual meteoric shower. We were fully pre-

*'"'*'"•

pared to observe it; but it would not come off. It would have
been a godsend variety. In eight hours that I helped to watch
rom nme of last night untU five this morning, there were only
fifty-one shooting stars. I have seen as many between the same
hours in December and February of last winter.

^

"Our traps have been empty for ten days past; but for the
pittance of excitement which the visit to them gives, we might as
well be without them.

.u
"?'?

"^r,
^'^^Setting nervous and depressed. M'Gary paced Depression

the deck aU last Sunday in a fit of home-sickness, without eating ""ihc.e.

a meal. I do my best to cheer them ; but it is hard work to hide
one's own trials for the sake of others who have not as many. ' I
am glad of my professional drill and its companion influence over
the sick and toU-worn. I could not get along at aU unless I com-
bined the oflSces of physician and commander. You cannot punish
sick men.

''Novemher 20, J/o«c?ay.—I was out to-day looking over thp
empty traps with Hans, and when about two miles off the brig—

sickness.
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A BEAR.

ITnpIea-

Mnt sas-

pcnse.

Tx7r
^^'f^y

^'' "^^'•e-I l^eard what I thought wa. the beUow of awalrus on the floe-ice. « Hark there Hans!' Th. TA bear on scarcelv iif^Arn^ k P , ,

''"®'^^' "'^'^'^ The words were
'''''"' ITS XT

'° ""' ^^^ '"^ ^«^«"^ '•«ar, altogether unmis-takeable No walrus at all : a boar, a bear ! We had iumped to

l7f
'"* already. The day was just thirty minutes'T^tthhour of noon

;
but, practised as we all aie to see through the

yaras oil. What to do 1—we had no arms
" We were both of us afraid to run, for we knew that the sight

our hearts to lose such a providential accession to our means of

fthaftr;l:"^'
^"^ ^'^'^' '^-^ ^^^-^^^^ - vommrasXeius that the game was coming nearer, and that he was large and ofno doubt correspondh.g flavour. ' Run for the brig, Hans,?!-!"1

,

noble runner,-' and I will play decoy.' Off w nt Hans Hke adeer Another roar;^ but he was already out of sight
I may confess it to these weU-worn pages; there was some

lew minutes
, but they were silent ones

" I had no stimulus to loquacity, and the bear had ceased to beommun.cat.ve. The floe was about three-quarters of a tMe ; Tomten feet rt may be, lower than the ice-foot on „h.ch I lay, Thebear was of course below my horizon. I began after a whUe to

t mth?n?t bVT' n'

""'' ' "' ''''"' '»" '» doubt w;^h^
It might not be after all a creature of the brain. It was very coldon that ice^ot. I resolved to cr.vvi to the edje of it »7pc rmidcr my hands into the dark shadow of the hummock-ridges'^

A hird
,
what IS that long rounded shade ! Stained ice? Yes •

Stained ice. Tlie stained ice gave a gross menagerie ronr andcharged on the instant for my position.* I had not ev „ a knl

iiaanadonc. I ran,-ran as I never expect these scurvy-stiffenedtaees to run .^ain,-throwing off first one mitten a„T t en i^

m ttens T'f.T""' ^
«""'" *'"' ""« -" «" ^ear my

t™he r™ct
""""^ " '""' "'^ '"^ ^"l- - ^->i tri-8

" A-b^^ 24, /H&,j,._The weather stiU mUd. I attempted

life.
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to work to-day at charting. I i)laced a large board on our ohaptm
stove, and pasted my paper to it. My lamp reposed on the lid ^J^'
of the coffee-kettle, my instruments in the slush-boiler, my feet
in the ashpan

;
and thus I drew the first coast-line of Grinnell

Land. The stove, by close watching and niggard feeding, has
burnt only sixty-five pounds in the last twenty-four hours. Of Division ol

course, working by night I work without fire. In the daytime our
'"''""'•

little company take every man his share of duty as he is able.
Poor Wilson, just able to stump about after his late attack of
scurvy, helps to wash the dishes. Morton and Brooks sew at
sledge-clothing, while Riley, M'Gary, and Ohlsen, our only really
able-bodied men, cut the ice and firewood.

"December 1, Friday.—I am writing at midnight. I have the Writing at

watch from eight to two. It is day in the moonlight on deck, ""''"'k'"-

the thermometer getting up again to 36° below zero. As I come
down to the cabin—for so we still caU this Uttio moss-hned igloe
of ours—every one is asleep, snoring, gritting his teeth, or talking
in his dreams. This is pathognomonic ; it tells cf Arctic winter
and its companion, scurvy. Tom Hickey, our good-humoured,
blundering cabin-boy, decorated since poor Schubert's death with
the dignities of cook, is in that little dirty cot on the starboard
side

;
the rest are bedded in rows, Mr. Brooks and mj self chock

aft. Our bunks are close against the frozen moss wall, where we
can take in the entire family at a glance. The apartment measures Deacri,,-
twenty feet by eighteen; its height six feet four inches at one"°"°ft'''
place, but diversified elsewhere by beams crossing at different m""
distances from the floor. The avenue by which it is approached
is barely to be seen in the moss waU forward ; twenty feet, of
air-tight space make misty distance, for the puff of outside-tem-
perature that came in with me has filled our atmosphere with
vesicles of vapour. The avenue—Ben-Djerback is our poetic
name for it—closes on the inside with a door well patched with
flannel, from which, stooping upon all-fours, you back down a
descent of four feet in twelve through a tunnel three feet high and
two feet six inches broad. It would have been a tight squeeze
for a man Hke Mr. Brooks when he was better fed and fatter.
Arrived at the bottom, you straighten yourself, and a second door
admits you into the dark and sorrowing hold, empty of stores, and
stripped to its naked ceiling for firewood. From this we grope

^P^
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our way to the main hatch, and mount by a rude stairway of
O'A s into the open air.

'UJccenAer 2, Saturday.~lUA to put Mr. M'Gary and RUey
under iwtive treatment for scurvy. Gums retracted, ankles swollen
and bad lumbago. Mr. WUson's case, a still worse one, has been
brought under. Morton's is a saddening one; I cannot afford to
lose him. He is not only one of my most inteUigent men, but he is
daring, cool, tin^ e^-ryway trustworthy. His tendon Achilles has
been completely perforated, and the surface of the heel-bone ex-
posed. An operation in cold, darkness, and privation, would pro-
bably bring on locked-jaw. Brooks grows discouraged : the poor
feUow has scurvy in his stump, and his leg is drawn up by the
contraction of the flexors at the knee-joint. This is the third case
on^board-the fourth, if I include my own-of contracted tendons.

December 3, Sunday.~l have now on hand twenty-four hun-
dred pounds of chopped wood, a store collected witli great diffi-
culty

;
and yet, how inadequate a provision for the sickness and

accident we must look for through the rest of the dark days i It
requires the most vigorous effort of what we call a healthy man to
tear from the oak ribs of our stout little vessel a single day's fire-
wood. We have but three left who can manage even this- and
we cannot spare more than one for the daily duty. Two thousand
pounds wUl barely carry us to the end of January, and the two
severest months of the Arctic year, Februaiy and March, wiU still
be ahead of us.

"To carry us over these, our days of greatest anticipated trial,
we have the outside oak sheathing,-or trpbUng, as the carpenter
call it,-a sort of extra skin to protect the brig against the shocks
of the ice Although nearly three inches thick, it is only spiked
to her sides, and carpenter Ohlsen is sure that its removal wiU
not interfere with her sea-worthiness. Cut the trebling only to
the water-line, and it will give me at least two and a half tors •

and with this-God wUling-I may get through this awful wmte-.'
and save t/ie brig besides /

"December 4, Monday.—Th&t stove is smoking so that three of
our party are down with acute inflammation of the eyes I fear I
must mcrease the diameter of our smoke-pipes, for the pitch-pine
which we bum, to save up our oak for the greater cold, is
redundantly charged with turoentine. Vpt w» A^ not * -
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increased draught to consume our seventy pounds; the fiat, 'No oniPT«
more wood ' comes soon enough. xs!xi

"Then for the night-watch. I have generally something on n.eli^hthand to occupy me, and can volunteer for the L^nrs before my ^'^^^
re^ar term. Everjrthing is closed tight ; I muffle myself in furs,
and write; or, if the cold denies me that pleasure, I read, or at
least thmk. Thank Heaven, even an Arctic temperature leaves themmd unchilled. But in truth, though our hourly observations in
the au: range between -46° and -30^ we seldom register less
than +36° below.

^^December 5, Tuesday.-WQ^ry is no better, but happily has
no notion how bad he is. I have to give him a grating of our v..ueo»
treasured potatoes. He and Brooks will doubtless finish the two ^^*^^
I have got out, and then there will be left twelve. They are now
three years old, poor old frozen memorials of the dear land they
grew m. They are worth more than their weight in gold."

RATACX, 0« ORBBNLANDIiR'B OAKOB.
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CHAPTER XXXII.
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I WAS asleep in the forenoon of the 7th, after the fatigue of an
extra night-watch, when I waa called to the deck by the report of
" Esquimaux sledges." They came on rapidly, five sledges, with
teams of six dogs each, most of the drivers strangers to us; and
in a few minutes were at the brig. Their errand was of charity

:

they were bringing back to us Bonsall and Petersen, two of the
party that left us on the 28th of August.

The party had many adventwes and much suflFering to tell of
They had verified by painful and perilous experience all I had
anticipated for them. But the most stirring of their announce-
ments was the condition they had left their associates in, two
hundred miles off, divided in their counsels, then- energies broken,
and their provisions nearly gone. I reserve for another page the
history of their wanderings. My first thought waa of the means
of rescuing and relieving them.

1 resolved to despatch the Esquimaux, escort at once with such
supplies as our miserably-imperfect stores allowed, they giving
their pledge to carry them with all speed, and, what I felt to be
much less certain, with all honesty. But neither of the gentlemen
who had come with them felt himself fn condition to repeat the
journey. Mr. Bonsall was evidently broken down, and Petersen,
never too reliable in emergency, was for postponing the time of

setting out. Of our own party—those who had remained with
the brig—M'Gary, Hans, and myself, were the only ones able to

move, and of these M'Gary was now fairly on the sick list. We
could not be absent for a single day without jeoparding the lives

of the rest.

" Decembei' 8, Friday.—I am much afraid these provisions will
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nev.r reach the wanderers. We wore busy every hour einco cu.ht..
IVjnsall arnved getting them ready. We cleaned and boiled and *i^'-
packed a hundred pounds of pork, and sewed up smaller packages ProvWon.
f meat-biacuit, bread-dust, and tea; and despatched the whole l"?ome three hundred and fifty pounds, by the returning convoy P"'^
But I have no faitl. in an Esquimaux under temptation, and I
almost regret that I did not accompany them myself. It might
have been wiser. But I wUl set Hans on the track in the morn-
ing; and, If I do not hear within four days that the stores are
fairly on their way, co4te qui ccyOte, I wiU be off to the lower bay
and hold the whole tribe as hostages for the absent party.

"Brooks is wasting with night-sweats; and my iron man,
M'Gary, has been suffering for two days with anomalous cramps
irom exposure.

"These Esquimaux have left us some wah-us-beef; and poor
little Myouk, who is unabated in his affection for me, made me a
special present of half a liver. These go of course to the hospital,
(iod knows they are needed there

!

^^Decewher 9, Saturday.-lU superabundant life of Northum- c«u«»of
berland Island has impressed Petersen as much as it did me. I

*="">•

cannot think of it without recurring to the fortunes of Franklin's
party. Our own sickness I attribute to our civilized diet; had we
plenty of frozen walrus I would laugh at the scurvy. And it was
only because I wjis looking to other objects-summer researches
and explorations in the faU with the single view to escape-that I
failed to secure an abundance of fresh food. Even in August I
could have gathered a winter's supply of birds and cochlearia.

n.iL?"'^ f7
to August ^e lived on seal, twenty-five before the Mean, of

middle of July, all brought in by one man : a more assiduous and P'^^e'-v'"?

better organized hunt would have swelled the number without a Tl
limit. A few boat-parties in June would have stocked us with
eider-eggs for winter use, three thousand to the trip; and the
snowdrifts would have kept them fresh for the breakfast-table I
loaded my boat with ducks in three hours as late as the middle of
July, and not more than thirty-five miles from our anchorage
And even now, here are these Esquimaux, ' sleek and oily with
their walrus-blubber, only seventy miles off It is not a region
for starvation, nor ought it to be for scurvy.

''Decemhcr 12, Tueiday.—Brooke awoke me at three this moni-

»•»<;j*'
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OHArriH ing with tlio cry of 'Esquimaux again I' I dressed hastily, and,

*""• groping my way over the pile of boxes that leads up from th«

"Einui. hold into the darkness above, made oat a group of human figurea,
maux

ClilPFB, NOKTIll'IIBKRLAND ISLAND.

niJisked by the hooded jumpers of the natives. They stopped at

the gangway, and, as I was about to challenge, one of them sprang

forward and gnxsped my hand. It was Doctor Hayes. A few

words, dictjvted by suffering, certainly not by any anxiety as to

his reception, and at Ids bidding the whole party came upon deck.

The absent Poor fcUows ! I could only grasp their hands and give them a

party wei- brother's welcome.

wl? " The thermometer was at minus 50'
; they were covered with

rime and snow, and were fjunting with hiniger. It was uecessarj'

to use caution in taking them below ; for, after an exposure of

such fearful intensity and duration as they had gone through, the
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warmth of the cabin would have pro.ftrated thom completely, ohapthb

They had journeyed three hundred and fifty miles ; and their last '

run from the bay near Etali, some seventy miles in a right line, was 1^
terrible

, , . 11' Journey.

through the hummocks at this appalhng temperature.

" One by one they .all came in and were housed. Poor fellows

!

as they threw open their Esquimaux garments by the stove, how

they relished the scanty luxuries which we had to offer thom !

The coffee and the meat-biscuit soup, and the n;olasses and the

wheat bread, even the salt pork wliich our scurvy forbade the

rest of us to touch,—how they relished it all ! For more than

two months they had lived on frozen seal and walrus-meat.

" They are almost all of them in danger of collaj).se, but I have sicknew

no apprehension of life unless from tetanus. Stephenson is pros-

trate with pericarditis. I resigned my own bunk to Dr. Hayes,

who is much prostrated : he will probably lose two of liis toes,

perhaps a third. Tlie rest have no special injury.

" I cannot crowd the details of their journey into my diary. I

have noted some of them from Dr. Hayes's words ; but he has

I)romised me a written report, and I wait for it. It was providen-

tial that they did not stop for Petersen's return, or rely on the en-

gagements which his Esquimaux attendants had made to them as

well as to us. The sledges that carried our relief of provisions

passed through the Etah settlement empty, on some furtive pro-

ject, we know not what.

*^ December 13, Wednesday.—The Esquimaux who accompanied The Esqu)

the returning party are nearly all of them well-known friends. ^"^

They were engaged from different settlements, but, as they neared

the brig, volunteers added themselves to the escort till they num-

bered six drivers and as many as forty-two dogs. Whatever may

have been their motive, their conduct to our poor friends was cer-

tainly full of humanity. They drove at flying speed ; every hut

gave its welcome as they halted ; the women were ready witliout Tiieir

invitiition to dry and chafe their worn-out guests.

" I found, however, that there were other objects connected with

their visit to the brig. Suffering and a sense of necessity had in-

volved some of our foot-worn absentees in a breach of hospitality.

While resting at Kalutunah's hut, they had found opportunity of

appropriafeijig to their own use certain articles of clothing, fox-

skins and the like, under circumstances which admitted of justiti-
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cation only by the laAV of the more sagacious and the stronger It
was apparent that our savage friends had their plaint to make o-
It might be, to avenge.

'

"My first attention, after ministering to the immediate wants of
all, was turned to the office of conciliating our Esquimaux bene-
factors. Though they wore their habitual faces of smiUng satis-
taction, I could reaa them too well to be deceived. PoUcy, as well
as moral duty, have made me anxious always to deserve their re-
spect

;
but I had seen enough of mankind in its varied relations

not to know that respect is Httle else than a tribute to superiority
either real or supposed, and that, among the rude at least, one of
its elements is fear.

"I therefore called them together in stern and cheerless con-
ference on the deck, as if to inquire into the truth of transactions
that I had heard of, leaving it doubtful from my manner which
was the party I proposed to impUcate. Then, by the intervention
of Petersen, I called on Kalutunah for his story, and went through
a fiill train of questionings on both sides. It was not difficult to
satisfy them that it was my purpose to do justice all round The
subject of controversy was set out fully, and in such a manner as
to convince me that an appeal to kind feeling might have been
substituted with all effect for the resort to artifice or force. I
therefore, to the immense satisfaction of our stranger guests, as
sured them of my approval, and pulled theh- hair all round.

" They were introduced into the oriental recess of our dormi-
tory,—hitherto an unsolved mystery. There, seated on a red
blanket, with four pork-fat lamps throwing an illumination over
old worsted damask curtains, hunting-knives, rifles, beer-barrels
galley-stove, and chronometers, I dealt out to each man five
needles, a file, and a stick of wood. To KolutUnah and Shunghu
I gave knives and other extras

; and in conclusion spread out our
one remaining buffalo close to the stove, built a roaring fire,

cooked a hearty supper, and by noonday they were sleeping away
ui a state of thorough content. I explained to them further
that my people did not steal ; that the fox-jumpers, and boots,
and sledges were only taken to save their Uves ; and I thereupon
returned them.

^

"The party took a sound sleep, and a second or rather a con
tinuous feed, and left again on theu- return through the hum-
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mocks with apparent confidence and good humour. Of course ohapter

they prigged a few knives and forks ;—but that refers itself to a ^^"^

national trait.

"December 23, Saturday.—Tliis uncalculated accession of num- Crowd and

hers makes our Uttle room too crowded to be wholesome : I have "".^^^ °'

air.

to guard its ventilation with all the severity that would befit a

surgical ward of our Blocldey Hospital. We are using the Esqui-

maux lamp as an accessory to our stove : it helps out the cooking

and water-making, without encroaching upon our rigorously-meted

allowance of wood. But the odour of pork-fat, our only oil, we
have found to be injurious ; and our lamps are therefore placed

outside the tossut, in a small room bulkheaded oflF for their use.

" This new arrangement gave rise yesterday to a nearly fatal Ainrr, of

disaster. A watch had been stationed in charge of the lamp, with
^^'

the usual order of ' N"o uncovered lights.' He deserted liis post.

Soon afterward Hans found the cooking-room on fire. It was a

horrible crisis ; for no less than eight of our party were absolutely

nailed to their beds, and there was nothing but a bulkhead be-

tween them and the fire, I gave short, but instant orders, station-

ing a line between the tide-hole and the main hatch, detailing two
men to work with me, and ordering aU the rest who could move
to their quarters. Dr. Hayes with hir. maimed foot, Mr. Brooks
with his contracted legs, and poOi.- Morton, otherwise among our

best men, could do nothing.

" Before we reached the fire the entire bulkhead v'as in a blaze The moss

as well as the dry timbers and skin of the brig. Our moss
^i^"^

'"

"

walls, with their own tinder-like material and their 1? -!it casing of

inflaminible wood, w^ere entirely liiduen by the fianies. For-

tunately the furs of the recently-returned party wer-^ ;.t hand, and
with them I succeeded in smothering the fire. Put T was obliged

to push through the blaze of our sailcloth bnD-lieuJ in order to

defend the wall ; and in my anxiety to save j „e, I had left the

cabin v.ithout either cap or mittens. I got thr-ough somehow or

other, and tore down the canvas which' hung against that dan-

gerous locality. Our rifles were m this cornei, and their muzzles

pointing in all directions.

" The water now began to pass down ; but with the discharge

of the first bucketful the smoke overcame me. As T found myself

going T pushed )r the hatchway, kio^ving tliat the bucket-line

i
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would feel me. Seeing was impossible ; but, striking Ohlsen's
legs as I fell, I was passed up to the deck, minus beard, eyebrows,
and forelock, plus two bums on the forehead and one on each
palm.

"In about three minutes after making way with the canvas
the fire was got under, and in less than half an hour all was safe

again. But the transition, for even the shoi test time, from the
fiery Shadrachian furnace-temperature below, to 46° below zero

above, was intolerably trying. Every man suffered, and few
escaped without frost-bitten fingers.

" The remembrance of the danger and its horrible results almost
miraculously averted shocks us all. Had we lost our brig, not a

man could have survived. Without shelter, clothing, or food, the

thermometer almost 80° below the freezing point, and a brisk wind
stirring, what hope could we have on the open ice field 1

"December 25, Christmas, Monday.—All together again, the
returned and the steadfast, we sat down to our Christmas dinner.

There was more love than with the stalled ox of former times

;

but of herbs none. We forgot our discomforts in the blessings

which adhered to us still ; and when we thought of the long road
ahead of us, we thought of it hopefully. I pledger", myself to give
them their next Christmas with their homes ; and each of us drank
his ' absent friends ' with ferocious zest over one-eighteenth part

of a bottle of sUlery,—the last of its hamper, and, alas ! no longer

mx)usseux.

" But if this solitary relic of festival days had lost its sparkle,

we had not. We passed around merrily our turkeys roast and
boiled, roast beef, onions, potatoes, and cucumbers, watermelons,

and God knows what other cravings of the scurvy-sickened palate,

with entire exclusion of the fact that each one of these was vari-

ously represented by pork and beans. Lord Peter himself was not
more cordial in his dispensation of plum-pudding, mutton, and
custard to his unbelieving brothers.

" M'Gary, of course, told us his story. We hear it every day,

and laugh at it almost as heartily as he does himself. Csesar

Johnson is the guest of ' Ole Ben,' coloured gentlemen both, who
do occasional white-washing. The worthies have dined stanchly

on the dish of beans, browned and relished by its surmounting
cube of pork. A hospitable pause, and, with a complacent wave
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of the hand. Ole Ben addresses the lady hostess-' Ole woman, currKH
bring on de resarve.'

* Ha'n't got no resarve.' * WeU, den,'—with ^^*"-
a placid smile,— ' bring on de beans !'

" So much for the Merrie Christmas. What portion ot its mirth
was genuine with the rest I cannot teU, for we are practised actors
some of us

; but there was no heart in my share of it My
thoughts were with those far off, who are thinking, I know, of me
T could bear my own troubles as I do my eider-down coverlet,
for I can see myself as I am, and feel sustained by the knowledge
that I have fought my battle weU ; but there is no one to tell of
this at the home-table. Pertinacity, unwise daring, calamity—any
of thAse may come up unbidden, as my name circles round, to
explain why I am still away."

For some days before Christmas I had been meditating apunof.
sledge journey to our Esquimaux neighbours. The condition of "'eige

the Uttle party under my charge left me no alternative, uncom-
^°"""''-

fortable and hazardous as I knew that it must be. I failed in the
first effort

; but there were incidents connected with it which may
deserve a place in this vohime. I recur to my journal for a suc-
cinct record of my motives in setting out :

''December 26, Tuesday.—T^q moon is nearly above the cliffs •

the thermometer —57° to —45°, the mean of the past four days.'
In the midst of this cheering conjunction, I have ahead of me a
journey of a hundred miles, to say nothing of the return. Worse
than this, I have no landmarks to guide me, and must be my own
pioneer.

"But there is a duty in the case. M'Gary and Brooks are To procure
sinking, and that rapidly. Walrus beef alone can sustain them, ^eshmeat

and it is to be got from the native?, and nowhere else. It is a
merciful change of conditions that I am the strongest now of the
whole party, as last winter I was the weakest. The duty of col-
lecting food is on me. I shaU go first to the lower Bay Esqui-
maux, and thence, if the hunt has failed there, to Cape Robert-
son.

"My misgivings are mostly on account of the dogs ; for it is a
rugged, hummocked drive of twenty-two hours, even with strong
teams and Esquimaux drivers. We have been feeding them on
salt meat, for we have had nothing else to give them, and they are
out of health ; and there are hardlv enough of thfitn af. hpof f« n^^.
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our lightest load. If one of these tetanoids should attack them

on the road, it may be game up fbr all of us.

" But it is to be tried at last. Petersen will go with me, and

we will club our wits. I do not fear the cold. We are impreg-

nable in our furs while under exercise ; though if we should be

forced to walk, and give out, it might be a different matter. We
shall have, I imagine, a temperature not much above —54°, and

I do not see how we are to carry heating apparatus. We have

load enough without it. Our only diet will be a stock of meat

biscuit, to which I shall add for myself—Petersen's taste is less

educated—a few rats, chopped up and frozen into the tallow-balls.

" Decembe)^ 28, Thursday.—I have fed the dogs the last two

days on their dead brethren. Spite of all proverbs, dog will eat

dog if properly cooked. I have been saving up some who died of

fits, intending to use their skins, and these have come in very

opportunely. I boil them into a sort of bloody soup, and deal

them out twice a day in chunks and solid jelly; for of course they

are frozen like qur.rtz rock. These salt meats are absolutely poi-

sonous to the Northern Esquimaux dog. We have now lost fifty

odd, and one died yesterday in the very act of eating his reformed

diet.

" The moon to-morrow will be for twelve hours above the hori-

zon, and so nearly circumpolar afterward as to justify me in the

attempt to reach the Esquimaux hunting-ground above Cape

Alexander. Everything is ready, and, God willing, I start to-mor-

row, and pass the four hours' dog-halt in the untenanted hut of

Anoatok. Then we have, as it may be, a fifteen, eighteen, or

twenty hours' march, run and drive, before we reach a shelter

among the heathen of the bay.

* January 2, Tuesday.—The dogs began to show signs of that

accursed tetanoid spasm of theirs before we passed Ten-mile

Ravine. When we reached Basalt Camp, six out of eight were

nearly useless. Our thermometer was at—44°, and the wind was

blowing sharply out of the gorge from the glacier. Petersen

wanted to return, but was persuaded by me to walk on to the

huts at Anoatok, in the hope that a halt might restore the animals.

We reached them after a thirty mUes' march.

"The sinuosities of this bay gave fearful travel: the broken

ice clung to the rocks ; and we could only advance by climbing

! i \
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up the ice-foot nd down again upon the floe, as one or the other chapth
gave us the c,..nce of passing. It was eleven hours and over *""•
before we were at the huts, having made by sledge and foot-tramp

~~
forty-five mUes. We took to the best hut, filled in its broken
front with snow, housed our dogs, and crawled in among them

"It was too cold to sleep. Next morning we broke down our
door and tned the dogs again : they could hardly stand. A gale a caianow set in from the southwest, obscuring the moon and blowing
very hard. We were forced back into the hut; but, after corking
up aU openings with snow and making a fire with our Esquimaux
lamp, we got up the temperature to 30° below zero, cooked
coffee, and fed the dogs freely. This done, both Petersen and
myself, our clothing frozen stiff, fell asleep through sheer ex-
haustion; the wind outside blowing death to aU that might be
exposed to its influence.

" I do not know how long we slept, but my admu-able clothing
kept me up. I was cold, but far from dangerously so ; and was
in a fan- way of sleeping out a refreshing night, when Petersen
waked me with-' Captain Kane, the lamp's out' I heard him
with a thrUl of horror. The gale had increased ; the cold was
piercmg, the darkness intense; our tinder had become moist, and coid
was now like an icicle. AU our fire-arms were stacked outside ""^y
for IK) Arctic man wiU tnist powder in a condensing temperature.' S"
We did not dare to break down our doorway, for that would admit
the gale; our only hope of heat was in re-lighting our lamp
Petersen, acting by my directions, made several attempts to obtain
fire from a pocket-pistol ; but his only tinder was moss, and our
heavily stone-roofed hut or cave would not bear the concussion of
a rammed wad.

"By good luck I found a bit of tolerably dry paper in my
jumper; and, becoming apprehensive that Petersen would waste
our few pcrcussiou-caps with his ineffectual snappings I deter-
mined to take the pistol myself. It was so intensely dark that I
had to grope for it, and in doing so touched his hand. At that st,ik,ng
instant the pistol became distinctly visible. A pale bluish lic^ht

"'"^

shghtly tremulous but not broken, covered the metallic parte of
It, the barrel, lock, and trigger. The stock too, was clearly dis-
cernible as if by the reflected light, and, to the an.azement of both
ot us, the thumb and two fingers with which Petersen was holding

Iri
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xxxn.
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rpjjg phosphorescence was not unlike the ineffectual

rhoiphor- fire of the glow-\/orm. As I took the pistol my hand became
***"""

illuminated also, and so did the powder-mbbed paper when I

raised it against the muzzle.

" The paper did not ignite at the first trial, but, the light from

it continuing, I was able to charge the pistol without difficulty,

rolled up my paper into a cone, filled it with moss sprinkled over

with powder, and held it in my hand while I fired. This time I

succeeded in producing flame, and we saw no move of the phos-

phorescence. I do not stop for theory or argument to explain this

opportune phenomenon ; our fur clothing and the state of the

atmosphere may refer it plausibly enough to our electrical

condition.

" As soon as the wind had partially subsided, we broke out of

the hut and tried the dogs toward Refuge Inlet ; but the poor

broken-down animals could not surmount the hummocks ; and as

a forced necessity to save their lives and ours, we resolved to push

for the brig on foot, driving them before us. We made the walk

of forty-four miles in sixteen hours, almost scudding before the gale,

and arrived safely at 7 p.m. of Sunday ; the temperature —40°."

With this fruitless adventure closed the year 1864.

Forced

to return

to the

brig.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

MODES OP MFE—THE INSIDE DOG—PROJECTED JOURNEY—DOO-IIABITS—
THE DARKNESS—RAW MEAT—PLANS FOR SLEDOINO—THE SOUTH-EAST
WINDS—PLAN OP JOURNEY—A RELISHING LUNCH—ITINERARY—OUTFIT
-CARGO AND CLOTHING—KAPETAH AND NESSAK—FOOT-GEAR—THE POX
TAIL—CARPET-KNIGHTS—BURNING CAHLEH.

'^January 6, 1855, Saturday.~li this journal ever gets to be
inspected by other eyes, the colour of its pcages will tell of the
atmosphere it is written in. We have been emulating tho Esqui-
maux for some time in everything else ; and now, last of all, this

intolerable temperature and our want of fuel have driven us to
rely on our lamps for heat. Counting those which I have added
since the wanderers came back, we have twelve constantly going,
with the grease and soot everywhere in proportion.

" I can hardly keep my charts and registers in anything like

decent trim. Our beds and bedding are absolutely black, and
our faces begrimmed with fatty carbon like the Esquimaux of
South Greenland, Nearer to us, our Smith's Straits Esquimaux
are much more cleanly in this branch of domestic arrangements.
Tliey attend their lamps with assiduous care, using the long ra-

dicles of a spongy moss for wick, and preparing the blubber for

its office by breaking up the cells between their teeth. The con-

densed blubber, or, more properly, fat, of the walrus, is said to
give the best flame.

" Our party, guided by the experience of the natives, use nearly
the same form of wick, but of cotton. Pork fat, boiled to lessen

its salt, is our substitute for blubber ; and, guided by a suggestion
of Professor Olmstead, I mix a portion of resin with the lard to
increase its fluidity. Sundry devices in the way of metal rever-

berators conduct and difiiise the heat, and so successfully, that a
single wick will keep liquid ten ounces of lard with the air around
at minus 30°,

"The heat given out by these burners is astonishing. One
four-wicked lamp not very well attended gives us six gallons of
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water in twelve hours from bhow and ice of a teni|wrature of

nnnuH 10", riilsiug the hoiit of the calun to a corroHpoiuling oxtiiit,

tlio lamp being entirely open. With a line-wick another Empii-

niaux plan— wo could bake bread or do otlu^r cookery. But the

criist of the salt and the deposit from the resin are conativntly

fouling the flame; and tlio consocpionco la, that wo have been more
than half the time in an atniosphero of smoke.

" b'oaring the effect of this on the health of ovory ono, crowded
aa we aro, and iidialiniLj so uwwM iiiKolublo foreign juattcr without

intermission, I have to day reduced the iunid)er of lights to four -

two of them statioiuiry, and comnmnicating by tin funnels with

our chimney, no as to carry away their soot.

" Mr. Wilson has relapsed. [ gave him a potash (sderatus) warm
bath to day, and took his place at watch. I have now vsoven hours'

continuous watch at ono beat.

"Janitan/ 12, Frulat/. \\\ reviewing our temporatures, the

monthly and annual means startle me. Whatever views we may
have theoretically as to tho distribution of heat, it was to have
been expected that so large a water area but thirty-five miles to

tho south-west by west of our position would tell upon our records

,

aiul this sui)position was strengthened by tho increased fidl of

snow, which was clearly duo to tho neiglibourhood of this water.
'' Januart/ 1.'}, Satitrdoi/. -T am feeding up my few remaining

dogs very carefully ; but I have no meat for them except tho car-

I'asses of their late comi)anions. These have to bo boiled ; for in

their frozen state they act as caustics, and, to dogs famishing as
ours have been, frozen food often proves fatal, abrading the sto-

mach and avsophagus. Ono of th.ese poor creatures had been a
a child's pet among the Esquimaux. Last night I found her in

nearly a dying state at the mouth of our Umut, wistfully eyeing
the crevices of the door as they emitted their forbidden treasures

of light and heat. She coukl not move, but, completely subdued,
licked my hand—the first time I ever had such a civilized greet

ing from an Esquimaux dog. I carried her in among the glories

of the moderate paradise she aspired to, and cooked her a dead
puppy soup. She is now slowly gaining strength, but can barely

stand.

" I want all my scanty dog-force for another attempt to com-
municate with the bay settlements. I am confident we will find
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KHquhnaux thoro alive, and tlioy nhaU help uh. 1 am not Hatis- c\iKm%
Bed with I'ctcrHcn, the coiiipaninn of my hwt journey; ho i,s too

*"""'•

caiitioiiM for tho emergency. The occawon iH one that calln for t^'i'"'" of

evory ri.sk Hhort of tho final one that man can encounter. My l^Zlx.
niintl Is niado up, sliould wind and ice at all point to itH huccohm-

ful accompli.shmcnt, to try the thing with llaiiH. Han,s is com-
pletely Hul.ject to my will, careful and attached to me, and by
temperament daring and adventurous.

" Counting my greatest po.sHihle number of dogH, we have but Number oi

five at all to bo dej)endcd on, and thcHC far from being in condi-
''""•

tion for the journey. Toodla, Jenny—at this moment ofliciating

as wct-mnr,c--aiid Uhina, are Vac relics of my South Greenland
teams

; little Whitey is the solitary Newfoundlander ; one big
yellow and ono feeble little black, all that are left of tho i)owerful
recruits we obtained from our Esquimaux brethren.

" It is a fearful thing to atten)i)t a dog-trot of near one hundred
miles, where your dogs may drop at any moment, and leave you
without protection from .OO" below zero. As to riding, I do not
look to it; we imist run alongside of the sledge, as we do on
shorter journeys. Our dogs cannot carry more than our scanty
provisions, our sleeping bags, and giuis.

" At home ono would fear to encounter such hoopspincd, sjiitt- Dog
ing, snarling beasts as the Esquimaux dogs of Peabody Bay. ]3ut,

''""*"

wolves as they are, they arc far from dangerous : the .slightest ap-
l)earance of a missile or cudgel subdues them at once. Indi.spens-
al)lo to tho very life of their masters, they ar(> treated, of course,
with studied care and kindness ; but they are taught from the ear-

liest days of puppy-life a savoury fear that makes them altogether
safe companions even for the children. But they are absolutely
ravenous of everything below the human grade. Old Yellow, who
goes about with arched back, gliding through the darkness more
like a hyena than a dog, made a pounce tho other day as I was
feeding Jenny, and, almost before I could turn, had gobbled down
one of her pups. As none of the litter will ever be of sledging use,

I have taken the hint, and refreshed Old Yellow with a daily morn-
ing puppy. The two last of the family, who will then, I hope, be
tolerably nulk-fed, 1 sluill reserve ft)r my own eating.

''January U, Sunday—Om sick are about the same; WUson,
Brooks, Morton, M'Oary, and Riley unserviceable, Dr. Hayes get-

m
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274 THE DARKNESS.

OHAPTKR tiiig better rapidly. How grati^ful I ought to be ^hat I, the weak-

' Img of a year ago, am a well and helpuig man

!

" At noonday, in spite of the mist, I can see the liorizon gap of

Charlotte Wood Fiord, between Bessie "Mountain and the other

hills to the south-east, growing hghter ; its twilight is decidedly less

doubtful. In four or five days we will have our noonday san not

more than 8° below the horizon. This depression, which was

Parry's lowest, enabled Mm by turning the paper toward the south

to read diamond type. We are looking forward to this more pe-

numbral darkness as an era. It hao now been fifty two days since

we could read such type, even after climbing the dreary lulls. One
hundred and twenty-four days with the sun below the horizon !

One hundred and forty before he reaches the rocky shadowing of

our brig

!

" I found an overlooked godsend this mcming,—a bear's head,

put away ibr a specimen, but completely frozen. There is no in-

considerable quantity' of meat adhering to it, and I serve it out

raw to Brooks, Wilson, and Kiley.

" I do not know that myjournal anywhere mentions our habitua-

tion to raw meats, nor does it dwell upon their strange adaptation

to scorbutic disease. Our journeys have taught us the wisdom of

the Esquimaux appetite, and there are few among us who do not

rfUsh a slice of raw blubber or a chunk of frozen walrus-beef.

The liver of a walrus (awuktanuk) eaten with little slices of his fat,

—of a verity it is a delicious morsel Fire would ruin the curt,

pithy expression of vitality which belongs to its uncooked juices.

Charles Lamb's roast-pig was nothing to awuktanuk. I wonder

that raw beef is not eaten at home. Deprived of extraneous fibre,

it is neither indigestible nor difiicult to masticate. With acids and

condiments, it makes a salad Avhich an educated palate cannot help

relishing ; and as a powerful and condensed heat-making and anti-

scorbutic food it has no rival.

" I make this last broad assertion after carefuUy testing its truth.

The natives of South Greenland prc-pare themselves for a long

journey in the cold by a course of frozen seal. At Upemavik thej

do the same with the narwhal, which is thought more heat-making

than the seal; while the bear, to use their own expression, is

'stronger travel than aU.'

" In Smith's sound, where the use of raw meat seems almost

Raw meat
useful in

Bcorbuttc

disease.
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inevitable from the modes of living of the people, walrus holds the
first rank. Certainly this pachyderm, whose finely-condensed tissue
and deUcately-permeating fat—oh ! caU it not blubber—assimilate
it to the ox, is beyond all others, and is the very best 'uel a man
can swallow. It became our constant companion whenever we
could get it ; and a frozen live' upon our sledge was valued far
above the same weight of pemmican. Now as I write, short of all

meat, without an ounce of walrus for sick or sound, my thoughts
recaU the frost-tempered junks of this pachydermoid amphibion as
the highest of longed-for luxuries.

" My plans for sledging, simple as I once thought them, and
simple certainly,as compared with those of the English parties,
have completely changed. Give me an eight-pound reindeer-fur
bag to sleep in, an Esquimaux lamp with a lump of moss, a sheet-
iron snow-melter or a copper soup-pot, with a tin cylinder to slip
over it and defend it from the wind, a good piece de resistance of
raw wah-us-beef

j and I want nothing more for a long journey, if
the thermometer will keep itself as high as minus 30° Givo me
a bear-skin bag and coffee to boot ; and with the clothes on my
back I am ready for minus 60°,—but no wind.
" The programme runs after this fashion. Keep the blood in motion

without loitering on the marcl ; and for the halt, raise a snow-house

;

or, if the snow lie scant or impracticable, esconce yourself in a
burrow, or under the hospitable lee of an incUned hummock-slab.
The outside fat of your wahiis sustains your Uttle moss fire; its
frozen sUces give you bread, its frozen blubber gives you butter,
its scrag ends make the soup. The snow supplies you with water

\

and when you are ambitious of coffee there is a ba^ul stowed away
in your boot. Spread out your bear bag, your only heav^ nove-
able

;
stuff your reindeer bag inside, hang your boots up outside,

take a blade of bone, and scrape off all the ice from your furs. Now
crawl m, the whole party of you, feet foremost ; draw the top of
your dormitory close, heading to leeward. Fancy yourself in Sy-
baris

;
and, if you are only tired enough, you may sleep—like St.

Lawrence on his gridiron, or even a trifle better.

''January 16, Tuesday.—Ag&in the strange phenomena of the
south-east winds. The late changes of the barometer ushered them
in, and all hands are astir with their novel influences. With minus
16° outside, our cabin ceiling distils dirty drops of water, our bedb
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OHAPTEH become doubly damp, and our stove oppressive. We are vastlvXXXIII

Tempera-
tuio.

Want of

food.

Plan of ail

more comfortable, and therefore more healthy, below hatches, when
it is at —60° on deck than when it rises above—30°. The mean
heat of our room since the return of the party is, as nearly as can
be determined, + 48°.

"The sick generally are about the same; but Wilson has symptoms
showing themselves that fill mo wDih distress. The state of things
on board begins to press upon me personally ; but by sleeping day-
hours I manage well enough. Hans, Ohlsen, and myself are the
only three sound men of the organized company.
'January 17, Wednesday.—There is no evading it any longer;

it has been evident for the past ten days that the * present state of

things cannot last.' We require meat, and cannot get along with-
out it. Our sick have finished the bear's head, and are now eating

the condemned abscessed liver of the animal, including some intes-

tines that were not given to the dogs. We have about three days'

allowance ; thin chips of raw frozen meat, not exceeding four ounces
in weight for each man per diem. Our poor fellows eat it with
zest; but it is lamentably little.

"Although I was unsuccessful in my last attempt to reach the

ou foot."""
^"^^ ^^^ *^® ^^S^' ^ ^™ ^^^ ^^°^ s"^® *^^* ^^^^ a proper equip-

ment it could not be managed by walking. The thought weighs
upon me. A foot-travel does not seem to have occurred to my com-
rades

;
and at first sight the idea of making for a point seventy-

five miles by the shortest line from our brig, with this awfully cold

darkness on, is gloomy enough.

" But I propose walking at first only as far as the broken hut at

Anoatok (the * wind-loved spot '), and giving our poor dogs a chance
of refreshing there. After this, Hans and myself will force them
forward as far as we can, with nothing but our sleeping gear, and
spend the second night wherever they happen to break down.
After that, we can manage the rest of the journey without any
luggage but our personal clothing.

" It seems hard to sacrifice the dogs, not to speak of the rest of

the party ; but the necessity is too palpable and urgent. As we
are now, a very few deaths would break us up entirely. Still, the

emergency would not move me if I did not feel, after careful, pain-

.
fid thought, that the thing can be accomplished. If, by the bless-

ing of the Great Ruler, it snould prove successful, the resdt will

HI
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secure the safety of all hands. No one knows as yet of my inten- cnAriiB
tion except Hans himself. I am quietly preparing a special outfit, *^'-
and will leave with the first return of moonlight.

"M'Gary, my relief, calls me; he has foraged out some raw M'Qary'B

cabbage and spiced it up with curry-powder, our only remaining '""'•*•

pepper. This, with a piece of corn-bread,~no bad article either,

—he wants me to share with him. True to my old-times habitude,
I hasten to the cabbage,—cold roast-beef, Worcester sauce, a head
of endive, and a bottle—not one drop less—of Preston ale (I never
drink any other). M'Gary, ' bring on de beans !

'

« January 18, Thursday, midniaht.—Wind howling on deck,— stormy

a number nine gale, a warm south-easter directly from the land.
*'=«'"'«'•

The mean temperature of this wind is —20°. Warm as this may
seem, oar experience has taught us to prefer —40° with a cahn to—10° with a gale in the face,

'^f we only had daylight, I should start as soon as the present
wind subsides, counting on a three days' intermission of atmo-
spheric disturbance. But w- nave no moon, and it is too dark to
go tumbling about over the squeezed ice. I must wait.

" I alluded yesterday to my special equipment. Let me imagine
myself explaining to the tea-table this evening's outfit, promise,
and purposes."

I. Itinerary.—From brig Advance, Eensselaer Harbour, to the itinersry.

Esquimaux huts of Etah Bay, following the line of ice-travel close

along the coast :

—

UllN.

1. From brig to Ten-mile Ravine lo
2. From Ten-mile Ravine to Basalt Camp 6
3. From Basalt Camp to Helen River 10
4. Helen's River to JDevil's Jaws (off Godsend Island) 9 .

5. Godsend Island to Anoatok and Hummock Pass 7
6. Hummock Pass to Refuge Inlet 7
7. Refuge Tnlet to Cape Hatberton ..". g
8. Cape Hatherton to Second Hummock Pass 12
9. Across Second Pass to south end of Littleton Island 8

10. South end of Littleton Island to Point Salvation 2
11. Point Salvation to Esquimaux huts 12

Total travel in miles 91

II. Temperature.—Mean, about —45° Range—40° to 60°. Temperar

III. Resources.—Five half-starved dogs ; Hans Cristian, Dr.
'"®'

Kane, a light sledge, and outfit.
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TxxL?
^^' ^"'>"^~^o encounter broken ice in the midst of darknesa

• and at a temperature destructive to life, everything depends upon

foTnoT
^°"'' ^^^^^''- ^^'''''^^ '^ ^"'^^ ^"'^"' y^'i »"gl^^ as well break your
own leg

; there is no hope for you. Our sledge, then, is made of
well-tried oak, dovetailed into a runner shod with iron. No metal
is used besides, except the screws and rivets which confine the
sledge to its runners. In this intense cold, iron snaps like glass,
and no immovable or rigidly-fastened wood-work would stand for
a moment the fierce concussions of a drive. Everything is put
together with lashings of seal-skin, and the whole fabric is the
skeleton framework of a sledge as flexible as h lady's work-basket,
and weighing only forty pounds. On this we fasten a sacking-
bottom of canvas, tightly stretched, like its namesake of the four-
post bedstead, around the margin. We call this ticking the apron
and cover; the apron being a flap of sixteen inches high, surround-
ing the cover, and either hanging loose at its sides like a valance,
or laced up down tlie' middle. Into thia apron and cover yor pack
your cargo, the less of it the better ; and then lace and lash the
whole securely together.

V. The cargo may consist of,— 1. A blanket-bag of fur, if you
can get it

;
but on our present sleigh-ride, bufialo being too heavy

and our reindeer-skins all destroyed by wet, I take an eider-down
coverlet, adding—2. A pillow stuffed with straw or shavings, to
be placed under the small of the back while sleeping ; 3. An extra
pak of boots ; and 4. A snow saw.

Carga

Kitchen

furniture

and pi'o-

Tisions.

" Superadd to these the ancient soup-pot, our soar, stone, kol-
lopsut, one Esquimaux lamp, one lump ,of moss, or nip, and a
tinder-box,—all these for the kitchen; a roU of frozen meat-biscuit,
some frozen lady-fingers of raw hashed fox, a small bag of coff-ee,

and twenty-four pieces of hard tack (ship's bread), for the larder

;

our fire-arms, and no less essential ice-poles ;—all these, no more
nor less, and you have the entirety of our outfit,—the means
wherewith we are to track this icy labyrinth, under a frozen sky,
for an uncertain asylum some ninety-three miles off.

"In general, eight powerful wolf-like dogs will draw such a
cargo like the wind

: I have but four wretched animals, who can
hardly drag themselves.

" Tlie clothing or personal outfit demands the nicest study of
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Gxpenence. Except a spare pair of boots, it is all upon the back. ohaptk«
It requires the energies of tyrant custom to discipUne a traveller *^"-
into comfort under these Smith Sound temperatures; and, let him Penonui
dress as he may, his drill will avail but little unless he has a wind-

""'"'

less atmosphere without and a heat-creating body within.
" Rightly clad, he is a lump of deformity waddling over the ice,

unpicturesque, uncouth, and seemingly helpless. It is only when
you meet him covered with rime, his face peering from an icy halo,
his beard glued with frozen respiration, that you look with intelli-
gent appreciation on his many-coated panoply against King Death.
"The Smith's Straits fox-skin jumper, or kapetah, is a closed c.othing-

shirt, fitting very loosely to the person, but adapted to the head *"' "•"»?-

and neck by an almost air-tight hood, v^ssak The kapetah is put ''n^?
on from below; the arms of the man pass through the arms of the
garment, and the head rises through a sHt at the top; around this
slit comes up the hood. It is passed over the head from behind
and made to embrace the face and forehead. Underneath the
kapetah is a similar garment, but destitute of the hood, which is
put on as we do an inner shirt. It is made of bird-skins chewed
in the mouth by the women till they are perfectly soft, and it is
worn with this unequalled down next the body. Mor- than five
hundred auks have been known to contribute to a garment of this
description.

" So far the bust and upper limbs. The lower extremities are The "nan-
guarded by a pair of bear-skin breeches, the nannooke,~i\iQ charac

""*^"

teristic and national vestiture of this strange people. They are
Uteral copies, and in one sense fac-similes, of the courtly knee-
buckled ones of our grandfathers, but not rising above the crests of
the pelvis, thus leaving exposed those parts which in civilized
countries are shielded most carefully.

" I regard these strange and apparently-inconvenient articles of
dress as unique. They compressed the muscles, wliich they aflfected

to cover, in a manner so ungrandisonian that I leave a special
description of their structure to my note-book.

" The foot-gear consists of a bird-skin short sock, ^\dth a padding Tiiefoot

of grass nicely distributed over the sole. Outside of this comes a
^'"•

bear-skin leg, sewed with great skill to the natural sole of the
plantigrade, and abundantly wadded about the foot with dry non-
conducting straw.
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A fox's

tail.
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CHAPTBR " When this simple wardrobe is fully adjusted to the person, we
xxxni.

understand something of the wonderful endurance of these Arctic

Iron men. primates. Wrangell called the Jacuti iron men, because they slept

at — 50^^ opposite the fire, with their backs exposed. Now, they

of Smith's Sound have always an uncovered space between the

waistband of the nannooke and the kapetah. To bend forward

exposes the back to partial nudity ; and, no matter what the atti-

tude, the entire chest is open to the atmosphere from below. Yet
in this well-ventilated costume the man will sleep upon his sledge

with the atmosphere 93° below our freezing-point.

" The only additional articles of dress are a fox's tail, held

between the teeth to protect the nose in a wind, and mitts of seal-

skin well wadded with sledge-straw.

" When I saw Kalutunah, who guided the return-party to the

brig from Tesseusak, the temperature was below —50°. He was
standing in the open, air, comfortably scratching his naked skin,

ready for a second journey ; which, in effect, he made eight hours

afterward.

" We—I mean our party of American hyperboreans—are mere
carpet-knights aside of these indomitable savages. Experience

has taught us to foUow their guidance in matters of Arctic craft

;

but we have to add a host of European appendages to their out-

door clothing.

" Imagine me, then, externally clad as I have described, but

with furs and woollens layer upon layer inside, like the shards of

an artichoke, till I am rounded into absolute obesity. Without all

this, I cannot keep up my circulation on a sledge ; nor indeed

without active exercise, if the thermometer is below —54°, the

lowest at which I have taken the floes. I have to run occasion-

ally, or I should succumb to the cold."

So much for my resources of travel, as I have thrown them
together from different pages of my journal. The apparent levity

with which I have detailed them seems out of keeping with the

date under which they stand. In truth, I was in no mirthful

humour at any time during the month of January. I had a grave

office to perform, and under grave responsibilities ; and I had

measured them well. I come back, after this long digression, to

my daily record of anxieties :

—

" January 19 Friday.—The declining tides allow the ice

Carpct-

knlghts.

4nzlety.

I
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beneath the ship to take the ground at low-water. This occasions,

of course, a good deal of upheaval and some change of position

along the ice-tables in which we are cradled. Mr. Ohlsen reports

a bending of our cross-beams of six inches, showing that the pres-

sure is becoming dangerous. Anything like leakage would be
disastrous in the present condition of the party. Our cabin-floor,

however, was so elevated by our carpenter's work of last fall, that
it could not be flooded more than six inches ; and I hope that the

under-bottom ice exceeds that height. At any rate we can do
nothing, but must await the movements of the floe. March is to

be our critical month.

" George Whipple shows swelled legs and other symptoms of the
enemy; Kiley continues better; Brooks weak, but holding his

ground ; Wilson no better ; if anything, worse. I am myself so
disabled in the joints as to be entirely unfit to attend to the traps

or do any work. I shall try the vapour-bath and sweat, Indian
fashion.

''^January 21, Sunday.—We have been using up our tar-laid

hemp hawsers for nearly a week, by way of eking out our firewood,

and have reduced our consumption of pitch-pine to thirty -nine

pounds a day. But the fine particles of soot throughout the room
have affected the lungs of the sick so much that I shall be obliged
to give it up. I am now trying the Manilla ; but it consumes too
rapidly

; with care we may make something of it.

''January 22, 1/owJay.—Busy preparing for my trip to the lower
Esquimaux settlement. The barometer remams at the extraordin-
ary height of 30-85,—a bad prelude to a journey

!

" Petersen caught another providential fox. We divided him
into nine portions, three for each of our scurvied patients. I

am off."
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

A BREAK-DOWN—THE IIUT IN A STORM— TWO NIOHTa IN THE HUT—FROBT
AaAIN— THE BACK TRACK— HEALTH ROLL— MEDICAL TREATMENT—
HEALTH FAILING- UNSUCCESSFUL HUNT—THE LAST BOTTLES.

" Jamiary 29, Monday.—'YhQ dogs carried us to the lower curve
of the reach before breaking down. I was just beginning to hope
for an easy voyage, when Toodia and the Big Yellow gave way
nearly together—the latter frightfully contorted by convulsions.

There was no remedy for it; the moon went down, and the
wretched night was upon us. We groped along the ice-foot, and
after fourteen hours' painful walking, reached the old hut.

" A dark water-sky extended in a wedge from Littleton to a
point north of the cape. Everywhere else the firmament was
obscured by mist. The height of the barometer continued as we
left it at the brig, and our own sensations of warmth convinced us
that we were about to have a snow-storm.

" We hardly expected to meet the Esquimaux here, and were
not disappointed. Hans set to work at once to cut out blocks of
snow to close up the entrance to the hut. I carried in our blubber-
lamp, food, and bedding, unharnessed the dogs, and took them into
the same shelter. We were barely housed before the storm broke
upon us.

" Here, completely excluded from the knowledge of things with-
out, we spent many miserable hours. We could keep no note of
time, and, except by the whirring of the drift against the roof of
our kennel, had no information of the state of the weather. We
slept, and cooked coffee, and drank coffee, and slept, and cooked
coffee, and drank again; and when by our tired instincts we
thought that twelve hours must have passed, we treated ourselves
to a meal,—that is to say, we divided impartial bites out of the raw
hind-leg of a fox, to give zest to our biscuits spread with frozen
tallow.

" We then turned in to sleep again, no longer heedful of the
storm, for it had now buried us deep in with the suow.
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"Bat, in the mean time, although the storm continued, the tcm-
peratiires underwent an extraordinary change. I was awakened
by the dropping of water from the roof above me; and, upon
turning back my sleeping-bag, found it saturated by the melting of
Its previously-condensed hoar-frost. My eider-down was like a
wet swab. I found afterward that the phenomenon of the warm
south-east had come unexpectedly upon us. The thermomcte-s at
the bng indicated +26°

; and, closer as we were to the water the
weather was probably above the freezing point

" When we left the brig-how long before it was we did not
know--the temperature was -44°. It had risen at least 70° I
defy the strongest man not to suffer from such a change A close
oppressive sensation attacked both Hans and myself. We both
suffered from cardiac symptoms, and are up to this moment under
anxious treatment by our comrades. Mr. Wilson, I find, has had
spasmodic asthma from it here, and Brooks has had a renewal of
his old dyspnoea.

"In the morning—that is to say, when the combined Ught of
the noonday dawn and the circumpolar moon permitted our escape—1 found, by comparing the time as indicated by the Great Bear
with the present increased altitude of the moon, that we had been
pent up nearly two days. Under these circumstances we made
directly for the hummocks, en route for the bay. But here was a
disastrous change. The snow had accumulated under the wind-
ward sides of the inclined tables to a height so excessive that we
buried sledge, dogs, and drivers, in the effort to work through It
was all in vain that Hans and I harnessed ourselves to, or lifted
levered, twisted, and pulled. Utterly exhausted and sick, I was
obhged to give it up. The darkness closed in again, and with
difhculty we regained ^he igloe.

"The ensuing night brought a return to hard freezing tempera-
tures. Our luxurious and downy coveriet was a stiff, clotted lump
of ice. In spite of our double lamp, it was a miserable halt. Our
provisions grew short

; the snow kept on f^vlling, and we had still
4b miles between us and the Esquimaux.

" I determined to try the land-ice (ice-foot) by Fog Inlet ; and we
worked four hours upon this without a breathing-speU,- utterly in
vam. My poor Esquimaux, Hans, adventurous and buoyant as he
was, began to cry like a child. Sick, worn out, strength gone, dogs
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CHAt>TRR fast arul Honndering, I am not ashamed to admit that, ah 1

;

' thought of the sitk men on board, my own equanimity also was

at fault.

Recon-

noitring

by moon

" We had not been able to get tiie dogs out, when the big moon
appeared above the water-; ;moke. A familiar hill, ' Old Beacon

Knob,' waa near. I scrambled to its top and reconnoitred chb

coast around it. The ridge about Cape Ilatherton seemed to jut

out of a perfect chaos of broken ice. The water—that inexplicable

North Water—was there, a long black wedge, overhung by crapy

wreaths of smoke, running to the northward and eastward.

Better than all yet,—could I be deceived 1—a trough through

the hummock-ridges, and level plains of ice stretching to the south!

" Hans heard my halloo, and came up to confirm me. But for

our disabled dogs and the waning moonlight, we could easily have

made our journey. It was with a rejoiced heart that I made my

way back to our miserable little cavern, and re-stufi^d its gaping

entrance with the snow. We had no blubber, and of course no

fire ; but I knew that ^"e could gain the urig, and tliat, after re •

freshing the dogs and ourselves, we could now assuredly reach the

settlement?,.

" We took the back track next morning over Bedevilled Reach

upon the mid-ice Hoes, and reached the brig by 4 P.M. on Friday
;

since when I have been so stiff and scorbutic, so utterly used up,

that to-day gives me a first return to my journal.

In the brig ''January 30, Tuesday.—My companions on board felt all my
ng»in.

disappointment at bringing back no meat; but infinite glad-

ness took the place of regret when they heard the great news ot a

passage through the hummocks. Petersen began at once to busy

himself with his wardrobe ; and an eight-day party was organized

almost before we turned in, to start as soon as the tempestuous

weather subsides and the drifts settle down. It is four days since,

but as yet we dare not venture out.

" That there is no time for delay, this health-table will show :

—

*' Henry Brooks : Unable any longer to go on deck : we carry

him with diflSculty from his berth to a cushioned locker.

" M'Gary : Less helpless ; but off duty, and saturated with

articular scurvy.

Mr. Wilson ; In bed. Severe purpuric blotches, and nodes in

limbs. Cannot move.

The back

track.

Health

table.
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" George Riley
: Abed ; Umbs less stiff, gums better, unable to chapim

do duty. xxiiT.

" Thomas Hickey (our cook) : Cannot keep his legs many days "e^
more

; already swelled and blistered. *•''»•

" William Morton : Down with a frozen heel ; the bone exfoU-
ating.

" Henry Goodfellow : Scurvied gums, but generally well.
" Dr. Hayes is prostrate with his amputated toes ; Sontag just

able to hobble. In a word, our effective force is reduced to five,
—Mr. Ohlsen, Mr. Bonsull, Petersen, Hans, and the ^mmander

\and even of these some might, perhaps, be rightfully transferred
to the other list. We have the whole burden of the hourly obser-
vations and the routine of our domestic life, even to the cooki :
which we take in rotation.

'

,

" ^*^^ tl"3 remarkable temperature ; the barometer Tompcn,
slowly hbrating between 29 20 and the old 30-40. Snow full-

ing
: wind from the south-west, hauling by the west to north •

yet the thermometer at —10° and +3". We long anxiously for
wwther to enable our meat-party to start. The past two days
our sick have been entirely out of meat : the foxes seem to avoid

tuie

POX-TRAra.

our traps I gave WUson one raw meal from the messeter Foxtrapa
muscle which adhered to another old bear's head I waa keeping

II
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Remedies
for scor-

bntlc (lis-

eaaa

The
weather.

Increase

of Uliicsa

Petersen

and Hsna
start on a
journey.

three da^^"""*
"""' ''''"^" "^ '^"^ ^^ "« anti-scorbutic for

" Among other remedies which I oppose to the distemper, I havecommenced making sundry salts of iron : among them the citraleand a chlorohydrated tincture. We have bu ofe bottle of btrdy
left

:
my applying a half-pint of it to the tincture shows the highvalue I set upon this noble chalybeate. My nose bled to-day, andI was struck with the fluid brickdusty poverty of the blood Iuse iron much a.aong my people

: as a single remedy it exceeds
all others, except only the specific of raw meat : potash for its own
action IS well enough to meet some conditions of the diseaae, and

nrenZd T ' ^f'
"^ ^'^"^ ^'''^^ ^'^ extemporaneous citrate

prepared from our hme-juice
; but, as our caaes became more re-

rem'edy
'"""^ "^^^ hemorrhages, iron was our one great

'Vm. ^ 31, Wednesday.-The weather still most extraor-
dinary rhe mnd h^ hauled around, and is now blowing from
the north and north-east, usually our coldest and clearest quarter,
let the diffused mist continues, the snow faUs, and the thermo-
meter never records below —20°.

f I'i ^";/^^;^f\^'^e ;
for our traps yield nothing, and we are

stiU without fresh food. The absence of raw fox-meat for a single
day shows itself in our scurvy. Hemorrhages are becoming com-
mon. My crew,-I have no crew any longer,-the tenants of my
bunks cannot bear me to leave them a single vvatch. Yet I can
not make Peteraen try the new path which I discovered and found
practicable. Well, the wretched month is over. It is something
to be hving able to write. No one has yet made the dark
voyage, and January the 31st is upon us

'

''^^^ruary 2 Fridaj/.-The weather clears, the fuH moon
shows herself, the sledge is packed, and Petersen wiU start to-
morrow.

"February 3, Saturday.~Be is gone with Hans. A bad time
vvith Brooks, m a swoon from exhaustion '

"February 4, Sunday.-Mv. Ohlsen breaks down : the scurvy
13 m his knee, and he cannot walk. This day, too, Thorn.-;
Hickey, our acting cook, gives way completely. I can hardlv
reahze that among these strong men I alone should be the borne-
up man,~the only one, except Mr. Bonsall, on his legs. It some-
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times makes me tremble when I think how necessary I am to c„.pt„sus axn this state of things. It is a Sunday thought. St it must

«""
be for some wise and good end I am thus supported. a s~u;^y

Made an unsuccessful hunt out toward Mary River- but
"'°°«^'"-

although the dayhght was more than ample, tracked nothing'
Om- sick have been on short commons for the la^t five days ; and short

""vu L^T ""P *^^ ^'^P' ^°^ ^^'^^ of f^esh meat to bail them «=°«""°'«^

mth. The fiord looked frightfully desolate. Where once was a
torrent fighting among ice and rocks, is now a tunnel of drifted snowMary Leiper River is a sinuous ravine, swept dry by the gales
which issue from the hills, and its rocky bed patched with the
trozen rehcs of its waters.

"I made a dish of freshened codfish-skin for Brooks and Wil-
.
son

;
they were hungry enough to relish it. Besides this, I had

kept back SIX bottles of our Scotch ale to meet emergencies, and I The..,am deahng these out to them by the wine-glass. It is too cold *'°'"«^

for brewing in our apartment : the water freezes two feet above
the floor. I have given up my writing-table arrangements, and my
unfortunate study-lamp is now fixed under a barrel to see if it cannot
raise a fermenting temperature. I shaU turn brewer to-morrow if
it succeeds."

¥^:^i!
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" Ffbruary 6, Tuesdai/.—At ten, last evening, not long after my
journal-record, I heard voices outside. Petersen and Hans had

returned. I met them silently on deck, and heard from poor

Petersen how he had broken down. The snows had been increasing

since my own last trial,—his strength had left him ; the scurvy

had entered his chest ; in a word, he had failed, and Hans could

not do the errand alone. Bad enough !

" But to-day our fortunes are on the mend. It has been beauti-

fully clear ; and for the first time a shade of bronzed yellow has

warmed our noonday horizon, with a gentle violet running into

rich brown clouds, totally unlike our night skies. Hans and I

started for a hunt,—one to explore new grounds, the other to fol-

low tracks in the recent snow. The result was two rabbits, the

first-fruits of the coming light, and the promise of more in the

numerous feeding-traces among the rocks of Charlotte Wood Fiord.

The meat, our first for ten days, was distributed raw. By keep-

ing the rabbits carefully covered up, they reached the ship suffi-

ciently unfrozen to give us about a pint of raw blood. It was a

grateful cordial to Brooks, Wilson, and* Riley.

^'^ February 7, Wednesday.—The weather was misty when I

went out this morning, and the twinkling of the stars confirmed

Petersen's prognostic of a warm south-easter before evening. Mist,

stars, -*nd Petersen were right. The gale is upon us, darkening

the air with snow, and singing ih wild discords through the

rigging.

" It is enough to solemnize men of more joyous temperament

than ours has been for some months. We are contending at

odds with angry forces close around us, without one agent or

influence within 1 800 miles whose sympathy is on our side.

" My poor fellow? most of them bred in the sii''>srHtitioiis of the
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sea, are fuU of evil bodings. We have a large old seal-skin bag ohaptkb
on oeck, that holds our remnant of furs. It hangs from the mai- ''^'
stay, and we have aU of us jested in the times of ordinary dark- Super-
ness about its grotesque physiognomy. To-night it has worn a ^a^""new character. One of the crew, crawling outside, saw it swing-
ing in he storm with furious energy, and pounding against the
mast hke a giant boxing-glove. It glowed, too, with supernatural
light; and he is sure it spoke some dreadful message, though he
was too much perturbed to give it audience. There is no reason-
ing with him about it, and his messmates' kugh, as they attempt
to ridicule his fear, is like the ghost story merriment of a nurse^

It was an ugly and withal an anxious night. Mr. Goodfellow, a„ an,i.
tlie youngest of our party, had left the cabin soon after dinner for

°"»'"«"'

an mland stroU with his gun, and ne had not returned when the
scanty twihght closed before its time. The wind blew off the
coast, pUing the snow in great hi'ls and changing the whole face
ot the floe. As the darkness wore on we became uneasy, and
at last alarmed, at his absence. We burnt blueUghts and Roman
candles to guide him through the night ; but it was six o'clock in
the mornmg before he came in, happily none the worse for his
adventure.

Honest Tom Hickey had been on the deck reconnoitring for a „r«^him while the gale was at its height. He came down to the mess
just before the alarm of the thumping fm--bag, declaring he had
seen Mr. Goodfellow moving cautiously along the land-ice and
jumping down on the field below. He hurried bis tea-things t^
give him a warm supper, but no one came. In the result, thoughiom volunteered to make search at the spot where he had seen
his messmate, and Kiley offered to accompany him, and I myself
looked dihgently afterward with a lantern for some hundreds of
yards around, we found nothing but fresh-drifted snow, without
the trace of a human foot. Tom had seen a wraith ; he believes
It rehgiously, and associates its mysterious advent with the lumi-
nous fur-bag.

"There must be some warm southern area over which this wind
comes, some open water, it may be, that is drawing nearer to us
to minister after a time to our escape. But we must go alone I
bave given up aU hope of rescuing our little vessel. She has been
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safeguard and home for us through many lengthened trials • buther time has come. She can never float above the waves againHow many of us are to be more fortunate 1

" Fehmary 9, Friday.-^m no supplies. Three of us have
been out aU day, without getting a shot. Hans thinks he saw
a couple of reindeer at a distance ; and his eyes rarely deceive
um. He will try for them to-morrow. I have fitted out fornm a tent and a sleeping-bag on the second table-land : and
the thermometer is now so little below zero that he will be able to
keep the field for a steady hunt. Our sick are sinking for want
of fresh food. It is the only specific : I dislike to use the un-
philosophical term

; but in our case it is the true one In large
quantities it dissipates the disease ; in ordinary rations it prevents
Its occurrence

;
in smaU doses it checks it while sustaining the

patient. We have learned its value too well to waste if every
part of every animal has its use. The skin makes the basis of a
soup, and the claWs can be boiled to a jeUy. Lungs, larynx,
stomach, and entrails, all are available. I have not permitted
myself to taste more than an occasional entraU of our last half-
dozen rabbits. Not that I am free from symptoms of the univer-
sal pest. I am conscious of a stiff-ness in the tendons, and a
shortness of breath, and a weariness of the bones, that should
naturaUy attend the eruption which covers my body. But I have
none of the more fearful signs. I can walk with energy after I
get warmed up, I have no bleeding of the gums, and, better than
all, thank God, I am without that horrible despondency which
the disease nourishes and feeds on. I sleep sound and dream
pleasnntly—generaUy about successes ip the hunt, or a double
ration of reindeer or ptarmigan.

" It has been a true warm south-easter. The housing-saUs have
been blown off" by the storm, and we are buried upin a snow-
drift. But one such feathery quilt is worth all the canvas cover-
ing in the world.

" My brewing apparatus has worked weU, thanks to stove and
storm

;
and I have on hand now as unsavoury a dose of flax-

seed and quinine as was ever honoured by the name of beer.
" Fehmary 10, Saturday.~T\,x^^ days' respite ! Petersen and

myself have made a fruitless hunt ; but Hans comes in with three
rabbits. Distribution

: the blood to Ohlsen and Tl.omas ; and to
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; and

the other eight of the sick men fuU rations
; consuming a rabbit ohapikb

and a half. I cannot nsk the depression that a single death would *^-
bnng upon the whole party, and have to deal unfairly with those
who can still keep about to save the rest from sinking. Brooks
and Ohlsen are in a precarious condition : they have lost the
entire mucous membrane of the alveoU ; and Mr. WUson requires
special attendance every hour to carry him through.

" The day is beginning to glow with the approaching sun. The H(.pe of
south at noon has almost an orange tinge. In ten days his direct

"t"™'"*

rays will reach our hill tops ; and in a week after he will be dis-
'

,

pensmg his blessed medicine among our sufferers.

''February 12, Monday.—Bans is off for kis hunting-lodge
'over the hills and far away,' beyond Charlotte Wood Fiord I
have sent Godfrey with him, for I fear the boy has got the
taint like the rest of us, and may suffer from the exposure Ho
thinks he can brmg back a deer, and the chances are worth the
tnal. We can manage the smaU hunt, Petersen and I, till he
comes back, unless we break down too. But I do not like these
symptoms of mine, and Petersen is very far from the man he was
We had a tramp to-day, both of us, after an imaginary deer,—

a

bmnuoak that has been supposed for the last three days to be
hunting the neighbourhood of the waterpools of the big fiord
and have come back jaded and sad. If Hans gives way, God
help us !

"

It is hardly worth while to inflict on the reader a succession of joumai
journal-records like these. They tell of nothing but the vaiyina "cord.of

symptoms of sick men, dreary, profitless hunts, reHeved now and
'"^"'"'"

tlien by the signalized incident of a kiUed rabbit or a deer seen
and the longed for advent of the solar light.

'

We worked on board—those of us who could work at aU—at
arranging a new gangway with a more gentle slope, to let some
of the party crawl up from their hospital into the air. We were
six, all told, out of eighteen, who could affect to hunt, cook, or
nurse.

Meanwhile we tried to dream of commerce with the Esquimaux
and open water, and home. For myself, my thoughts had occu-
pation enough in the question of our closing labours. I never
lo.st my hope. I looked to the coming spring as full of responsi-
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; but I had bodily strength and moral tone enough to look

through them to the end. A trust, based on experience as well
as on promises, buoyed me up at the worst of times. Call it
fatalism, as you ignorantly may, there is that in the story of
every eventful life which teaches the inefficiency of human means
and the present control of a Supreme Agency. See how often reUef
has come at the moment of extremity, in forms strangely unsought,
almost at the time unwelcome

; see, still more, how the back has
been strengthened to its increasing burden, and the heart cheered
by some conscious influence of an unseen Power.

Thinking quietly over our condition, I spread out in my diary
the results which it seemed to point to. After reviewing our sick
list and remarking how Kttle efficiency there was in the other mem-
bers of the party, my memorandum went on :—
"We have three months before us of intense cold. We have

a large and laborious outfit to arrange,-boats, sledges, provisions,
and accoutrements for a journey of alternating ice and water of
more than 1300 miles. Our carpenter is among the worst of our
invalids. Supposing aU our men able to move, four at least of
them mus' be carried by the rest, three in consequence of ampu-
tation, and one from frost-wounds ; and our boats must be sledged
over some sixty or perhaps ninety miles of terr.ble ice before
launchmg and loading them. Finally, a part of our force, what-
ever it may be, must be detailed to guard our property from the
Esquimaux while the other detachments are making their successive
tnps to the open water. So much for the shadow of the picture '

" But It has two sides ; and, whether from constitutional tem-
perament or-well reasoned argument, 'I find our state far from
desperate. I cheer my comrades after this fashion :—

" 1. I am convinced, from a careful analysis of our disease, that
under its present aspects it is not beyond control. If with the
aid of our present hunting resources, or by any providential
accession to them, I can keep the cases from rapid depression,
next month ought to give us a bear, and in the meantime Hans
may find a deer; and, with a good stock of fresh meat even
for a few days, I can venture away from the vessel to draw
suppUes from the Esquimaux at Etah. I should have been
there before this, if I could have been spared for forty-eight
hours. We want nothing but meat.

Two sides

to the

picture.
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2. Ihe coming of the sun wiU open appliances of moral help chapth
to the sick, and give energy to the hygienic resorts which I am *^*^-
arranging at this moment. Our miserable little kennel, where The com-
eighteen are crowded into the space of ten, is thorouglilv begrimed l"!"'""'
with lampblack from the inevitable smoke of our fuel. ' The wea-
ther has prevented our drying and airing the sleeping-gear. The
floor IS damp from the conducted warmth of the sea-water under
us, melting the ice that has condensed everywhere below Sun-
shine and dry weather wiU cure all tliis. I have window-sash
ready to fix over the roof and southern side of the galley-house •

and our useless daguerreotype plates, tacked over wooden screens'
make admirable mirrors to transfer the sun-rays into the cabin 1
have manufactured a full-draught pipe for our smoky stove, c'hlo-
nde of sodium must do the rest.

" 3. While we live we will stick together ; one fate shall belong Ke«>,ato us aU, be it what it may. ^
flo^'"-

" There is comfort in this review ; and, please God in his bene- Comfort
hcent providence to spare us for the work, I will yet give one more "'"^ '""*

nianly tug to search the shores of Kennedy Channel for memorials
of the lost

;
and then our duties over here, and the brig stUl prison-

bound, enter trustingly upon the task of our escape
''Februanj 21, Wednesda^.-To-d^y the crests of the north-ea^t Re-ap-

headland were gilded by true sunshine, and all who were able
"^'""'"^^

assembled on deck to greet it. The sun rose above the horizon, ^^t
though still screened from our eyes by intervening liiUs. Although
the powerful refraction of Polar latitudes heralds his direct appear-
ance by brilliant Hght, this is as far removed from .he glorious
tints ot day as it is from the mere twilight. Nevertheless, for the
past ten days we have been watching the growing warmth of our
landscape, as it emerged from buried shadow, through all the
stages of distinctness of an India-ink washing, step by step, into
the sharp, bold definition of our desolate harbour scene. We have Coiou.^
marked every dash of colour wliich the great Painter in his bene-

'^^'^'^

volence vouchsafed to us ; and now the empurpled blues, clear,
unmistakeable, the spreading lake, the flickering yellow; peering
at all taese, poor wretches! everything seemed superlative lustre
and unsurpassable glory. We had so grovelled in darkness that we
oversaw the light.

" Mr. Wilson has caught cold and relapsed. Mr. Ohlsen, after
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0UAPT8R a suspicious day, startles me by an attack of partial epilepsy-one
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of those strange indescribable spells, fits, seizures, whatever name
the jargon gives them, which indicate deep disturbance. I conceal
Ms case as far as I can

; but it adds to my heavy pack of troubles to
anticipate tlie gloomy scenes of epileptic transport introduced into
our one apartment. M'Gary holds his own.

" The work of stove-fitting is completed, and a new era marks
Its success. The increased draught which the prospective termuia-
tion of our winter allows me to afford to our fuel brings an un-
hoped-for piece of good fortune. We can bum hemp cable and
cast-off running-gear. By the aid of a high chimney and a good
regulatmg valve, the smoke passes directly into the open air, and
tarred junk is as good as oak itself This wUl save our trebling,
and, what is more, the labour of cutting it. In truth, very little
of it has been used up, scarcely more than a single streak. We
have been too weak to cut it off AU our disposable force was
madequate last Satiirday to cut enough for a day's fuel in advance.
"The sickness of a single additional man would have left us

without fire."
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- February 22, Thursday.-W^hmgton't, birthday : all our colours chaptkh
Hying in the new eunlight. A day of good omen, even to the ""^^
sojourners among the ice. Hans comes in with great news He W'^hing-

haa had a shot at our bennesoak, a long shot ; but it reached him
5"';''""'

The animal made oflF at a slow run, but we are sure of him now
This same deer has been hanging round the lake at the fiord throu.rli
all the dim returning twilight ; and so many stories were ^^"of
his appearance and movements, that he had almost grown into a
myth. To-morrow we shall desire Ids better acquaintance.
"The Esquimaux call the deer when he is without antlers ari.eben

bennesoak. The greater number of these animals retain their ""O"^-

antlers tiU the early spring, beginning to drop them about the
return of sunshine

; but some of the strongest lose them before the
winter sets in. They are gregarious in thek habits, and fond of
particular locaHties. Where they have been gathered together
year after year, the accumulation of discarded antlers is immense.
They teU me at Holsteinberg, where more than four thousand rein-
deer-skins find a market annually, that on the favourite hunting-
grounds these horns are found in vast piles. They bring Httle or
nothing at Copenhagen, but I suppose would find a ready sale
among th-j button -workers of England.

^^Fthruary 23, Friday,~R^^^ was out early this morning on
the trail of the wounded deer. Ehina, the least barbarous of our
sledge-dogs, assisted him. He was back by noon, with the joyful Good
news, * The tukkuk dead only two miles up big fiord

!
' The cry

"^**

found its way through the hatch, and came back°in a broken huzza
from the sick men.

" We are so badly off for strong arms that our reindeer threatened
to be as great an embarrassment to us as the auction drawn-ele-
phant wa.s to his l^ucky master. We had hard work with our dogs
aari-j'ing lum to the brifr, aiid still harder, worn down as we were,

I
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cuAPTiSR in getting him over tbe siiip's side. But we succeeded, and were
y V yir r

tumbling him down the hold, when we found ourselves in a dilemma,

like the Vicar of Wakefield with his family picture It was impos-

sible to drag the prize into our little moss-lined dormitory ; the

tossut was not half big enough to let him pass, and it was equally

impossible to skin liim anywhere else without ireezing our fingers

in the operation. It was a happy escape from the embarrassments

of our hungry little council to determine that the animal might be

carved before skinning as well as he could be afterward ; and in a

very few minutes we proved our united wisdom by a feast on liis

quartered remains.

" It was a glorious meal, such as the compensations of Providence

reserve for starving men alone. We ate, forgetful of the past, and

almost heedless of the morrow ; cleared away the offal wearily :

and now, at 10 p.m., aU hands have turned in to sleep, leaving to

their commanding officer the solitary honour of an eight hours'

vigil,

" This deer was among the largest of all the northern specimens

I have seen. He measured five feet one inch in girth, and six feet

two inches in length, and stood as large as a two years' heifer. We
estimated iiis weight at three hundred pounds gross, or one hundred

and eighty net. The head had a more than usually cumbrous

character, and a long waving tuft of white hair, that depended from

the throat, gave an appearance of excessive weight to the front

view.

" The reindeer is in no respect a graceful animal. There is an

apparent want of proportion between his cumbrous shoulders and

light haunch, which is ungainly evfen in his rapid movements.

But he makes up for all his defects of form when he presents him-

self as an article of diet.

" February 24, Saturday.—A bitter disappointment met us at

pointment. our evening meal. The flesh of our deer was nearly uneatable from

putrefaction ; the liver and intestines, from which I had expected

so much, utterly so. The rapidity of buch a change, in a tempera-

ture so low as minus 35°, seems curious ; but the GreenknJers say

that extreme cold is rather a promoter than otherwise of the putre-

factive process. All the graminivorous animals have the same

tendency, as is well known to the butchers. Our bufialo-hunters,

when they condescend to clean a carcass, do it at once : thev have

A disap-
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the

told me that the musk-ox is sometimes tainted after five minutes' obaptwi

,

exposure. The Esquimaux, with whom there is no fastidious sen-
"'^'-

sibility of palate, are in the practice at Yotlik and Horses' Head, R'P'dity

in latitude 73»40', even in the severest weather, of withdrawing ^Sr
the viscera immediately after death and filUng the cavity with stones.

" February 25, Sunday.~1\iQ day of rest for those to ^vhom rest welcome
can be

;
the day of grateful recognition for all ! John, our volun- "'^ °'

teer cook of yesterday, is down : Morton, who could crawl out of
''^

bed to play baker for the party, and stood to it manfully yesterday,
is down too. I have just one man left to help me in caring for
the sick. Hans and Petersen, thank God! have vitality enough
left to bear the toUs of the hunt. One is out with his rifle, the
other searching the traps.

"To-day, blessed be the Great Author of Light ! 1 have onceniesun
more looked upon the sun. I was standing on deck, thinking over "pp**^

our prospects, when a familiar berg, which had long been hid in
shadow, flashed out in sun-birth. I knew this berg right well : it

stood between Chariotte Wood Fiord and Little Willie's Monument.
One year and one day ago I travelled toward it from Fern Rock to
catch the sunshine. Then I had to cUmb the hills beyond, to get
the luxury of basking in its brightness ; but now, though the sun
was but a single degree above the true horizon, it was so much
elevated by refraction, that the sheen stretched across the trough of
the fiord like a flaming tongue. I could not or would not resist
the influence. It was a Sunday act of worship : I started off at RunninK
an even run, and caught him as he rolled slowly along the horizon,

*""•'"'*

and before he sank. I was again the first of my party to rejoice

''""**"°*

and meditate in sunshine. It is the third sun I have seen rise for
a moment above the long night of an Arctic winter.

''February 26, Monday.~WA]imi Godfrey undertook to act as
cook to-day, but fainted before completing tiie experiment. The
rest of us are little better ; and now it looks as if we were to
lose our best caterer, for Hans too shows signs of giving way to
the scurvy.

" I have been at work for an hour, cutting up the large Manilla
hawser for fuel I do not know that I have any very remarkable
or valuable quaUty ; but I do know that, however multiform may
be my virtues, I am a singularly awkward hand in chopping up
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" February 28, Wednesday.—F^hnmry closes : thank Gk^l for

the lapse of its twenty-eight days ! Should the thirty-one of the
coming March not drag us further downward, we may hope for a
successful close to this dreary drama. By the tenth of April we
should have seal ; and when they come, if we remain to welcome
them, we can call ourselves saved.

" But a fair review of our prospects tells me that 1 must look
the lion in the face. The scurvy is steadily gaining on us. I do
my best to sustain the more desperate cases ; but as fast as I
partially bi:ild up one, another is stricken down. The disease is

perhaps lesf. malignant than it was, but it is more diflfused through-
out our party. Except William Morton, who is disabled by a
frozen heel, not one of our eighteen is exempt. Of the six workers
of our party, ai I coimtcd them a month ago, two are unable to do
out-door work, and the remaining four divide the duties of the
ship among them.

,
Hans musters his remaining energies to con-

duct the hunt. Petersen is his disheartened, moping assistant.

The other two, Bonsall and myself, have all the daily offices .)f

household and hospital. We chop five large sacks of ice, cut six

fathoms of eight-inch hawser into junks of a foot each, serve out
the meai when we have it, hack at the molasses, and hew out with
crowbar and axe the pork and dried apples, pass up the foul slop
and cleansin^^s of our dormitory ; and, in a word, cook, scullionize,

and attend the sick. Added to this, for five nights running I have
kept watch from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m., catching cat-napa as I could in

the day without changing my clothes, but carefully waking every
hour to note thermometers.

" Such is the condition in which February leaves us, with forty-

one days more ahead of just the same character in prospect as the
twenty-eight which, thank God ! are numbered n^w wi^ h the past.

It is saddening to think how much those tWenty-eighh day's have
impaired our capacities of endurance. Yet the • .r rec , irces

Hopes for accidental perhaps, mercifully providential let me rather term
them, contingent certainly, so far as our prescience goes—which
may avail to save us : another reindeer of sound carcass, a con-
stant succession of small game, supplies of walrus from the fugitive

Esquimaux, or that which I most expect and hope for—a bear.
\TV, 1 -ive already seen some tracks of these animals ; and last

Marci; there were many of them ofi" Coffee Qorae and the

Laboiira

of those

itlU able

to work.
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J^byrinth. If Hans and niyaelf car only hold on, we may work
our way through. All rests upon destiny, or tke power which
controls it

" It will yet be many days before the sun overrides the shadow
of Bessie Mountain and reaches our brig. The sick pine for him,
and I have devised a clever system of mirrors to hasten his visit

to their bunks. He will do more for them than all mecUcine
besides.

"That strange phenomenon, the warm south and south-east winds
which came upon us in January, did iiot pass away till the middle
of this month. And, even after it had gone, the weather con-
tinued for some days to reflect its influence. The thermometer
seldom fell below —40°, and stood sometimes as high as —30°
It has been growing colder for the last three days, ranging from—46° to —51°; and the abundant snows of the warm spell are
nov- compacted hard enough to be traversible, or else dissipated
by the heavy winds. There is nmch to be studied in these atmo-
spheric changes. There is a seeming connection between the
increasing cold and the increasing moonlight, which has some-
times forced itself on my notice ; but I have barely strength
enough to carry on our routine observations, and have no time to
discuss phenomena.

" Two attempts have been made by my orders, since the month
began, to communicate with the Et^nuimaux at their huts. Both
were failures. Petersen, Hans, and Godfrey came back to de-
nounce the journey as impracticable. I know better : the experi-
ence of my two attempts in the midst of the darkness satisfies me
that at this period of the year the tiling can be done ; and, if 1

might venture to leave our sick-bay for a week, I would prove it.

But. there are dispositions and influences here around me, scarcely
latent, yet repressed by my presence, which make it my duty at

all hazards to stay where I am.
" March 1, Thursday.—K grander scene than our bay by moon-

light can hardly be conceived. It is more dream-like and super-
natural than a combination of earthly features.

" The moon is nearly full, and the dawning sunlight, mingling
with htrs, mvests everything with an atmosphere of ashy grey.

It clothes the gnarled hills that make the horizon of our bay,

shadows out the tfirmnps in rinll /lofinJti'o" r^Y-nT^c .^i.,.,i,„_ —

j
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A MOONLIGHT LANDSCAPE.

Intense

moon-
light

OTAPTKR colder as it sinks into the fiords, and broods sad and dreary upon
the ridges and measureless plains of ice that make up the rest of
our field of view. Rising above all this, and shading down into
itm strange combination, is the intense moonlignt, glittering on
every crag and spire, tracing the outUne of the background with
contrasted brightness, and printing its fantastic profiles on the
snow-field. It is a landscape such as MUton or Dante might
miagine,—inorganic, desolate, mysterious. I have come down from
deck with the feehngs of a man who has looked upon a world un-
finished by the hand of its Creator."

THB ORAVItS BT MOONLiailT.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

OUR OONDITIOX-THB BB80RT8-THE 8I0K-THE BAT IN THK INSECT-BOX-ANT CIPATIONS-HAn's BETITBN-.AMINE AT ETAH-MYOITK ON boL-WALBUS-TAOKLE-THE MEAT DIET.

My journal for the beginning of March is Httle else than a

tZ '"^T ^" "**^^ P^^^y "^« 'l^*^ broken do.-n

mI7t.Tr "17"' f"*'^ ^*^ ^^^^' ^'^d i* ^-« notcom-

"st Th.1."^ V^""'
"^° ^'"^^ assist in caring for the

to L.
"" ""'''

'" *^''^' '^""^'' absolutely unable

The circumstances were well fitted to bring out the character of
individuals. Some were intensely grateful for every little act ofkindness from their more fortunate messmates

; some querulous
others dospondmg; others again wanted only strength to become'
mutinous. Brooks, my first officer, as stalwart a ma^'-war's Tnas ever faced an enemy, burst into tears when he first saw himself hithe glass. On Sunday, the 4th, our last remnant of fresh meat hadbeen doled out. Our invalids began to sink rapidly. The wounds
of our amputated men opened afresh. The region about our har-bour ceased to furnish its scanty contingent of game. One of our
huntsmen, Petersen, never very reHable in anything, declared
himse f unfit for further duty. Hans was unsuccessfufi he made
several wide circuits, and saw deer twice ; but once they werebeyond range, and the next time liis rifle missed fire

I triti the hunt for a long monung myself, without meeting asmgle thing of life, and was convinced, by the appearance of
tlungs on my return to the brig, that I should peril the morale

Txpeiw!
'''' ^"^^ '^^^' °^ "^>'—^^ 'y -P-^"g the

I laboured, of course, with all the ingenuity of a well-taxed
mind, to keep up the spirits of my comrades. I cooked for themaU imaginable compounds of our unvaried diet-list, and brewed up
flax-seed and lime-juice and quinine and ^nllow-stems into an
abommatior: wlneh was dignified as beer, and which some were

20
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persuaded for the time to believe such. But it was becoming more

and more certain every hour, that unless we could renew our sup-

plies of fresh meat, the days of the party were numbered.

I spare myself, as well as the readers of this hastily-compiled

volume, when I pass summarily over the details of our condition

at this time.

I look back at it with recollections like those of a nightmare.

Yet I was borne up v onderfully. I never doubted for an instant

that the same Providence which had guarded us through the long

darkness of winter was still watching over us for good, and that it

Was yet in reserve for us—for some, I dared not hope for all—to

bear back the tidings of our rescue to a Christian land. But how

I did not see.

On the 6th of the month I made the desperate venture of send-

ing off my only trusted and effective huntsman on a sledge-journey

to find the Esquim«ux of Etah. He took with him our two sur-

viving dogs in our lightest sledge. The Arctic day had begun to

set in ; the ice-track had improved with the advance of the season

;

and the cold, though still intense, had moderated to about 80°

below the freezing point He was to make his first night-halt at

Anoatok ; and, if no misadventure thwarted his progress, we hoped

that he might reach the settlement before the end of the second

night. In three or at furthest four days more, I counted on his

return. No language can express the anxiety with which our poor

suffering crew awaited it.

March 8, Thursday.—Hans must now be at the huts. If the

natives have not gone south, if the walrus and bear hava not

failed them, and if they do not refuse to send us supplies, we

may have fresh food in three days. God grant it may come

in time !

" Stephenson and Riley are dangerously ill. We have moved

Riley from his bunk, which, though lighter than most of the others,

was dampened by the accumulations of ice. He is now upon

a dry and heated platform close to the stove. Dr. Hayes's foot

shows some ugly symptoms, which a change of his lodging-place

may perhaps mitigate ; and I have determined, therefore, to

remove him to the berth Riley has vacated as soon as we can

purify and dry it for liim.

" In clearmg out Riley's bunk, we found that a rat had built
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h^ nest m my msect-box, destrojdng aU our specimens. This is a oh.ptkh
grave loss

;
for, besides that they were light of carriage, and might "^"^•

therefore have accompanied us in the retreat which now seems m-
""

evitable, they comprised our entire collection, and, though few in
numbers, were rich for this stinted region. I had many spiders
and bees He is welcome to the whole of them, however, if I
only catch him the fatter for the ration

'' Marcĥ , Friday.-Strength going. It was with a feeUng ,u„e„almost of dismay that I found how difficult it was to got through ^- -
the day s labours,-Bonsall and myself the sole workers. Aftt

'"""'"•

cleansing below, dressing and performing the loathsome duties of a
nurse to the sick, cutting ice, cooking and serving messes, we could
hardly go further.

"I realize fully the moral effects of an unbroken routine • sys-
tematic order once broken in upon, discomfort, despondency, and
mcrease of disease must foUow of course. It weighed heavily onmy spirit to-day when I found my one comrade and myself were
barely able to cut the necessary fuel. The hour of routine-night-
fall finds us both stiff and ill at ease. Having to keep the night-
watch until 6 A.M., I have plenty of time to revolve my most
uncomfortable thoughts.

" Be it understood by any who may peradventure read of these Hope, and
things in my journal, that I express them nowhere else. What ' '

secret thoughts my companions may have are concealed from me and
from each other; but none of them can see as I do the alternative
future now so close at hand : bright and comforting it may be-
but, if not, black and hopeless altogether.

'

"Should Hans come back with a good supply of walrus, and
lumself unsmitten by the enemy, our sick would rise under the
genial specific of meat, and our strength probably increase enough
to convey our boats to the North Water. The Refuge Inlet
Polynia wiU hardly be more than forty mUes from our brig, and,
step by step, we can sledge our boats and their cargoes doA^ to
It. Once at Cape Alexander, we can support our sick by our guns
and make a regular Capua of the bird-colonies of Northumberiand
Island. This, in honest truth my yet unswerving and unshaken
hope and expectation, is what I preach to my people ; and oftenm the silent hours of night I chat to some sleenlesa nati^nt of
cochleana salads and glorious feasts of loons and eider-ducks.

wbatsjr;.

II
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" On the other side, suppose Hans fails : the thought is horrible.
The Spitzbergen victims were, at about this date, in better con-
dition tha.i we are : it was not until the middle of April that they
began to die off. We have yet forty days to run before we can
count upon the renovating blessings of animal life and restoring
warmth. Neither Riley nor Wilson can last half that time with'^

out a supply of antiscorbutic food. Indeed, there is not a man on
board who can hope to linger on tiU the spring comes unless we
have relief.

" I put all this down in no desponding spirit, but as a record
to look back upon hereafter, when the immediate danger has passed
away, and some new emergency has brought its own array of cares
and trials. My mind is hopeful and reliant : there is something
even cheering in the constant rally of its energies to meet the calls
of the hour.

"March 10, Satur^day.—n^ns has not yet returned, so that he
must have reached the settlement His orders were, if no meat
be obtained of the Esquimaux, to borrow their dogs and try for
bears along the open water. In this resource I have confidence
The days are magnificent.

" .... I had hardly written the above, when ^ £im, him, bimr
sounded from the deck, mixed with the chorus of our returning
dogs. The next minute Hans and myself were shaking hands

" He had much to tell us
; to men in our condition Hans was

as a man from cities. We of the wilderness flocked around him
to heax the news. Sugar-teats of raw meat are passed around,
bpeak loud, Hans, that they may hear in the bunks '

"The 'wind-loved' Anoatok he had Teached on the first night
after leaving the brig: no Esquimaux there of course: and he
slept not warmly at a temperature of 53° below zero On the
evenmg of the next day he reached Etah Bay, and was hailed
with joyous welcome. But a new phase of Esquimaux life had
come upon its indolent, happy, blubber-fed denizens. Instead ofplump greasy children, and round-cheeked matrons, Hans saw
around him lean figures of misery : the men looked hard and bony
and the children shrivelled in the hoods wldch cradled them at'
their mothers backs. Famine had been among them ; and the
skin^of a young sea-unicorn, lately caught, was all that remained
to ...em o. food. It was the old story of improvidence and ita
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miserable train. They had even eaten their reserve of blubber, onAPTsa
and were seated in darkness and cold, waiting gloomily for the

^^^^'"-

sun. Even their dogs, then- main reliance for the hunt and for Miserable

an escape to some more favoured camping-ground, had fallen a o^Se'""
sacnfice to hunger. Only four remained out of thirty : the rest ^'i"'

had been eaten. """»*•

"Hans behaved well, and carried out my orders in their full
spirit. He proposed to aid them in the walrus-hunt. They
smiled at first with true Indian contempt ; but when they saw
my Marston rifle, which he had with him, they changed their
tone. When tlie sea is completely frozen, as it is now, the wal- Mode of
rus can only be caught by harpooning them at their holes or in '"'"""«

temporary cracks. Tlus mode of hunting them is called utok. It
""'""^

requires great skill to enter the harpoon, and often fails from the
Une giving way in the struggles of the animal. They had lost a
harpoon and line in this manner the very day before Hans' arrival.
It required very little argument to persuade them to accept his
offered company and try the effect of his cone-baU on the har-
pooned animal before he made good his retreat.

" I have not time to detaH Hans' adventurous hunt, equaUy im- succe«.fui
portant to the scurvied sick of Rensselaer and the starving resi-

'"""•

dents of Etah Bay. Metek (the eider-Juck) speared a medium-
sized walrus, and Hans gave him no less than five Marston balls
before he gave up his struggles. The beast was carried back in
triumph, and all hands fed as if they could never know famine
again. It was a regular feast, and the kablunah interest was
exalted to the skies.

" Miserable, yet happy wretches, without one thought for the
future, fighting against care when it comes unbidden, and enjoy-
ing to the full their scanty measure of present good ! As a beast,
the Esquimaux is a most sensible beast, worth a thousand Cali-
bans, and certainly ahead of his cousin the Polar bear, from whom
he borrows his pantaloons.

" I had directed Hans to endeavour to engage Myouk, if he Myouk
could, to assist him in hunting. A most timely thought : for the ^"^*»"^

morning's work made them receive the invitation as a great favour. ThuT
Hans got his share of the meat, and returned to the brig accom-

'"*^"

panied by the boy, who is now under my care on board. This
inrp—for he is full of the devil- has always had a relishing fancy
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for the kicks and cuffs with which I recall the forks and tea

spoons when they get astray ; and, to tell the truth, he always

takes care to eani them. He is very happy, but so wasted by

hunger that the work of ittening him will be a costly one.

Poor little fellow ! born to toil, and necessity, and peril ; stern

hunter as he already is, the lines of his face are stUl soft and

childlike. I think we understand one another better than our in-

congruities would imply. He has fallen asleep in a deer skin at

my feet

^^ March 11, Sunday. —The sick are not as bright as this

relief ought to make them. The truth is, they are fearfully

down. Neither poor Wilson nor Eiley could bear the meat,

and they both suffered excessive pain with fever from a meal

that was very limited in quantity. Even the stoutest could

hardly bear their once solicited allowance of raw meat. I dis-

pensed it cautiously, for I knew the hazards ; but I am sure it

is to be the salvation of all of us. It gives a respite at any rate,

and we could not in reason ask for more.

" Hans is making a walrus-harpoon and line ; and, as soon as

he and Myouk have freshened a little, I shall send them back to

Anoatok in search of water-cracks. I am hard worked, getting

little rest, yet gratefully employed, for my people seem to thank

me. My cookery unfortunately shows itself on the smeared pages

of my journal.

"March 12, Monday.—The new tackle is finished. Myouk
had lost his ussuk-line upon the iceberg, but we supplied its

place with a light Manilla cord. Hans made the bonework of

Ids naligeit from the reindeer antlers which are abundant about

the hills. They both rest to-night, and make an early start in

the morning for their working ground.

" The less severe cases on our sick list are beginning to feel the

influence of their new diet ; but Wilson and Brooks do not react.

Their inclination for food, or rather their toleration of it, is so

much impaired that they reject meat in its raw state, and when

cooked it is much less prompt and efficient in its action. My
mode of serving it out is this :—Each man has his saucer of

thinly sliced frozen walrus heart, with Mmejuice or vinegar, be-

fore breakfast ; at breaMast, blood gravy with wheaten bread ; at

uuiucr, stcuas ou^xiuj racwxu ur iiicu, wxLuuut liiiiiL ui i^uuubiiy
,
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none at tea proper ; but at 8 p.m. a renewed allowance of raw ohawir
sUces and vinegar. It shows how broken down the party is, that ^l]^'*-
under the appetizing stimulations of an Arctic sky all our conva-
lescents and weU men together are content with some seven
pounds of meat. Their prostrate comrades are sustained bv
broth."

'

EOQUIllAUX WATOHDia A BKAb.
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''March 13, Tuesday.~l walked out with Hans and Myouk to
give them God speed. Myouk had made me dress his frosted feet

with rabbit-fur swaddled with alternate folds of flannel and warm
skins. The little scamp had not been so comfortable since his
accident. The dogs were only four in number, for 'Young
Whitey' had been used up at Etah ; but the load was light, and
Myouk managed to get a fair share of riding. Hans, with the
consequential air of '.big Injin,' walked ahead.

" I enjoined on them extreme caution as to their proceedings.
They are to stretch over to the Bergy ground, of dismal associa-
tions, and to look for ice-cracks in the level channel way. Here,
where I so nearly lost my life, they will seek bears and walrus,
and, if they fail, work their way downward to the south. They
sleep to-night in a snow-burrow, but hope to-morrow to reach
Anoatok.

"March 15, Thursday.—Hans and Myouk returned at eight
o'clock last night without game. Their sleep, in a snowdrift about
twenty miles to the northward, in a temperature of—54", was not
comfortable, as might be expected. The marvel is how life sus-

tains itself in such circumstances of colds I have myself slept in

an ordinary canvas tent without discomfort, yet without fire, at a
temperature of—52°.

" Myouk was very glad to get back to my warm quarters ; but
Hans was chopfallen at the dearth of game. Th< found no open
water, but ice, ice, ice, as far to the north and east as the eye could
range from an iceberg elevation of eighty feet. It is the same
opposite Anoatok ; and, according to the Esquimaux, as far south
of Cape Alexander as a point opposite Akotloowick, the first BaflSn

Bay huts. Beyond this, in spite of the severity of the winter,

there is an open sea. It is in the month of March, if at all during
the year, that the poljmias are frozen up. Those ot Refuge Bay
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aiul Littleton were open dunng the whole of last winter ; and, con- chapt..sidenng how very severe the weather is now and hi been for

"-""
months past, I question very much if such extensive areas as the

~
so-called North Water ever close completely

" Hans saw numerous tracks of bears
; and I have no doubt now rrac ofbut that we can secure some of these animals before the seal sea-

^^^
son opens. One large beast passed in the night close by the snow-burrow in which our would-be hunters were ensconced. They

In^The cold
" ''' """"^^ '"^ '''' ^°«« -- -hausteland the cold was excessive, and they wisely returned to the!

hawsW fo; fulrfr^r ^'"^r
^"^'^^^ ^^^^"^ ^"^ ^^* ^aniUa wa„tor

melnof %9o n ''"^^r'''"'
'''"'^"^"S "* *^^« extraordinary ^^mean of -52 . Our next resort must be to the trebUng of thebng: Petersen-what remains of him, for the man's enefgie argone-is now at work cutting it oiF. It is a hard trial for meI have spared neither exertion, thought, nor suffering, to saveSie

sea-worthiness of our little vessel, but aU to no end: she ^nnever bear us to the sea. Want of provisions alone, tf no hi"«ebe, will dnve us from her; for this soUd case of n ne-foot icfcannot possibly give way until the late changes of fall, nor thenunless a hot summer and a retarded winter AfterwardXw thewinds to break up its iron casing

anre^rl\\^f''••T'^^^^^^^^
^ «^-* *- days' allow- Sca.u. .an _e of meat for the sick. Hans has done his best ; but there is

""^^

nothing to be found on the hUls ; and I fear that a long 1 unZjourney to the south is our only resource
^ ^

natltltl'w 'nrt^'*" "f""''
'^" "^ ^ plump, good- Awa...na-ured tellow. He was one of my attaches ; by which I meanone of the many who stick to me like a plaster, in order toZwor withdraw a share of the iron nails, hoops, buttons, and otheTreasures which I represent. Awahtok always struck me as alazy pleasant sort of feUow, a man who would be glad to bask insunshine If he could find any. He has a young wtfe of ei'htenand he himself is but twenty-two. His hut is^e ctnlj andwe beconae his guests there with more satisfaction than a't' . ny^er hoste m the viUage of El.h. Awahtok is evidently ha^pywith hWe, and, the last time I saw hun, was exulting over'the

«ro. pUge oi rheir umon, a fine little girl. Well, all this about

I
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Awahtok is a prelude to the fact that he has juat buried his

daughter alive under a pile of stones.

*' Myouk, who gave us the news to-day, when delicately ques-

tioned as to the cause of this little family arrangement, answered,

with all simplicity of phrase, that the child had certain habits,

common, I beUeve, to all the varieties of infancy.

"The month is gliding on, but without any contributions to

science, though there are many things about me to suggest investi-

gation.

" It is as much as I can do to complete the routine of the days,

and enable them to roll into each other. What a dreary death in

life must be that of a maid or man of all work !

"March 17, Saturday,—I have been getting Hans ready for

the settlement, with a five-sinnet line of Maury's sounding-twine.

The natives to the south have lost nearly all their allunaks or

walrus-lines by the accidents of December or January, and will be

unable to replace them till the return of the seal. A good or even

serviceable allunak requires a whole ussuk to cut it from. It is

almost the only article whose manufacture seems to be conducted

by the Esquimaux with any care and nicety of process. Our

sounding-line will be a valuable contribution to them, and may,

perchance, like some more ostentatious charities, include the liberal

givers among those whom it principally blesses.

" March 1 8, Sunday,—I have a couple of men on board whose

former history I would give something to know,—bad fellows

both of them, but daring, energetic, and strong. They gave me
trouble before we reached the coast of Greenland ; and they keep

me constantly on the watch at this moment, for it is evident to

me that they have some secret object in view, involving probably

a desertion and escape to the Esquimaux settlements. They are

both feigning sickness this morning ; and, from what I have over-

heard, it is with the view of getting thoroughly rested before a

start. Hans' departure with the sledge and dogs would give them

a fine chance, if they could only waylay him, of securing all our

facilities for travel ; and I should not be surprised if they tried to

compel him to go along with them. They cannot succeed in this

except by force.

" I am acting very guardedly with them. I cannot punish till

I have the evidence of an overt act Nor can I trust the matter
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to other hands. It would not do to depress my sick party by chapt«
dxscbsing a scheme which, if it could be carried out fully, might ^"^'"
be fatal to the whole of us. All this adds to my other duties

"~~

those of a detective policeman. I do not find them agreeable.
" March 19, i»/onrfay._Hans got oflF at eleven. I have been all Suspiduu

right in my suspicions about John and Bill. They were intensely
'"""""

anxious to get together this morning, and I was equally resolved
to prevent any communication between them. I did this so inge-
niously that they did not suspect my motive, by devising some
outside duty for one or the other of them, and keeping his com-
rade in the plot at work under my own eye. Their impatience,
and cunnmg little resorts, to procure the chance of a word in pri-
vate, were quite amusing. It might be veiy far otherwise if they
could manage to rob us of our dogs and gain the NetUk settle-
ments.

" I hope the danger is over now. I shall keep the whole thing
to myself; for, situated as we are, even the frustration of a muti-
nous purpose had best be concealed from the party.

"Petersen brought in to-day five ptarmigan, a cheering day's a supply

work, promising for the future, and allowing me to give an abun- ^'elt'"dant meal to the sickest, and something to the sick. This is

'""'

enough to keep up the* health-working impression of the fresh
meat diet.

.
''March 20, Tuesday.—1\n^ morning I received information

from Stephenson that Bill had declared his intention of leaving
the brig to-day at some time unknown. John, being now really
lame, could not accompany him. This Stephenson overheard in
whispers during the night; and, in faithful execution of his duty,
conveyed it to me.

" I kept the news to myself; but there was no time to be lost. Ti.epiot

William, therefore, was awakened at 6 A.M.—after my own night- '^i"""'watch—and ordered to cook breakfast. Meantime I watched him
'

At first he appeared troubled, and had several stealtliily-whispered
interviews with John : finally his manner became more easy, and
he cooked and served our breakfast meal. I now felt convinced
that he would meet John outside as soon as he could leave the
room, and that one or both would then desert. I therefore threw
on my furs and armed myself, made Bousall and Morton ac-,„:„i._j -'iiquamteu with my plans, and then, crawl' g out of our dark pass-
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(g., concealed myself near its entrance. I had hardly waited hali

an hour,—pretty co'd work too,—when John crawled out, limping

and grunting. Once fairly out, ho looked furtively round, and

then, with a sigh of satisfaction, mounted our ricketty steps en-

tirely cured of his lameness. Within ten minutes after he had

gained the deck, the door opened again, and William made his

appearance, booted for travel and clad in buffalo. As he emerged

into the hold, I confronted him. He was ordered at once to the

cabin ; and Morton was despatched on deck to compel the presence

of the third party ; while Mr. Bonsall took his station at the door,

allowing no one to pass out.

" In a very few minutes John crawled back again, as lame and

exhausted as when he was last below, yet growing lamer rapidly

jva, recovering from the glare of the light, he saw the tableau. 1

then explained the state of things to the little company, and de-

tailed step by step to the principals in the scene every one of theii

l>lan8.

" Bill was the first to confess. I had prepared myself for the

emergency, and punished him on the spot. As he rose with some

difficulty, I detailed from the Lg-book the offences he had com-

mitted, and adduced the proofs.

" The short-handed condition of the 'brig made me unable to

confine him ; therefore I deemed it best to remove his handcuffs,

to accept his protestations of reform, and put him again to work.

He accepted my lenity with abundant thanks, went to duty, and

in less than an I'.oui deserted. I was hunting at the time, but the

watch reported his having first been discovered on the ice-foot,

and out of presenting distance. His 'intention undoubtedly is to

reach Etah Bay, and, robbing Hans of sledge and dogs, proceed

south to Netlik.

" Should he succeed, the result will be a heavy loss to us. The

dogs are indispensable in the hunt and in transporting us to Anoa-

tok. The step, however, is not likely to be successlul. At all

events, he is off, and I regret that duty prevents my rejoicing at

his departure. John remains with us, closely watched, but appa-

rently sincere in his protestations of absolute reform."
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"March 21, Wednesday.—On this day one year ago Mr. Brooks
and his party were frozen up in the hummocks. The habit
of comparing the condition of two periods, of balancing the
thoughts and hopes of one with the realized experience of the
other, seems to me a very unprofitable one. It interferes with
the practical executive spirit of a man, to mix a bright and happy
past with a dim and doubtful present. It's a maudlin piece of
work at best, and I'll none of it.

" But listen to poor Brooks there, talking. He is sitting up,
congratulating himself that he can nearly straighten his worst leg.

* Well, Mr. Ohlsen, I thought we would i?ever get through them
hummocks. You know we unloaded three times ; now, I would
not say it then, but seeing I am down I'll tell you. When we
laid down the last pemmican-case, I went behind the ice, and
don't remember nothing till Petersen called me into the tent. I

think I must have strained something, and gone oflF like in a kind
of fit.'

" Ohlsen, who is as self-absorbed a man as I ever knew, replies

by stating that his boots pinched him ; to wliich poor Brooks,
never dwelling long on his own troubles, says in a quiet, soliloquiz-

ing way, 'Yes, and Baker's boots pinched him too; but it wasn't
the boots, but the killing cold outside of them. There was
Pierre,—his boots were moccasins, with deer-skin foot-rags, but
he died of cold for all that; and there's Mr. Wilson and me, both
hanging on in neither one way nor t'other; it's a question which
of us lasts the longest.' M'Gary another bedridden, but con-

valescent, I hope, here raises himself on liis elbows and checks
Brooks for being so down in the mouth ; and Brooks, after a
growling rejoinder, improves his merry reminiscences by turnmg
to me.

Captain Kaue, five nights to come one year, you came in
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^xxxir
"^^^ ^""^ ^^ "^ ^^^" ^ ^^* ^^ flounders. I didn't look at your
boots, but I know you wore Esquimaux ones. It was a hard

tZZ'ot
^^^^ ^°^ y°"' *^® greatest thing I ever heard teU off; but'—here

past times, he begins to soliloquize— ' Baker's dead, Pierre's dead, and Wilson
and I—'. 'Shut up, Brooks, shut up!' I broke in, whisper-
ing across the boards that separated our blankets ; ' you will make
the patients uncomfortable.' But ro; the old times were strong
upon him; he did not speak loud, but he caught me by both
hands, and said, in his low bass, quiet tones, ' Doctor, you cried
when you saw us, and didn't pull up tiU we jabbed the stopper
down the whisky-tin and gave you a tot of it.'

" The general tone of the conversation around is like this speci-
men. I am glad to hear my shipmates talking together again,
for we have of late been silent. The last year's battle commenced
at this time a year ago, and it is natural the men should recall it.

Had I succeeded in pushing my party across the bay, our success
would have been unequaUed

; it was the true plan, the best-con-
ceived, and in fact the only one by which, after the death of my
dogs, I could hope to carry on the search. The tei:iperatures were
frightful, —40° to —56°; but my experience of last year on the
rescue-party, where we travelled eighty miles in sixty odd hours,
almost without a halt, yet without a frost-bite, shows that such'

temperatures are no obstacle to travel, provided you have the
necessary practical knowledge of the equipment and conduct of
your party. I firmly believe that no natural cold as yet known
can arrest travel. The whole story of this winter illustrates it.

I have both sledged and walked sixty and seventy miles over the
roughest ice, in repeated journeys, at fifty degrees below zero, and
the two parties from the south reached our brig in the dead of
winter, after being exposed for three hundred miles to the same
horrible cold.

" The day has been beautifully clear, and so mild that our mid-
day thermometers gave but 7°. This bears badly upon the deser-
tion of Godfrey, for the probabilities are that he will find Hans's
buffalo-robe at the hut, and thus sleep and be refreshed. In that
case, he can easily reach the Esquimaux of Etah Bay, and may
as easily seize upon the sledge-dogs, rifle, and trading articles.

The consequences of such an act would be very disastrous ; nearly
all my hopes of liftincr the sick, and therefore of earflpina in hnnf <.

Winter
travel

Prospects

of the

dbsei'ter.
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to the south, rest upon these dogs. By them only can we hunt
bear and early seal, or rapidly transport ourselves to the tide-holes
(polynia) of the spring, where we can add water-fowl to our game
list. I am entirely without a remedy. We cannot pursue him
nor could we well have prevented his escape; it is the most cul-
pable desertion I ever knew or heard of. Bonsall, Petersen, and
myself are the only men now on board who can work for the rest
Save the warnings of a secret trouble, the fox gnawing under the
jacket, I do better than the rest ; but I bear my fox Bonsall is
evidently more disabled.

''March 22, r/mrso?ay.—Petersen's ptarmigan are aU gone (five
of them), and of the rabbit but two rations of eight ounces each
remain. We three, Bonsall, Petersen, and myself, have made up
our mmds to walk up Mary River Ravine until we reach the deer
plams, and there separate and close in upon them. To-day is
therefore a busy one, for we must prepare beforehand the entire
da^ly requirements of the sick : the ice for melting water must be
cut in blocks and laid near the stove; the wood, of which it
requires one entire day to tear enough out for two days, must be
chopped and piled within arm-reach; the bread must be cooked
and the provisions arranged, before we can leave our comrades
When we three leave the brig, there wiU not be a single able man
on board. M'Gary is able to leave liis bed and stump about a
Uttle

;
but this is aU. Need the dear home-folks, who may some

day read this, wonder that I am a little careworn, and that I leave
the brig with reluctance? Of we three God-supported men, each
has liis own heavy load of scurvy.

''March 23, Friday.—We started this morning, overworked and
limping, rather as men ending a journey than beginning one. After
four hours of forced walking, we reached the reindeer feeding
grounds, but were too late

; the animals had left at least two hours
before our arrival. An extensive roUing country, rather a lacus-
tnne plain than a true plateau, was covered with traces of life.

The snow had been turned up in patches of four or five yards in
diameter, by the hoofs of the reindeer, over areas of twenty or fifty
acres. The extensive levels were studded with them ; and wherever
we examined the ground surface it was covered with grasses and
destitute of lichens. We scouted it over the protruding syenites,
and found a couple of ptarmigan and three hares ; these we secured.'
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" Our little party reached the brig in the evemng, after a walk
over a heavy snow-lined country of thirty miles. Nevertheless, I

had a waUc full of instructive material. The frozen channel of

Mary River abounds in noble sections and scenes of splendid
wildness and desolation. I am too tired to epitomize here my
note-book's record; but I may say that the opportunity which T

had to-day of comparing the terrace and boulder lines of Mary
River and Charlotte Wood Fiord enables me to assert positively

the interesting fact of a secular elevation of the crust, commencing
at some as yet undetermined point north of 76°, and continuing
to the Great Glacier and the high northern latitudes of Grinnell

Land. This elevation, as connected with the equally well sus-

tained depression of the Greenland coast south of Kingatok, is in

interesting keeping with the same undulating alternation on the

Scandinavian side. Certainly there seems to be in the localities of

these elev< ed and depressed areas a systemati compensation.
" I counted to-day forty-one distinct ledges or shelves of terrace

embraced between our water-line and the syenitic ridges through
which Mary River forces itself. These shelves, though sometimes
merged into each other, presented distinct and recognisable em-
bankments or escarps of elevation. Their siu-faces were at a nearly

uniform incUnation of descent of 5°, and their breadth either

twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six, or some other multiple of twelve

paces. This imposing series of ledges carried you in forty-one

gigantic steps to an elevation of 480 feet • and, as the first rudi-

ments of these ancient beaches left the granites which had once

formed the barrier sea-coast, you could trace them passing from
drift-strewn rocky barricades to cleanly-defined and gracefully-

curved shelves of shingle and peebles. I have studies of these

terraced beaches at various points on the northern coast of Green-
land. They are more imposing and on a larger scale than those

of Wellington Channel, which are now regarded by geologists as

indicative of secular uplift of coast. As these strange structures

wound in long spirals around the headlands of the fiords, they

reminded me of the parallel roads of Glen Roy,—a con\parison

which I make rather from general resemblance than ascertained

analogies of causes.

' There is a boulder ten miles from our brig, say seven from the

coast,—a mass of rounded syenite—at an altitude of 1 100 feet.
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resting, ent rely isolated, upon coarse sandstone; its cubical con- cuaptkb
tents cannot be less than sixty tons. Tired as I am by this hard—
walk, I feel that it has rewarded me well. It was too cold for the

""
pocket-sextant; but I managed to sketch in such features of the

TOl'fT-"" TTi! "1 T^'^ ^" °"^ ^^^^*« «f 1-^ August. 1.e.„,a„a
I had a fu^l view of the mland glacier throughout a linear trend of

«'"<='«

twenty miles. I can measure the profitless non-observing routine
of the past winter by my joy at this first break in upon its drudgery.God knows I had laid down for myself much experimental obser-
vation, and some hues of what I hoped would be valuable traveland search

;
but I am thankful that I am here, able to empty a

slop-bucket or rub a scurvied leg.

"My people had done weU during my absence, and welcomedme back impressively.

J March 24, Saturda,.-Our yesterday's ptarmigan gave the Ptanna-
most sick a raw ration, and to-day we killed a second pair, which

"^ '''''

wiU serve them for to-morrow. To my great joy, they seem on that
limited allowance to hold their ground. I am the only man nowwho scents the fresh meat without tasting it. I actually long ^or
It, but am obliged to give way to the sick.

« Yesterday's walk makes my scorbutized muscles very stiff Iwent through my routine of labour, and, as usual in this strange
disease, worked off my stifliiess and my pain.

" Bonsall and Petersen are now woodmen, preparing our daily Chopping
fuel My own pleasant duty consists in chopping from an iceberg IT^T'SIX half-bushel babuls of frozen water, cariying it to the brig an!
passing It through the scuttle into our den; in emptying by
three severaljobs some twelve to fifteen bucketfuls from the slop,
barrel; m administering both as nurse and physician to fourteen

7 ^!^T^: Z P'J'S *« Pi«k eider-down from its soil as material
for boat-beddmg; ni writing this wretched daily record, eating my
meals, sleeping my broken sleeps, an '

feeling that the days pass
without congenial occupation or improvincr pursuit

f.,ll" """VllT°*
''*.''™'^-

^ ^^' ^""^ '""^ ^'^y«' ™Ore before I Fears fc.
tail in with the opinion which some seem to entertain, that God- "??'
frey has waylaid or seized upon his sledge. This wretchU man has

'•

been the very bane of the cruise. My conscience tells me that almostanv measure against him would be justifiable as a relief to the rest •

an instinctive aversion to extreme measures binds my hands."'
4^ 1

but
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TUB DELECTABLE MOUNTAINS—REVIEW OP MARCH—THE DESERTER AGAIN

—HIS ESCAPE—QODPRET's MEAT—CONVALESCENT.

" March 25, Sunday.—A hard-working, busy Sunday it has been,

—a cheerless, scurvy-breeding day; and now by the midnight,

which is as it were the evening of its continued Hght, I read the

tliermometers unaided except by the crimson fires of the northern

horizon. It is, moreover, cold again, —37°, and the enemy has a

harder grip on my grasshopper. Bonsall and Kane took the entire

home-work on themselves to-day, that Petersen might have a

chance of following rabbit-tracks up Mary River. He succeeded in

shooting one large hare and a couple of ptarmigan,—thus giving

our sick a good allowance for one day more.

" Refraction with all its magic is back upon us ; the ' Delectable

Mountains' appear again; and, as the sun has now worked his

way to the margin of the north-western horizon, we can see the

blaze stealing out from the black portals of these uplifted hills, as

if there were truly beyond it a celestial gate.

" I do not know what preposterous working of brain led me to

compare this north-western ridge to BuTiyan's Delectable Moun-
tains; but there was a time, only one year ago, when I used to

gaze upon them with an eye of real longing. Very often, when they

rose phantom-like into the sk}', I wouk\ plan schemes by which to

reach them, work over mentally my hard pilgrimage across the

ice, and my escape from Doubting Castle to this scene of triumph

and reward. Once upon your coasts, inaccessible mountains, I

would reach the Northern Ocean and gather together the remnants

of poor Franklin's company. These would be to me the orchards,

and vineyards, and nmning fount<ains. The ' Lord of the Hill

would see in me a pilgrim.' ' Leaning upon our staves, as is com-

mon with weary pilgrims when they stand to talk with any by the

way,' we would look down upon an open Polar Sea, refulgent with

northern sunshine.

" T did try to gain these summit.**; and when I think of poet
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among the Delectable Monntains. • They hied them LT r !f

side. So Chmtian and Hopeful looked down, and saw at the

fCTh::^
™" '"'"' ""

'"
"""^ '' " "' *="

»-

'^
-^^

aay unburud, for an example to others to take heed how thevClamber too high, or how the, come too near to ..T^^/Z

of misery Bonsall, and Petersen, and myself may have enduedseems nearly certain now that at least four men Jll soon"' to

nrof^Lr rafd ^'^7.V^^«^'
-^ Thomas have s^n t

ZtA^ ^?? f^' ^"^' '^ ^''""''^ fr°"^ relapse, wiU recoverrapidly Ohlsen also is better, but slow to regain T powersBut the rest of the crew are stUl down.
^

" The game season, besides, is drawing nearer; and, once able to

clear that those of .LI Zf^2:iTC7:a.^\l
X"Cc„:tJeTIiirpr^™!'^ '- ...emor,-n:a:ds..„,.

and T tnff , T 7^' ^^*^''^" ^""^^ w^y at the ankles •

"''"^

and I suffer much from the eruption, a tormenting and anomaloussymptom which affects eight of our sick. It has manvTf the

m Its pnases, and possibly m its result dangerous

the lls^r In'..'' f:
^*^^^°^« -«-th to myself has been Lesson ortne lesson of sympathy it has taught me with the labouring man.

•^'""*'''^

lis of the overworkedsecret
I
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brain are bad enough, but not to me more severe than those which

follow the sick and jaded body to a sleepless bed. I have realized

the sweat of the brow, and can feel how painful his earnings must

be to whom the grasshopper has become a burden.

" April 2, Monday.—At eleven o'clock this morning Mr. Bonsall

reported a man about a mile from the brig, apparently lurking on

the ice-foot. I thought it was Hans, and wa both went for-

ward to meet him. As we drew (' nr/ we discovered our sledge

and dog-team near where he stood; Im. the man turned and ran

to the south.

"I pursued him, leaving Mr. Bonsall, who carried a Sharpe

rifle, behind; and the man, whom I now recognised to be God-

frey, seeing me advance alone, stopped and met me. He told me

that he had been to the south as far as Northumberland Island
;

that Hans was lying sick at Etah, in consequence of exposure

;

that he himself had paade up his mind to go back and spend the

rest of his life with Kalutunah and the Esquimaux; and that

neither persuasion nor force should divert him from this pur-

pose.

" Upon my presenting a pistol, I succeeded in forcing him back

to the gangway of the brig ; but he refused to go further ;
and

being loath to injure him, I left him under the guardianship of

Mr. Bonsall's weapon while I went on board for irons ;
for both

Bonsall and myself were barely able to walk, and utterly incapable

of controlling him by manual force, and Petersen was out hunting

;

the rest, thirteen in all, are down with scurvy. I had just reached

the deck when he turned to run. Mr. Bonsall's pistol failed at

the cap. I jumped at once to the gun-stand ; but my first rifle,

affected by the cold, went off" in the act of cocking, and a second,

aimed in haste at long, but practicable distance, missed the fugi-

tive. He made good his escape before we could lay hold of

another weapon.
" I am now more anxious than ever about Hans. The past

conduct of Godfrey on board, and Ms mutinous desertion, make

me aware that he is capable of daring wrong as well as deception.

Hans has been gone more than a fortnight ; he has been used to

making the same journey in less than a week. His sledge and

dogs came back in the possession of the very man whom I suspected

of an intention to waylay him ; and this man, after being driven
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of

by menaces to tlie sliip's side, perils his life rather than place him-
self in my power on board of her.

" Yet he came back to our neighbourhood voluntarily, with sledge
and dogs and walrus-meat! Can it have been that John, his
former partner in the plot, was on the look-out for him, and had
engaged his aid to consummate their joint desertion 1

" One thing is plain. This man at large and his comrade still
on board, the safety of the whole company exacts the sternest
observance of discipline. I have called all hands, and announced
It as a standing order of the ship, and one to be observed inflexibly,
that desertion, or the attempt to desert, shall be met at once by
the sternest penalty. I have no alternative. By the body of my
crew, sick, dependent, unable to move, and with everything to lose
by the withdrawal of any portion of our efficient force, this an-
nouncement was received as a guarantee of their personal safety.
But it was called for by other grave considerations. There is at
this time on the part of all, men as well as officers, a warm feeling
toward myself, and a strict, stanch fidehty to the expedition. But,
for moral reasons which would control me, even if my impulse
were diff^erent, I am constrained for the time to mingle among
them without reserve, to act as a servant to their wants, to encow -

rage colloquial equality and good humour; and, looking only a
little way ahead to the juncture when a perfectly-regulated subor-
dination wUl become essential, I know that my present stand will
be of value.

" This sledge-load of Godfrey's meat, coming as it does, may
well be called a Godsend : one may forgive the man in considera-
tion of the good wliich it has done us all. We have had a regular
feed aU round, and exult to think we need no catering for- the
morrow. It has cheered our downhearted sick men wonderfully.
Our brew of beer, too,—the ' Arctic Linseed Mucilage Adaptation,'
--turns out excellent. Our grunts and growls are really begin-
ning to have a good-natured twang. Our faces lessen as our sha-
dows promise to increase. I think I see a change wliich points to
the happier future.

" Our sick, however, are still non-operatives, and our one room
is like the convalescent ward of an hospital, with Bonsall and my-
self for the only nurses."
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ROUTINE -OETTINQ CP—BREAKFAST-WORK—TURNINQ IN—UAN8 8TIIJ-

MISSINQ—TUB DETERMINATION.

«' Api-U 3, Tuesdatj.—To-day 1 detained Petersen from his hunt,

and took a hoUday rest myself,—that is to say, went to bed and

sweated : to-morrow I promise as much for Bonsall.

" While here in bed I will give the routine of a day in this

spring-time of year :

—

"At 7.30 call 'all hands;' which means that one of the well

trio wakes the other two. This order is obeyed slowly. The com-

mander confesses for himself that the breakfast is well-nigh upon

table before he gets his stiff ankles to the floor. Looking around,

he sees the usual mosaic of sleepers as ingeniously dovetailed and

crowded together as the campers-out in a buffalo-bag. He winds

his way through them, and, as he does so, some stereotyi)ed

remarks are interchanged. ' Thomas ! '—our ex-cook, now side

by side with the first officer of the expedition,--' Thomas, turn

out
!

' ' Eugh-ng, sir.' ' Turn out
;
get up.' ' Ys-sir ;' (sits bolt

upright, and rubs his eyes.) 'How d' you feel, Mr. Ohlsen?'

' Better, sir.'
' How've you passed the night, Mr. Brooks 1 ' ' Mid-

dlin', sir.' And, after a diversified series of spavined efforts, the

mystical number forms its triangle at the table.

" It still stands in its simple dignity, an unclothed platform of

boards, with a pile of plates in the centre. Near these is a vir-

tuoso collection of cups grouped in a tumulus or cairn, commencing

philosophically at the base with heavy stoneware, and ending with

battered tin : the absolute pinnacle a debased dredging-box, which

makes a bad goblet, being unpleasantly sharp at its rim. At one

end of this table, partly hid by the beer-barrel, stands Petersen;

at the side, Bonsall ; and a lime-juice cask opposite marks my

seat. We are all standing : a momentary hush is made among the

sick : and the daily prayer comes with one heart :
—

' Accept our

gratitude, and restore us to our homes.'
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" The act of devotion over, we sit down, and look—not at the oiiahtisb
breakfast, but at each other. xli.

"It may sound absurd to those who cannot understand the nar- DetaiTof

rowing interest which we three availables feel in our continued 'fSeT
mutual ability, for nie to say that we spend the first five minutes

°

in a detail of symptoms. The state of each man's gums, and shins,

and ankles, his elbows, loins, and kidneys, is canvassed minutely
and compared with his yesterday's report : the recital might edify
a specialist who was anxious to register the Protean indications of
scurvy. It is sometimes ludicrous, but always sad.

" Now for the bill of fare. ' Who cooked ?
' I am describing a

gala-day. ' It was Morton : he felt so much better that he got up
at six ; but he caved in soon after :'

—

"First, coffee, great comforter to hard-worked men ; one part of nni of fare

the genuine berry to three of navy-beans ; next, sugar; what com-
plex memories the word brings back!— the veritable sugar has
been long ago defunct ; but we have its representative molasses
twice a week in our tea. Third, butter ; there it is in a mutilated
vegetable-dish; my own invention, melted from salt beef and
washed in many waters: the unskilled might call it tallow. Fourth,
a real delicacy, not to be surpassed in court or camp, for Morton
was up to see to it,—a pile of hot rolls of fine Virginia flour. What
else 1 Nothing else : the breakfast resolves itself into bean-coffee,

tallow, and hot bread. Yet a cordial meal it is. I am sorry to
hurry over it so uncourteously, for I could dwell with Charles
Lamb's pensive enthusiasm upon the flesh-pots ; but I have been
longer in describing the feast than it takes us to dispose of it. I
hurry on with the interesting detail. Dinner is breakfast, with
the beans converted into soup instead of coffee ; and supper boasts
of stewed apples.

" Work commences at nine. I'etersen is off with his gun, and work
the two remaining dearly-beloved Rogers arrange their carte : one
makes the round of the sick and deals" out their daily aUowance of
raw meat; the other goes to cutting ice. Those who can sit in
bed and work, pick eider-down or cotton, for coverlets to our boat-
bedding on the escape ; others sew canvas bags for the same pur-
pose

;
and Brooks balls off twine in order to lay up ' small stuff.'

" At times when the sun comes out very brightly. Brooks and
Wilson get permission to go on deck One of ua a.o.si.sts them.
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and, by the aid of creeping and crawling, tliese poor cripples

manage to sit upon the combings of the hatch and look around in

the glorious daylight. The sight seldom fails to affect them.

Tliere are emotions among nule, roughly-nurtured men which vent

themselves in true poetiy. Brooks has about him sensibilities that

shame me.

" The afternoon, save to the cook, is a season of rest ; a real

lazy, lounging interval, arrested by the call to supper. The coming

night-watch obliges me to take an evening cat-nap. I state tliis

by way of implying that I never sleep o' daytimes.

" After supper, we have a better state of tlungs than two weeks

a^o. Then the few tired outworkers were regaled by the groans

and tossings of the sick. There was little conversation, and the

physiognomy of our smcke-blackened little den was truly dismal.

Now daylight pours in from the scuttlo, the tea-kettle sings upon

the stove, the convgJescents rise up on their elbows and spin

merry yarns. We are not yet sufficiently jolly for cards; but we

are sufficiently thankful to do without them. At nine, silence

almost unbroken prev.ails throughout our dormitory, ?vnd the watch-

officer slips on his bear-skin, and, full of thoughts of to-morrow,

resigns himself to a round of little routine observances, the most

worthless of which is this unbroken record of the changing

days.

" April 6, Friday.—Our little family is growing more and more

uneasy about Hans. William reported him sick at Etah ; but we

had no faith in this story, and looked on his absence as merely

the result of fatigue from exposure. But there really seems ground

for serious apprehension now. My own fear is that William may

have conveyed to him some false message, or some threat or re-

proof, using my name, and in this way deterred him from returning.

Hans is very faithful; but he is entirely unaware of William's

desertion, and he is besides both credulous and sensitive. I am

attached to Hans : he has always been a sort of henchman, a

body-guard, the companion of my walks. He is a devout Moravian;

and when the party withdrew from the brig last fall he refused to

accompany them on grounds of religious obligation. The boy has

fixed, honourable principles. Petersen thinks that he ought to be

sent for, but he has not thought out the question who is to be

sent. Bonsall is too lame to travel ; Petersen himself is infinitely
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" Clearly duty to this poor boy calls me to seek him, und clearly Coi;^..
duty to these dependent men calls upon me to stay. Lonu and

'"^''"'^'

uncomfortably have I pondered over these opposing calls, but at
hu.t have como to a detennination. Hans was faithful to me-
the danger to him is imminent; the danger to those left behind
only contmgent upon my failure to return. With earnest trust in
that same supervising Agency which has so often before in graver
straits interfered to protect and car^r me through, I have resolved
to go alter Hans.

"The orders are given. In three hours I will be equipped and The d.rady to take advantage of the first practicable moment for the ^'-'o"

start. It makes me write gravely; for I am far from well, very
ar from strong, ar.d am obliged to drive our reduced team twice
even y mUes The latter half of the journey I shall have to do
enUrely on foot, and our lowest night-temperatures are under
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CHAPTER XLII.

JOUUNEY AFTER UAN8 E8(iUIMAUX fiLEDOlNO -HANS rOOND— RECKPTO

AMIOO—EXPLANATION -FUHTUEU SEARCH— MATUKINO PLANS—CHANCK8

OF ESCAPE— FOon PLENTY—PAUMK- FAMINE AMONG THE l;S<iUIMAUX

—

EXTINCTION LKIHT HEARTS —DESERTER UEOOVERKD.

cnAVTRR " AfV'U 10, Tuesdmj.—l left the brig at 10^ A.M., with but live

^''"'
dogs and a load so light as to be hardly felt.

Jonrney » It requires some suggestive incident to show us how we have

gradually become as«inulated in our habits to the necessities of our

peculiar life. Such an incident I find in my equipment. Compare

it with similar sledge-outfits of last winter^ and you will see that

we are now more than half Ks(iuimaux. It consists of

—

" 1. One small sledge, five feet six by two.

" 2. An extra jumper and sack pants for sleeping.

" 3. A ball of raw walrus-meat.—This is all.

" The sledge is portable, and adapted to jump over the chasms

of the land-ice, and to overturn with impunity, save to the luck-

less driver. It has two standards, or, as we call them, " up-

standers," which spring like elbows from its hinder extremity.

" They serve as handles, by. which, running or walking behind,

you guide the sledge, lift it over rugged places, or rest yourself and

your dogs while in progress together.

" The extra jumper is a bear-skin jacket, or rather shirt, which,

after being put on is overlapped at the waist by a large pair of

footed trousers. No winter traveller should be without these :

—

at temperatures below—25° or—30° they are invaluable. Blanket-

bags are nearly useless below —30°, in a gale of wind ; it riddles

through them.

" The ball of raw meat is made by chopping into inch-pieces

walrus or other meat, and pouring among it hot tallow, by which

the pieces are prevented from freezing too hard, so that you can

readily cut out your meal as it is required. A little butter, if you

have some, will contribute to soften it : olive oil perhaps would be

better ; but without some such luxurious additions a man in too

Provi-

lions.
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OHAWm
greut u hurry for dinner might ho ,ipt t<. risk hi.s t.-oth. In the oham,
present journey, having nothing but tullow, 1 nmdo n.y meat-ball *•-"•

like a twist-loaf, and broke it with a stone.
—

"

" I have no iiicidents to record in the shape of disaster. My a rapid
dogs were hi excellent condition, and the ice good for travel

•""'«''

Iho real incident of the journey was its early success. My dogs'
^"'""'"

in spite of low feeding, carried nio sixty-four miles in eleven
liours.

" Faithful Hans
! Dear good follower and friend ! I was out „..„.

on the floes just beyond the headJanda of our old 'Refuge Har- '«»""»

hour,' when I made out a black speck far in to shoreward He-
fraction will deceive a novice on the ice; but we have learned to
bafHo refraction. By sighting the suspected (,bjcct with your lifle
at rest, you soon !. .ect motion. It was a living aniinal-a man.
fehoreward went the sledge ; oft' sprang the dogs ten miles an
iiour, their driver yellyig the familiar provocative to speed, ' Nan-
nook

! nannook !

'
' A bear ! a bear !

' at the top of his lungs.
" There was no room for mistaking the methodical seal-stalking

gait of Hans. He hardly varied from it as we came near; but in
about fifteen minutes we were shaking hands and jabbering, in a
patois of Esquimaux and English, our mutual news. The poor
fellow had been really ill: five days down with severe pains of
hnibs have left him still a 'little veek;' wliicli means with Hans
well used up. I stuck him on the sledge and carried him to
Anoatok.

"Fortunately Anoatok for once beUed its name : there was no Aweicon.
wnid, and the sun broke down upon us with a genial +14°, although '"='^

the shade gave —25°. I had brought with me, expecting the boy
might need it, a smaU mustard-bottle of our treasured molasses,
and a little tea. We keep a camp-kettle at this hut, and both of
us wore in our belts the inseparable tin-cup. How the boy enjoyed
his hot tea

! Metek had given him a few lumps of frozen walrus-
Uver, the very best provision for cold travel : our appetites were
good

;
and, the two thus fitly harmonizing, we crunched away

right merrily.
''

" Hans reached Etah with Myouk two days after leaving us, and h«,«' .

at once commenced liis hunt. In the course of five days of most
'"'''^'•

hazardous ice-range, he killed two fine young animals : hi.s thrfle
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companions in the hunt killing only three. He had the great

advantage of my powerful Marston rifle, but his tackle was very

inferior. Our sinnet-laid twine would not stand the powerful

struggles of the beast, and on one occasion parted while fast in a

large female. Still his success must have acquired for him the

good-will of these people, for in the ' flens ' or hunting-division of

spoil they gained by his companionship.

" In the sickness that followed his long exposure, he tells me
he was waited on most carefully at the settlement. A young

daughter of Shunghu elected herself his nurse ; and her sympatliies

and smiles have, I fear, made an impression on his heart which a

certain damsel near Uppernavik might be sorry to hear of.

" Hans cached part of his meat at Littleton Island, after send-

ing a load by William to the brig. He had no difficulty, I find.

In penetrating this man's designs. He was indeed urged by him

to agree that they should drive off together to the south, and so

leave us sledgeless. Upon Hans' refusal, he tried to obtain his

rifle ; but this of course was easily prevented. He consented at

last to take up the meat, with a view of making terms with me,

and securing probably a companion. Baffled in this, as I have

mentioned, he made his escape a second time to Etah. There I

might be content to leave him, an unwelcome guest, and depen-

dent upon the Esquimaux. Strong and healthy as he is, our daily

work goes on better for his absence, and the ship seems better when

purged by his desertion ; but the example is disastrous, and, cost

what it may, I must have him back.

^^ April 11, Wednesday.—Hans started again to bring back the

meat from Littleton Island cache. If he feels strengthened, I have

given him a commission to which I attach the greatest importance.

" My hopes of again undertaking a spring journey to Kennedy

Channel were strong in the early months of the winter ; but, as

our dogs died away a second time, and the scurvy crept in upon

us, I became sad and distrustful as to the chance of our ever living

to gain the open water. The return of the withdrawing party

absorbed all my thoughts. They brought news of disaster, starva-

tion, and loss of dogs among the natives. Our prospects seemed

at the lowest ebb. Still I cherished a secret hope of making

andher journey, and had determined to undertake it alone, with

Our poor remnant of four dogs, trasting to my rine for provision.
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In fact, tld3 continuation of my one great duty has been constantly ohavt.«
before me, and I now think that I can manage it. Thus —The ^"'
Esquimaux have left Northumberland l8land,and are now nearCape Expl^
Alexander, as a better hunting-ground. Kalutunah, the best and

"""
'!!

most provident man among them, has managed to save seven do^s Zt
°'

I have authonzed Hans to negotiate carte-blanche, if necessaiy, for
four of these, even as a loan

; promising as a final bait the con-
tingent possession of my whole team when I reach the open water
on my return. On this mission I send my ^Jides Achates,' and
await his return with anxious hope.
"I have seen almost from the first day of our imprisonment by p,..peetoithe ice, the probability, if notliing more, that we might never be "^eX

able to hberate the ship. Elsewhere in this journal I have ex
"""""'"

plained by what construction of my duty I urged the brig to the
north, and why I deemed it impossible honourably to abandon her
after a single season. The same train of reasoning now leads me
to mature and organize everything for an early departure without
her, m case she cannot be released. My hopes of tliis release are
very feeble

;
and I know that when it does occur, if ever, the season

wUl, like the last, be too far advanced for me to carry my people
home. All my experience, carefully reviewed from my note-books,
and confirmed by consultation with Petersen, convinces me that imust start early, and govern my boat and sledges by the condition
ot the ice and hunting-grounds.

';
Whatever of executive ability I uave picked up during this Nece.u.brain and body-wearying cniise warns me against immature pre- « "«^

paration or vacillating purposes. I must have an exact ^iscipUne, ZTZ.a rigid routine, and a perfectly-thought-out organization. For the
p''°«-

past SIX weeks I have, in the intervals between my duty to the
sick and the ship arranged the schedule of our future course.Much of It IS already under way My journal shows what I have
done, but what there is to do is appalling.

" I state all this to show how much I hazard and possibly sacri-
fice by rny intended journey to the north, and to explain why Ihave so httle time and mood for scientific observation or researchMy fbehngs may be understood when I say that my carpenter and
all the wo^king men, save Bonsall, are still on their backs ; and Co„t.nued
hat^a month s preliminary labour is needed before I can commence 11!""" °'

tne xieavy w.-i.^ of transporting my three boats over the ice to the
""''

1 ' I

i men
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anticipated water. As the moment of my writing this, the watei

is over eighty •luiies in a straight line from our brig.

"April 12, Thursday.—The wind still blowing as yesterday,

from the southward and eastward. This is certainly favourable to

the advance of open water. The long swell from the open spaces

in Baffin's Bay has such a powerful effect upon the ice, that I

should not wonder if the floes about Lifeboat Cove, off M'Gary

Island, were broken up by the first of May.

" Our sick have been without fresh food since the 5th ; but such

is the stimulus imparted by our late supply that they as yet show

no backward symptoms. M'Gary, and Ohlsen, and Brooks, and

Riley, sun themselves daily, and are able to do much useful job-

bing. Tliomas begins to relieve me in cooking ; Riley to take a

spell at the slops ; Morton cooks breakfast, and, aided by M'Gary

and Ohlsen, has already finished one worsted quilted camp-blanket,

with wliich I intend to cover our last remaining buffalo-skins.

Wilson comes on slowly ; Dr. Hayes' toe begins to heal ; Sontag is

more cheery. With the exception of Goodfellow, John, and

Wliipple, I can feel that those of my little household are fast

becoming men again.

"April 13, Friday.—Our sick—which still means all hands,

except the cook, which means the captain—entered this morning

on their eighth day of fasting from flesh. One or two have been

softening about the gums again for some days past, and all feel

weak with, involuntary abstinence. The evening comes, and * Bim

!

bim ! bim ! ' sounds upon the deck : Hans is back with his dogs.

Rabbit-stew and walrus-liver !—a supper for a king !

" This life of ours—for we have befen living much in this way

for nine months past—makes me more charitable than I used to

be with our Esquimaux neighbours. The day provides for itself;

or, if it does not, we trust in the morrow, and are hapjiy till to-

morrow disappoints us. Our smoke-dried cabin is a scene worth

lookinfj at : no man with his heart in the right place but would

enjoy it. Every man is elbowed up on his platform, with a bowl

of rich gravy-soup between his knees, and a stick of frozen liver

at his sidj, gorging himself with the antiscorbutic luxuries, and

laughing as if neither ice nor water were before him to traverse.

" Hans has brought Metek with him, and Metek's young nephew,

a tine-looking boy of fourteen.
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" I do not know whether I have mentioned that, some little time chaptk,
.

before our treaty of alliance and mutual honesty, Metek stole Z "
"

gunwale of the Eed Eric He has been, of course, in something of Me^
uncertainty as to his political and personal relations, and his pre-
sent ^sit to the nalegak with a noble sledge- load of walrus-meat
IS evidently mtended as a propitiation for his wrong

" They are welcome, the meat and Metek, abundantly. He isthe chieftain of Etah, and, as such, a vassal of him of Aunatok,
the Open Place,' which we have named Rensselaer Harbour He
speaks sadly, and so does Hans, of the fortunes of the winter.

The Netehk settlement on Northumberland Island was al-
ready, when we heard of it last, the refuge of the natives from
the further South, even beyond Wolstenholme. It has always
been a hunting stronghold; but, as the winter darkness advanced
the pressure of numbers combined with their habitual improvi-
dence to dissipate their supplies.

"It seems that the poor wretches suffered terribly,- even s„fr.wmore than our neighbours of Etah Bay Their laws Let anoS'^
equal division; and the success of the best hunters was dissi-

'"'"""•

pated by the crowds of feeble claimants upon their spoils. At
last the broken nature of the ice-margin, and the freezing-up of a
large zone of ice, prevented them from seeking walrus The

rr ""^'Tn't^!'
'"^ '^' ^''' ''''''''' ^^'^'^^ itself "po"them They kiUed their dogs. Fearful as it sounds, when we

think how indispensable the services of these animals are to their
daily existence, they cannot now number more than twenty in
the entire ownership of the tribe. From Glacier South to Glacier
North, from Glacier East to the rude ice-bound coast which
completes the circuit of their little world, this nation have but
twenty dogs. What can they hope for without them 1
"I can already count eight settlements, including about one d,,,„„hundred and forty souls. There are more, perhaps, but certainly

"'" o""'

not many Out of these I can number five deaths since ourtef
'""•

arrival
;

and I am aware of hardships and disasters encoun-
tered by the survivors, which, repeated as they must be in the
future cannot fail to involve a larger mortality. Crime combines
with disease and exposure to thin their numbers : I know of
three murders within the past two years ; and one hifanticiH.
occurred only a few months ago. These facts, which are opeuto
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my limited sources of information, cannot, of course, indicate the

number of deaths correctly. They confirm, however, a fearful

conclusion which these poor wretches have themselves communi-

cated to us,—that they are dying out ; not iingeringly, like the

American tribes, but so rapidly as to be able to mark within a

generation their progress toward extinction. Nothing can be

more saddening, measured by our own sensibilities, than such a

conviction j but it seems to have no effect upon this remarkable

people. Surrounded bv the graves of their dead, by huts unten-

anted, yet still recenu in their memory as homesteads, even by

caches of meat which, frozen under the snow by the dead of one

year, are eaten by the living of the next, they show neither

apprehension nor regret. Even Kalutunah—a man of fine in-

stincts, and, I think, of heart—will retain his apathy of face as,

'

by the aid of Petersen, our interpreter, I point out to him the

certainty of their speedy extinction. He will smile in his efforts

to count the years which must obliterate his nation, and break in

Avith a laugh as his children shout out their ' Amna Ayah,' and

dance to the tap of his drum.

" How wonderful is all this ! Rude as are their ideas of num-

bers, there are those among this merry-hearted people who can

reckon up to the fate of their last man.

" Alter Netelik, the receptacle of these half-starved fugitives,

had been obliged itself to capitulate with famine, the body cor-

porate determined, as on like occasions it had often done before,

to migrate to the seats of the more northern hunt.

" The movements of the walrus, and the condition of the ice,

seem to be known to them by a kind of instinct ; so, when the

light came, they harnessed in their reserve of dogs, and started

for Cape Alexander. >
" It could not, one might suppose, have been a very cheerful

migration,—women, children, and young babies thrusting them-

selves into a frozen wilderness at temperatures below —30°, and

sometimes verging on —60°. But Hans, with a laugh that

seemed to indicate some exquisite point of concealed appreciation

of the ludicrous, said they travelled generally in squads, singing

* Arana Ayah,' and, when they reached any of the halting-huts,

ate the blubber and liver of the owners and danced all night. So

at last they oame to Utak-soak, the ' great caldron,' wliich we call
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Cape Alexander, and settled down at Peteravik, or the • Welcome ohapteb
Halt' xLii.

"At first game was scarce here also; but the season came soon ThT^ei.
when the female walrus is tending her calf on the ice, and then, iZl-
but for the protracted exposure of the hunt, there was no draw-
back to its success. They are desperately merry now, and seem
to have forgotten that a second winter is ahead of them. Hans
said, with one of his quiet laughs, ' One half of them are sick,
and cannot hunt: these do nothing but eat, and sing, "Amna
Ayah."

'

"April 18, Wednesdat/.—l am just off a two hundred miles' Joumey to

journey, bringing back my deserter, and, what is perhaps quite as J'Se?te?
important, a sledge-load of choice walrus-cuts.

"I found from Hans that his negotiation for the dogs had
failed, and that uiUess I could do something by individual per-
suasion, I must give up my scheme of a closing exploration to
the north. I learned, too, that Godfrey was playing the great
man at Etah, defying recapture ; and I was not wilhng to trust
the influence he might exert on my relations with the tribe. I
determined that he should return to the brig.

" I began by stratagem. I placed a pair of foot-cuffs on Succe«M
Metek's sledge, and, after looking carefully to my body-corn-

''""***"'

panion six-shooter, invited myself to ride back with him to Etah.
His nephew remained on board in charge of Hans, and I dis-
guised myself so well in my nessak that, as we moved off, I could
easily have passed for the boy Paulik, whose place I had taken.

" As our eighty miles drew to an end, and that which we caU
the settlement came close in view, its population streamed out to
welcome their chief's return. Among the first and most promi-
nent was the individual whom I desired to meet, waving his
hand and shouting ' Tima !

' as loudly as the choicest savage of
them aU, An instant later and I was at his ear, with a short The de-
phrase of salutation and its appropriate gesture. He yielded

''^'^®'"

'

unconditionaUy at once, and, after walking and running, by turns,
for some eighty mHes before the sledge, with a short respite at
Anoatok, is now a prisoner on board.

** My remaining errand was ahnost as successful."

prisoner.

22
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UABTSTENE BAY—ESQUIMAUX DWELLINGS—A CBOWDED INTERIOR—THE
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CHAPTER Etah is on the north-eastern curve of Hartstene Bay, facing to

the south and west. As you stretch over from the south point

of Littleton Island to the main, the broken character of the ice

subsides into a traversable plain, and the shore-scenery assumes

a singular wildness. The bottom series of plutonics rises to

grand and mountainous proportions, and in the back-ground,

soaring above these, are the escaladed green-stones of the more

northern coast. At the very bottom of the bay are two perfora-

tions, one a fortress-mantled fiord, the other a sloping ravine :

both are occupied by extensions of the same glacier.

-The fiord points to Peteravik, where Kalutunah and his hungry

southern corps have now taken Up their quarters ; the other is

the oft-mentioned settlement of Etah. A snow-drift, rising at an

angle of forty-five degrees, till it mingles with the steep sides of a

mountain, is dotted by two dark blemishes upon its pure white.

Coming nearer, you see that the dirt-spots are perforations of the

snow : nearer still, you see above each opening a smaller one,

and a covered roof connecting them. These are the doors and

windows of the settlement ; two huts and four families, but fur

these vent holes, entirely buried in the snow.

The inmates of the burrows swarmed around me as I arrived.

" Nalegak ! nalegak ! tima ! " was yelled in chorus ; never seemed

people more anxious to propitiate, or more pleased with an unex-

pected visit. But they were airily clad, and it blew a north-

wester ; and they soon crowded back into their ant-hill. Mean-

time preparations were making for my in-door reception, and after

a little while Metek and myself crawled in on our hands and

knees, through an extraordinary tossut thirty paces long. As I

emerged on the inside, the salute of " nalegak " was repeated with

an increase of enprirv that was anvthinc but pleasant.

Etah.

Reception

by the

natives.
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There were guests before me,—six sturdy denizens of the ohaptkb
neighbouring settlement. They had been overtaken by the storm ^^"^'

while hunting, and were already crowded upon the central dais of a crowded

honour. They united in the yell of welcome, and I soon found
'"'*"^°'"*

myself gasping the ammoniacal steam of some fourteen vigorous,
amply-fed, unwashed, unclothed fellow-lodgers. I had come'
somewhat exhausted by an eighty miles' journey through the
atmosphere of the floes : the thermometer inside was at + 90°, and
the vault measured fifteen feet by six. Such an amorphous mass
of compounded humanil;y one could see nowhere else : men
women, children, with nothing but their native dirt to cover them,
tvidned and dovetailed together like the worms in a fishing-basket.

No hyperbole could exaggerate that which in serious earnest I
give as the truth. The platform measured but seven feet in
breadth, by six in depth, the shape being semi-elliptical. Upon
this, including children and excluding myself, were bestowed
thirteen persons.

The kotluk of each matron was glowing with a flame sixteen An e^ui-
inches long. A flipper-quarter of walrus, which lay frozen on the ""*"*

floor of thenetek, was cut into steaks; and the kolopsuts-be- ber*""'"*
gan to smoke with a burden of ten or fifteen pounds apiece.
Metek, with a Mttle amateur aid from some of the sleepers,

emptied these without my assistance. I had the most cordial
inA^tation to precede them ; but I had seen enough of the culinary
regime to render it impossible. I broke my fast on a handful of
frozen liver-nuts that Bill brought me, and, bursting out into a
profuse perspiration, I stripped like the rest, threw my well-tired
carcase across Mrs. Eider-duck's extremities, put her left-hand
baby under my armpit, pillowed my head on Myouk's somewhat
warm stomach, and thus, an honoured guest and in the place of
honour, fell asleep.

Next morning, the sun neariy at noonday height, I awoke : Mrs. a morning

Eider-duck had my breakfast very temptingly ready. It was
'^'""'•

forked on the end of a curved piece of bone,—a lump of boiled
blubber and a choice cut of meat. The preliminary cookery I had
not seen : I am an old traveller, and do not care to intrude into
the mysteries vi the kitchen. My appetite was in its usual
blessed redundance, and I was about to grasp the smiling proffer,

when I saw the muLron, who was manipulating as chief intendant
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OHAPTiR of the other kotluk, performing an operation that arrested me,
' She had in her hand a counterpart of the curved bone that sup-

ported my dejeuner,—indeed, it is the universal implement of an

Esquimaux cuisine,—and, as I turned my head, I saw her quietly

withdrawing it from beneath her dress, and then plunging it into

the soup-pot before her, to bring out the counterpart cf my own
smoking morsel. I learned afterward that the utensil has its two

recognised uses ; and that, when not immediately wanted for the

purposes of pot or table, it ministers to the " royal luxury " of

the Scottish king. I dare not amplify this description.

Dirt or filth in our sense is not a conceived quality with these

Esquimaux, Incidentally it may be an annoyance or obstruction

;

but their nearest word, " Eberk," expresses no more than this.

It is an ethnological trait of these ultra-northern nomads,—so

far as I know, a unique one,—and must be attributed not alone to

their predatory diet and peculiar domestic system, but to the ex-

treme cold, which by rapid freezing resists putrefaction, and pre-

vents the joint accumulation of the dogs and the household from

being intolerable. Their senses seem to take no cognizance of

what all instinct and association make revolting to the sight, and

touch, and smeU of civilized man.

My note-book proves this by exact and disgusting details, the

very mildest of which I cannot transfer to these pages.

I spent some time at Etah in examining the glacier and in

making sketches of things about me. I met several old friends.

Among the rest was Awahtok, only now recovering from his

severe frost-bite, the effect of his fearful adventure with Myouk
among the drifting ice. I gave him a piece of red flannel and

powwowed him. Pie resides with Ootuniah in the second hut,

a smaller one than Metek's, with his pretty wife, a sister of

^alutunah's. I could hardly believe the infanticide story which

Hans had told me of this young couple ; and, pretending igno-

rance of the matter, I asked after the child's health. Their man-

ner satisfied me that the story was true ; they turned their hands

downward, but without any sign of confusion. They did not even

pay its memory the cheap compliment of tears, which among these

people are always at hand.

There is a singular custom which I have often noticed here as

well as among some of the Asiatics, and which has its analociea

Meeting
with
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hi more cultivated centres. I aUude to the regulated formalities
of mourning for the dead. They weep according to system ; when
one begins they are all expected to join, and it is the office of
courtesy for the most disthiguished of the company to wipe the
eyes of the chief mourner. They often assemble by concert for a
general weeping match ; but it happens sometimes that one will
break out into tears, and others ''ourteously follow, without know-
ing at first what is the particular subject of grief.

It is not, however, the dead alone who are sorrowed for by such
a ceremony. Any other calamity may caU for it as well : the
failure of a hunt, the snapping of a walrus-line, or the death of a
dog. Mrs Eider-duck, nee SmaU BeUy (Egurk), once looked up at
me from her kolupsut and burst into a gentle gush of woe. I was
not informed of her immediate topic of thought, but with remark-
able presence of mind I took out my handkerchief,—made by
Morton out of the body of an unused shirt,—and, after wiping
her eyes poUtely, wept a few tears myself. This little passage
was soon over ; Mrs. Eider-duck returned to her kolupsut, and
Nalegak to his note-book.

The ceremonial mourning, however, is attended sometimes, if
not always, by observances of a more serious character. So far as
my information goes, the religious notions of the Esquimaux ex-
tend only to the recognition of supernatural agencies, and to cer-
tain usages by which they may be concUiated. The angekok of
the tribe—the prophet, as he is called among our Indians of the
VVest^is the general counseUor. He prescribes or powwows in
sickness and over wounds, directs the policy and movements of
the little state, and, though not the titular chief, is reaUy the
power behind the throne. It is among the prerogatives and duties
of his office to declare the appropriate oblations and penances of
grief. These are sometimes quite oppressive. The bereaved hus-
band may be required even to abstain from the seal or walrus-hunt
for the whole year, from Okmkut to Okiakut—vf'miQx to winter.
More generally he is denied the luxury of some article of food, as
the rabbit or a favourite part of the walrus ; or he may be for-
biddden to throw back his nessak, and forced to go with uncovered
head.

A sister of Kalutunah died suddenly at Peteravik. Her body
was sewed up in skins, not in a sitting posture, like the remains
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OBArriK which we found in the graves at the south, but with the iiuiba

extended at full length ; and her husband bore her unattended to

her resting-place, and covered her, stone by stone, with a rude

monumental cairn. The blubber-lamp was kept burning outside

the hut while the solitary funeral was in progress ; and when it

was over the mourners came together to weep and howl, while the

widower recited his sorrows and her praise. His penance was

severe, and combined most of the inflictions which I have de-

scribed above.

It is almost as difficult to trace back the customs of the Smith's

Sound Esquimaux as it is to describe their religious faith. They
are a declining—almost an obsolete—people, " toto orbe divisos,"

and too much engaged with the necessities of the present to

cherish memorials of the past. It was otherwise with those

whom we met in the more southern settlements. These are now
for the most part conpeiitrated about the Danish posts, in very

different circumstances, physical as well as moral, from their

brethren of the north.
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CHAPTER XLIV.

rilE ESQUIMAUX OF OllKKNIiAND—CIIANGK OF ClIAHAOTEU—liABOURS Of
THE MISSIONARIES—NO/iUK—THE OMINAKS—I'INOEIAK AND JENS—TUB
ANOEKOKS—I88IUTOK—TUE IMNAPOK—TUE DECllEE.

Some thirty years ago the small-pox found its way among the

natives of the upper coast, and most of those who escaped or sur-

vived its ravages sought the protection of the colony. Others
followed from the more inland regions ; and now there is not an
Esquimaux, from the Great Glaciers of Melville Bay down to

ITpemavik, who does not claim fellowship in that community.
We found traces of their former haunts much further north

ihan they appear to have been noticed by others; some of such a

character as to indicate for them a tolerably recent date. I have
already mentioned the deserted huts which we came upon in

Shoal-Water Cove, in lat. 78° 27', and the stone fox-traps upon
the rocks near them. Other huts, evidently of Esquimaux con-

struction, but very ancient, were found on the in-shore side of

Littleton Island; and among the cairns around them that had
served to conceal provisions or that now covered the remains of

the dead, were numerous implements of the chase.

The huts which I saw near Refuge Harbour, in lat. 78° 33',

were much more perfect, and had been inhabited very recently.

From some of the marks which I have referred to in my journal,

there was reason to suppose that the inmates might return before

the opening of another season.

It was still otherwise with those that we met at Karsuk and
elsewhere further to the south. These, though retaining signs of

comparatively modern habitation, were plainly deserted homes.

I met at Upernavik an ancient woman, the latest survivor of the

few who escaped from these settlements during the general pestil-

ence.

The labours of the Lutheran and Moravian missionaries have
been so far successful among these people that but few of them
are now Avithout the nale of nrofessed Christianity and its re-
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forming iiiHuences hnvo affected the moral tone of oil. Before the
arrival of these self-Hacrifioiiig evangelists, nmrdor, incest, burial
of the living, and infanticide, were not numbered among crimes.

It was unsafe for vessels to touch upon the coast ; treachery was
as common and as much honoured as among the Polynesians of

the Eastern seas. Crantz tells us of a Dutch brig that was seized
by the natives at the port of Disco, in 1740, and the whole crew
murdered; and two years later the same fate befell the seamen of
another vessel that had accidentally stranded.

But for the last hundred years Greenland has been safer

for the wrecked mariner than many jmrts of our own coast.

Hospitality is the universal characteristic, enjoined upon the con-

verted as a Christian duty, but everywhere a virtue of savage
life. From Upernavik to Cape Farewell, the Esquimaux does
not hesitate to devote his own meal to the necessities of a giiest.

The benefits of the missionary school are not confined to the

Christianized natives ; and it is observable that the virtues of

truth, self-reliance, and generous bearing, have been inculcated

successfully with men who still cherish the wild traditionary

superstitions of their fathers. Some of these are persons of

strongly-marked character, and are trusted largely by the Danisli

officials. One of them, the nalegak-soak, or great chief, NSluk,
claims to have been the king or " head man " of his people.

But among th" native Greenlanders, as among other nomads,
there seems to be no recognition of mastership except such as

may be claimed by superiority of prowess. They have definite

traditions of the organized games and exercises by which this

superiority used to be authenticated. Indeed, the custom obtained

until within the two last generations, and is traceable still in

many of the periodical sports. Wrestling, jumping, tracking by
the fingers or with hooked anns, pushing heel to heel in a sitting

posture, dealing and receiving alternate blows on the left shoulder,

shooting further and with the stronger bow, carrying the heavier

stone the greater distance, were among their trials of strength. I

have seen some of these stones at Fortuna Bay and Disco Fiord,

which remain as they were left at the end of the contest, memo-
rials of the athlete who sustained their weight.

Nbluk is a remarkably powerful man, and as straight and
graceful as an Iroquois. He is now a grandfather by his second
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Wife; but he is still tlie best hunter of the settlement, and dis-
dains to comply with the usage which would transfer his dog-
teams and apparatus of the hunt to his grown-up son. During
tlie pestilence of 1820 he resided fifty-six miles north of Uper-
navik, at Tessiuaak, in hit. 73° 36': I have seen the ruins of his
hut there. When all the families fled from the sick, Niiluk still
drove his slodge homeward and deposited food regularly for his
dying wife. On his last visit he saw lier through the window a
corpse, and his infant son sucking at lier frozen breast. Parental
instinct was mastered by panic: he made his way to the south
without crossing the threshold.

Among the regal perquisites of the nalegak-soak was the
questioimble privilege of having as many wives as he could sup-
port. Besides this, he had little except an imperfectly-defined
claim to certain proceeds of the hunt. In old times, the sub-
ordinate nalegaks, chieftains of minor settlements, held their
office by a simUar title of personal might among their immediate
fellows—thus constituting something like a system of feudal
sovereignties without hereditary descent.

It is related, however, much as it is in histories with which we
are more familiar, that the supremacy of the "Great Master"
sometimes encountered rebuke from his barons. The Upemavik
reindocr-hunters used to ascend the Salmon River, near Svartehuk,
to a point from which by a single day's journey they could reach'
Okossisak, a hunting-station of the Ominaks. It so happened
upon one occasion, when the Ominaks had been more than
ordinarily successful in the chase, that a band of Upernaviks,
with whom fortune had been less propitious, determined to pay
them a predatory visit, attended by their great chief^ the liege
lord of both tribes. They found the Ominaks with their chief in
company, a short chunky fellow, who proffered the accustomed
hospitalities of his tent in true knightly style. But, in reply to
the salutation, «Be seated and eat," the Great Upemavik, whose
companions were watching for their cue, gave a scowl, the reverse
of the uniform formula of acceptance, which is simply to sit down
and be filled. Hereupon old Ominak strung silently a heavy bow,
and, draAving his arrow to the head, buried it in the narrow cleft
of a distant rock, solUoquizing, as it struck, « He who is better
thau I am is mv master." T sAvp. hia wnrric ;« +},« «»;n^„„i t^^ __
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exercise ii) phonetics :
" ICinajougenerua," who is better, " Ovanot,"

than I am ; the rest of the sentence—" is my master "—being

understood : an elliptical form of expression very common among

these people, and often aided by accompanying gestures. Thus

euphoniously solicited, the Upernaviks sat down and ate, and,

pronouncing the brief acknowledgment, " Thanks," which always

end's a stranger's meal, went their way in peace.

The old practice which is found among some of the Asiatic and

North American tribes, of carrying off the bride by force, is com-

mon among the Esquimaux, and reluctantly abandoned even by the

converted. The ceremonial rite follows at the convenience of the

parties. Jenf3, the son of my old friend Cristiansen at Proven,

came very nigh being left a bachelor by an exercise of tliis cus-

tom. He was not quite ready to perform the gallant function

liimself toward his lady-love, when a lusty rival, one Pingeiak,

carried her off bodily in dead of night. The damsel made good

fight, however, and, though the abduction was repeated three times

over, she mt*nagtd to keep her troth. In the result, Jens, as

phlegmatic and stupid a half-breed as I ever met with, got the

prettiest woman in all North Greenland. Pingeiak was the best

hunter and had the largest tent, but Jens was the son of the head

man. I believe such things may come about in other parts of the

world.

I remember other instances among parties whom I knew. A
young aspirant for the favours of an unbaptized daughter of the

settlement at Sever-nik got a companion to assist him, and suc-

ceeded in carrying her to his sledge. But the ruthless father had

the quicker dog-team, and pursued with^ such ferocious alacrity,

that the unlucky devotee of ancient custom had to clamber up a

rocky gorge tu escape his wrath, leaving the chosen one behind

him. The report—for scandal is not frozen out of Greenland

—

makes the lady a willing eloper, and more courageous than her

runaway lover.

The mysteries of the angekok, still so marked in their influence

further to the north, are not openly recognised near the Danish

settlements. The last regulai professor of them, Kenguit, was

baptized at Proven in 1844, changing his name to Jonathan Jere-

mias. But as you recede from the missionaiy influence the dark

art is still pfuctiaeu m oji its power.
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A fact of psychological interest, as it shows that civilized or ohawxh
savage wonder-workers form a single family, is that the angekoks ^_"^-

believe firmly in their own powers. I have known several of The aiig»

them personally, after my skill in powwow had given me a sort
'"'''*

of correlative rank among them, and can speak with confidence on
this point. I could not detect them in any resort to jugglery or

natural magic : their deceptions are simply vocal, a change of

voice, and perhaps a limited profession of ventriloquism, made
more imposing by the darkness. They have, however, like the

members of the learned professions everywhere else, a certam lan-

guage or jargon of their own, in which they communicate with

each other. Lieutenant-Governor Steffeuson, who had charge of

the Northern District up to 1829, and was an admirable student

of everything that regards these i >ople, says that their artificial

language is nothing but the ordinary dialect of the country, modi-

fied in the pronunciation, with some change in the import of the

words and the introduction of a few cabalistic terms.

Besides the angekoks, who are looked up to as the hierophants The issiu-

or dispensers of good, they have the issiutok, or evil men, who **'*''°''«*"

work injurious spells, enchantments, metamorphoses. Like the

witches of both Englands, the Old and the New, these malignants

are rarely submitted to trial till they have been subjected to

punishment—" castigat auditque." The finder of the Runic stone,

old Pelemut, was one of them, and dealt with accordingly. Two
others, only as far back as 1828, suffered the penalty of their

crime on the same day, one at Karmenak, the other at Upernavik.

This last was laudably killed after the "old customs,"—custom Their pun-

being the apology of the rude everywhere for things revolting to
''''™®°*-

modern sense. He was first harpooned, then eviscerated, a flap

let down from his forehead " to cover his eyes and prevent his

seeing again,"—he had the " evil eye," it might seem ; and then

small portions of his heart were eaten, so as to make it secure that

he could not come back to earth unchanged. All this in accord-

ance with venerated ritual.

The other, the Ka/menak case, was that of an old sick man.

He was dealt with more succinctly by his neighbour Kamokali,

now old Tobias; who, at the instance of the issiutok family,

pushed him into the sea after harpooning him, and then gave his

flesh to the dogs. I have seen Tobias at Proven, a Christian-
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ized man now, of very good repute, and, for aught 1 know, worthy
of it.

The capital punishment with them, as with us, seems in general

to be reserved for oflFences of the higher grade. For those of

minor dignity, such as form the staple of our civilized forums,

and even those which might find their way profitably into a court

of honour, the Imnapok is the time-honoured tribunal of redress.

The original meaning of this word, I believe, is a native dance or

singsong; but the institution which now bears the name is of

much more dignity, and is found, with only circumstantial

differences, among many other tribes within and beyond the Arctic

circle.

An Esquimaux has inflicted an injury on one of his country-

men : he has cut his seal-lines, or harmed his dogs, or burned his

bladder-float, or perpetrated some enormity equally grievous. A
summons comes to him from the angekok to meet the " country-

side" at an Imnapok; The friends of the parties and the idlers of

many miles around gather about the justice-seat, it may be at

some little cluster of huts, or, if the weather permits, in the open
air. The accuser rises and preludes a few discords with a seal-rib

on a tom-tom or drum. He then passes to the charge, and pours
out in long paragraphic words all the abuse and ridicule to which
his outrageous vernacular can give expression. The accused
meanwhile is silent ; but, as the orator pau.ses after a signal hit»

or to flourish a cadence on liis musical in^crument, the whole
audience, friends, neutrals, and opponents, signalize their approval
by outcries as harmonious as those wliich we someiimes hear in

our town-meetings at home. Stimulated by the applause, and
warming with his own fires, the accuser renews the attack, his

eloquence becoming more and more licentious and vituperative,

until it has exhausted either his strength or his vocabulary of

invective. Now comes the accused, with defence and counter-

charge and retorted abuse; the assembly still listening and
applauding through a lengthened session. The Homeric debate
at a close, the angekoks hold a powwow, and a penalty is de-

nounced against the accused for his guilt, or the accuser for his

unaustained prosecution.
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CHAPTER XLV.

WALRUS-HUNTINO—ESQUIMAUX HABITS—RETURN PROM ETAH—PREPARING
FOR ESCAPE—MAKING SLEDQES—DR. HAYES.

The six storm-arrested strangers were off early in the morning : I
sent messages of compliment by them to Kalutunah, inviting liim
to visit the brig; and in the afternoon Myouk and myself followed
them to the floes for a walrus-hunt.

The wah^is supplies the staple food of the Rensselaer Bay
Esquimaux throughout the greater part of the year. To the
south as far as Murchison Channel, the seal, unicorn, and white
whale alternate at their appropriate seasons ; but in Smith's Sound
these last are accidental rather than sustained hunts.
The manner of hunting the walrus depends in a considerable

degree on the season of the year. In the fall, when the pack is

but partially closed, they are found in numbers hanging around
the neutral region of mixed ice and water, and, as this becomes
solid with the advance of winter, following it more and more to
the south.

The Esquimaux approach them then over the young ice, and
assail them in cracks and holes with nalegeit and Hne. This
fishery, as the season grows colder, darker, and more tempestuous,
is fearfully hazardous; scarcely a year passes without a catas-
trophe. It was the theme of happy augury last winter, that no
lives had been lost for some months before, and the angekoks
even ventured to prophesy from it that the hunt would be auspi-
cious,—a prophecy, like some ethers, hazarded after the event, for
the ice had continued open for the walrus till late in December.

With the earliest spring, or, more strictly, about a month after
the re-appearance of the sun, the winter famine is generally
reUeved. January and February are often, in fact, nearly always,
months of privation; but during the latter part of March the
spring fishery commences. Everything is then life and excite-
ment.

The walrus is now taken in two ways. Sometimes he has risen
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CHAPTBR by tlie side of an iceberg, where the currents Lave worn away the
^^^'

floe, or through a tide-crack, and, enjoying the sunshine too long,

finds his retreat cut olf by the freezing up of the opening ; for.

like the seal at its attuk, the walrus can only work from below.

When thus caught, the Esquimaux, who with keen hunter-craft

are scouring the floes, scent him out by their dogs and spear him.

The early spring is the breeding season, and the walrus then

are in their glory. My observations show that they tenant the

region throughout the entire year; but at tliis time the female,

with her calf, is accompanied by the grim-visaged father, surging

The best
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hunting
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in loving trios from crack to crack, sporting around the berg-

water, or basking in the sun. While thus on their tours, they

Invite their vigilant enemies to tne second method of capture.

This is also bv the lance and harnoon : but it often becomes a
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regular battle, the male gallantly fronting the assault and charg- chaptbb
ing the hunters with furious bravery. Not unfrequently the *''^*

entire family—mother, calf, and bull—are killed in one of these
contests.

The huts—those poor, miserable, snow-covered dens—are now Woikaftei

scenes of life and activity. Stacks of jointed meat are piled upon *''° ''"'"•

the ice-foot ; the women are stretching the hide for sole-leather,

and the men cutting out a reserve of harpoon-lines for the winter.

Tusky walrus heads stare at you from the snow-bank, where they
are stowed for their ivory; the dogs are tethered to the ice; and
the children, each one armed with the curved rib of some big
amphibion, are playing ball and bat among the drifts.

On the day of my arrival, four walrus were killed at Etah, and
no doubt many more by Kalutak at Peteravik. The quantity of

beef wliich is thus gained during a season of plenty, one might
suppose, should put them beyond winter want; but there are

other causes besides improvidence which make their supplies
scanty. The poor creatures are not idle ; they hunt indomitably, industry

without the loss of a day. When the storms prevent the use of "l^^^^
the sledge, they still work in stowing away the carcasses of pre-

vious hunts. An exc?lvation is made either on the mainland, or,

what is preferred, upon an island inaccessible to foxes, and the
jointed meat is stacked inside and covered with heavy stones.

One such cache, which I met on a small island a short distance
from Etah, contained the flesh of ten walrus, and I know of several
others equally large.

The excessive consumption is the true explanation of the Causes of

scarcity. By their ancient laws all share with all; and, as they
*'"'''"*•

migrate in numbers as their necessities prompt, the tax on each
particular settlement is excessive. The quantity which the mem-
bers of a family consume, exorbitant as it seems to a stranger, is

rather a necessity of their peculiar life and organization than the
result of inconsiderate gluttony. In active exercise and constant
exposure to cold the waste of carbon must be enormous.
When in-doors and at rest, tinkering over then- ivory harness-

rings, fowl-nets, or other household gear, they eat as we often do
in more civilized lands—for animal enjoyment and to pass away
time. But when on the hunt they take but one meal a day, a,nd

that after the day's labour is over ; they go out upon the ice
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are numerous, eat nothing until their return. I would average

the Esquimaux nation in a season of plenty—it is of course a mere
estimate, but I believe a perfectly fair one—at eight or ten pounds
a day, with soup and water to the extent of half a gallon.

At the moment of my visit, when returning plenty had just

broken in upon their famine, it was not wonderful that they were

hunting with avidity. The settlements of the South seek at this

season the hunting-ground above, and, until the seals begin to form
their basking-holes, some ten days later, the walrus is the single

spoil.

Haunts of I incline to the opinion that these animals frequent the half-
»he walrus, broken ice-margin throughout the year; for, after the season has

become comparatively open, they are still found in groups, with

their young, disporting in the leads and shore-water. They are,

of course, secure under such circumstances from the Esquimaux
hunters of the Far Nbrth, who, not having the kayak of the more
southern settlements, can only approach them on the ice.

In the late summer or " ausak," after all ice has melted, the

walrus are in the habit of resorting to the rocks. They are then

extremely alert and watchful ; but the Esquimaux note their

haunts carefully, and, concealing themselves in the clefts, await

their approach with patient silence, and secure them by the harpoon

and line.

SEt"ah. ^y departure from Etah Bay was hastened by news from the

brig. Hans brought me a letter from Dr. Hayes, while I was out

walrus-hunting near Life-Boat Cove, which apprised me of the

dangerous illness of Mr. M'Gary. I had a load of meat on my
sledge, and was therefore unable to make good speed with my
four tired dogs ; but I rode and ran by turns, and reached the

brig, after fifty miles' travel, in seven hours from the time of

meeting Hans. I was thoroughly broken down by the effort, but

had the satisfaction of finding that my excellent second officer had

passed the crisis of his attack.

I left Hans behind me with orders to go to Peteravik and per-

suade Kalutunah to come to the brig, sending him a capstan-bar

as a pledge of future largess,—invaluable for its adaptation to

harpoon-shafts.

" April 19, Thursday.—The open water has noc advanced from
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the south more than four mUes within the past three weeks. It ohaptm
IS still barely within Cape Alexanc.cr. It is a subi -t of serious *''^-

anxiety to me. Our experience has tauglit us that the swell Se.'^
caused by these winds breaks up the ice rapidly. Now there can

""""^

be no swell to the southward, or these heavy gales would have "'-ir
done this now. It augurs ill not only for the possible release of ZZ:i
the bng, but for the facility of our boat-voyage if we shall be *'»'««••

obliged to forsake her, as everytliing seems to say we must do
soon. Last year, on the 10th of May, the water was free around
Littleton I-^land, and coming up to within two miles of Refuge
Inlet. It is now lorty miles further oflf

!

" Petersen anrl Ohlsen.are working by short spells at the boats
and sledges.

" I will r ^ leave the brig until it is absolutely certain that she
cannot thaw out this season; but everything shaU be matured for
our instant departure . soou as her fate is decided. Every detaU
IS arranged

;
and, if the sick go on as they have done, I do not

doubt but that we may cany our boats some thirty or forty miles
over the ice before finaUy deciding whether we must desert the
bng.

''April 20, Fr^day.-A relief-watch, of Eiley, Morton, and MaK.n,
Bonsall, are preparing to saw out sledge runners from our cross- "'«<>«'*

beams. It is slow work. They are very weak, and the ther-
mometer sinks at night to -26". Nearly aU our beams have been
used up for fuel

; but I have saved enough to construct two long
sledges of 17 feet 6 inches each. I want a sledge sufficiently long
to bring the weight of the whaleboat and her stowage within the
line of the runner; this wiU prevent her rocking and pitching
when crossing hummocked ice, and enable us to cradle her tirmlv
to the sledge.

" They are at this moment breaking out our cabin bulkhead to
extract the beam. Our cabin dormitory is fuU of cold vapour
Everything is comfortless: blankets make a sorry substitute for
the moss-padded wall which protected us from —60°

_
" April 21, Saturda^.-Movton', heel is nearly closed, and there Morton-s

IS apparently a sound bone underneath. He has been upon his
'"'"^"y

back since October. I can now set tliis faithful and valuable man
to active duty very soon.

" The beam was too long to be carried through our hatches •

23 '
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HARD WORK.

0H4PTBR we therefore Lave sawed it as it stands, and will carry up the

SledKe

making.

Dr. Ilayc!!.

slabs separately. These slabs are but one and a half inch wide,

and must be strengthened by iron bolts and cross-pieces; still

they are all that we have. I made the bolts out of our cabin

curtain-rods, long disused. Mr. Petersen aids Ohlsen in grinding
his tools. They will complete the job to-morrow,—for we must
work on Sunday now,—and by Monday be able to begin at other

things. Petersen undertakes to manufacture our cooking and
mess-gear. I have a sad-looking assortment of battered rusty tins

to offer him ; but with stove-pipe nmch may be done.

"April 22, Simdmj.—Qave rest for all but the sawyers, who
keep manfully at the beam. Some notion of our weakness may
be formed from the fact of these five poor fellows averaging among
them but one foot per hour.

" I read our usual prayers ; and Dr. Hayes, who feels sadly the

loss of his foot, came aft and crawled upon deck to sniff the day-

light. He had not men the sun for five months and three weeks."

ij

I
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RBTURN OF HANS. ast

CHAPTER XLVI.

KALCTUNAn-TnE HDNTINO PAETY-BETTINQ OUT-MY TALLOW-BALL--
A WILD OnASE-IIUNTINO STILL-THE OREAT aLAOIEB-THE ESOA-LADED STBUCTUUE-FOBMATION OF BEKaS-TIIE VISCOUS PLOW-
0BEVI0E8-THB FBOZBN WATER -TUNNBL-OAPE FORBES- FACE OF
OLACIEB.

We continued toiling on with our complicated preparations till
the evening of the 24th, when Hans came back weU laden with
walrus meat. Tliree of the Esquimaux accompanied him, each
with his sledge and dog-team fully equipped for a hunt. The
leader of the party, Kalutunah, was a noble savage, greatly supe-
rior in everything to the others of his race. He greeted me with
respectful courtesy, yet as one who might rightfully expect an
equal measure of it in return, and, after a short interchange of
salutations, seated himself in the post of honour at my side.

I waited, of course, tiU the company had fed and slept, for
among savages especiaUy haste is indecorous, and then, after dis-
tributing a few presents, opened to them my project of a northern
exploration. Kalutunah received his knife and needles with a
" Kuyanaka," " I thank you:" the first thanks I have heard from
a native of this upper region. He called me his friend,—" Asa-
kaoteet," " I love you weU,"—and would be happy, he said, to
join the "nalegak-soak" in a hunt.

The project was one that had engaged my thoughts long before
daylight had renewed the possibUity of carrying it out. I felt
that the further shores beyond Kennedy Channel were stiU to be
searched before our work could be considered finished ; but we
were without dogs, the indispensable means of travel. We had
only four left out of sixty-two. Famine among the Esquimaux
had been as disastrous as disease with us : they had killed aU but
thirty, and of these there were now sixteen picketted on the ice
about the brig. The aid and influence of Kalutunah could secure
my closing expedition,

1 succeeded in making my arrangements with him, provisionally
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3fi2 KALUTUNAII'S PARTY.

oiuFrsn ftt least, and the morning after we all set out. The party con-
sisted of Kalutunah, Shanghu, and Tatterat, with their three

nepanure sledges. Han3, armed wit], the Mar,ston rifle, was my only com-
ozplortriK ^ ^
expedi-

tion.

B

KAIiUTUNAU PARTY.

ment

3

panion from the ship's company. Tlie natives carried no arms
but^ the long knife and their unicorn-ivory lances. Our whole
equipment was by no means cumbersome: except the clothes
upon our back and raw walrus-meat, we carried nothing. The
walrus, both flesh and blubber, was cut into flat slabs half an inch
thick, and about as long and wide as a folio volume. These, when
frozen, were laid directly upon the cross-bars of the sledge, and
served as a sort of floor. The rifle and fhe noonghak were placed
on top, and the whole was covered by a well-rubbed bear-skin,
strapped down by a pliant cord of walrus-hide.

Thus stowed, the sledge is wonderfully adapted to its wild
travel. It may roU over and over, for it defies an upset ; and its

runners of the bones of the whale seem to bear with impunity the
fierce shocks of the ice. The meat, as hard as a plank, is the

A^stianRc driver's seat: it is secure from the dogs; and when it is wanted
g^"*^ for a cold cut, which is not seldom, the sledge is turned upside-

down, and the layers of flesh are hacked away from between the
cross-bars.
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We started with u wild yell of dogs and men in cJiorus, Kalu- ohIptrb
tunah and myself leading. In about two hours we had reached ^^^
a higli berg about fifteen miles north of the brig Here I recon-
noitred the ice aliead. It was not cheering; the outside tide-
channel, where I had broken through the fall before, was now full
of squeezed ice, and the plain beyond the bergs seemed much
distorted. The Esquimaux, nevertheless, acceded to my wish to
attempt the passage, and we were soon among the hummocks.
We ran beside our sledges, clinging to the upstanders, but making
perhaps four miles an hour where, unassisted by tlie dogs, we
could certainly have made but one. Things began to look more
auspicious.

We halted about thirty miles north of the brig, after edging
along the coast about thirty miles to tlie eastward. Here Shanghti
burrowed into a snow-bank and slept, the thermometer standing
at —30°. The rest of us turned in to lunch ; the sledge was
turned over, and we were cutting away at the raw meat, each man
for himself, when I heard an exclamation from Tatterat, an out-
landish Esquimaux, who had his name from the Kittywake gull.

He had found a tallow-ball, wliich had been hid away without my ^ feast ou
knowledge by my comrades for my private use. Instantly his thetaiiow-

knife entered the prized recesses of my ball, and, as the lumps of
""""

liver and cooked muscle came tossing out in delicate succession,
Kalutunah yielded to the temptation, and both of them picked the
savoury bits as we would the truffles of a " Perigord pate." Of
necessity I joined the group, and took my share; but Hans, poor
fellow, too indignant at the liberty taken with my provender,
refused to share in the work of demolishing it. My ten-pound
ball vanished nevertheless in scarcely as many miimtes.
The journey began again as the feast closed, and we should

have accomplished my wishes had it not been for the untoward
influence of sundry bears. The tracks of these animals were Tracks of
becoming more and more numerous as we rounded one iceberg ^^ais.

after another; and we could see the beds they had worn in the
snow while watching for seal. These swayed the dogs from their
course: yet we kept edging onward; and when in sight of the
northern coast, about thirty miles from the central peak of the
" Three Brothers," I saw a deep band of stratus lying over the
horizon in the direction of Kennedy Channel This water-sky
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Hunting
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OHAPTiR indicated the continued oi)ening of tlio cliannol, and made me
more deeply anxious to proceed. But at thi.s moment our dogs
encountered a large male bear in the act of devouring a seal. The
impulse was irresistible: I lost all control over both dogs and
drivers. They seemed dead to everything but the passion of pur-
suit. Off they aped with incredible swiftness, the Esquimaux
chnging to their sledges, and cheering their dogs with loud cries
of " Nannook !" A mad, wUd chase, wUder than German legend,
—the dogs, wolves

; the drivers, devils. After a furious run, the
animal was brought to bay; the lance and the rifle did their work,
and we halted for a general feed. The dogs gorged themselves,
the drivers did as much, and we buried the remainder of the car-
cass m the snow. A second bear had been tracked by the party
to a large iceberg north of Cape Russell; for we had now travelled
to the neighbouriiood of the Great Glacier. But the dogs were too
much distended by their abundant diet to move : their drivers were
scarcely better. Rest was indispensable.

We took a four hours' sleep on the open ice, the most uncom-
fortable that I remember. Our fatigue had made us dispense with
the snow-house; and, though I was heavily clad in a fuU suit of
furs, and squeezed myself in between Kalutunah and Shanghu, I
could not bear the intense temperature. I rose in the morning
stiff and sore. I mention it as a trait of nobleness on the part of
Kalutunah, which I appreciated very sensibly at the time, that,
seeing me suffer, he took his kapetah from his back and placed it

around my feet.

The next day I tried again to make my friends steer to the
northward. But the beard were most numerous upon the Green-
land side; and they determined to push on toward the glacier
They were sure, they said, of finding the game among the broken
icebergs at the base of it. All my remonstrances and urgent en-
treaties were unavailing to make them resume their promised
route. They said that to cross so high up as we then were was
impossible, and I felt the truth of this when I remembered the
fate of poor Baker and Schubert; at this very passage. Kalutunah
added, significantly, that the bear-meat was absolutely necessary
lor the support of their families, and that Nalegak had no right to
prevent him from providing for his household. It was a strong
argument, and withal the argument of the strontr.

Dlsputus

about the

route.
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I found now tliH my projected survey of the northern coast
must bfl abandoned, at least for tlie time. My next wish was to
get bjirk to ] fl brig; and to negotiate with Metek for a purcliase
or loan of hiv dor^ ' s my last chance. But even this was not
readily gratiiiea / 1 of Saturday was spent in bear-hunting.
The natives as inuumitable as their dogs, made the entire circuit

of Dallas Bav. un-i linally halted again under one ';f the islands
which group Uiumselvcs between the headlands of Advance Bay
and at the base of the glacier.

Anxious as I was to press our return to the brig, I woj well
paid for my disappointment. I had not realized fully the spec-
tacle of this stupendous monument of frost. I had seen it for
some hours hanging over the ice like a white-mist cloud, but now
it rose up before me clearly defined and almost precipitous. The
whole horizon, so vague and shadowy before, was broken by long
lines of icebergs ; and as the dogs, cheered by the cries of their
wild drivers, went on, losing themselves deeper and deeper in the
labyrinth, it seemed like closing around us the walls of an icy
world. They stopped at last; and I hod time, while my com-
panions rested and fed, to climb one of the highest bergs. The
atmosphere favoured me : the blue tops of Washington Land were
in full view; and, losing itself in a dark water-cloud, the noble
headland of John Barrow.

The trend of this glucier is a few degrees to the west of north.
We followed its face afterward, edging in for the Greenland coast,
about the rocky archipelago which I have named after the Ad-
vance. From one of those rugged islets, the nearest to the
glacier which could be approached with anything like safety, I
could see another island larger and closer in shore, already half
covered by the encroaching ftice of the glacier, and great masses
of ice still detaching themselves and splintering as they fell upon
that portion wliich protruded. Repose was not the characteristic

of this seemingly solid mass; every feature indicated activity,
energy, movement.

The surface seemed to follow that of the basis-country over
which it flowed. It was undulating about the horizon, but as it

descended toward the sea it represented a broken plain with a
general inclination of some nine degrees, still diminishing toward
the foreground. Crevices, in the distance mere wrinkles, ex-
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^^^ FORMATION OF ICEBERGS.

panded as they came nearer, and were crossed almost at rightang es by long continuous Hnes of fracture paraUel with the face
01 T,he ghvcier.

lliese Unes too, scarcely traceable in the far distance, widened
as they approached the sea untU they formed a gigantic stairway
It seemed as though the ice had lost its support below, and that
the mass was let down from above in a series of steps. Such an
action, owing to the heat derived from the soU, the excessive sur-
ace-dramago, and the constant abrasion of the sea, must in reality
take pxace. My note-book may enable me at some future day to
develop its details. I have referred to this as the escaladed
structure oi the Arctic glacier.

The indication of a great propelling agency seemed to be just
commencing at the time I was observing it. These split-off lines
of ice were evidently in motion, pressed on by those behind, but
still widening their fissures, as if the impelling action was more
and more energetic nearer the water, tiU at last they floated away in
the form of icebergs. Long files of these detached masses could
be traced slowly sailing oif into the distance, their separation
marked by dark parallel shadows-broad and spacious avenues
near the eye, but narrowed in the perspective to mere lines A
more impressive Ulustration of the forces of nature can hardly be
conceived.

Regarded upon a large scale, I am satisfied that the iceber-^ is
not diaengaged by debMe, as I once supposed. So far from fall-
ing into the sea, broken by its weight from the parent-glacier, it
rises from the sea. The process is at once gradual and compara-
tively quiet. The idea of icebergs being discharged, so universal
among systematic writers, and so recently admitted by myself
seems to me now at variance with the regulated and orogressive'
actions of nature. Developed by such a process, the ^thousands
of bergs which throng these seas should keep the air and waterm perpetual commotion, one fearful succession of explosive de-
tonations and propagated waves. But it is only the lesser masses
foUing into deex> waters which could justify the popular opinion.
The enormous masses of the Great Glacier are propelled, step by step
and year by year, mitil, reaching water capable of supporting them,
they are floated off to be lost in the 'temperatures of other regions.

The frozen masses before me were similar in structure to the
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Alpine and Norwegian ice-growths. It would be foreign to the ojuptm
character of this book to enter upon the discussion which the re- !''!f-
mark suggests. I may add, however, that their face presented ""'""ot-er-

nearly aU the characteristic features of the Swiss Alps. The"^'"''
overflmv, cs I have called th.e viscous overlapping of the surface,
was more clearly marked than upon any Alpine glacier with which
I am acquainted. When close to the island-rocks and looking out
ui)on the upper table of the glacier, I was struck with the homely
analogy of the batter-cake spreading itself out under the ladle of
the housewife, the upper surface less affected by friction, and
rolling forward in consequence.

The crevices bore the marks of direct fracture and other more Ti.ecr*
gradual action of surface-drainage. The extensive water-shed be-

''''^''^

tween their converging planes gave to the icy surface most of the
hydrographic features of a river-system. The ice-born rivers which
divided them were margined occasionally with spires of discoloured
ice, and generaUy lost themselves in the central areas of the glacier
before reaching its foreground. Occasionally, too, the face of the
glacier was cut by vertical lines, which, as in the Alpine growths
were evidently outlets for the surface-drainage. Everything was
of course, bound in solid ice when I looked at it; but th^e evi-
dences of torrent-action were unequivocal, and Mr. Bonsall and
Mr. Morton, at their visits of the preceding year, found both cas-
cades and water-tunnels in abundance.
The heigJit of this ice-waU at the nearest point was about three The ice-

hundred feet, measured from the water's edge; and the unbroken ^^''"•

right Une of its diminishing perspective showed that this mi.-ht
be regarded as its constant measurement. It seemed, in fact" a
great icy tabie-land, abutting with a clean precipice against the
sea. This is, indeed, characteristic of all those Arctic glaciers
which issue from central reservoirs or men de glace upon the fiords
or bays, and is strikingly in contrast with the dependent or hanging
glacier of the ravines, where every line and furrow and chasm
seems to indicate the movement of descent and the mechanical dis-
turbances which have retarded it.

I have named this great glacier after Alexander Von Humboldt, Names
and the cape which flanks it on the Greenland coast after Profes- s'^^" ««

80r Agassiz. t^'ie glaclei

The point at which this immense body of ice enters the Land
""p*"

*
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CHAPTKR of Washington gives even to a distant view impressive indications
' of its plastic or semi-solid character. No one could resist the im-

o^Sb
P^^^si^" «f fluidity conveyed by its peculiar markings. I have

Forbes, named it Cape Forbes, after the eminent crystallogist whose views
it 80 abundantly confirms.

The face

of the

glacier.

Conflguta-

Uon of Its

nirfoce.

CAPE FORBES.

As the surface of the glacier receded to the south, its face

seemed broken with piles of earth and rock-stained rubbish, till

far back in the ulterior it was hidden from me by the slope of a

liill. Still beyond this, however, the white blink or glare of the
sky above showed its continued extension.

It was more difficult to trace its outline to the northward, on
account of the immense discharges at its base. The talus of its

descent from the interior, looking far off to the east, ranged from
7° to 15°, so broken by the crevices, however, as to give the effect

of an inclined plane only in the distance. A few black knobs rose

from the white snow, like islands from the sea.

The general configuration of its surface showed how it adapted
itself to the inequalities of the basis-country beneath. There waa
every modification of hill and valley, just as upon land. Thus
diversified in its aspect, it stretches to the north till it bounds
upon the new land of Washington, cementing into one the Green-
land of the Scandinavian Vikings and the America of Columbus.

i
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OAl'B JAMES KENT—MAUSUALn BAY—ICE-KAPTS—STUIATBD BOULDERS--
ANTIQUITIES— THE BBAB-CUASE—THE BEAU AT BAY—TUB SINQLB
HUNT—TEETII-WOUMDS—THE LAST EFFORT—CLOSE OF THE SEAUOH.

While the Esquimaux were hunting about the bergs, I sat with

my sketch-book, absorbed in the spectacle before me ; but, seeing

them come to a halt above the island, I gained the nearest sledge,

and the whole party gathered together a few miles from the face

of the glacier. Here Hans and myself crawled with Tatterat and

his dogs into an impromptu snow-hut, and, cheered by our aggre-

gated warmth, slept comfortably. Our little dome, or rather bur-

row, for it was scooped out of a drift, fell down in the night

;

but we were so worn out that it did not wake us.

On rising from a sleep in the open air, at a temperature of 12''

below zero, the hunt was resumed along the face of the glacier,

with just enough of success to wear out the dogs and endanger

my chances of return to the brig. In spite of the gr^nieur of

the scenery and the noble displays of force exhibited by the Tail-

ing bergs, my thoughts wandered back to the paity I had left

;

and I was really glad when Kalutunah yielded to my renev-ed

liersuasion, and turned his team toward the ice-belt of the south-

eastern shore.

The spot at which we lai;ded I have called Cape James Ke::t.

It was a lofty lioadland, and the land-ice which hugged its base

was coven d with rocks from the cliffs above. As I looked over

this ice-bi s.:, !'^-;uig itself in the far distance, and covered with its

laiiiions of Lon3 of rubbish, greenstones, limestones, chlori'?'

slatea, rounded and angular, massive and ground to powder, its

impcr+ance fX" a geological agent in the transportation of drift

8tT5«: i )ne with great force. Its whole substan-. was studdotl

with these varied contributions from the shore ; and further tx)

the so'atli, upon the now frozen waters of MarsluU Bay, I could

recognis ~ raft after raft from the last year's ice-belt, which 'ad
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oiiAFTKR been caught by the winter, each one laden with its heavy freight

of foreign material.

ICU-RAFT,

SfeT-"^
The water-torrents and thaws of summer unite with the tides

tachmeiit "1 disengaging the ice-belt from the coast ; but it is not uncom-

onceTrom
"^°" ^^'^ ^''""S® ^^""^^ *° ^^^^^ ^g''^^"«* ^^ ^nd Carry away the growths

tiie ice- of many years. I have found masses that had been detached in
'"'"• this way, floating many miles out to sea,—long, symmetrical

tables, two hundred feet long by eighty broad, covered with large
angular rocks and boulders, and seemingly impregnated through-

RAFT OF SLATKli.

out with detrited matter. These rafts in Marshall Bay were so

numerous, that, could they have melted as I saw them, the

mm\
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bottom of the sea would have presented a more curious study chaptbh

for the geologist than the boulder-covered lines of our middle
^^^" '

latitudes. Frag-

One in particular, a sketch of which I attach, had its origin in green*

a valley where rounded fragments of water-washed greenstone "'""^ ^

^.^. belt

ROCIIB MOUTONNKB, IK lOB-BILT.

had been poured out by the torrents and frozen into the coast-ice

of the belt. The attrition of subsequent matter had truncated

STRIATED BObLDBU FftOM UAHY liBIPKU FlUHD.

the great agg-shaped rock, and worn its sides into a striated face, striated

whose scratches still indicated the line of water-flow.
boulder

On the south-eastern comer of this bay, where some low
islands at the mouth of the fiord formed a sort of protection
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against the north wind, was a group of Esquimaux remains,—
huts, cairns, and graves. Though evidently long deserted, my
drivers seemed to know all about them, for they suspended the

hunt around tlie bergs to take a look at these evidences of a by-
gone generation of their fathers.

Tliere were five huts, with two stone pedestals for the protec-

tion of meat, and one of those strange little kennels which serve

as dormitories when the igloe is crowded. The graves were
further up the fiord : from them I obtained a knife of bone, but
no indications of iron.

These huts stood high up, upon a set of sliinglo-tcrraces, simi-

lar to those of Kensselaer Bay. The belt-ice at their foot was
old and undisturbed, and must have been so for years ; so, too,

wiis the heavy ice of the bay. Yet around these old homesteads
were bones of the seal and walrus, and the vertebra of a whale
similar to that at the igloe of Anoatok. There must have been
both open water ahd a hunting-ground around them, and the

huts had in former days been close upon this water-line, " Una
suna nuna 1 " " What land is this, Kalutunah 1 " I did not

understand his answer, which was long and emphatic; but I

found from our interpreter that the place was still called " tho

inhabited spot;" and that a story was well preserved among
them of a time when families were sustained beside its open
water and musk-ox inhabited the hills. We followed the belt-

ice, crossing only at the headlands of the bays, and arrived at

the brig on the afternoon of Wednesday.

Our whole journey had been an almost unbroken and scarcely-

varied series of bear-hunts. They had lost for me the attractions

of novelty ; but, like the contests with the walrus, they were
always interesting, because characteristic of this rude people.

The dogs are carefully trained not to engage in contest with
the bear, but to retard its flight. While one engrosses his at-

tention ahead, a second attacks him in the rear; and, always
alert, and each protecting the other, it rarely happens that they

are seriously injured, or that they fail to delay the animal until

the hunters come up.

Let us suppose a bear scented out at the base of an iceberg.

The Esquimaux examines the track with sagacious care, to deter-

mine its age and direction, and the speed with wliich the animal
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was moving when lie passed along. The Jogs are set upon the

trail, and the hunter courses over t' o ice at their side in silence.

As he turns the angle of the berg uxS game is in view before him,

stalking probably along with quiet march, sometimes snuffing the

air suspiciously, but making, nevertheless, for a nest of broken
hummocks. The dogs spring forward, opening in a wild wolfish

yell, the driver shrieking " Nannook ! nannook ! " and all strain-

ing every nerve in pursuit.

The bear rises on his haunches, inspects his pursuers, and starts

off at full speed. The hunter, as he nuis, leaning over his sledge,

seizes the traces of a couple of his dogs, and liberates them from
their burden. It is the work of a minute ; for the motion is not

checked, and the remaining dogs rush on with ai)parent ease.

Now, pressed more severely, the bear makes for an iceberg and
stands at bay, while his two foremost pursuers halt at a short

distance and quietly await the arrival of the hunter. At this

moment the whole pack are liberated; the hunter gxasps his

lance, and, tumbling through the snow and ice, prepares for the

encounter.

Tf there be two hunters, tlie bear is killed easily ; for one makes
a feint of thrusting a spear at the right side, and, as the animal
turns witli his arms towards the threatened attack, the left is un-
protected and receives the death-wound.

But if there be only one hunter, he does not hesitate. Grasp-
ing the lance firmly in his hands, he provokes the animal to pur-

sue him by moving rapidly across its patli, and then running as

if to escape. But hardly is its long, unwieldy body extended for

the solicited chase, before with a rapid jump the hunter doubles

on Lis track and runs back toward his first position. The bear

is in the act of turning after him again when the lanc« is plunged
into the left side, below the shoulder. Br. dexterously has this

thrust to be made, that an unpractised hunter has often to leave

his spear in the side of his prey and run for his life. But even
then, if well aided by the dogs, a cool, skilful man seldom fails lo

kill his adversary.

Many wounds arc received by the Etah Bay Esquimaux in

these encounters. The bear is lixxked upon as more fierce in that

neiglibourhood, and about Anoatok and Rensselaer Bay, tlian

around the broken ice to the south. He uses his teeth much
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more generally than is supposed by systematic writers. The
hugging, pawing, and boxing, wliich characterize the black and

grisly bears, are resorted to by him only under peculiar circum-

stances. While wandering over his icy fields, he will rear himself

upon his hind legs to enlarge his circle of vision ; and I have often

seen him in this attitude pawing the air, as if practising for an

apprehended conflict. But it is only when absolutely beset, or

when the female is defending her cub, that the Polar bear shows
fight upon its haunches. Among seven hunters who visited the

brig last December, no less than five were scarred by direct teeth-

wounds of bears. Two of these had been bit in the calves of the

legs while running, and one, our friend Metek, had received a like

dishonourable wound somewhat higher. Our dogs were seized by

the nape of the neck, and flung violently many paces to one side.

The bear-hunt ranks foremost among the exliibitions of per-

sonal prowess. My intelligent friend Kalutunah excelled in it.

Shanghu, his princiiDal associate, was also skilful as well as

daring.

They both left the brig after a day's rest, fully laden with wood
and other presents, and promising to engage Metek, if they could,

to come up with his four dogs. They themselves engaged to lend

me one dog from each of their teams. It pleased me to find that

I had earned character with these people, at first so suspicious and

distrustful. They left on board each man his dog, without a shade

of doubt as to my good faith, only begging me to watch the poor

animals' feet, as the famine had nearly exterminated their stock.

The month of May had come. Metek, less confiding because

less trustworthy than Kalutunah, did not bring his dogs, and my
own exhausted team was in almost daily requisition to bring in

Prospect supplies of food from Etah. Everything admonished me that

thetiig.^
the time was at hand when we must leave the brig and trust our

fortunes to the floes. Our preparations were well advanced, and

the crew so far restored to health that all but three or four could

take some part in completing them.

Still, I could not allow myself to pass away from our region of

search without a last effort to visit the further shores of the

channel. Our communications with the Esquimaux, and some
successful hunts of our own, had given us a stock of provisions
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for at least a week in advance. I conferred with my officers, chapter
made a full distribution of the work to be performed in my ^^
absence, and set out once more, with Morton for my only com- a iwt ex-

panion. We took with 'is the light sledge, adding the two bor-
'"'""'"•

rowed dogs to our team, but traveUing ourselves on foot. Our
course was to be by the middle ice, and our hope that we might
find it free enough from lumimocks to permit us to pass.
My journal, written after our return, gives nothing but a series

of observations going to verify and complete my charts. We
struggled manfully to force our way through,—days and nights of
adventurous exposure and recurring disaster, and at last found lu failure
our way back to the brig, Morton broken down anew, and my own
energies just adequate to the duty of supervising our final depar-
ture. I had neither time nor strength to expend on my diary.
The operations of the search were closed.

Thcearct

24
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CHAPTER XLVTTT

PREPARATIONS FOa K80APE— PROVISIONS — BOATS—THE RT-HDOES — IN-

STllUMENTS AND ARMS—COOKlNd APPARATUS—TAni.E PaRNlTURE-
GHADIilNQ THE BOATS—THE SIiEDOEa MOVINa—TUB RECREATION.

The detailed prepurations for our escape would have little interest

for the general reader ; but they were so arduous and so impor-
tant that I cannot pas.s them by without a special notice. They
had been begun from an early day of the fall, and had not been
entirely intermitted during our severest winter-trials. All who
could work, even at picking over eider-down, found every moment
of leisure fully appropriated. But since our party had begun to

develop the stimulus of more liberal diet, our labours were more
systematic and diversified.

The manufacture of clothing had made considerable progress.

Canvas moccasins had been made for every one of the party, and
three dozen were added as a common stock to meet emergencies.
Three pairs of boots were allowed each man. These were gene-
rally of carpeting, with soles of walrus and seal hide ; and when
the supply of these gave out, the leather from the chafing-gear of

the brig for a time supplied their place. A much better substi-

tute was found afterward in the gutta-percha that had formed the
speaking-tube. This was softened by warm water, cut into

lengths, and so made available to its ^new uses. Blankets were
served out as the material for body-clothing : every man was his

own tailor.

For bedding, the woollen curtains that had formerly decorated
our berths supplied us with a couple of large coverlets, which were
abundantly quilted with eider-down. Two bufRilo-robes of the
same size with the coverlets were arranged so as to button on them,
forming sleeping sacks for the occasion, but easily detached for

the purpose of drying or airing.

Our provision-bags were- of assorted sizes, to fit under the
thwarts of the boats. They were of sail-cloth, made water-tight
by tar and pitch, which we kept from penetrating the canvas by
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first coating it with flour-piusto and plaster of Paris. The bread-
bags were double, the inner yatiirated with paste and plaster by
boiling in the mixture, and the space between the two filled with
pitch. Every bag was, in sailor-phrase, roped and becketed ; in
ordinary parlance, well secured by cordage.

These different manufactures had all of them being going on
through the winter, and more rapidly as the spring advanced.
Tlioy had given employment to the thoughts of our sick men, and
in this way had exerted a wholesome influence on their moral
tone and assisted tlxir convalescence. Other preparations had
been begim more recently. The provisions for the descent were
to be got ready and packed. Tlu; idiip-brcad was powdered by
beating it with a capstan-bar, and pressed down into the bags
which were to carry it. Pork-fat and tallow were melted down,
and poured into other bags to freeze. A stock of concentrate(i
bean- soup was 'cooked, and secured for carriage like the pork-
fat; and the flour and remaining meat-biscuit were to be protected
from moisture in double bags. These were the only provisions
we were to carry with us. I knew I should be able to subsist
the party for some time after their setting out by the food I could
bring from the vessel by occasional trips with my dog-team. For
the rest we relied upon our guns.

Besides all tbis, we had our camp-equipage to get in order, and
the vitaUy important organization of our system of boats and
sledges.

Our boats were three in number, all of them well battered by
exposure to ice and storm, almost as destructive of their sea-
worthiness as the hot sun of other regions. Two of them were
cypress whaleboats, twenty-six feet long, with seven feet beam,
and three feet deep. These were strengthened with oak bottom-
pieces and a long stiing-piece bolted to the keel A washboard
of light cedar, about six inches high, served to strengthen the
gunwale and give increased depth. A neat housing of light can-
vas was stretched upon a ridge-line sustained fore and aft by
stanchions, and hung down over the boat's sides, where it was
fastencf' (stopped) to a jack-stay. My last year's experience on
the attempt to reach Beechy Island detcimined me to carry but
one mast to each boat. It was stepped into an oaken thwart,
made especially strong, as it was expected to carry sail over ice na
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well as water; the mast could be readHy unshipped, and carried,
with the oars, boat-hooks, and ice-poles, alongside the boat. The
third boat was my little Hed Brie. We mounted her on the old
sledge, the Fcdth, hardly relying on her for any purposes of navi.
gation, but with the intention of cutting her up for firewood in
case our guns should fail to give us a supply of blubber

Indeed, m spite of aU the ingenuity of our carpenter, Mr. Ohlsen
weU seconded by the persevering labours of M'Gary and Bonsan'
not one of our boats was positively sea-w-orthy. Tue Hope would
not pass even charitable inspection, and we expected to bum her
on reachmg water. The planking of all of them was so dried up
that It could hardly be made tight by calking

The three boats were mounted on sledges rigged with rue-
radoies; the provisions stowed snugly under the thwari;s: the
chronometers, carefully boxed and padded, placed in the stem-
sheets of the ffope, in charge of Mr. Sontag. With them were
such of the instrum(^nts as we could venture to transport. They
consisted of two Gambey sextants, with artificial hori;.on, our
ransit-umfilar, and dip-instruments. Our glasses, with a few of
the smaUer field-instruments, we carried on our persons. Our fine
theodokte we were forced to abandon.

Our powder and shot, upon which our Uves depended, were
carefuUy distnbuted in bag. and tin canisters. The percussion-
caps^l took into my own possession, as more precious than gold,
Mr. BonsaU had a general charge of the arms and ammunition
Places were arranged for the guns, and hunters appointed for each
boat. Mr. Petersen took charge of the most important part of
our field-equipage, our cooking gear. Petersen was our best
tinker. All the old stove-pipe, now hone the better for fr«ro
winters of Arctic fires, was called into requisition. Each boat was
provided with two large iron cylinders, fourteen inches in diameter
and eighteen higL Each of them held an iron saucer or lampm which we could place our melted pork-fat or blubber, and, with
the aad of spun-yarn for a wick, make a roaring fire. I need not
say that the fat and oil always froze when not ignited

Into these cylinders, which were used merely to ' defend ourlamp from the wind and our pots from contact with the cold airwe placed a couple of large tin vessels, suitable either for meltingsnow or making tea or soup. They w. r. „,ade out of cake-cani
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sters cut down. How many kindly festival associations hung by ohap»«b
these now abused soup-cans

! one of them had, before the fire
*''^"^-

rubbed off its bright gUding, the wedding-inscription of a large
fruit-cake. °

We carried spare tins in case the others should bum "out; it singoiar
was well we did so. So complete y had we exhausted our house- 'f

« »"•

hold furniture, that we had neither cups nor plates, except
crockery, liiis, of course, would not stand the travel, and our
spare tin had to be saved for protecting the boats from ice. At
this juncture we cut plates out of every imaginable and rejected
piece of tinware. Borden's meat-biscuit canisters fumisbed us
^th a splendid dinner-service; and some rightly-feared tm jars,
with ominous labels of Corrosive Sublimate and Arsenic, which
once belonged to our department of natural history, were emptied,
scoured, and cut down into tea-cups.

Recognising the importance of acting dh-ectly upon the men's cyflxedmmds, my farst step now was to issue a general order appointing ^"«>*-

a certain day, the 17th of May, for setting out. Every man had
""^

twenty.four hours given him to select and get ready his eight
pounds of personal effects. After that, his time was to cease to
be ms own for any purpose. The long-indulged waywardness of
our convalescents made them Uke this hardly. Some who were
at work on articles of apparel that were really important to them
threw them down unfinished, in a sick man's pet. I had these
in some cases picked up quietly and finished by others. But I
showed myself inexorable. It was necessary to brace up and con-
centrate every man's thought^ and energies upon the one great com-
mon object, our departure from the vessel on the 17th, not to return

I tried my best also to fix and diffuse impressions that we re Effcta
gomg home. But in this I was not alwaj's successful • I was *" "=^*"

displeased, indeed, with the moody indifference with which many
*'""'"'

went about the tasks to which I put them. The completeness of Completemy preparations I know had its influence; but there were many ""^

doubters. Some were convinced that my only object was to move
further south, retaining the brig, however, as a home to retreat to
Others whispered that I wanted to transport the sick to the hont-
ing-groimds and other resources of the lower settlements, which I
had such difficulty in preventing the mutinous from securing for
themselves alone. A few of a more cheerful spirit thought I had
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resolved to make for some point of look-out, in the hope of a

rescue by whalers or English expedition-parties which were sup-

posed still to be within the Arctic circle. The number is unfor-

tunately small of those human beings whom calamity elevates. V

There was no sign or aiFcctation of spirit or enthusiasm upon

the memorable day when we first a(\justed the boats to their

cradles on the sledges and moved them off to the ice-foot. But the

ice immediately around the vessel was smooth ; and, as the boats

had not received their lading, the first labour was an easy one.

As the runners moved, the gloom of several countenances were

perceptibly lightened. The croakers had protested that we could

not stir an inch. These cheering remarks always reach a com-

mander's ears, and I took good care of course to make the outset

contradict them. By the time we reached the end of our little

level, the tone had improved wonderfully, and we were prepared

for the effort of crossing the successive lines of the belt-ice and

forcing a way through the smashed material which interposed

between us and the ice-foot.

This was a work of great difficulty, and sorrowfully exhaust-

ing to the poor fellows not yet accustomed to heave together.

But in the end I had the satisfaction, before twenty-fouj" ho\irs

were over, of seeing our little arks of safety hauled upon the

higher plane of the ice-foot, in full trim for ornamental exhibition

from the brig j their neat canvas housing rigged tent-fashion over

the entire length of each; a jaunty little flag, made out of one of

the commander's obsolete linen shirts, decorated in stripes from a

disused article of stationery, the red-ink bottle, and with a very

little of the blue-bag in the star-spangled corner. All hands after

this returned on board ; I had ready for them the best supper our

supplies afforded, and they turned in with minds prepared for

their departure next day.

They were neai-ly all of them invalids, unused to opon air and

exercise. It was necessary to train them very gradually. We
made but two miles the first day, and with a single boat ; and

indeed for some time after this I took care that they should not

be disheartened by overwork. They came back early to a hearty

supper and warm beds, and I had the satisfaction of marching

them back each recurring morning refreshed and cheerful. The

weather, happily, was superb.
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Our last farewell to the brig was made with more solemnity.

The entire ship's company was collected in our dismantled winter-

chamber to take part in the ceremonial. It \/»b Sunday. Our
moss walls had been torn down, and the wood that supported

them burned. Our beds were oflf at the boats. The galley was
unfurnished and cold. Everything about the little den of refuge

was desolate.

We read prayers and a chapter of the Bible; and then, all

standing silently round, I took Sir John Franklin's portrait from

its frame and cased it in an li i^a-rubber scroll. I next read the

reports of inspection and survey which had been made by the

several commissions organized for the purpose, all of tliem testify-

ing to the necessities under which I was about tc act. I then

addressed the party : I did not affect to disguise the difl&culties

that were before us ; but I assured them that they could all be

overcome by energy and subordination to command : and that the

thirteen hundred miles of ice and water that lay between us and

North Greenland could be traversed with safety for most of us,

and hope for all. I added, that as men and messmates, it was the

duty of us all, enjoined by gallantry as well as reUgion, to post-

pone every coiisideration of self to the protection of the wounded
and sick; and that this must be regarded by every man and

under all circumstances as a paramount order. In conclusion, I

told them to think over the trials we had all of us gone through,

and to remember each man for himself how often an unseen

Power had rescued him in peril, and I admonished them still to

place reliance on Him who could not change.

I was met with a right spirit. After a short conference, an

engagement was drawn up by one of the officers, and brought to

me with the signatures of all the company, without an exception.

It read as follows :

—
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"SiGOKD QbIMHKLL EXPIDITIOV,

" Brio Advancb, Ma^ 20, 1665

" The undersized, being convinced of the impossibiUty of t;he

liberation of the brig, and equally convinced of the impossibility
of remaining in the ice a third winter, do fervently concur with
the commander in his attempt to reach the south by means of
boats.

"Knowing the trials and hardships which are before us, and
feeUng the necessity of union, harmony, and discipline, we have
determined to abide faithfuUy by the expe Hion and our sick
comrades, and to do aU that we can, as true men, to advance the
objects in view.

\

" Hknrt Bbooks,

James M'Qart,
GSOROB BiLBT,

William Mokto5,
G. Ohlskn,

J. Wall Wilson,
Amos Bonsall,

1. 1. Hatis,
acoust sohtao,

&0. &0."

Memorial I had prepared a brief memorial of the considerations which

rL!i.n8 for
Justified our abandonment of the vessel, and had read it as part of

lii^i
™^ ^^^^^^- I now fixed it to a stanchion near the gangway,

• where it must attract the notice of any who might seek us here-
after, and stand with them as my vindication for the step, in case
we should be overtaken by disaster. It closed with these words:—

"' I regard the abandonment of the brig as inevitable. We have
by actual inspection but thirty-six days' provisions, and a careful
survey shows that we cannot cut more firewood withou+ rendering
our craft unseaworthy. A third winter would iorc as, aa the
only means of escaping starvation, to resort to Esquimaux habits
and give up all hope of remaining by the vessel and her resources.
It would therefore in no manner advance the search after Sir John
Franklin.

" Under any circumstances, to remain longer would be destruc-
tive to those of our little party who have already suffered from
the extreme severity of the climate and its tendencies to disease.

Scurvy has enfeebled more or less every man in the expedition
;

and an anomalous spasmodic disorder, allied to tetanus, has cost
us the life of two of our most prized comrades.

" T hope, speaking on the part of my companions and myself,
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that we have done all that we ought to do to prove our tenacity ohapth
of purpose and devotion to the cause wliich we have undertaken.

^"^ -

This attempt to escape by crossing the southern ice on sledges is

regarded by me as an imperative duty,—the only means of saving

ourselves and preserving the laboriously-earned residts of the ex-

pedition.

- E. K. Kane,
" Com. Qrinnell Expedition.

" Advahob, Rbnssbiabr Bat, May 20, 1866."

We then went upon deck : the flags were hoisted and hauled
down again, and our party walked once or twice aroimd the brig,

looking at her timbers and exchanging comments upon the scars

which reminded them of every Ltage of her dismantling. Our
figure-head—the fair Augusta, the little blue girl with pink cheeks,

who had lost her breast by an iceberg and her nose by a nip off

Bedevilled Reach—was taken from our bows and placed aboard
the " Hope." " She is at any rate wood," said the men, when I

hesitated about giving them the additional burden; "and if we
c;mnot carry her far we can burn her."

No one thought of the mockery of cheers : we had no festival-

Uquor to mislead our perception of the real state of things. When
all hands were quite ready, we scrambled off over the ice together,

much like a gang of stevedores going to work over a quayful of

broken cargo.

On reaching the boats, the party were regularly mustered and
divided between the two. A rigid inspection was had of every

article of personal equipment. Each man had a woollen under-

dress and an Esquimaux suit of fur clothing,—kapetah, nessak,

and nannooke complete, with boots of our own make ; that is to

say, one pair of canvass faced with walrus-hide, and another inside

made of the cabin Brussels carpet In addition to this, each

carried a rue-raddy adjusted to fit him comfortably, a pair of socks

next his skin, and a pair of large goggles for snow-blindness, made
Esquimaux fashion by cutting a small slit in a piece of wood.

Some of us had gutta percha masks fitting closely to the face, as

large as an ordinary domino ; but these were still less favourable

to personal appearance than the goggles. The provision-bags and

other stores were numbered, and each man and officer had his
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own bag and a place assigned for it, to prevent confusion in rapid
stowing and unstowing.

Excluding four sick men, who were unable to move, and myself
who had to drive the dog-team and serve as common carrier and
courier, we numbered but twrVe men,—which would have given
81X to a sledge, or too few to move it. It waa therefore necessary
to concentrate our entire force upon one sledge at a time. On the
other hand, however, it was important to the efficiency of our
organization that matters of cooking, sleeping baggage, and rations,
should be regulated by separate messes.

The routine I established was the most precise :—Daily prayers
both morning and evening, aU hands gathering round in a circle
and standing uncovered during the short exercise; regulated hours-
hxed duties and positions at the track-lines and on the halt • the
cooking to be taken by turns, the captains of the boa,ts alone being
excused. The charge of the log was confided to Dr. Hayes, and
the running survey,to Mr. Sontag. Though little could be ex-
pected from either of these gentlemen at this time, I deemed it
best to keep up the appearance of ordinary voyaging; and after
we left the first ices of Smith's Straits I waa indebted to them
for valuable results. The thermometer was observed every three
hours.

To my faithful friend and first officer, boatswain Brooks I
assigned the command of the boats and sledges. I knew how
well he was fitted for it; and when forced, as I waa afterward
durmg the descent, to be in constant motion between the sick-
station, the Esquimaux settlements, and the deserted brig I f(.lt
safe m the assurance of his tried fidelity and indomitable resolu-
tioa The party under him was marshalled at the rue-raddies as
a smgle gang

;
but the messes were arranged with reference to

the two whale-boats, and when we came afterward to the open
water the crews were distribu^ed in the same way •—

To the FaUh.

James M'Gauv,
Christian Ohlskn,
Amos Bonsall,
Carl J. Petersen,
Thomas Hicket,

With this organization we set out on our march.

To the Hope.

William Morton,
August Sontag,

George Riley,
John Ulakb,
William GoDFRar.
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CHAPTER L.

THJB 810K HUT—TO FIRST BAVINK—MOVING THE 8I0K—THB HKALTH-
8TATI0N—CONVALESOENCB

I HAD employed myself and the team from an early day in ohapmi
furnishing out accommodations for the sick at Anoatok. I have ''•

already described this station as the halting-place of our winter- situation

journeys. The hut was a low dome of heavy stones, more like a "oV""''
cave than a human habitation. It was perched on the very point
of the rocky promontory which I have named after Captain Ingle-
ficld, of the British Navy. Both to the north and south it com-
manded a view of the ice-expanse of the straits ; and what little

sunshine ever broke through the gorges by which it was environed
encouraged a perceptible growth of flowering plants and coarse
grasses on the level behind it. The ice-belt now beautifully
smooth, brought us almost to the edge of this little plaia

I had made up my mind from an early period that, in the
event of our attempting to escape upon the ice, the " wind-loved
spot," as the Esquimaux poetically named it, would be well
adapted to the purposes of an entrepot, and had endeavoured within
the last few weeks to fit it up also as a resting-place for our sick Hut fitted

during the turmoil of removing from the brig. I had its broken "p '''"' ""

outlet closed by a practicable door, and the roof perforated to
""

receive a stove-pipe. Still more recently the stone platform or
dais had been thoroughly cleansed, and covered with shavings
which Ohlsen had saved while working at his boats. Over these
again were laid my best cushions ; and two blankets, all that we
could spare, were employed to tapestry the walls. A small pane
of glass, formeriy the facing of a daguerreotype, inserted in the
door, and a stove, made by combining the copper dog-vane of the
galley with some dazzling tin pipes, completed the furniture. It
was a gloomy hospital after all for the poor fellows, who, more
than sharing all the anxiety of their comrades, could have no re-

lief in the excitement of active toil

T made many journeys between the brig and Anoatok while the
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arrangeinonts for our setting out were in progress, and after the
sledges wore under way. All of our invalids were housed there in

sivfety, one or two of them occupying the dog-sledge for the trip.

Most of our provision for the inarch and voyage of escape had
also been stacked in the neighbourhood of the huts : eight hun-
dred i)Ounds out of fifteen hundred were already there. The
remaining seven hundred I undertook to carry myself, as I had
done most of the rest. It would have been folly to encumber my
main body with anything more than their boats and sledges ; they
were barely able at first to carry even these. Our effort to escape

would indeed have resulted in miserable failure, had we been
without our little Esquimaux dog-team to move the sick, and for-

ward the intended lading of the boats, and keep up supplies along

the line of march. I find by my notes that these six dogs, well

worn by previous travel, carried me with a ^uUy-burdoned sledge

between seven and eight hundred miles during the first fortnight

after leaving the brig—a mean travel of fifty-seven miles a day.

Up to the evening of the 23d, the progress had been a little

more than a mile a day for one sledge : on the 24th, both sledges

had reached First Ravine, a distance of seven miles, and the dog-
sledge had brought on to this station the buffiilo bags and other

sleeping appliances wliich we had prepared during the winter. The
condition of the party was such that it was essential thoy should
sleep in comfort ; and it was a rule therefore during the whole
journey, never departed from unless in extreme emergency, never
to begin a new day's labour till the party vas refreshed from the

exertions of the day before. Our halts were regulated by the

condition of the men rather than by arbitrary hours, and sleep was
meted out in proportion to the trials of the march. The thermo-
meter still ranged below zero ; but our housed boats, well crowded,

and fully stocked with sleeping gear, were hardly uncomfortable to

weary n.<in
; besides which, we slept by day when the sun was

warmest, and travelled when we could avoid his greatest glare.

Mr. Morton, Olilsen, and Petersen, during this time performed
a double duty. They took their turn at the sledges with the rest,

but they were also engaged in preparhig the lied Eric as a com-
rade boat. She was mounted on our good old sledge, the Faith
—a sledge that, like her namesake our most reliable whaleboat,
had been our very present help in many times of trouble. I be-



MOVINO THE 8I0K. vn
the Ueve every man felt, when he saw her brought out, that stout ohaptxh

work was to be done, and under auspices of good. J^
In the meantime I had carried Mr, Qoodfellow to the sick sta- 8t*u of

tion with my dog-sledge, and had managed to convey the rest one
**"* ****

by one to the same spot. Mr. Wilson, whose stump was still un-

healed, and who suffered besides from scurvy ; George Whipple,
whose tendons were so contracted that he could not extend his

legs, and poor Stephenson, just able to keep the lamps burning
and warm up food for the rest, were the other invalids, all inca-

pable of moving without assistance. It is just that I should speak
of the manly fortitude with which they bore up during this pain-

ful imprisonment. Dr. Hayes, though still disabled from his

frozen foot, adhered manfully to the sledges.

I have already expressed my belief that this little refuge hut of Uwftiine*

Anoatok was the means of saving the lives of these four men. rlige hDt

When they were first transported to it, they were all of them so »' ^"o-

drawn up with scurvy as to be unable to move. There was but
"'"*'

one among them able to melt water for the rest, I attended them,

myself during the first week, at every interval that I could snatch

from the duty of transporting our provisions. The temperature in

which they lived was at first below zero ; but, as the sun rose and
the warmth increased, they gi-adually gained strength, and were
able at last to crawl out and breathe in the gladdening air.

Had I attempted to bring them down on our boat-sledges, our

progress would have been seriously impeded, and their Uves

jeoparded, I cannot imagine a worse position for a sick and
helpless man than some of those which I have described in our

transit from tlio brig.

On the other hand, to have left them for the time behind us
would have made it quite possible that they might not at last be
reclaimed. Every day was making the ice travel more difficult

and full of hazard till we reached the open water ; and they could

not fail to know this as soon as they were able to look out on the

floes. My occasional visits as I passed Anoatok on my way to

Etah, or as I brought supplies for them on the return, gave them
assurances of continued interest in their fortunes, and advices of

our progress and of their own hopes and ours.

Besides all this, there is something in the insidious disease

which was their most dangerous enemy that is best combated by
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378 RRFRCT OF MORAL FXCITRMKNT ON DWEA8R.
o.u.r« moral exctement A change of scene, renewed or increnned_ responsibihtiea, topics of active thought. Incitements to physical

effort, are among the ycry best prescriptions for men sufferingmth the scurvy. I have haa reason to feel, while tracing these
pages, how reluctantly the system renews its energies under thepressure of a daily unvarying task.

The patients at our sick station no doubt suffered much, and
for a while I never parted from them without anxiety But theirhea h improved under the stimulus of a new mode of life ; andLy the time that we called on them to rejoin us their whole tonehad undergone a happy change. I congratulate myself, as I write,
thn. all who reached th. open water with mo are able now tobear a part in society and toil
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OHAPl'ER LI.

»0 THU BRIO AOAHf-WBLOOMU AT TlIB HUT—tOO Of THl BLIDOM-
DUOATED FAITH—OOOD-BYB TO THB BKIO—MBTBk'S PRATBR.

As I review my notes of the first few days of our ice-jc«mey, I onAWB.
find them fuU of incidents, interesting and even -ion^entous Jllwhen they occurred, but which cannot claim a place in thi« nar-
rative. The sledges were advancing slowly, the mm often dis-
coumged, and now and then one giving way under the unar
customed labour; the sick u Anoatok always dreary in their
solitude, and suffering, perhaps, under an exacerbation oi ais-
ease, or, like the rest of us, from a penury of appropriate food.
Thmgs looked gloomy enough at times.

The Red Boat was completed for service in a few days, md The ««*
jomed the sledge-party on the floes,—an additional burden, but ^'«'™"'

a necessary one, for our weary rue-raddies; and I set out for
"'""^

the sick-station with Mr. Goodfellow, our last remaining invalid
As my team reached the entrance of Force Bay, I saw that incident
poor Nessark, the Esquimaux, who had carried Mr. Wilson and •'*'••

some stores to Anoatok, finding his sledge-load too heavj-, had « f""?
thrown out a portion of it upon the ice. He had naturally

^*^'-

enough selected the bread for his jettison, an article of diet un-
known among the Esquimaux, but precisely that of which our
sick were most in need. I lost some time in collecting such
parts of his rejected cargo as I could find, and, when I reached
the huts after a twelve hours' drive, the condition of our nick
men made it imperative that I should return at cnce to the
bng. The dogs gave out whUe crossing the reach of Force Bay
and I was forced to camp out with them on the ice-belt, but c..„p.„g
early m the morning I came upon the fires of the sledge-party. «»' »" "«

The men were at prayers when I first saw them ; but, as
'"^'^'^

they passed to the drag-ropes, I was pained to see how wearily
they moved. Poor Brooks' legs were so swollen that he could
not brace them in his blanket coverings, and Dr. Hayes could
haxdly keep his place. The men generally showed symptoms
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of iiuM-oasitig scurvy. It was plain tliat they could not hold

their own without an incrciiscd allowiuico, if not of moat, at

least of fresh bread and hot ten.

Taking with mo Mortim, my faithf\i'. .dji tant always, I hur-

ried on to tho brig. It wius in tho full glare of noon that wc
entered tho familiar curve of Rensselaer Bny, Tho black spars

of our deserted vessel cut sharply against tho shores ; there waa
the deeply-marked snow-track that led to Observatory Island

and tho graven of poor Baker and Schubert, with their cairn

and itxs white-cross beacon : everything looked as when we de-

filed in funeral prt)C08sion round the clitrs a year before, liut,

as we came close upon tho brig, r.nd drove our dogs up tho

gang-way, along which Bonsall and myself had staggered so

often w'-f our daily loads of ice, wo heard tho rustling of wings,

and a k ,i raven sailed away in the air past Sylvia Headland.

It vfOf . ,1 Magog, one of a pair that had cautiously haunted

near our brig during the livst two years. He had already appro-

priated otir homestead.

We lighted fires in the galley, melted pork, baked a largo batch

of bread, gathered together a quantity of beans and dried apples,

somewhat damaged, but still eatable, and by tho time our dogs

had fed an<i rested, »e were recidy for the return. Distribut-

ing our supplies as wo passed tho squads on the floe, I hastened

to Anoatok. I had taken Godfrey with U' frOm his party,

and, as it was painfully evident that the men could not con-

timie t*) work without more generous food, I sent him on to

EttUi with tho dogs, in the hope of procuring a stock of walraa-

meat

The little company at the hut welcomed my return. They

had exhausted their provisions ; their lamp had gone out ; the

snow-drift had forcnd its way in at the door, so that they could

not close it ; it was blowing a north-easter ; and tho thermo-

meter, which hung against tho blanketed walls, stood only six-

teen degrees above zero.' The poor fellows had all tho will to

protect themselves, but they were lame, and weak, and hungry,

and disheartened. We built a fire for them of tarred rope, dried

their bedding, cooked them a porridge of meat-biscuit and pea-

soup, fastened up their desolate door-way, hung a dripping slab

of pork-fat over their lamp-wick, and, first joining in a prayer
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of thankfulnoBs, and then a round of morry gossip, all liands

forgot flicknoss, and privation, and distance in the contentment
of our sleeping-bags, I cannot tell how long we slept, for all

our watches ran down before wo awoke.

The gale had risen, and it was snowing hard when I replen-

ished the fires of our hearthstone. But we went on burning
rope and fat, in a regular tea-drinking frolic, till not an l-Acle

or even a frost-mark was to be seen on the roof. After a time
Godfrey rejoined us ; Mctek came with him ; and between their

two sledges they brought an ample supply of meat. With part

of this I hastened to the slodgc-party. They wore now off Ten-
mile Ravine, struggling through the accumulated snows, and
much exhausted, though not out of heart. In spite of their

swollen feet, they had worked fourteen hours a day, passing in

that time over some twelve miles of surface, and advancing a mile
and a half on their way.

A few extracts from their log-book, as kejit by Dr. Hayes,
may show something of our mode of travel, though it conveys
but an imperfect idea of its trials.

LOO OP 8LED0£-PARTY. ,

"May 23, Wednesday.—Mr. Bonsall, cook, called at 8 p.m.

George Riloy suffering from snow-blindness, but able to take a
place at the drag-ropes. Read prayers, and got under way
at Ijf P.M.

•* Took Faith to bluff at head of ravine. Left Dr. Hayes
there and returned for Hope. Carried her on to Faith's

camp and halted. All hands very much tired. Hledges haul
heavy. Snow in drifts on the ice-foot, requiring a standing haul.

"Captain Kane passed us from Esquimaux hut on liis way
to brig, at 11 a.m., while we were sleeping. Captain Kane over-

took and passed us again, with his dog-sledge and provision-

cargo, on way to sick station, at two o'clock, Tuesday, while cook-
ing, taking with him William Godfrey.

"J/ay 24, Thursday.—Cook, George Riley, called at 4 p.m.

Read prayers, and got under way at eight o'clock. Took Faith be-

yond the headland of yesterday. Melted snow for drink. I^ift

Dr. Hayes here and returned for Ifope. Carried her back to Faith
camp by 5 a.m. of Friday, and halted. Hayes about the same

;
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"May 25, Friday.—m Sontag, cook, called at 6 p.m. Mr.
Ohlsen, with the Red Boat and cargo, came up at one o'clock,

bringing orders from Captain Kane. Being knocked up, he and
his party turned in. After prayers, stowed the spare cargo of the

whaleboats into the Red Etic, and all hands, except Mr. Sontag
and Dr. Hayes, hauled her down to the ice-foot of the Bedevilled

Reach Turn-off station, below Basalt Camp.

A 8KRT0H.

" Returned, and reached the whaleboats at five o'clock, Saturday

morning. All hands tired, turned in. Riley's eyes well.

" May 26, Saturday.—Strong wind, with snow, during night.

Arrival of Captain Kane came from south at half-past three o'clock witli

KanJwith *^e dog-deam, bringing a supply of walrus-beef, with Metek and
unppiies. sledge."

Once more leaving the party on the floe, Morton and myself,

with Metek and his sledge in company, revisited the brig, and set

ourselves to work baking bread. We had both of us ample ex-

Hi
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I?

perience in this branch of the cuUnary art, and I could gain some chapter
credit, perhaps, with a portion of my readers, by teaching them Ji.
how bread may be raised in three hours without salt, saleratus, or Baking

shortening. But it is not the office of this book to deal in occult
^''**^

mysteries. The thing can be done, and we did it: sat verbum.
The brig was dreary enough, and Metek was glad to bid it good-
bye, with one hundred and fifty pounds on his dog-sledge, con-
signed to Mr. Brooks. But he carried besides a letter, safely Metek-.
trusted to his inspection, which directed that he should be sent ^'"•™«y-

back forthwith for another load. It was something like a breach
of faith, perhaps, but his services were indispensable, and his
dogs still more so. He returned, of course, for there was no
escaping us; his village lay in the opposite direction, and he
could not deviate from the track after once setting out. In the
meantime we had cooked about a hundred pounds of flour pud-
ding, and tried out a couple of bagfuls of pork-fat;—a good day's
work,—and we were quite ready, before the subdued brightness
of midnight came, to turn in to our beds. Our beds !—there singular

was not an article of covering left on board. We ripped open the "'f^P'"*^

old mattresses, and, aU three crawling down among the curled
^"^

hair, Morton, Metek, and the Nalegak, slept as sound as vagrants
on a haystack.

On Monday, the 28th, we all set out for the boats and Anoatok. Retnn, to

Both Metek and myself had our sledges heavily laden. We carried Anoatok.

the last of our provision-bags, completing now our full comple-
ment of fifteen hundred pounds, the limit of capacity of our
otherAvise crowded boats.

It caused me a bitter pang to abandon our coUection of objects Treame.
of Natural History, the cherished fruit of so much exposure and "'"«'-

toil
;
and it was hardly easier to leave some other things behind,

^'"""^

—several of my well-tested instruments, for instance, and those
silent friends, my books. They had all been packed up, hoping
for a chance of saving them ; and, to the credit of my comrades,
let me say gratefully that they offered to exclude both clothes and
food in favour of a full freight of these treasures.

But the thing was not to be thought of I gave a last look at a last

the desolate galley-stove, the representative of our long winter's
'*"'*•

fireside, at the stiU bright coppcro now full of nozen water, the
theodolite, the chart-box, and poor Wilson's giiitar,--one more
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OHAPTKB at the remnant of the old moss walls, the useless daguerreotypes,

L and the skeletons of dog, and deer, and bear, and musk-ox,

—

stoppered in the rigging ;—and, that done, whipped up my dogs

so much after the manner of a sentimentalizing Christian, that

our pagan Metek raised a prayer in their belmlf.

(i :i

l!
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CHAPTER LIl.

KBW 8TATI0NS—THE ICE-MAEJ.UES—POINT SEC0RITT—00PB080AK—
CATCHING AUKS—ANINONAH—NE8SABK.

I FOUND that Mr. Brooks had succeeded in getting his boat and
sledges as far as the floe oflf Bedevilled Reach. I stopped only
long enough to point out to him an outside track, where I had
found the ice quite smooth and free from snow, and pressed
my dogs for the hut. I noticed, to my great joy, too, that the
health of his party seemed to be improving under our raw-meat
specific, and could not find fault with the extravagant use they
were making of it.

The invalids at the sick station were not as well as I could
have wished

; but I had only time to renew their stock of pro-
vision and give them a few cheering words. Our wakus-meat
was nearly exhausted.

I had fixed upon two new stations further to the south, as
the dep6t3 to which our stores were now to be transported.
One was upon the old and heavy floes off Navialik, « the big
gull's place,"—a headland opposite Cape Hatherton,—the other
on the level ice-plain near Littleton Island, Having now gathered
our stores at Anoatok, I began with a thankful heart to move
them onward. I sent on Metek to the further station with two
bags of bread-dust, each weighing ninety pounds, and, having
myself secured some three hundred pounds at Na>ialik, drove
on for Etah Bay.

My long succession of journeys on this route had made me
thoroughly weary of the endless waste of ice to seaward, and
I fooUshly sought upon this trip to vary the travel by foUow-
ing the ice-belt. But, upon reaching Refuge Harbour, I found
the snow so heavy and the fragments from the cliffs so nume-
rous and threatening, that I was obliged to give it up. A
large chaam stopped my advance and drove me out again upon
the floes.

Getting beyond a table-land known as Kasarsoak, or " the big
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promontory," I emerged from the broken ice upon a wide plain

Here I first saw with alarm that the ice had changed its charac-

ter : the snow which covered it had become lead-coloured and

sodden by the water from beneath, and ice-fields after ice-fields

stretching before me were all covered with stained patches. As I

rode along these lonely marshes, for such they were, the increased

labour of the dogs admonished me that the floe was no longer to

be trusted. It chilled ray heart to remember the position of our

boats and stores. Nearly nine hundred pounds of food, exclusive

of the load now upon my sledge, were still awaituig transportation

at Anoatok.

Two hundred more, including our shot and buUet-bags, were

at the Cape Hatherton station ; and Metek's load was probably

by this time lying on the ice opposite M'Gary Island. Like

Robinson Crusoe with his powder, the reflection came over

me :
—" Good God ! what wUl become of us if all this is de-

stroyed?"

Only by men experienced in the rapid changes of Arctic ice can

the full force of this reflection be appreciated. A single gale

might convert the precarious platform, over which we were

travelling, into a tumultuous ice-pack. Had the boats their stores

on board even, and could they break through without foundering,

there was not the remotest prospect of their being liberated in

open water ; and I knew well what obstacles a wet, sludgy

anrface would present to our over-taaked and almost worn-out

party.

I detennined, therefore, as soon as I could secure the meat,

which was my immediate errand, to piake a requisition upon the

Esquimaux for two of the four dogs which were still at Etah, and

by their aid to place the provisions in safety. The north cape of

Littleton Island, afterward called Point Security, was selected for

the purpose, and I left orders with the invalids at the sick station

to be in readiness for instant removal I pursued my journey

alone.

It was quite late in the evening when I drew near Etah. I

mean that it was verging on to our midnight, the sun being low

in the heavens, and the air breathing that solemn stillness which

belongs to the sleeping-time of birds and plants. I had not quite

reached the little settlement when loud sounds of laughter came to
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my ear
; and, turning the cape, I burst suddenly upon an encamp-

ment of the inhabitants.

Some thirty men, women, and children, were gathered together
upon a little face of oflFal-stained rock. Except a bank of moss,
which broke the wind-draught from the fiord, they were entirely
without protection from the weather, though the temperature was
5° below zero. The huts were completely deserted, the snow
tossut had fallen m, and the window was as free and open as
summer to the purifying air. Every living thing about the settle-

ment was out upon the bare rocks.

Rudest of gypsies, how they squalled, and laughed, and snored,
and rolled about

! Some were sucking bird-skins, others were
boiling incredible numbers of auks in huge soapstone pots, and two
youngsters, crying at the top of their voices, "Oopegsoak! Oopeg-
soak !

" were fighting for an owl. It was the onl>- specimen
{Strix nyctea) that I had seen except on the wing ; but, before I
could secure it, they had torn it limb from limb, and were eating
its warm flesh and blood, their faces buried among its dishevelled
feathers.

The fires were of peat-moss greased with the fat of the bird-
skins. They were used only for cooking, however, the people
depending for comfort on the warmth of close contact. Old Kre-
sut, the blind patriarch of the settlement, was the favoured centre,
and around him, as a focus, was a coil of men, women, and chil-
dren, as perplexing to unravel as a skein of eels. The children
alone were toddlmg about and bringing in stores of moss, their
faces smeared with blood, and titbits of raw hver between their
teeth.

The scene was redolent of plenty and mdolence,—the dolce far
niente of the short-lived Esquimaux summer. Provision for the
dark winter was furthest from their thoughts ; for, although the
rocks were patched with sun-dried birds, a single hunting-party
from Peteravik could have eaten up their entire supplies in a
night.

There was enough to make them improvident. The little

auks were breeding in the low cones of rubbish under the cliflfs

in such numbers that it cost them no more to get food than
it does a cook to gather vegetables, A boy. ordered to climb
the rocks with one of their imrae-nets of seal-skin at the end
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(uuPTiR of a narwhal's tusk, would return in a few minutes with as many—1 as he could carry.

CATOUUia AUKS.

The dogs seemed as happy as then- masters : they were tethered

by seal-skin thongs to prevent robbery, but evidently fed to the
full extent of their capacity.

Aningnah Aningnah, wife of Marsimiah, was one of the presiding deities

of the of the soup-pot, or rather first witch of the caldron. She was a
caldron.- tall, well-made woman, and, next to Mrs. Metek, had a larger in-

fluence than any female in the settlement.

During one of my visits to the settlement, I had relieved her

from much suffering by opening a furuncle, and the kind creature

never lost an opportunity of showing how she remembered it.

Poor old Kresut was summarily banished from his central seat of

honour, and the naiegak installed in his place. She stripped her-
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8elf of her bird-skin kapetah to make me a coverlet, and gave me chaptbr

her two-year-old baby for a pillow. There was a little commotion ^^
in the tangled mass of humanity as I crawled over them to accept a living

these proflFered hospitalities ; but it was all of a welcoming sort.
^

I had lear-ned by this time to take kindij> and condescendingly the

privileges of my rank ; and, with my inner man well refreshed

with auk-livers, I was soon asleep.

In the morning I left my own tired dogs in charge of Marsu-

mah, quite confident that his wife would feed them faithfully, and

took from them their only team in unequal exchange. Such had

become our relations with these poor friends of ours, that such an Kindneu

act of authority would have gone unquestioned if it had cost them a °^[|^'^

much graver sacrifice. They saw the condition of my own travel-

broken animals, and were well aware of the suflFerings of our party,

so long their neighbours and allies. Old Nessark filled my sledge

with walrus-meat ; and two of the young men joined me on foot,

to assist me through the broken ice between Littleton Island and

the mainland.
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Strange,_the thought intruded itself, but there was no wisdom
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ye are of more value than many sparW' ' ""'' "'"''°"^

seen a "^ ^ "'" "^'^'P' ""^''^'f' "">* l-^ve ever

--, .r^m xto uttKf a great archway
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or tunnel poured out a dashing stream into the lake, disturbing its

quiet surface with a horse-shoe of foam. Birds flew about in

myriads, and tb" green sloping banks were chequered with the

purple lychnis and Arctic chickweeds.

I have named this lake after my brother, for it was near its

shores that, led by Myouk, he stumbled on the summer tents of

the natives and obtained the evidence of our departure soutk I

built a large caini here, and placed within it a copper penny, on
which was scratched the letter K; but, like many other such
deposits, it never met the eyes for which it was intended.

The lake abounds in fish, apparently the salmon trout j but the

natives have not the art of fishing. Tho stream, which tunnels its

way out near the glacier foot, is about ten feet in diameter ; and I

was assured that it never completely suspends its flow. Although
the tunnel closes with ice, and the surface of the lake freezes for

many feet below, the water may still be seen and heard beneath,

even in midwinter, wearing its way at the base of the glacier.

This fact is of importance, as it bears upon the temperature of

deep ice-beds. It shows that with an atmosphere whose mean is

below zero throughout the year, and a mean summer heat but 4°

above the freezing-point, these great Polar glaciers retain a high
interior temperature not far from 32°, which enables them to

resume their great functions of movement and discharge readily,

when the cold of winter is at an end, and not improbably to temper
to some extent the natural rigour of the climate. Even in the

heart of the ice nature has her compensations.

The phases of the Polar yeai- so blend and separate that it is dif-

ficult to distribute them into seasons. In the Arctic latitudes a
thousand miles to the south, travellers speak of winter and summer
as if the climate underwent no intermediate changes. But nature

impresses no such contrasts upon any portion of her realm ; and,

whatever may be the registrations of the meteorologist, the rude
Esquimaux of these icy solitudes derives from his own experience

and necessities a more accurate and practical system of notation.

He measures his life by winters, as the American Indian does
by the summers, and for a like reason. Winter is for him the

great dominant period of the yearj he calls it " okipok," the sea-

son of fast ice.

But when the day has come again, and the first thawing begins
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OBAW.R to show itself in tlie suiiHliine, as winter declines before the pro-

^^

—:
raise of sprinK, he tells you thut it is " upernftsak," the time of

nm'k." ^^**''"-**''"P«- I' ia then the snow-bird comes back and the white
the time of ptarmigan takes a few brown feathers. His well-known heath,

dro^' '"*.'' *^® irsuteet (Andromeda tetragona), is green again below its
dried stems under the snow.

About the end of May, or a little later, comes « upernak," the
season of thaws. It is his true summer. Animal and vegetable
life are now back again ; the floes break upon the sea and drift in
ice-rafts about the coasts

; snow is disappearing from the hill-

tops; and the water-torrents pour down from the long-sealed
ravines and valleys.

About the middle of August the upeniak has passed into the
season of no i e, " aosak," the sliort interval between complete
thaw and reconsolidation. It is never really iceless ; but the floes

have now drifted to the south, and the sea along the coast is more
open than at any other period. It ends with the latter weeks of
September, and sees the departure of all migratory life.

The fifth season is a late fall, the " okiakut," when the water-
torrents begin to freeze in the fiords, and thj.wing ceases except
at noonday. This terminates when the young ice has formed in
a permanent layer on the bays, and winter returna with its long
reign of cold and darkness.

It is with a feeling of melancholy that I recall these familiar
names. They illustrate the trials and modes of life of a simple-
minded people, for whom it seems to be decreed that the year
must very soon cease to renew its changes. It pains me when I

Probable think of their approaching destiny,—in the region of night and

thf E^ui- "^^^^^ ^^®^® *^® ^^^^ y^®^^^ "o ^"^^^ and the waters are locked,—without the resorts of skill or even the rude materials of art,

and walled in from the world by barriers of ice Wxtx.o.u, ar outlet.'

If you point to the east, inland, where the ''rv,?^, ri' , .ndeer
run over the barren hills unmolested,—for they liave no means of
capturing them,—they will cry " Sermik," "glacier;" and ques-
tion them as you may about the range of their nation to the north
and south, the answer is still the same, with a shake of the head,
"Sermik, sermik-soak," "the great ice-wall;" there is no more

" Aosak."
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blesses their more soutlivni brebhren never reaches them. The obaptiii

bow and arrow are therefore unknown ; and the kayak, the national
''"''

implement of the Qreciilander, which, like the palm-tree to the w»nt of

natives of the tropics, ministers to almost evury want, exists

among them only as a legendary word.

The narrow belt subjected to their nomadic range cannot be less

than six hundred miles long ; and throughout this extent of coun-

try every man knows every man. There ia not a marriage, or a

birth, or a death that is not talked over and mentally registered

by all. I have a census, exactly confirmed by three separate infor- cenrai of

mants, which enables me to count by name about one hundred
tl"",^*'

and forty souls, scattered along from Kosoak, the Great Rivet at

the base of a glacier near Cape Melville, to the wind-loved hut of

Anoatok.

Destitute as they aie, they exist both in love and community loto and

of "'^sources as a single family. The sites of their huts—for they a^ng*^'

are so few in number as not to bear the name of villages—are »hen>-

arranged with reference to the length of the dog-march and the

seat of the hunt ; and thus, when winter has btiilt her highway

and cemented into one the sea, the islands, and the main, thej

interchange with each other the sympathies and social communion

of man, and diflEuse through the darkness a knowledge of the

resources and condition of all.

The main line of travel is then as beaten as a road at home. Theirmain

The dogs speed from hut to hu^, almost unguided by their drivers.
j^'J^*

°,

They regulate their time by the stars. Every rock has its name,

every hill its significance ; and a cache of meat deposited any-

where in this harsh wilderness can be recovered by the youngest

hunter in the nation.

From Cape York to a settlement at Saunders Island, called Airange-

Appah, from the *' Appah" or Lumme which colonize here in ^"ng.

almost incredible numbers, the drive has been made in a single pi»ce»-

day ; and thence to Netelik, on the main of Murchison Sound, in

another. In a third, the long reach has been traversed by Cape '

Samnarez to the settlement of Karsioot, on a low tongue near

Cape Robertson ; and the fourth day has closed at Etah, or even

Aunatok, the open place,— the resting-place now of our pooi"

deserted Oomiak-soak. This four days' travel cannot be less then

six hundred miles ; and Amaladok, Metek's half-brother, assured
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Their powers of resistance to exposure and ''atigue are not
grea.^«r perhaps than those of a weU-trained voyager from other
regions But the necessities of their precarious Ufe familiarize
them with dangers from which the bravest among us might shrink
without dishonour. To exemplify this, I select a rngle one from
a number of adventures that were famiUar in their recent history

During the famine at Etah last winter, when we ourselves were
so much distressed for fresh food, two of my friends, Awahtok and
Myouk, deterirmed to seek the walrus on the open ice. It was a
performance of the greatest danger; bat it was better in their
eyes than the sacrifice of their dogs, and they both possessed to
the fullest extent that apathetic fatalism which belongs to all
lowly-cultivated races. They succeeded in killing a large male
and were in the act of returning joyfully to their villa,Te, when a
north wind broke up the ice, and they found themselves afloat.
Ihe impulse of a European would have been to seek the land ; but
they knew that the drift was always most dangerous on the coast
and urged their dogs toward the nearest iceberg. They reached it
after a struggle, and, by great efforts, made good their landing
with their dogs and the half-butchered carcass of the walrus

Poor Myouk, as he told the story to Petersen, made a frightful
picture of their sufferings, the more so from the quiet, stoical
manner with which he detailed the facts. It was at the close, he
said, of the last moonlight of December, and in the midst of the
heavy storm which held Petersen and myself prisoners at Anoatok.A complete darkness settled around them. They tied the dogs
down to knobs of ice to prevent their losing their foothold, and
prostrated themselves to escape being blown off by the violence of
the wind. At first the sea broke over them, but they gained a
higher level, and built a sort of screen of ice.

On the fifth night afterward, judging aa well as they could
Myouk froze one of his feet, and Awahtok lost his great toe by
frost-bite. But they kept heart of grace, and ate their walrus-meat
as they floated slowly to the south. The berg came twice into col-
lision with floes, and they thought at one time that they had
passed the Utlak-aon.k. tho aroaf noH„..„ „-,j k-j . , ..

XT ^, ,„ " — v.^.aruii, anti iiuu ennerea tne
North Wate. of Baffin's Bay. It was toward the close of th«
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second moonlight, after a month's imprisonment, living as only ohaptbb

these iron men could live, that they found the berg had grounded. ^
They liberated their dogs as soon as the young ice would bear their Their de-

weight, and, attaching long lines to them, which they cut from the
"'*''*"*=''

hide of the dead walrus, they succeeded in hauling themselves
through the water-space wliich always surrounrls an iceberg, and
reaching safe ice. They returned to their village like men
raised from the dead, to meet a welcome, but to meet famine along
with it.

I believe the explanation was never given to me in detail, or, if

it was, I have forgotten it ; but the whole misadventure was re-

ferred to an infruigement of some canonical ritual in their conduct
of the hunt. The walrus, and perhaps the seal also, is under the Theguai*

protective guardianship of a special representative or prototype,'*"**'"**

who takes care that he shall have fair play. They all believe that

in the recesses of Force Bay, near a conical peak which has often

served me as a landmark on my sledge-journeys, a great walrus
lives in the hills, and crawls out, when there is no moon, to the
edge of a ravine, where he bellows with a voice far more powerful
than his fellows out to sea. Ootuniah had often heard this wal-
rus, and once, when I was crossing Bedevilled Reach, he stopped
me to listen to his dismal tones. I certainly heard them, and
Ootuniah said that a good hunt would come of it. I tried to talk

to him about echoes ; but as neither of us could understand the

other, I listened quietly at last Lo the Big Walrus, and went my
way.
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OHAPTER LIV.

THE BAKBBY—THB GUITAR GHOST—THE BOAT CAMP—NBSSABK's WIFE
OUT IN A OALB—CAPE MISERY—THE BURROW-THB RETREAT.

The sledge-party under Mr. Brooks had advanced to within
three miles of the hut when I reached them on my return
They had found the ice more practicable, and their health was
improving. But their desire for food had increased proportion-
ably

;
and, as it was a well-understood rule of our commissariat

not to touch the reserved provision of the boats, it became neces-
sary to draw additional supplies from the brig. The seven hun-
dred pounds of bread-dust, our entire stock, could not be reduced
with safety.

But the dogs were wanted to advance the contents of our Ano-
atok storehouse to the stations further south, and I resolved to
take Tom Hickey with me and walk back for another baking ex-
ploit. It was more of an effort than I counted on : we were six-
teen hours on the ice, and we had forgotten our gutta-percha
eyautick, or slit goggles. The glare of the sun as we entered the
curve of our ice-cumbered harbour almost blinded us.
Tom had been a baker at home ; but he assures me, with all the

authority uf an ancient member of the guild, that our achievement
the day we came on board might be worthy of praise in the " old
country;" Tom knows no praise^ more expanded. We kneaded
the dough in a large pickled-cabbage cask, fired sundry volumes of
the Penny Cyclopaedia of Useful Knowledge, and converted, be-
tween duff and loiif, almost a whole barrel of flour into a strong
likeness to the staff of life. It was the last of our stock ; and " aU
the better too," said m> improvident comrade, who retained some
of the genius of blundering aa well as the gaUantiy of his country-
men,—" all the better, sir, since we'U have no more bread to
bake."

Godfrey came on with the dogs three days after, to cairy back
the fruits of our labour; but an abrupt change of the weather ^ave
Ufl a howling gale outside, and we were all of us storm-stayed." It
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was Sunday, and probably the last time that two or three would
be gathered together in our dreary cabin. So I took a Bible from
one of the bunks, and we went through the old-times service. It
was my closing aot of official duty among my shipmates on board
the poor little craft. I visited her afterward, but none of them
were with me.

Tom and myself set out soon after, though the wind drove
heavily from the south, leaving our companion to recover from his
fatigue. We brought on our sledge-load safely, and had forgotten
our baking achievement, with things of minor note, in that dream-
less sleep which rewards physical exhaustion, when Godfrey came
in upon us. He had had a hard chase behind the sledge, and was
unwilling to confess at first what had brought him after us so
soon. He had tried to forget himself among the debris of a mat-
tress on the cabin floor, 'vLen he heard a sound from Mr. Wilson's
guitar, sad and flowing in all its unearthly harmonies. He was sure
he was awake, for he ran for it on the instant, and the proof was,
he had left his coat behind him. The harp of iEolus had not been
dreamed of in Bill's philosophy.

I was glad, when I reached the sick station, to find things so
much better. Everybody was stronger, and, as a consequence,
more cheerful. They had learned housekeeping, with its courtesies
aa well as comforts. Their kotluk would have done credit to
Aningnah herself: they had a dish of tea for us, and a lump of
walrus; and they bestirred themselves real housewife-fashion to
give us the warm place and make us comfortable. I was right
sorry to leave them, for the snow outside was drifting with the
gale; but after a little while the dogs struck the track of the
sledges, and following it with unerring instinct, did not slacken
theu- pace till they had brought us to our companions on the floe.

They had wisely halted on account of the storm ; and, with their
three little boats drawn up side by side for mutual protection, had
been lying to for the past two days, tightly housed, and moored
fast by whale-lines to the ice. But the drifts had almost buried
the H(ype, which was the windward boat ; and when I saw the burly
form of Brooks emerging from the snow-covered roof, I could have
fancied it a walrus rising through the ice.

They had found it hard travel, but were doing weR Brooks's
provision-report was the old story,—out of meat and nearly out of
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onAi'TKB bread—no pleasant news for a tired-out man, who saw in this the

"^'
necessity < 'f another trip to Etah. I was only too glad, however,

Want of 50 Bce that theur appetites held, for with the animal man, as with
food

^*^
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of Esqui-

maux.

boat's oaup in a storm.

aU others, while he feeds he lives. Short allowance for working-

men on bread diet was, of course, out of the question. For the

past week each man had eaten thYee pounds of duff a day, and I

did not dare to check them, although we had no more flour m re-

serve to draw upon. But the question how long matters could go

on at this rate admitted of a simple arithmetical solution.

Six Esquimaux, three of them women—that ugly beauty, Nes-

sark's wife, at the head of them—had come off to the boats for

shelter from the gale. They seemed so entirely deferential, and

to recognise with such simple trust our mutual relations of alli-

ance, that I resolved to drive down to Etah with Petersen as in-

terpreter, and formally claim assistance, according to their own

laws, on the ground of our established brotherhood. I had thought

of this before ; but both Marsumah and Metek had been so en-
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een so en-

grossed with their bird- catching that T was loath to take them
from their families.

Our dogs moved slowly, and the discoloured icu admonished me
to make long circuits. As we neared Littleton Island, the wind
blew so freshly from the south-west that I determined to take the
in-shore channel and attempt to make the settlement over land.
But I was hardly under the lee of the island, when there broke
upon us one of the most fearful gales I have ever experienced. It
had the character and the force of a cyclome. The dogs were liter-

ally blown from their harness, and it was only by throwing
ourselves on our faces that we saved ourselves from being swept
away

;
it seemed as if the ice must give way. We availed our-

selves of a momentary lull to shoulder the sledge, and, calling the
affrighted dogs around us, made for the rocks of Eider Island, and
after the most exhausting exertions, succeeded in gaining terra
firma.

We were now safe from the danger th.it had seemed most im-
minent

;
but our condition was not improved. We were out on a

blank cliff, the wind eddying round us so furiously that we could not
keep our feet, and the air so darkened with the snow-wreaths that,

although we were in the full daytime of the Arctic summer, we
could neither see each other nor our dogs. There was not a cleft

or a projecting knob that could give us refuge. I saw that we
must move or die. It was impossible that the ice should continue
to resist such a hurricane, and a bold channel separated us from
the shore. Petersen indeed protested that the channel was ah-eady
broken up and driving with the storm. We made the effort, and
crossed.

We struck a headland on the main shore, where a dark horn-
blende rock, perhaps tliirty feet high, had formed a barricade, be-
hind which the drifts piled themselves; and into this mound of
snow we had just strength enough left to dig a burrow. We knew
it soon after as Cape Misery.

The dogs and sledge were dragged in, and Petersen and myself,
reclining " spoon-fashion," cowered among them. The snow piled

over us all, and we were very soon so roofed in and quilted round
that the storm seemed to rage far outside of us. We could only
hear the wind droning like a great iiy-wheei, except when a surge
of greater malignity would sweep up over our burial-place and sift
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the snow upon the surface like haU. Our greatest euemy here was
warmth. Our fur jumpers had been Uterally torn off our backs by
the wind; but the united respiration of dogs and men melted the
snow around us, and we were soon wet to the skin. It was a
noisome vapour-bath, and w experienced its effects in an alarmine
tendency to syncope and loss of power.

Is it possible to imagine a juncture of more comic annoyance
than that which now introduced itself among the terrors of our
position? Toodla, our master-dog, was seized with a violent fit-
and as their custom is, his companions indulged in a family con-
flict upon the occasion, which was only mediated, after much effort

tlwlvT
""^ ^" *^^* ''""^^'^ ""^ Petersen's pantaloons and

We had all the longing for repose that accompanies extreme
prostration, and had been fearing eveiy moment that the com-
batants would bring the snow down upon us. At last down came
our whole canopy, and we were exposed in an instant to the furv
of the elements t do not think, often as I have gone up on deck
from a close cabm m a gale at sea, that I was ever more struck with
the extreme noise and tumult of a storm.

Once more snowed up-for the drift built its crystal palace
rapidly about us—we remained cramped and seething tiU om
appetites reminded us of the necessities of the inner man To
breast the gale was simply impossible ; the alternative was to drive
before It to the north and east. Forty miles of floundering travel
brought us m twenty hours to the party on the floes.
They too had felt the force of the storm, and had drawn up the

boa.s with their prows to the wind, aU hands housed, and wonder-mg as much as we did that the ice stiH held.
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CHAPTER LV.

PRBSH DOOS—THE SLIDES—ROOKINGhSTONES

—

OHLSBN's ACCIDENT—IOB-

SAILINO—MOUNTINO THE BELT—THE ICE-MARSHES—PEKIUTLIK—HAMS
THE BBNEDIOK.

Petersen and myself gave up the sledge to Morton, who, with ohaptbh
Marsumah and Nessark, set out at once to negotiate at Etah, while ^^•

I took my place with the sledge-parties.

The ice, though not broken up by the storm, had been so much Melting

aflfected by it, as well as by the advancing season, that I felt we '""^

could not spare ourselves an hour's rest The snow-fields before

us to the south were already saturated with wet. Around the

bergs the black water came directly to the surface, and the whole
area was spotted with pools. We summoned all our energies on

the 6th for this dangerous traverse ; but, although the boats were

unladen and everything transported by sledge, it was impossible

to prevent accidents. One of the sledges broke through, carrying

six men into the water ; and the Hope narrowly escaped being lost

Her stern went down, and she was extricated with great difficulty.

The 6th saw the same disheartening work. The ice was almost The ice

impassable. Both sick and well worked at the drag-ropes alike, ^([^bi^
and hardly a man but was constantly wet to the skin. Fearing

for the invalids at the sick station in case we should be cut off .

from them, I sent for Mr. Goodfellow at once, and gave orders for

the rest to be in readiness for removal at a moment's notice.

The next day Morton returned from Etah. The natives had Oenerositj

responded to the brotherly appeal of the nalegak ; and they came
"stives,

down from the settlement, bringing a full supply of meat and

blubber, and every sound dog that belonged to them. I had now
once more a serviceable team. The co-nfort and security of such

a possession to men in our critical position can hardly be realized.

It was more than an addition of ten strong men to our party. I

set off at once with Metek to glean from the brig her last remnant

of slush rtallow^. and to brinff down the .sick men frnin Annatnt.

As we travelled with our empty sledges along a sort of beaten
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track or road which led close under the cliffs, I realized very

forcibly the influence of the coming summer upon the rocks above
us. They were just released from the frost wliich had bound
them so long and closely, and were rolling down the slopes of tlie

debris with the din of a battle-field, and absolutely clogging the
ice-belt at the foot. Here and there, too, a large sheet of rocks
and earth would leave its bed at once, and, gathering mass as it

travelled, move downward like a cataract of ruins. The dogs
were terrified by the clamour, and could hardly be driven on till

it intermitted.

Just beyond Six-mile Kavine my sledge barely escaped de-

TUB BLIDB.

struction from one of these land-slides. HappUy Metek was
behmd, and warned me of the danger just in time to cut loose the
traces and drag aAvay the sledg«.
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But it is not in the season of thaws only that these wonderful

geological changes take place. Large rocks are projected in the

fall by the water freezing in the crevices, like the Mons Meg
eannon-balls. Our old boat, the Forlorn Hope, the veteran of

my Beechy Island attempt, was stove in by one of these while

drawn up under the cliffs of " Ten-mile Gorge."

The rocks which fell in this manner upon the ice-belt were

rapidly imbedded by the action of the sun's heat ; and it happened

frequently, of course, that one more recently disengaged would

overlie another that had already sunk below the surface. This,

as the ice-belt subsided in the gradual thaw, had given many
examples of the rocking-stone. They were of all sizes, from tons

to pounds, often strangely dissimilar in material, though grouped

within a narrow area, their diversity depending on the varying

strata from which they came. There were some strange illustra-

tions among them of the transporting forces of the ice-raft, which

I should like to dwell on, if the character of my book and the

haste with which it is approaching its close did not forbid me.

Our visit .to the brig was soon over ; we had very few stores to

remove. I trod her solitary deck for the last time, and returned

with Metek to his sledge.

I had left the party on the floes with many apprehensions for

their safety, and the result proved they were not without cause.

Wliile crossing a "tide-hole," one of the runners of the Hope's

sledge broke through, and, but for the strength and presence of

mind of Ohlsen, the boat would have gone under. He saw the

ice give way, and, by a violent exercise of strength, passed a

capstan-bar under the sledge, and thus bore the load till it was

hauled on to safer ice. He was a very powerful man, and might

have done this without injuring himseK; but it would seem his

footing gave way under him, forcing him to make a still more

desperate effort to extricate himself. It cost liim his life—he

died three days afterwards.

I was bringing down George Stephenson from the sick station,

and my sledge being heavily laden, I had just crossed, with some

anxiety, near the spot at which the accident occurred. A little

way beyond we met Mr. Ohlsen, seated upon a lump of ice, and

very pale. He pointed to the camp about three miles further on,

and told us, in a faint voice, that he had not detained the party
;
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he "bad a little cramp in the smaU of the back," but would soou
be better.

I put him at once in Stephenaon's place, and drove him on to
the Faith Here ho waa placed in the stern-aheets of the boat,
and well muffled up in our bent buffalo-robos. During all that
night he was assiduously attended by Dr. Hayes ; but he sank
rapidly. His symptoms had from the first a certain obscure but
fatal resemblance to our winter's tetanus, which filled us with
forebodings.

On Saturday, June 6, after stowing away our disabled comrade
in the Faith, we again set all hands at the drag-ropes. The ice
aliead of us bore the same character as the day before—no better-
we were all perceptibly weaker, and much disheartened.
We had been tugging in liarness about two hours, when a

breeze set in from the northward, the first that we had felt since
crossing BedevUled Reach. We got out our long steering-oar as
a boom, and made sail upon the boats. The wind freshened
almost to a gale ; and, heading toward the depot on Littleton
Island, we ran gallantly before it.

It was a new sensation to our foot-sore men, tliis sailing over
soUd ice. Levels which, under the slow labour of the drag-ropes,
would have delayed us for hours, were glided over without a halt
We thought it dangerous work at first, but the speed of the sledges
made rotten ice nearly as available as sound. The men could see
plainly that they were approaching new landmarks, and leaving
old ones behind. Their spirits rose; the sick mounted the
thwarts, the weU clung to the gunwale ; and, for the first time for
nearly a year, broke out the saUorJs chorus, " Storm along my
hearty boys !

"

® ^

We must have made a greater distance in this single day than
in the five that preceded it. We encamped at 5 p.m. near a sraaU
berg, which gave us plenty of fresh water, after a progress of at
least eight miles.

As we were halting, I saw two Esquimaux on the ice toward
Life-Boat Cove

; and the well-known « Huk ! huuk !
" a sort of

Masonic signal among them, soon brought them to us, They
turned out to be Sip-su and old Nessark. They were the bearers
of good news

: my dogs were refreshed and nearly able to travel
agam

;
and, as they volunteered to do me service, I harnessed
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up our united t«am8, and despatched Nessark to the hut to bring

down Mr. Wilson and George Whipple.

We expected now to have our whole party together again j and
the day would have been an active cheering one throughout, but
for the condition of poor Olilsen, who was growing rapidly

worse.

From this time we went on for some days aided by our sails,

meeting with accidents occasionally—the giving way of a spar or

the falling of soine of the party through the spongy ice—and occa-

sionally, when the floe was altogether too infirm, Inbouring our

way with great difficulty upon the ice-belt. To mount this solid

highway, or to descend from it, the axes were always in requisition.

An inclined plane was to be cut—ten, fifteen, or even thirty feet

long, and along tliis the sledges were to be pushed and guided by
bars and levers with painful labour. These are light things, as I

refer to them here ; but in our circumstances, at the time I write

of, when the breaking of a stick of timber was an irreparable harm,
and the delay of a day involved the peril of life, they were grave

enough. Even on the floes the axe was often indispensable to

carve our path through the hummocks ; and many a weary and
anxious hour have I looked on and toiled while the sledges were
waiting for the way to open. Sometimes too, both on the land-

ice and on the belt, we encountered heavy snowdrifts, which were
to be shovelled away before we could get along ; and within an
hour afterward, or perhaps even at the bottom of the drift, one of

the sledge-runners would cut through to the water.

It was saddening to our poor fellows, when we were forced to

leave the ice-belt and push out into the open field, to look ahead
at the salt ice-marshes, as they called them, studded with black pools,

with only a wliite lump rising here and there through the lead-

coloured surface, like tussocks of grass or rushes sti-uggling

through a swamp. The labour would have been too much for us,

weary and broken as we were, but for the occasional assistance we
derived from the Esquimaux. I remember once a sledge went so

far under, carrying with it several of the party, that the boat

floated loose. Just then seven of the natives came up to us

—

five sturdy men, and two almost as sturdy women—and, without

waiting to be called on, worked with us most efficiently for more
than hsUf a day, asking no reward.
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\4 Hans
mlMlng,

I

'I

iLl

onAPTM Still iMwsing slowly on day after day, I am reluctant to borrow
Irom my journal tho details of aitxiety and embarrassment with
which it abounds throughout this period —we came at last to

SZat
**'® unmi^taJcable neighbourhood of the open water. We were

Pokiuuik "ff Pekiutlik, the largest of the Littleton Island group, opposite
"Kosoak," the Great River. Here Mr. Wilson and George
Whipple rejoined ns, under the faithful charge of old Nessark-
They had broken tlu-ough twice on the road, but without any
serious inconvenience in consequence. It was with tndy thank-
ful hearts wo imited in our prayers that evening.
One only was absent of all the party that remained on our rolls.

Hans, the kind son and ardent young lover of Fiskeraaes, my weU-
trusted friend, had been missing for nearly two months. I am
loath to tell the story as I believe it, for it may not be the true
one after nU, and I would not intimate an unwarranted doubt of
the constancy of boyish love. But I must explain, as far as I can
at least, why Iw was not with us when we first looked at the open
water. Just before my departure for my April hunt, Hans came
to me with a long face, asking permission to visit Peteravik :

" he
had no boots, and wanted to l»y in a stock of walrus hide for
soles

;
he did not need the dogs ; he would rather walk." It

was a long march, but he was well practised in it, and I con-
sented of course. Both Petersen and myself gave him com-
missions to execute, and he left us, intending to stop by the way
atEtah.

' '

In our labours of the next month we missed Hans much. He
had not yet reti:rned, ard the stories of him that came to us from
Etah were the theme of much conversation and surmise among
us. He had certainly called there as he promised, and given to
Nessark's wife an order for a pair of boots, and he had then
wended his way across the big headland to Peteravik, where
Shang-hu and his pretty daughter had their hume. This intima-
tion was given with many an explanatory grin ; for Hans was a
favourite with all, the fair especially, and, as a match, one of the
greatest men in the country. It required all my recollections of
his " old love" to make me suspend my judgment ; for the
boots came, as if to confirm the scandal. I never failed in my
efforts afterward to find his whereabouts, and went out of our way
to interrogate this and tliat settlement

, for, iude])endeut of every-

Storiesand

about

Hans.
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thing like duty, 1 was very fond of liim. But the story was every- oiiapti*

wh.ro tlic saiae. Hans the faithful—yet, I fear, the faithless— —

L

was List Been upon a native sledge, driving south from Pcteravik,

with a maiden at liis side, and profeHsedly bound to a new priuci-

liality at Uwarrow Suk-suk, high up Murchison's Sound, Alas

for Hans, the married man !
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^"^/-^ ''•"I disapfeared. This unfortunate Uttle«rf contained Jl the dearly-earn'ed documents of the expedifenmere was not a man who did not feel that the reputation of tTeparty rested m a great degree upon their preservation It hadcost us many a pang to give up our collections of natuL u!tory

terest but the destruction of the vouchers of the eruise-the log-books, the meteorological registers, the surveys, and the j^rnl-^med to strike them aU as an ir^parable disaster.

'

When I reach«i the boat everything was in confusion. Blake
m^-^P^^" ."-.'^ "^ -i^'. was standing up to his Zt- .....i=, groping lot tue document-box, and Mr. Bonsall, drip."
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ping wet, was endeavouring to haul the provision-bags to a place

of safety. Happily the boat was our lightest one, and everything

was saved. She was gradually lightened until she could bear a

man, and her cargo was then passed out by a line and hauled

upon the ice. In spite of the wet and the cold and our thoughts

of poor Ohlsen, we greeted its safety with three cheers.

It was by great good fortune that no lives were lost. Stephen-

son was caught as he sank by one of the sledge-runners, and Mor-

ton, while in the very act of drifting under the ice, was seized by
the hair of tho head by Mr. Bonsall and saved.

We were now close upon Life-boat Cove, where nearly two
years before we had made provision for just such a contingency as

that which was now before us. Buried under the frozen soil, our

stores had escaped even the keen scrutiny of our savage allies,

and we now turned to them as essential to our relief. Mr.

M'Gary was sent to the cache, with orders to bring everything

except the salt beef. This had been so long a poison to us, that

tainted as we were by scurvy, I was afraid to bring it among those

who might be tempted to indulge in it.

On the 12th the boats and sledges came to a halt in the narrow

passage between the islands opposite Cape Misery, the scene of

our late snow storm. All our cargo had been gathered together

at this spot, and the rocks were covered with our stores. Out of

the fourteen hundred pounds not an ounce had been sacrificed,

Everything was cased in its waterproof covering, and as dry and

perfect as when it had left the brig.

The Littleton Island of Captain Inglefield is one of a group of

four skiers which flank the north-east headland of Hartstene Bay,

They are of the bottom series, coarse gneisses and mica schists.

When here before, at this time of the year, they were surrounded

by water, and the eider ducks were breeding on their slopes.

Now, as if to illustrate the difference of the seasons here, as well

as the influence which they exert upon the habits of the migratory

wild fowl, they were thoroughly cased in ice, and not a nest was
to be seen,

I ascended some eight hundred feet to the summit of Pekiutlik,

and, looking out, beheld the open water, so long the goal of our

struggles, spread out before me. It extended seemingly to Cape

Alexander, and was nearer to the westward than the south of my
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position by some five or six miles. But the ice in the lattei

direction led into the curve of the bay, and was thus protected
from the wind and swell. My jaded comrades pleaded anxiously
in favour of the direct line to the water ; but I knew that tliis ice

would give us both safer and better travel. I determined to adopt
the inshore route. Our position at Pekiutlik, as we determined
carefully by the mean of several observations, is in latitude
78° 22' 1" and longitude 74° 10'. We connected it with Cape
Alexander, and other determined stations to the north and west.

The channel between the islands was much choked with up-
reared ice ; but our dogs had now come back to us so much
refreshed that I was able to call their services again into requisi-

tion. We carried one entire load to the main which forms the
north-east headland of Hartstene Bay, and, the Esquimaux assist-

ing us, deposited it safely on the inner side.

I was ith the advance boat, trying to forre a way through the
channel, when the report came to me from Dr. Hayes that Ohlsen
was no more. He had shown, a short half hour before, some
signs of revival, and Petersen had gone out to kill a few birds, in

the hope of possibly sustaining him by a concentrated soup. But
it was in vain : the poor fellow flushed up only to die a few
minutes after.

We had no time to mourn the loss of our comrade, a tried and
courageous man, who met his death in the gallant discharge of

duty. It cast a gloom over the whole party ; but the exigencies

of the moment were upon us, and we knew not whose turn woidd
come next, or how soon we might all of us follow him together.

I had carefully concealed Mr. Ohlsen's sickness from the Esqui-
maux, with everythmg else that could intimate our weakness ; for,

without reflecting at all upon their fideUty, I felt that with them,
as with the rest of the world, pity was a less active provocative to
good deeds than the deference which is exacted by power. I had
therefore represented our abandonment of the brig as merely the
absence of a general hunting party to the Far South, and I was
willing now to keep up the impressioa I leave to moralists the
discussion of the question how far I erred ; but I now sent them
to their village under pretext of obtaining birds, and lent them
our dogs to insure their departure.

The body of Mr. OUsen was sewed up, while they were gone.
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in his own blankets, and carried in procession to the head of a ohaptot

little gorge on the east face of Pekiutlik, where by hard labour we ^^^'

consigned his remains to a sort of trench, and covered them with

rocks to protect them from the fox and bear. Without the know-

ledge of my comrades, I encroached on our little store of sheet-

lead, which we were husbanding to mend our leaky boats with,

and, cutting on a small tablet his nante and age

—

CHRISTIAN OHLSEN,
AGED 36 YEARS,

laid it on his manly breast. The cape that looks down on him

bears his name.

As we walked back to our camp upon the ice, the death of Account oi

Ohlsen brought to my mind the strange parallel of our story with ^ '"'"!"

that of old William Barentz—a parallel which might verify that

sad truth of history that human adventure repeats itself

Two hundred and fifty-nine years ago, William Bojentz, chief

pilot of the States General of Holland—the United States of that

day—had wintered on the coast of Novaia Zemlia, exploring t^ e

northernmost region of the Old Continent, as we had that of the

New. His men, seventeen in number, broke down during the

trials of the winter, and three died, just as of our eighteen three

had gone. He abandoned his vessel as we had abandoned ours,

took to his boats, and escaped along the Lapland coast to lands of

Norwegian civilization. We had embarked with sledge and boat

to attempt the same thing. We had the longer journey and the

more difficult before us. He lost, as we had done, a cherished

comrade by the wayside ; and, as I thought of this closing resem-

blance in our fortunes also, my mind left but one part of the

parallel incomplete

—

Barentz himself perished.

We gave two quiet hours to the memory of our dead brother, Tiie march

and then resumed our toilsome march. We kept up nearly the
'"'""^""^'^

same routine as before ; but, as we neared the settlements, the

Esquimaux came in flocks to our assistance. They volunteered to

aid us at the drag ropes. They carried our sick upon hand-sledges

They relieved us of all care for our supplies of daUy food. The
nnoMfifir /^f lifflo oiiira fViof +l-ipiT KT'/-»nrrV>+. iia xiTqq pnnrnnrina T'Viov

fed us and our dogs at the rate of eight thousand birds a week.
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the sledges began to move merrily ahead, and laugh and jest
drove out the old moody silence.

A medicAi During one of our evening halts, when the congregation oi
natives had scattered away to their camp fires, Metek and Nualik
his wife came to me privately on a matter of grave consulvation.
They brought with them a fat, curious-looking boy. « Accomo-
dah," said they, « is our ycmgest son. His sleep at night is bad,
and his waw^aA"—pointing to that protuberance which is sup-
posed to represent aldemianic dignity—"is always round and
hard. He eats ossuk (blubber) a^d no meat, and bleeds at the
nose. Besides, he does not grow." They wanted me, in my
capacity of angekok soak, to charm or cure him

I told them, with aU the freedom from mystery that distin-
guishes the regiUated practitioner from the empiric, what must be
my mode of treatment

: that I must dip my hand into the salt
water where the ice cut against the sea, and lay it on the offending
nangah

;
and that if they would bring to me their rotund little

companion within three days, at that broad and deep Bethesda, I
would signalize my consideration of the kindness of the tribe by a
trial of my powers.

They went away very thankful, taking a preliminary prescrip-

Tlie pre-

acrlptlon

"^
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V '-

tion of a lump of brown soap, a silk shirt, and a taboo of all fur- ohaptbi
ther eating of ossuk

; and I had no doubt that their anxiety to ^
have the boy duly powwowed, would urge forward our sledges and
bring us early to the healing waters. We longed for them at
least as much as Metek, and needed them more than Accomodah.
My little note-book closes for the week with this gratefully ex-

pounded record :

—

June 16, Saturday.—Oxxv boats are at the open water. We see Extract
its deep indigo horizon, and hear its roar against the icy beacL *™'^ ""**

Its scent is in our nostrils and our hearts,
^^^

" Our camp is but three-quarters of a mile from the sea ; it is The sea m
at the northern curve of the North Baffin polynia We must •'«''*

reach it at the southern sweep of Etah Bay, about three miles
from Cape Alexander. A dark headland defines the spot. It is

more marked than the southern entrance of Smith's Straits. How
magnificently the surf beats against its sides ! There are ridges
of squeezed ice between us and it, and a broad zone of floating

sludge is swelling and rolling sluggishly along its margin—formid-
able barriers to boats and sledges. But we have mastered worse
obstacles, and by God's help we will master these."

27
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Wb had our boats to prepare no ^ i )r a long and adventurous
navigation. They were so small nnd heavily laden as hardly to
justify much confidence in their buoyancy ; but, besides this, they
were split with frost and warped by sunshine, and fairly open at
the seams. They were to be calked, and swelled, and 'launched,
and stowed, before we could venture to embark in them. A rainy
south-wester, too, which had met us on our arrival, was now spread-
ing with its black nimbus over the bay, and it looked as if we
were to be storm-stayed on the precarious ice-beach. It was a
time of anxiety, but to me personally of comparative rest. I re
sumed my journal :

—

July 18, Monday,—The Esquimaux are camped by our side,—
the whole settlement of Etah congregated around the 'big cal-
dron' of Cape Alexander, to bid us good-bye. There are Metek,
and Nualik his wife, our old acquaintance Mrs Eider-duck, and
their five children, commencing with Myouk, my body-guard, and
ending with the ventricose httle Accomodah. There is Nessark
and Anak his wife

; and Tellerk the ' Right Arm,' and Amauna-
lik his wife

; and Sip-su, and Marsumah and Aningnah—and who
not ? I can name them every one^ and they know us as well. We
have found brothers in a strange land.

"Each one has a knife, or a file, or a saw, or some such
treasured keepsake

; and the children have a lump of soap, the
greatest of all great medicines. The merry httle urchins break in
upon me even now as I am writing— ' Kuyanake, kuyanake,
Nalegak-soak !

' 'Thank you, thank you, big chief!' while
Myouk is crowding fresh presents of raw birds on me as if I
could eat for ever, and poor Aningnah is crying beside the tent-
curtain, wiping her eyes on a bird skin !

"My heart warms to these poor, dirty, miserable, yet happy
beings, so long our neighbours, and of late so staunchly our friends
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Theirs is no affectation of regret. There are twenty-two of them
around me, all busy in good offices to the Docto Kayens ; and
there are only two women and the old blind patriarch Kresuk,
' Drift-wood,' left behind at the settlement.

" But see ! more of them are coming up—boys ten years old

pushing forward babies on their sledges. The whole nation is

gipsying with us upon the icy meadows.
" We cook for them in our big camp kettle ; they sleep in the

Red Uric; a berg close at hand supplies them with water; and
thus, rich in all that they value,—sleep, and food, and drink, and
companionship,—with their treasured short-lived summer sun
above them, the beau ideal and sum of Esquimaux blessings, they
seem supremely happy.

" Poor creatures ! It is only six months ago that starvation

was among them : many of the faces around me have not yet lost

the lines of wasting suspense. The walrus season is again of

doubtful productiveness, and they are cut off from their brethren
to the south, at Netelik and Appah, until winter rebuilds the

avenue of ice. With all tliis, no thoughts of the future cross

them. Babies squall, and women chatter, and the men weave
their long yarns with peals of rattling hearty laughter between.

" Ever since we reached Pekiutlik, these friends of ours have
considered us their guests. They have given us hand-sledges for

our baggage, and taken turn about in watches to carry us and it

to the water's edge. But for them our dreary journey would have
been prolonged at least a fortnight, and we are so late even now
that hours may measure our lives, Metek, Myouk, Nessark, Mar-
sumah, Erkee, and the half-grown boys, have been our chief

labourers ; but women, children, and dogs are all bearing their

part.

"Whatever may have been the faults of these Esquimaux
hct'etofore, stealing was the only grave one. TreacLery they may
liave conceived

; and I have reason to believe that, under super-

stitious fears of an evil influence from our presence, they would at

one time have been glad to destroy us. But the day of all this

has passed away. When trouble came to us and to them, and we
bent ourselves to their habits,—when we looked to them to pro-

cvu-e us fresh meat, and they found at our poor Oomiak-soak shel-

ter and protection during their wild bear-hunts,—then we were so
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'"lV""
^^®"**6^ i» our interests as well as modes of life, tJuit every trace—

:
of enmity wore away. God knows that since they professed

w^ndship
friendship—albeit the imaginary powers of the angekok-soak and

andgrati- the marvellous six-shooter which attested them may have had

iature"''*' ^}^^^ influence—never have friends been more true. Although,
since Ohlsen's death, numberless articles of inestimable value to
them have been scattered upon the ice unwatched, they have not
stolen a naa It was only yesterday that Metek, upon my allud-

ing to the manner in which property of all sorts was exposed
without pilfering, explained through Petersen, in these two short
sentences, the argument of their morality :

—

" ' You have done us good. We are not hungry ; we will not
take (steal). You have done us good ; we want to help you

;

we are friends.'"

I made my last visit to Etah while we were waiting the issue
of the storm. I saw old Kresuk (Drift-wood) the blind man, and
listened to his lorg good-bye talk. I had passed with the Esqui-
maux as an angekok, in virtue of some simple exploits of natural
magic; and it was one of the regular old times entertainments of
our visitors at the brig, to see my hand terrible with blazing ether,

while it lifted nails with the magnet. I tried now to communi-
cate a portion of my wonder working talent. I made a lens of ice

before them, and " drew down the sun," so as to light the moss
under their kolupsut. I did not quite understand old Kresuk, and I

was not quite sure he understood himself. But I trusted to the
others to explain to him what I had done, and burned the back of
his hand for a testimony in the most friendly manner. After all

which, with a reputation for wisdqm which I dare say will live in

their short annals, I wended my way to the brig again.

We renewed our queries about Hans, but could get no further
news of him. The last story is, that the poor boy and his better
half were seen leaving Peteravik, " the halting-place," in company
with Shang-hu and one of his big sons. Lover as he was, and
nalegak by the all-hail hereafter, joy go with him, for he was a
right good fellow.

We had quite a scene, distributing our laat presents. My am-
putating knives, the great gift of all, went to Metek and Nessark

;

but every one had something as his special prize. Our dogs went
to the commumty at lar>ie. a» tenants in common, except Toodla

Last news
of Haiis.

Parting

gifts.
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mik and Wliitey, our representative dogs through very many trials, ohaptb*

r could not part with them, the leaders of my team ; I have them ;

still.

But Nualik, the poor mother, had something still to remind me Accomo-

of. She had accompanied us throughout the transit of Etah Bay,

with her boy Accomodah, waiting anxiously for the moment when

the first salt watct would enable me to fulfil my promised exorci-

sation of the demon in his stomach. There was no alternativo

now but to fulfil the pledge with faithful ceremony. The boy was

taken to the water's edge, and liis exorbitant little nangah faith-

fully embrocated in the presence of both his parents. I could not

speak my thanks in their language, but I contributed my scanty

stock of silk shirts to the poor little sufferer,—for such he was,

—

and I blessed them for their humanity to us with a fervour of

heart which from a better man might peradventure have carried a

blessing along with it.

And now it only remained for us to make our farewell to these A fare-

desolate and confiding people. I gathered them round me on the Jrlt^

ice-beach, and talked to them as brothers for whose kindness I

had still a return to make. I told them what I knew of the

tribes from which they were separated by the glacier and the sea,

of the resources that abounded in those less ungenial regions not

very far off to the south, the greater duration of daylight, the less

intensity of the cold, the facilities of the hunt, the frequent drift-

wood, the kayak, and the fishing-net. I tried to explain to them

how, under bold and cautious guidance, they might reach there

in a few seasons of patient march. I gave them drawings of the

coast, with its headlands and hunting-grounds, as far as Cape

Shackleton, and its best camping-stations from Red Head to the

Danish settlements.

They listened with breathless interest, closing their circle roimd lu effect

me
J
and, as Petersen described the big ussuk, the white whale,

the bear, and the long open water hunts with the kayak and the

rifle, they looked at each other with a significance not to be mis-

understood. They would anxiously have had me promise that I

would some day return and carry a load of them down to the set-

tlements ; and I shall not wonder if—guided perhaps by Hans

—

they hereafter attempt the journey without other aid.

This was our parting. A letter which I addressea, at the
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OBA,.T»H moment ot reaching the settlements, to the Lutheran MissionB,
the tutelar society of the Esquimaux „f Greenland, will attest the
smcenty of my i)rofos8ions and my willingness to assist in trivinH
them effect. ** *

It was in the soft subdued light of a Sunday evening, June 17
that, after hauHng our boats with much hard labour through the
Imnnnocks, we stood beside the open sea-way. IJefore midnight
we had launched the lied Enc, and given three cheers for Henry
Gnnncll and " homeward bound," unfurling all our flags.

But we were not yet to embark ; for the gale which had been
long brooding now began to dash a heavy wind-Hppei- against the

?et;Sn° •";
'"''^, "^^'^'"^ "' *" '""^''''^ ^'^'''' '^' l»'^"li"g «"r boats back

w«rdby«"
'"^"^ «'^«'^ fr^sh breakage of the ice. It rose more fiercely, ar '.

gale. we were obliged to give way before it still more. Our goods,
which had been stacked upon the ice, had to be carried further in-
ward. We worked our way back thus, step by step, before the
breaking ice, for about two hundred yards. ' At last it became ap-
parent that the men must sleep and rest, or sink; and, giving up
for the present aU thoughts of embarking, I hauled the boats at
once nearl- a mile from the water's edge, where a large iceberg
was frozen tight in the floes.

But here we were still pursued. All the next night it blew fear-
fully, and at last our berg crashed away through the broken ice,
and our asylum was destroyed. Again we fell to hauling back the
boats; until, fearing that the continuance of the gale might induce
a ground-swell, which would have been fatal to us, I came to a

Halt near halt near the slope of a low iceberg, on which I felt confident that
we could haul up in case of the. entire disruption of the floes.
The entire area was already intersected with long cracks, and the
surface began to show a perceptible undulation beneath our feet.

It was well for us I had not gratified the men by taking the
outside track

;
we should certainly have been rafted off into the

storm, and without an apparent possibUity of escape.
I climbed to the summit of the berg ; but it was impossible to

penetrate the obscurity of mist, and spray, and cloud further than
a thousand yards. The sea tore the ice up almost to the very base
of the berg, and aU around it looked like one vast tumultuous cal-
dron, the ice-tables crashing together in every possible position with
ueafeuing clamoui'.

an ice-

berg.
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Tub gale died away to a calm, and the water becamo aa tranquil as oiiAfTii

if the gale had never been. All hands were called to prepare for
^^"^ '

embarking. The boats were stowed, and the cargo divided be- a calm,

tween them equally ; the sledges unlaahed and slung outside the

gunwales j and on Tuesday the 19th, at 4 p.m., with the bay as

smooth as a garden-lake, I put off in the Faith. She was followed The bo»»

by the Eed Brie on our quarter, and the Hope aatern. Tn the
'''°"*"*

Faith I had with me Mr. M'Gary, and Petersen, Hickey, Stephen-

son, and Whipple. Mr. Brooks was in the Hope, with Hayes,

Sontag, Morton, Qoddfellow, and Blake. Bonsall, Ililey, and

Godfrey made the crew of the Fric.

The wind freshened as we doubled the westernmost point of Cape c«pe

Alexander, and, as we looked out on the expanse of the sound, we ^^"'

saw the kittiwakes and the ivory-gulls and jagers dipping their

wings in the curling waves. Tliey seemed the very same birds we

had left two years before screaming and catching fish in the beau-

tiful water. We tried to make our first rest at Sutherland Island ; Suther-

but we found it so barricaded by the precipitous ice-belt that it i^^^^

was impossible to land. I clambered myself from the boat's mast

upon the platform and filled our kettles with snow, and then, after

cooking our supper in the boats, we stood away for Hakluyt. It

was an ugly crossing : we had a short chopping sea from the south-

east ; and, after a while, the lied Boat swamped. Riley and God- iiie Red

frey managed to struggle to the Faith, and Bonsall to the Hope ; ^^^^
but it was impossible to remove the cargo of our httle comrade ; it

was as much as we could do to keep her afloat and let her tow be-

hind us. Just at this time, too, the Hope made a signal of dis-

tress ; and Brooks hailed us to say that she was making water

faster than he could free her.
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The wind was hauling round to the westward, and we could nottake the sea abeam. But, as I made a rapid survey „f the areaaround me studded already with floating shreds of floe-ice, I sawahead the low, grey blink of the pack. I remembered well the
experience of our Beechy Island trip, and knew that the margin of"ese lai.e fields is almost always broken by inlets of open waterwhich gave much the same sort of protection as the creeks andnvers of an adverse coast. We were fortunate in finding one of
these, and fastenuig ourselves to an old floe, ahmgside of which
our weary men turned in to sleep without hauling up the boats.When Petersen and myself returned from an unsuccessful huntupon the ice, we found them still asleep, in spite of a cold and
drizzUng rain that might have stimulated wakefulness. I did not
disturb them till eight o'clock. We then retreated from our break-
water of refuge, generally pulling along by the boat-hooks, but
sometimes dragging our boats over the ice; and at last, bending to

ManT" ^ *^* ^^^' ''^'"^'^ ''^''^^^ *^^ ^^""'^ °^ ^*^*"y*

It was hardly less repulsive than the ice-cliffij of the day before •

but a spit to the southward gave us the opportunity of hauling up
as the tide rose, and we finally succeeded in transferring oursdves
and all our fortunes to the land-ice, and thence to the rocks be-
yond It snowed hard in the night, and the work of calking went
on baoly, though we expended on it a prodigal share of our re-
maimng white lead. We rigged up, however, a t.nt for the sick,
and re-inforced our bread-dust and taUow supper by a few birds.We had shot a seal in the course of the day, but we lost him by
his sinking. "^

In the morning of the 22d we 'pushed forward through the
snow-storm for Northumberland Island, and succeeded in reaching
It a little to the eastward of my former landing-place. Myriads of
auks greeted us, andwe returned their greeting by the appropriate in-
vitation to our table. A fox also saluted us with an admirable
mutation of the " Huk-huk-huk," which among the Esquimaux is
the never-unheeded caU of distress

; but the rascal, after seducing
us a mile and a half out of-our way, escaped our guns
Our boats entered a Uttle patch of open water that conducted

118 to the beach, directly below one of the hanging glaciers. The
interest with whi^h thp°o ir^ j . i -.-^« iTii_ wi^„js „ijeoe inipicoocu me wnen i was turning back
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from my Boechy Island etTort wuh juHtifiecl very fully by what I

saw of them now. It seemed as if a caldron of ice inside the

coast-ridge was boiling over, and throwing its crust in huge frag-

ments from the overhanging lip into the sea below. The glacier

must have been eleven hundred feet high ; but even at its summit

we could see lines of viscous movement.

We crossed Murchison Channel on the 23d, and encamped for

the night on the land -floe at the base of Cape Parry ; a hard day's

travel, partly by tracking over ice, partly through tortuous and

zigzag leads. The next day brought us to the neighbourhood of

Fitz-Clarence Hock, one of the most interesting monuments that

rear themselves along this dreary coast : in a region more familiar

to men, it would bo a landmark to the navigator. It rises from a

field of ice like an j^gyptian pyramid surmounted by an obelisk.

I had been anxious to communicate with the Esquimaux of

Netclik, in the hope of gaining some further intelligence of Hans.

Our friends of Etah had given me, in their own style, a complete

itinerary of this region, and we had no difficulty in instructing

Godfrey how to trace his way across the neck of land which stood

between us and the settlement. He made the attempt, but found

the snow-drift impassable ; and Petersen, whom I sent on the same

errand to Tessiusak, returned equally unsuccessful.

The next day gave us admirable progress. The ice opened in

leads before us, somewhat tortuous, but, on the whole, favouring,

and for sixteen hours I never left the helm. We were all of us

exhausted when the day's work came to a close. Our allowance

had been small from the first ; but the delays we seemed fated to

encounter had made me reduce them to what I then thought the

minimum quantity, six ounces of bread-dust and a lump of tallc^v

the size of a walnut : a paste or broth, made of these before set-

ting out in the morning and distributed occasionally through the

day in scanty rations, was our only fare. We were all of us glad

when, running the boats under the lee of a berg, we were able

to fill our kettles with snow and boil up for our great restorative

tea. I may remark that, under the circumstuiices of most priva-

tion, I found no comforter so welcome to the party as this. We
drank immoderately of it, and always with advantage.

While the men slept after their weary labour, M'Gary and my-
self climbed the berg for a view ahead. It was a saddening one.
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DECLINING BTRENOTH OP THE PARTY.

"Itm" Z^ "^ '""'«'«'" °f Gary I,l»„d; but shoroward, up Wosten_ h„ m Ch.„„„l, t,,e ie. deemed ., if it had not yet bZTS
il rt!;r7b°' """r "''^^""^ »>'-^ '.owinteirtta«t winter iMd been. We were close upon the 1st of July andhad a nght tj ook for the North Water „f the whale,, w^e™ wo

J.„..
c.,d not „.eas„rerrtl X:;T X'^^^^^^^^^ofty pree,p.ce of the island ahe«l ; but between us M,d t he

!: ttrsir '"-' '"^ "^^ -' ^"-"-•^ ^^-^ -•>"''-

The -lext day's progress was of course slow and wearUome

fastened at last to the great floe near the shore, making ourZbour ma cr^lc which opened with the changes if tideThe unperfect diet of the party was showing itself more andmore .n the decline of their muscular power They sTemedscarcely awar„ of it themselves, and refcL the difflTulty11^found m dragging and pushing to something nncommrabout th^.ce or sludge rather than to their own weakness. 7^TZt^
fnTI^-w T" T '''°"" """S" «" "omingfo", MtTdmen all sides by ice-fields so distorted and rugg«l as to der„u,

wTJ°, ?T */" "' '^'* ^-^'d ^ l>ur!t upon ev7^„;e

o«p:fty"b otatd tif 1 ""T ™' "''' ^»osrsatis<i:7:"h

liimniP hill ^f f t- ,
'^*' *^® ^^'^' across to the

'

rise^rtbe ir'%*'''''""'"'""^'
'^ ™"''' """y ™" f™ the fog tome, n the hope of some smoother platform than that which was

tracking. I had clnnbed the iceberg
; and there was nothing inview except Dabymple Eock, with its red b«ssy face toweZ „the unkno,™ distance. But I hardly got back to my beat bi

"

a gale struck us (rom the north-west, and a floe, tTking up nTton^e of ice about a mUo to the north of us, beg^n to swing ™o„.t Uke a pivot and close slowly in upon our narL restinlr!
At first our own floe also was driven before the wind i but to';

Obliged

wait
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little while it encountered the stationary ice at the foot of the very ohaptib

rock itself. On the instant the wildest imaginable ruin rose
^^"''

around us. The men sprang mechanically each one to his station, Breaking

bearing back the boats and stores ; but I gave up for tlie moment floa

all hope of our escape. It was not a nip, such as is familiar to

Arctic navigators ; but the whole platform, where we stood and

for hundreds of yards on every side of us, crumbled, and crushed,

and piled, and tossed itself madly under the pressure. I do not

believe that of our little body of men, all of them disciplined in

trials, able to measure danger while combating it,—I do not be-

lieve there is one who this day can explain how or why—hardly

when, in fact—we found ourselves afloat. We only know that in

the midst of a clamour utterly indescribable, through which the

braying of a thousand trumpets could no more have been heard

than the voice of a man, we were shaken, and raised, and whirled, Towed in

and let down again in a swelling waste of broken hummocks, and, "'® *'**""

as the men grasped their boat-hooks in the stillness that followed,

the boats eddied away in a tumultuous skreed of ice, and snow,

and water.

We were borne along in this manner as long as the unbroken Driven

remnant of the in-shore floe continued revolving,—utterly power- ^fo^'"*
leas, and catching a glimpse every now and then of the brazen the gale,

headland that looked down on us through the snowy sky. At
last the floe brought up against the rocks, the looser friigments

that hung round it began to separr.te, and we were able by oars

and boat-hooks to force our battered little flotilla clear of them.

To our joyful surprise, we soon found ourselves in a stretch of the

land-water wide enough to give us rowing-room, and with the as-

sured promise of land close ahead.

As we neared it, we saw the same forbidding wall of belt-ice as

at Sutherland and Hakluyt. We pulled along its margin, seeking

in vain either an opening of access or a nook of shelter. The

gale rose, and the ice began to dnve again ; but there was nothing

to be done but get a grapnel out to the belt and hold on for the

rising tide. The Hope stove her bottom and lost part of her

weather-boarding, and all the boats were badly chafed. It wag an

awful storm ; and it was not without constant exertion that we

ofif the if'c with boat-hooks.
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A three „ clock the trie w,u, l.igh euougl, for u, to ,e.le th.
oe-chff. One by one we puUoJ up tl.e boats upon a narrow shelfthe whole sixteen of us uniting at each pull. We were too muchwomdowu to unUd; but a deep and narrow gorge op n^the ehffs almost at the spot where ,ve clambered no fanZ ,TZpushed the bo,ats into it on an even keel, the rocks ae med todoleabove onr h«rfs untU an abrupt turn in the course of the ravl

,t«':n'rr*""''^"'"'™-""^'''=«»'»' ^«—"

Just as we had brought in the hvst boat, the JteU E,-k, and wereshonng her up with blocks of ice, a long-nnnsed, but fam^and

of u w! kt ^ !
*^ '^ " '"°"'™' P"^'> ™f«y " frontot us. We knew Uiat we must be at their breeding.gronnds and

o'nirto T'' '"/"' '""' '""^^ "> "^ long-covetedTe
p, t'1only t» dream of eggs and abundance.
P. ' "as

We remained aln.ost three days in „„r crystal retreat, gather-

to ktrar
"termission, and our egg-hunters found it diffleul.

«^tlS « ' '
' ''"'™'^ ='" °' «»»™<«>ds than weregathered withm never surfeited m genial diet

snow stm lllf
''"!''

'""r""
"'«*" "' ""O™"'. """-gh 'ke

^no. thl • ^ ""^ ''^ "''=' ""'™"'S- »"»' " P^Wotie

Z Hif/.?
V^""' ^™'"* 8™'^«i°«"y from our alcohol-flask,

ur boateanT. r ""'f f '™P"""= P~— l""™^

fhr,T,i .°
south-east end of Wostenholme Island • butthe tade left us there, and we moved to the ice-foot

'

For some days after this we kept moving slowly to the south^ong the lanes that opened between the belt-iceVie teThe weather eontmued dull and unfavoumble for observations oil

hat further progress near the shore was impr.aeticable. Greatch,„ns of bergs presented themselves as barriers in our way th!

in the extrLe
' ""™ ""S^ed and broken

I cUmbed one of the bergs to the height of about two hundred
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feet, and, looking well to the west, was satisfied that a lead which ohaptbb

I saw there could be followed in the direction of Conical Rocks, '

and beyond toward Cape Dudley Digges. But, on conferring with ^®|.^j*|^'

Brooks and M'Gary, I was startled to find how much the boats the itorm.

had suffered in the rude encounters of the last few days. The

Ho'pt was in fact altogether unseaworthy : the ice had strained

her bottom-timbers, and it required nearly all our wood to repair

her ; bit by bit we had already cut up and burned the runners and

cross-bars of two sledges ; the third we had to reserve as essential

to our ice-crossings.

In the meantime, the birds, which had been so abundant when

we left Dalrymple's Island, and which we had counted on for a

continuous store, seemed to have been driven off by the storm.

We were again reduced to short daily rations of bread-dust, and I short

was aware that the change of diet could not fail to tell upon the ,gai„.

strength and energies of the party. I determined to keep in-

shore, in spite of the barricades of ice, in the hope of renewing, to

some extent at least, our supplies of game. We were fifty-two

hours in forcing this rugged passage : a most painful labour, which

but for the disciplined endurance of the men might well have been

deemed impracticable.
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A LOOK-OUT—PROVIDBNOH HAM—TUB QliAOIER—PROVIDBNOE DIET.

onAPTER Once through the barrier, the leads began to open again, and on
the 11th we found ourselves approaching Capo Dudley Diggea,
with a light breeze ' jui the north-west. It looked for some hours
as if our troubles were over, when a glacier came in sight not laid
down on the charts, whose tongue of floe extended still further out
to sea than the one we had just passed with so much labour. Our
first resolve was to double it at all hazards, for our crews were too
much weakened to justify another tracking through the hummocks,
and the soft snow which covered the land-floes was an obstacle
quite insuperable. Nevertheless, we forced our way into a lead
of sludge, mingled with the comminuted ice of the glacier ; but
the only result was a lesson of gratitude for our escape from it
Our frail and weather-worn boats were quite unequal to the duty.

I again climbed the nearest berg,—for these ice-mountains were

ftVnT«;""' ?^ "' ^^^ *^'« ^^'^^-^^^ ^''^^^ «f «^en at home,-and surveyed the
ice-beig ice to *he south far on toward Cape York. My eyes never looked

on a spectacle more painful. Wo were in advance of the season :

the floes had not broken up. There was no " western water."
Here, in a cul-de-sac, between two barriers, both impassable to men
in our condition, with stores miserably inadequate and strength
broken do\vn, we were to wait till ,the tardy summer should open
to us a way.

I headed for the cliffs. Desolate and frowning as they were, it
was better to reach them and halt upon the inhospitable shore than
await the fruitless ventures of the sea. A narrow lead, a mere
fissure at the edge of the land-ice, ended opposite a low platform-
we had traced its whole extent, and it landed us close under the
shadow of the precipitous shore.

My sketch, intended to represent this wild locality, gives a very
imperfect idea of the scene.

Where the cape lies directly open to the swell of the nnrth-wp=t
wuids, at the base of a lofty precipice there was left still clinging

An in-

huspitablo

shore.
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to the rock a fragment of the winter ice-belt not more than five ohameb

feet wide. The tides rose over it and the waves washed against it —

L

continually, but it gave a perfectly safe perch to our little boats, ^^^if^^

Above, cliff seemed to pile over cliff, until in the high distance the cUfft

rocks looked like the overlapping scales of ancient armour. They

were at least eleven hundred feet high, their summits generally lost

in fog and mist ; and all the way up we seemed to see the birds

whose home is among their clefts. The nests were thickest on the

shelves some fifty yards above the water ; but both lumme and

tridactyl gulls filled the entire air with glimmering specks, cawing

and screeching with an incessant clamour.

PROTISBNCB HAIiT.

To soften the scene, a natural bridge opened on our right hand

into a little valley cove, green with mosses, and beyond and above

it. cold and white the glacier.
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This glacier was about seven mUes across at its " debouche •"

f!lS ?r
"^ ^"""'^ ^'' '''^' fi^« "^^'^ back, and thei.Mowing the irregularities of its rocky sub-structure, suddenly be-came a steep crevassed hiU, ascending in abrupt terraces. Thencame two intervals of less rugged ice, from which the glacier passed

into the great mer de glace.
^ ^

On ascending a high craggy hill to the northward, I had a siib-Imie prospect of this great frozen ocean, which seems to form the
continentel a«s of Greenland,-a vast undulating plain of pTrplehnted ice, studded with islands, and absolutely gemming the hori-zon with the varied glitter of sun-tipped crystal
The discharge of water from the lower surface of the glacier ex-ceeded that of any of the northern glaciers except that'of Hum-

boldt and the one near EtaL One torrent on the side nearest meoverran the ice-foot from two to five feet in depth, and spread it-
self upon the floes for several hundred yards ; and another, finding
Its outlet near the summit of the glacier, broke over the rocks, andpoured m cataracts upon the beach below.
The ranunculus, saxifrages, chickweeds, abundant mosses, and

Arctic grasses, flourished near the level of the first talus of the
glacier

:
the stone crops I found some two hundred feet higherThe thermometer was at 90° in the sun ; in the shade at 38° '

I have tned to describe the natural features of the scene, but Ihave omitted that which was its most valued characteristic. Itabounded in hfe. The lumme, nearly as large as canvas-backs,
and as we thought, altogether sweeter and more juicy ; their eggsweU known as delicacies on the Labrador coast; the cochlearia
growing superbly on the guano-coated surface ;-all of them in
endless abundance :-imagine such a combination of charms for
scurvy-broken, hunger-stricken men.

I could not aUow the fuel for a fire ; our slush and tallow was
reduced to very little more than a hundred pounds. The more
cunous m that art which has dignified the memory of Lucullus
and may do as much for Soyer, made experiments upon the organic
matters within their reach,-the dried nests of the kittiwake! the
sods of poa, the heavy mosses, and the fatty skins of the birds
around us. But they would none of them burn ; and the most
fastidious consoled himself at last with the doubt whether heat,
tbough coneentrutmg fiavoiu- might not impair some other excel-
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lence. We limited ourselves to an average of a bird a-piece per ohaptm
meal,—of choice, not of necessity,—and renewed the zest of the ^
table with the best salad in the world—raw eggs and cochlearia. Mc»gre

It was one glorious hoUday, our week at Providence Halt, so
'"*^

ftill of refreshment and all-happy thoughts, that I never aUowed
myself to detract from it by acknowledging that it was other than
premeditated. There were only two of the party who had looked
out with me on the bleak ice-field ahead, and them I had pledged
to silence.

2?
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CHAPTER LX.

THE CRIMSON CLIFFS—THE ESQUIMAUX EDEN—DEPRESSION OF THB 00A8T

—INVENTORY—IMALIK LOSING OUR WAY—AT THE RUE-RADDIES—THl

OPEN SEA— EFFECTS OF HUNGER—RESCUE OF THE FAITH.

mui

cHAPTBR It was the 1 8th of JvJy before the aspects of the ice about us gave
"• me the hope of progress. We had prepared ourselves for the new

Preparing encounter with the sea and its trials by laying in a store of lumme

;

prov
8
ons.

^^^ hundred and fifty of wliich had been duly skinned, spread

open, and dried on the rocks, as the entremets of our bread-dust

and tallow.

Disaster at My journal tells of disaster in its record of our setting out. In
setting

launching the Hope from the frail and perishing ice-wharf on which

we found our first refuge from the gale, she was precipitated into

the sludge below, carrying away rail and bulwark, losing overboard

our best shot-gun, Bonsall's favourite, and, worst of all, that uni-

versal favourite, our kettle,—soup-kettle, paste-kettle, tea-kettle,

water-kettle, in one. I may mention before I pass, that the kettle

found its substitute and successor in the remains of a tin can

which a good aunt of mine had filled with ginger-nuts two years

before, and which had long survived the condiments that once

gave it dignity. " Such are the uses of adversity."

Our descent to the coast followed the margin of the fast ice.

The crim- After passing the Crimson Cliffs erf Sir John Ross, it wore almost
son cliffs,

^jjg ^j,ggg q£ ^ holiday excursion,—a rude one perhaps, yet truly

one in feeling. Our course, except where a protruding glacier

interfered with it. was nearly parallel to the shore. The birds

along it were rejoicing in the young summer, and when we halted

it was upon some green-clothed cape near a stream of water from

the ice-fields above. Our sportsmen would clamber up the cliffs

and come back laden with little auks
;
great generous fires of turf,

that cost nothing but the toil of gathering, blazed merrily; and

our happy oarsmen, after a long day's work, made easy by the

T^rom-ise ahea^d. would stretch themselves in the sunshine and

dream happily away till called to the morning wash and prayers.
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We enjoyed it the more, for we all of us knew that it could not ohaptih

last ^^'

,,<^

PASSINO TUB CRI1180N CLIFFS.

This coast must have been a favourite region at one time with -riie Esqui-

the natives,—a sort of Esquimaux Eden. We seldom encamped ™*"''

without finding the ruins of their habitations, for the most part

overgrown with lichens, and exhibiting every mark of antiquity.

One of these, in latitude 76° 20', was once, no doubt, an extensive

village. Cairns for the safe deposit of meat stood in long lines,

six or eight in a group ; and the huts, built of large rocks, faced

each other, as if disposed on a street or avenue.

The same reasoning which deduces the subsidence of the coast Depression

from the actual base of the Temple of Serapis, proves that the de- °^^^
pression of the Greenland coast, which I had detected as far north

as Upernavik, is also going on up here. Some of these huts were

washed by the sea or torn away by the ice that had descended
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CHAPTK. with the tides. The turf, too, a representative of very ancient^ growth, was cut oflF even with the water's edge, giving sections
two feet thick. I had not noticed before such unmistakable evi-
dence of the depression of this coast : its converse elevation I had
ooserved to the north of Wostenholme Sound. The axis of oscill-
ation must be somewhere in the neighbourhood of latitude 77°

C.P^ Wo reached Cape York on the 2l8t, after a tortuous but roman-
tic travel through a misty atmosphere. Here the land-leads ceased,
with the exception of some small and scarcely-practicable openings
near the shore, which were evidently owing to the wind that pre-
vailed for the time. Everything bore proof of the late develop-
ment of the season. The red snow was a fortnight behind its
time A fast floe extended with numerous tongues far out to the
south and cast. The only question was between a new rest, for
the shore ices to open, or a desertion of the coast and a trial of the
open water to the west.

?™tLL 7u
''"* °^

"" d«ta«l^ment to see whether the Esquunaux might
not be passing the summer at Episok, behind the glacier of Cape
ImaUk, and began an inventory of our stock on hand. I cive the
result :

—

Dried Inmme
196 birds.

1°'^-^^^^^ 112 pound..
Flour 5Q

*^
,

Indian meal _"'_
jq n

Meat-biscuit gQ n

^"^ '—Z'Z 348 "

Six hundred and forty pounds of provision, all told, exclusive of
our dned birds, or some thirty-six pounds a man. Tom Hickey
found a turf, something like his native peat, which we thought
might help to boil our kettle; and with the aid of this our fuel-
account stood thus ::

—

Jiount ^"""f' ^°^ *^° boilings a day 7 days
Two sledge-runners q »

Spare oare, sledges, and an empty cask. 4 »

Seventeen days in aU; not counting, however, the Hed Boat
which would add something, and our emptied provision-bags,
which might carry on the estimate to about three weeks.

The return of the party from Imalik gave us no reason to
hesitate. The Esquimaux had not been there for several yeai-a
luere were no birds in the neighbourhood.
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1 climbed the rooks a second time with Mr. M'Gary, and took

a careful survey of tlie ice with my glass. The " fast," as the

whalers call the immovable shore-ice, could be seen ii. nearly

unbroken sweep, passing by Bushnell's Island, and joining the

coast not far from where I stood. The outside floes were large,

and had evidently been not long broken ; but it cheered my heart

to see that there was one well-defined lead which followed the

main floe until it lost itself to seaward.

I called my officers together, explained to them the motives
which governed me, and prepared to re- embark. The boats were
hauled up, examined carefully, and, as far as our means permitted,

repaired. The Red Eric was stripped of her outfit and cargo, to

be broken up for fuel when the occasion should come. A largo

beacon-cairn was built on an eminence, open to view from the
south and west; and a red flannel shirt, spared with some reluc-

tance, was hoisted as a pennant to draw attention to the spot.

Here I deposited a succinct record of our condition and purposes,
and then directed our course south by west into the ice-fields.

By degrees the ice through which we were moving became more
and more impacted ; and it sometimes required all our ice-knowledge
to determine whether a particular lead was practicable or not.

The irregularities of the surface, broken by hummocks, and occa-
sionally by larger masses, made it difficult to see far ahead;
besides which, we were often embarrassed by the fogs. I was
awakened one evening from a weary sleep in my fox-skins, to dis-

cover tluat we had fairly lost our way. The officer at the helm of
the leading boat, misled by the irregular shape of a large ice-

beig that crossed his track, had lost the main lead some time
before, and was steering shoreward far out of the true course.
The little canal in which he had locked us was hardly two boats'-

lengths across, and lost itself not far off in a feeble zigzag both
beliind and before us : it was evidently closing, and we could not
retreat.

Without apprising the men of our misadventure, I ordered the
boats hauled up, and, under pretence of diying the clothing and
3tores, made a camp on the ice. A few hours after, the weather
cleared enough for the first time to allow a view of the distance,

t...vt iTi vjjciijr aiixx nijacii uiiiiiuya a oerg some xnree nuucirea feet

high for the purpose. It was truly fearful : we were deep in the

OHAHTII
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The
•teilffes

again.

Afloat OHM
more.

OHAPTia recenses of the bjiy, sun-ounded on all sides by stupendous icebergb
**'•

and tangled floe-pieces. My sturdy second officer, not naturally

A tMifa.\ impressible, and long accustomed to the viciaaitudea of whaling

life, shed tears at the prospect.

There was but one thing to be done : cost what it might, we

must harness our sledges again and retrace our way to the west-

ward. One sledge had been already used for firewood; the lied

Eric, to which it had belonged, was now cut up, and her light

cedar planking laid upon the floor of the other boats ; and we went

to work with the rue-raddies as in the olden time. It was not till

the third toilsome day was well spent that wo reached the berg

which had bewildered our helmsman. We hauled over its tongue,

and joyously eml)arked again upon a free lead, with a fine breeze

from the north.

Our little squadron was now reduced to two boats. The land

to the northward was no longer visible ; and whenever I left the

margin of the " fast " to avoid its deep sinuosities, I was obliged to

trust entirely to the compass. We had at least eight days' allow-

ance of fuel on board ; but our provisions were running very low,

and we met few birds, and failed to secure any larger game. We
saw several large seals upon the ice, but they were too watchful

for us ; and on two occasions we came upon the walrus sleeping,

—once within actual lance-thrust ; but the animal charged in the

teeth of his assailant and made good his retreat.

On the 28th I instituted a quiet review of the state of things

before us. Our draft on the stores we had laid in at Providence

Halt had been limited for some days to three raw eggs and two

breasts of birds a day ; but we liAd a small ration of bread-dust

besides ; and when we halted, as we did regularly for meals, our

fuel allowed us to indulge lavishly in the great panacea of Arctic

travel, tea. The men's strength was waning under this restricted

diet ; but a careful reckoning up of our remaining supplies proved

to me now that even this was more than we could afford ourselves

without an undue reliance on the fortunes of the hunt. Our next

land was to be Cape Shackleton, one of the most prolific bird-

colonies of the coast, which we were all looking to, much as sailors

nearing home in their boats after disaster and short allowance at

sea. But., nietincr out our stores throiigli the number of days that

must elapse before we could expect to share its hospitable welcome,

Reckoning

luppUes.
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1 found tliat five ounces of bread-dust, four of tallow, and three of anAmt
LX.

bird-meat, must from this time form our daily ration.

So far we had generally coasted the fast ice ; it had given us an

occasional resting-place and refuge, and we were able sometimes to

reinforce our stores of provisions by our giuis. But it made our

progress tediously slow, and our stock of small-shot was so nearly

exhausted that I was convinced our safety depended on an increase The op«

of speed. I determined to try the more open sea.
•**

For the first two days the experiment was a failure. We were

surroimded by heavy fogs ; a south-west wind brought the outside

pack upon us and obliged us to haul up on the drifting ice. We
were thus carried to the northward, and lost about twenty miles.

My party, much overworked, felt despondingly the want of the

protection of the land-floes.

Nevertheless, I held to my purpose, steering S.S.W. as nearly

as the leads would admit, and looking constantly for the thinning

out of the pack that hangs around the western water.

Although the low diet and exposure to wet had again reduced

our party, there was no ppparent relaxation of energy ; and it was

not until some days later that I found their strength seriously

giving way.

It is a little curious that the effect of a short allowance of food Effect of a

does not show itself in hunger. The first symptom is a loss of f''*"^
*'"

power, often so imperceptibly brought on that it becomes evident of food,

only by an accident. I well remember our look of blank amaze-

ment as, one day, the order being given to haul the Hope over a

tongue of ice, we found that she would not budge. At first I

thought it wjis owing to the wetness of the snow-covered surface

in which her runners were ; but, as there was a heavy gale blow-

ing outside, and I wad extremely anxious to get her on to a larger

floe to prevent being drifted off", I lightened her cargo and set both

crews upon her. In the land of promise off Crimson Cliffs, such

a force would have trundled her like a wheelbarrow : we could

almost have borne her upon our backs. Now, with incessant

labour and standing-hauls, she moved at a snail's pace.

The Faith was left behind, and barely escaped destruction. The The faith

outside pressure cleft the floe asunder, and we saw our best boat,

with .".11 our stores ti vt It^IJi^tl 1

arrrt
TT t from

drifted

away.

US. JLilV CillllV

duced an almost hysterical impression upon our party. Tvro days
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oHAPxia of want of bread, I am sure, would have destroyed us ; and we bad
now left us but eight pounds of shot in all To launch the Hopt
again, and rescue her comrade or share her fortunes, would have
been the instinct of other circumstances ; but it was out of the
question now. Happily, before we had time to ponder our loss, a
flat cake of ioe eddied round near the floe we were upon ; M'Gary
and myself spi-ang to it at the moment, and succeeded in floating
it across tho chasm m time to secure her. The rest of the crew
rejoined her by only scrambUng over the crushed ice as we brought
ber in at the hummock-lines.

'I
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CHAPTER LXI.

THE 8BAL ! TUB SEAL !—TUB FESTIVAL—TEBBA FIRMA— PAUL ZAOHAKIAS
—THE FBAULEIN FIiAISCHER—TUB NEWS—AT TUB SETTLEMENTS—THE
WELCOME.

Things grew worse and worse with us: the old difficulty ofonAi'TSB
breathing came back again, and our feet swelled to such an extent ''*^-

that we were obliged to cut open our canvas boots. But the iiiwM"an<i

symptom which gave me most uneasiness was our inability to sleep.
''"'^*''"«-

A form of low fever which hung b^- us when at work had been
kept down by the thoroughness of our daily rest ; all my hopes of

escape were in the refreshing influences of the halt.

It must be remembered that wc were now in the open bay, in

the full line of the great ice-drift to the Atlantic, and in boats so

frail and unseaworthy as to require constant baling to keep them
afloat.

It was at this crisis of our fortunes that we saw a large seal A seal in

floating—as is the custom of these animals—on a small patch of
''"'*

ice, and seemingly asleep. It was an ussuk, and so large that I

at first mistook it for a walrus. Signal was made for the Hope to

follow astern, and, trembling with anxiety, we prepared to crawl

down upon him.

Petersen, with the large English rifle, was stationed in the bow,

and stockings were drawn over the oars as mufflers. As we
neared the animal, our excitement became so intense that the men intense

could hardly keep stroke. I had a set of signals for such occa-
^''enl!*

sions, which spared us the noise of the voice ; and when about three

hundred yards off", the oars were taken in, and we moved on in

deep silence with a single scull astern.

He was not asleep, for he reared his head when we were almost

within rifle-shot ; and to this day I can remember the hard, care-

worn, almost despairing expression of the men's thin faces as they Life at

saw him move : their lives depended on his capture.
*'*''*

I depressed my hand nervously, as a signal for Petersen to fire.

M'Gary hung upon his oar, and the boat, slowly but noiselessly
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sagging ahead, seemed to me without certain range. Looking at

Petersen, I saw that the poor fellow was paralyzed by his anxiety,
trying vainly to obtain a rest for liis gun against the cut-water of

the boat. The seal rose on his four-flippers, gazed at us for a

moment with frightened curiosity, and coiled himself for a plunge.
At that instant, simultaneously with the crack of our rifle, he re-

laxed his long length on the ice, and, at the very brink of the
water, his head fell helpless to one side.

I would have ordered another shot, but no discii)line could have
controlled the men. With a wild yell, each vociferating according
to his own impulse, they urged both boats upon the floes. A
crowd of hands seized the sesil and bore him up to safer ice. The
men seemed half crazy ; I had not realized how much we were re-

duced by absolute famine. They ran over the floe, crying and
laughing, and brandishing their knives. It was not five minutes
before every maji was sucking his bloody fingers or mouthing long
strips of raw blubber.

Not an ounce of this seal was lost. The intestines found theii

way into the soup-kettles without any observance of the prelimin-

ary home-processes. The cartilaginoi' > narts of the fore-flippers were
cut off" in the melee, and passed round to be chewed upon ; and
even the liver, warm and raw a^ it was, bade fair to be eaten before

it had seen the pot. That night, on the large halting-floe, to

which, in contempt of the dangers of drifting, we happy men had
hauled our boats, two entire planks of the Red Eric were devoted
to a grand cooking-fire, and we eiyoyed a rare and e wage feast.

This was our last experience of the disagreeable effects of

hunger. In the words of George Stephenson, " The charm was
broken, and the dogs were safe." The dogs I have said little

about, for none of us liked to think of them. The poor creatures,

Toodla and Whitey, had been taken with us as last resources

against starvation. They were, as M'Gary worded it, " meat on
the hoof," and *' able to carry theu- own fat over the floes." Once,
near Weary Man's Kest, I had been on the point of kilUng them

;

but they had been the leaders of our winter's team, and we could

not bear the sacrifice.

I need not detail our journey any further. Within a day or two
we shot another seal, and from that time forward had a full sup-

ply of food.
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On the 1st of August we sighted the Devil's Thumb, and were

again among the faniUiar localities of the whalers' battling-ground.

The bay was quite open, and we had been making easting for two

days before. We were soon among the Duck Islands, and, passing

to the south of Cape Shackleton, prepared to land.

" Terra firma ! Terra firma ! " How very pleasant it was to look

upon, and with what a tingle of excited thankfulness we drew near

it ! A little time to seek a cove among the wrinkled lulls, a little

time to exchange congratulations, and then our battered boats

were hauled high and dry upon the rocks, and our party, with

hearts full of our deliverance, lay down to rest.

And now, with th»5 apparent certainty of reaching our homes,

came that nervous apprehension which follows upon hope long de-

ferred. I could not trust myself to take the outside passage, but

timidly sought the quiet-water channels running deep into the

archipelago 'vhich forms a sort of labyrinth along the coast.

Thus it was that at one of our sleeping-halts upon the rocks—for

we still adhered to the old routine—Petersen awoke me with a

story. He had just seen and recognised a native, who, in his fraU

kayak, was evidently seeking eider-down among the islands. The

man had once been an inmate of his family. " Paul Zacharias,

don't you know me 1 I'm Carl Petersen !" " No," said the man;
" his wife says he's dead ;" and, with a stolid expression of wonder,

he stared for a moment at the long beard that loomed at him

through the fog, and paddled away with all the energy of fright.

Two days after this, a mist had settled down upon the islands

wliich embayed us, and when it lifted we found ourselves rowing,

in lazy time, under the shadow of Karkanioot. Just then a fami-

liar sound came to us over the water. We had often listened to

the screeching of the gulls or the bark of the fox, and mistaken it

for the " Huk" of the Esquimaux ; but this had about it an inflec-

tion not to be mistaken, for it died away in the familar cadence of

a « haUoo."

"Listen, Petersen! oars, men!" "What is itl"—and he

listened quietly at first, and then, trembling, said, in a half whisper,

" Dannemarkers !

"

I remember tliis, the first tone of Christian voice which had

greeted our return to the world. How we all stood up and peered

into the distant nooks ; and how the cry came to us again, just as

OBAPTJtB
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CHAPTKR having seen nothing, we were doubting whether the whole was— not a dream; and then how, with long sweeps, the white ash
cracking under the spring of the rowers, we stood for the cape that
the sound proceeded from, and how nervously we scanned the
green spots whkh our experience, grown now into instinct, told uswould be the likely camping-ground of wayfarers.

By-and-by-for we must have been pulling a good half hour-
the single mast of a small shallop showed itself; and Petersen, whohad been very quiet and grave, burst out into an incoherent fit ofcr^ng, only reUeved by broken exclamations of mingled Danishand English. " 'Tis the Upernavik oil-boat ! The FrLlein Fli
Cher

!
Carhe Mossyn, the assistant cooper, must be on his road toKmgatok for blubber. The Mariar^ (the one annual ship) has

come, and Carhe Mossyn-" and here he did it all over again
gulping down his words and wringing his hands

'

It was CarUe Mossyn, sure enough. The quiet routine of aDamsh settlement is the same year after year, and Petersen had
hit upon the exact state of things. The MaHane was at Proven
and Carhe Mossyn had come up in the Fraulein Flaischer to get
the year s supply of blubber from Kmgatok.

Here we first got our cloudy vague idea of what had passed in
the big world during our absence. The friction of its fierce rota-
tion had not much disturbed this little outpost of civilization, andwe thought It a sort; of blunder as he told us that France and Eng-
land were leagued with the Mussuhnan against the Greek ChurchHe was a good Lutheran, this assistant cooper, and all news with
ium had a theological complexion

"Wliat of America, eh, Petersen.?''-and we all looked, waiting
tor him to interpret the answer.

- America ?
" said CarUe ;

" we don't know much of that countiy
here, for they have no whalers on the coast; but a steamer and a
barque passed up a fortnight ago, and have gone out into the ice
to seek your party."

How gently all the lore of this man oozed out of him ! beseemed
an oracle, as, with hot-tingling fingers pressed against the gunwale
of the boat, we Ustened to his words. " Sebastopol ain't taken."
Where and what was Sebastopol ?

But - Sir John FranMin % " There we were at home a^ain_
our own delusive little speciaUty rose uppermost. Franklin'H

The first

new*.
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party, or traces of the dead which represented it, had been found odaptkb
nearly a thousand miles to the south of where we had been search-

^"'

ing for them. He knew ib ; for the priest (Pastor Kraag) had a

German newspaper which told all about it. And so we " out oars
"

again, and rowed into the fogs.

Another sleeping-halt his passed, and we have aU washed clean Preparing

at the fresh water basins and furbished up our ragged furs and *° '*"•*

woollens. Kasarsoak, the snow top of Sanderson's Hope, shows
itself above the mists, and we hear the yelling of the dogs. Peter-

sen had been foreman of the settlement, and he calls ray attention,

with a sort of pride, to the tolling of the workmen's belL It is

six o'clock. We are nearing the end of our trials. Can it be a

dream 1—
We hugged the land by the big harbour, turned the comer by The boats

the old brew-house, and in the midst of a crowd of children, '""»'®* ^^

hauled our boats for the last time upon the rocks.

For eighty-four days we had lived in the open air. Our habits

were hard and weather-worn. We could not remain within the

four walls of a house without a distressing sense of suffocation.

But we drank coffee that night before many a hospitable threshold,

and listened again and again to the hymn of welcome, which, sung a hymn o«

by many voices, greeted our deliverance. welcome.

amuuoiAirDsa'a canoe.
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BoUot

CONCLUSION.

00jojo. Wb received aU manner of kindness from the Danes of Upemavik.

KinVr. r ,

""^ *^'' ^^'^"* settlement are dependent for their

ceived ^^PP^i«« "" tlie annual trading-ship of the colonies, and they of
course could not minister to our many necessities without much
personal inconvenience. But they fitted up a loft for our recep-
tion, and shared their stores with us in liberal Christian charity

They gave us many details of the expeditions in search of Sir
.

John FrankUn, and added the painful news that my gaUant friend
and comrade, BeUot, had perished in a second crusade to save liim
We knew each other by many common sympathies : I had divided
mth him the hazards of mutual rescue among the ice-fields • and
his last letter to me, just before I left New York, promised me
the hope that we were to meet again in Baffin's Bay, and that he
would unite himself with our party as a volunteer. The French
service never lost a more chivalrous spirit.

The Danish vessel was not ready for her homeward journey till
the 4th of September

; but the interval was weU spent in regaining
health and gradually accustoming ourselves to in-door Ufe and
habits. It is a fact, which the physiologist will not find it diffi-
cult to reconcile with estabUshed theories, that we were aU more
prostrated by the repose and comfort of our new condition than
we had been by nearly three nioijths of constant exposure and
effort.

On the 6th I left Upemavik, with aU our party, in the Mariane,
a stanch but antiquated Httle barque, under the command of Cap-
tain Ammondson, a fine representative of the true-hearted and
skilful seamen of his nation, who promised to drop us at the
Shetland Islands. Our Uttle boat, the Faith, which was regarded
by aU of us as a precious relic, took passage along with us. Ex-
cept the furs on our backs, and the documents thai; recorded our
labours and our trials, it was aU we brought back of the Advance
and her fortunes.

On the 11th we arrived at Godhavn, the inspectorate of North

NeedAil

rest.

Leave
Uper-

navik.
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Greenland, and had a characteristic welcome from my excellent ooMoiin-

friend, Mr. Olrik. The Mariane had stopped only U lischarge a !1^'

few stores and receive her paper? of clearance ; but her departure Qodhavn.

was held back to the latest moment, in hopes of receiving news of

Captain Hartstene's squadron, winch had not been heard of since

the 21st of July.

We were upon the eve of setting out, however, when the look- a itoamei

out man at the hill-top announced a steamer in the distance. It '" *'*•*'•

drew near, with a barque in tow, and we soon recognised the stars

and stripes f our < wn country. The Faith was lowered for the

last time into the water, and the little flag which had floated so

near the polos of both hemispheres opened once more to the breeze.

With Brooks at the tiller and Mr. Olrik at my side, followed by

all the boat »f the settlement, we went out to meet them.

Not even after the death of the usuk did our men lay to their Rowing lo

oars more h'lartily. ^\ e neared the squadron and the gallant men **
, ,

° steamer.

that had come out to seek us ; we could see the scars which their

own ice-battles had unprocssed on the vessels ; we knew the gold

lace of the officers' cap-bands, and discerned the groups who, glass

in hand, were evi<- ntly regarding us.

Presently we were alongside. An officer, whom I shall ever

remember as a cherished friend. Captain Hartstene, hailed a little

man in a ragged flannel shirt, "Is that Dr. Kanel" and with the

" Yes ! " that followed, the rigging was manned by our countrymen, cheers of

and cheers welcomed us back to the social world of love which '^<=i«'™*

they represented.

TUB FAITU,

Now at the ttore o/Measrg. CuiIiD3 & Pbtbrson, 124 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
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GLOSSARY OF ARCTIC TERMS.

mv

Bay-ice, ice of recent formation, so called
because forming most readily in bays
and glieltered spots.

Berg (see Iceberg).

Beset, so enclosed by floating ice as to be
unable to navigate.

Bight, an indentation.
Blasting, brflaking the Ice by gunpowder
introduced :> canisters.

Blink (see Ice-blink).

Bore, to force througli loose or recent ice
by sails or by steam.

Brash, ice broken up into small fragments.

Calf, detached masses from berg or glacier
rising suddenly to the surface.

'

Crow's nest, a look-out place attached to
the top-gallant-masthead.

Dock, an opening in the Ice, artificial or
natural, offering protection.

Drifl-ice, detached ice In motion.

Field-ice, an extensive surface of floating
ice.

Fiord, an abrupt opening in the coast-
line, admitting the sea.

Fire-hole, a weU dug in the ice as a safe-
guard in case of fire.

Floe, a detached portion of a field.

Ol<uiier, a mass of ice derived from the
atmosphere, sometimes abutting upon
the sea.

Hummocks, ridges of broken ice formed
by collision of fields.

Ice-anchor, a hook or grapnel adapted to
take hold upon ice.

Ice-belt, a continued margin of ice, which
in high northern latitudes adheres to

the coast above the ordinary level of the
sea.

Iceberg, a large floating mass of ice de-
tached from a glacier.

Ice-blink, a peculiar appearance of the
atmosphere over distant ice.

Ice-chisel, a long chisel for cutting holes
in ice.

Ice-face, the abutting face of the ice-belt.
Ice-foot, the Danish name for the limited

ice-belt of the more southern coast.
Ice-fwok, a small ice-anchor.
Ice-raft, ice, whether field, floe, or de-
tached belt, transporting foreign matter.

Ice-taible, a flat surface of ice.

Land-ice, floes or fields adhering to the
coast, or included between headlands.

Lane or lead, a navigable opening in the
ice.

Nip, the condition of a vessel pressed
upon by the ice on both sides.

Old ice, ice of more than a sea ui.'s growth.

Pack, a large area of floating ices driven
together more or loss closely.

Polynia, a Russian term for an open-
water space.

Pvi-raddy, a shoulder-belt to drag by.

ride-hole, a well sunk in the ice for the
purpose of observing tides.

Tracking, towing along a margin of ice.

Water-sky, a peculiar appearance of the
sky over open water.

Young ice, ice formed before the Betting in
of winter; recent ice.

/
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